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FOREWORD

Physic , a discipline at the heart of our last major ,

technologic i..:revolution, yields a quotation that is highly
appropriate tO the present'work:

/

/When you can measure v t you are speaking
/ about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot

/ measure it, when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and
unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginnina
of knowledge, but you have scardely,, in your
thoughtS, advanced to the stage of.science.,

-7 William Thomson, Lord Kelvin
;:(l_824-1907) English Physicist

Notions ot yet another major revolution, one that Will
bringabout a "post-industrial" society, ha e been in the air
/or some time now. Yet, few steps toward tle measurement of

this reVolution's most importantelement -- information
-- were taken until Dr. Porat b:gan the investigation

/that is reported intnese volumes. We mig t say, then, that
/ this study, truly a seminal one, pushes o knowledge of an

/ information economy Oloser to "the stage Of science."

This report proposes a conceptual framework ft:it-
defining the information activities of an advanced economy,
and prescribes an objective way to quantify them. Without
such definition and meaSurement, I Cannot imagine how we can
fo,-mulate sound policy for an information society. The fact
that so many information policy issues are pressing upon us

. adds to the pertinence of thq research.

It may strike.some as odd that the Office of Telecom-
munications, an organizationiconcerned principally with
/telecommunicatiens technology, would offer a report dealing
with the whole range of information activities. The explanation
lies in the need to view;telpcommunications in the larger
context of its effects on ot!her aspects of society. Satellite
networ)cs, for example, can be an instrument fir regional
economic development. Reta'l terminals can perform banki.og \

functions. And electronic communications is steadily
diminishing the volume 9f traditional postal delivery. Thus,
it is essential to appreciate how 'issues internal to
telecommunications influence other kinds of information
actiVities. Conversely, ways.of achieving broader policy
objectives might well produce decisions affecting telecommunic
tions services. T have in mind Such goals as the provision of
equal access to high-quality health care or the expansion of
Continuing education, both of which obviously can be facilitated
by the electronic media'. To the extent that telecommunications
and its sister.technologv, computers, are at the core of the
infrastructure of the information society, their relationships
with the larger society are every bit as important as their
internal problems.



Th? concepts and methods described in theSe volumes
have beyjun_ to attract wide national and international notice.
,They are'cited by officials of the Congress, the Executive
Branch, and the regulatory agencies: They.are beim; studied
by international organizations. Yet, in spite of all .the

.
acknowledgments, this study constitutes only a point of
departure toward a more complete understanding of the
information society. We must devise and test alternative
representations of the information economy against this one.
We still have to settle on the best model, achieve
comparability among models in other countries, produce
trend data, and construct the methods for predicting
consequences of alternative policy decisions.

I am confident that this additional work will be taken
up by others. Moreover, I believe that their efforts will
sharpen these doncePts into a new tool, a tool of great
value because of its clear relevance to the course of our
world's complex societies.

John M. Richardson
Director



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Science, commerce and technology are inextricably
interconnected in American society. 'It is therefore
fitting that this effort to clarify one aspect of,their
impact was a joint project of the National Science
Foundation and the Department of Commerce./ The National
Science:Foundation provided the funds.needed to undertake
the project, the Department of Commerce the institutional
setting in which to conduct it. The bond/was cemented
through a common concern with telecommunications
technolOgies and policies. .

We were particularly motivated by the prospect of
increasing the substance surrounding faScinating concepts
about the changing nature of American sOciety. The
evident acceleration in invention and application of
information technologies and the social and economic
change which accompanies this developMent, is directly
relevant to a wide range of policy concerns. -

/

The findings of 'this research are'provocative and
conciSe. We trust that they will stimulate and illuminate
public/discussion. .The,report desczlibes some of,the ways
in which the findings have been applied thus far* Yet it
is clear that thi8 work is an increMental contiibutioh and
tAat much rAmains to be accomplished. Work has,begun in the
U.S. and.abroad to extend the data base developed in the
project. I extend an invitation tO readers tb contribute
their reactions to the report and their ideas on further'
research.-

/Charles N. Brownstein
Program Manager.

, Telecommunications Policy
Research Program
National Science'Foundation, 1977.
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FYNOPSIS

THE INFORMATION ECONOMY Report Series totals nine volumes, each of which has

its own subtitle.

77-12(1) THE INFORMATION CCNCMY: Definition and Measurement Dr. Marc

Uri Porat 265 pp.

77-12(2)

This, vulume contain:3 the exeeu'ive summAry and the major findings

of.tEe'Study. lt.detin,es information activity and includes a formal,

set-of National Income-and Product Accounts for the primary and

econdary informatior'i sectors, with input-outputmatrices for both

of these sectors. In addition, it 'specifics the infprmatiou-related
occupations of both -tine primary and secondary information sectors;
this includes a conOdoration of private and public bureaucracies. _-
Finally, it presents 'ilists of information policy iss,uon pertaining to

industry, government ,:nd the home and makes two recommr?ndations _;s to

how the Federal government might moet the public policy issues posed

by the expansion of 6di- information activity.

THE INFOMATION ECCNOXY: Sources and Methods for Measuring the Primary

InformationSector (Detailed Industry Reports) Dr. Marc Uri Porat

188 pp.

This volume presents rePorts of the 25 major industries that compose

the primary information sector. The volume's classification scheme
is based on the Bureau pI.Ecenomic Analysis Input-Output Matrix. Each

industry is discussed in groat detail. The 'discussions include the

reasoning behind considering the industry as part of the primary

information sector, a breakdown of the subordinate industries that

compose the larger industrial category, a narrative of theinformational
aspects of the industry, and a report of the final demand and value-

ad&tI__components. The service, Manufacturing, and construction sectors

of the economy are considered.

We call to the reader's attention that the most critical part of 01--

entire report series is to be found in the first two volumes. The

remaining volumes are essentially supplements to and extensions of

Volumes 1 and 2.

77-12(3) -- THE INFOMATION ECONOMY: The Interindustry Transacions Matrices (1967)

-- Dr. Marc Uri Porat, wi:th the assistance. of Michael R. Rubin -- 58 pp.

Volume 3 consists of input-output tables showing transactions in the

1967 econpmy.. One -table shO;is a breakout of 108 industries, another

of 190 industries.

77-12(4) -- THE 'INFORMATION.ECONOMY.:-The TecI-nology Matrices (1967) -- Dr. Marc

Uri Porat, with' the assistance of Michael R. Rubin -- 117 pp.
0

Volume 4 includes A-coefficient matrices for the 1967 economy at

both the 108 and 190 levels of detail.

(vi )



77-12(5) -- THE INFORMATION ECONOMY: The "Total,Effect" Matrices (1967)
Dr. Marc. Uri Porat, with the assistance of Michael R. 1Z.ibin --

/ 117 pp.

This volume contains the 1967 inverSe Matrices with detail at
both the 108 and 190 industry levels.

Volumes 3 through 5 contain backup'information to Chapter:: 6

/ .

77-12(6) --'THE INFORMATION ECONOMY: The Labor Income by Indust_ry Matrix of
Employee Compensation (1967) -- Dr. Marc Uri Porat', with the
assistance of Michael R. P.ubin -- 100 ipp.

'Volume 6 consists of a table of 4:52 occupations pnd 108 industries
showing the wages paid by each industry to each/occupation in 1967.

77-12(7) THE INFORMATION ECONOMY: The Labor Income by In/dustry Matrix of
Employee Compensation (1970)u-- Dr. Marc Uri POrat, with the
assistance of Michael R. Rubin -- 91

and 10 of Volume 1.

Volume 7 consists of a table of 422 occupations and 108 industries
showing the wages paid by each industry to each occupation in 1970.

Volumes 6 and 7 contain backup information
volume 1.

o'Chapter 7 of

77-12(8) -- THE INFORMATION ECONOMY: National Income,/Workforce, and Input
Output Accounts -- Dr. Marc Uri Porat, with the assistance of
Michael R. Rubin -- 91 pp.

This volume contains. backUp material.to/Chapters 4 ana 9 of
Volume 1. It consists of a numher of tpbles, including those
that show trends in the labor force over t.:me and National
Income Accounts information.

77-12(9) -- THE INFORMATION ECONOMY: User's Guide/to the Complete Database
Michael R. Rubin -- 71 pp.

This volume is a user's guide to the computer model which
describes the information elements of theeconomy in thp bench-
mark year 1967. The database is aVailable on magnetic tape
through the NatiOnal Technical Infnrmation Serv3ce, Springfield,
Virginia, Accession NO. PB-264 172, titled "The Information
Economy."
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CHAPTER ONE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We began this study with two major goals in mind: to define
and measure an "information activity" in the U.S. economy;
to examinethe structure of the informationactivity with
respect to the rest Of the economy. A third goal, not a
part.of the original study but which developed as interest
in the project grew, was to discUss.the implications of our
findings: what it means for the U.S. to evolve frob an economy
that is bastd primarily in manufacturing and industry to one .

that is based primarily in knowledge, Communication and
information.

This Summary chapter is organized into five brief sections:

1. The question, where we state the problem and
.develop the definitions.used in the,study.

2. The method, where we use the National Jr:come and
Product_Accounts and the input-output tables of
the U.S. economy to solve our measurement "?uzzle."

S The findings, where we see that 46% of the Gross
National Product is bound up,with the information.
activity; 'and where we discover that nearly half
the labor forCe holds some/sort of an "informational"
job, earning 53% of labor income.

.0

4. The implications, where we focus on the "horjzontal"
impacts of new information technologies acrosS the
major sectors of the economy, resulting in numerous
"information policy" issues; and where we suggest
that the Executive loci of responsibility are
numerous and disparate-

5. The recommendations, where we argue that the Federal
government ,should adopta more hoqzontal view of
information policy, coOrdinating issues that cross
traditional industry and Departmental lines; and
where we consider whether to continue monitoring the
information sector in the Natiopal Income and Product

Accounts.

1. The Question

Fritz Machlup first attempted to measure the share of the U.S.
GNP:connected with knowledge as opposed to other kinds of

activities.1 If we are to make bold statements about the U.S.

as a "post-industrial society".or an "information economy,"
then it is incumbent upon us to provide at least that summary

$tatistic. The quest±_on: W;lat. ohare of
t7;: .the r.r.7ccoc ,:n<1 dirhf

of inforron jOod0 and SC.P.JCO:. Or, wilat is the extent of



the information activity, (as oppOsed to'agriculture, serVices/
or industry), as a portion of thetotal U.S. economic.activity?

An economy can be separated into two domainS.:.211e first is ,

'involved in the transformation f-Matter 4d energy from one/
'form into another. The second is involvgd in transforming /

information fron one pattern into another: -lfrie two domains/
.are linked and inseparable. Manipulation of mater and energY
would be impossible without a sizable input of knowledge,
planning, coordination, and control information: And the
production, processing, and distribution of infortation'wOuld
be impossible without a sizable input of matter and energy.
The 'systematic marriage of these two domains is absolute./
The question ig_the relative contribution of each partner in
producing ecopbmic'wealth.

Information is not a homogeneous gcod or' service such as milk
or iron ore. It is a collection or a bundle', of many hetero-
geneous goods and services that togetyler coMprise an acivity
in the U.S. economy.' For example, the informational require-
Ments'of organizing a firm include such diverse activities
as 'research and development; managerial decision making,
writing-letters, filing .invoices, data proceSsing, telephone
communication, and producing a host of memos,\ forms,/reports,
and' cOntrol mechanisms..

!,
Our first burden is to offer a definition of an "information
activity" that is intuitively reasonable, makes ecOnomic sense,
,and is measurable.

Wg offer the. following: Information is data that have been
organized and communicated. The information- ativity include.s
all the resources ,consumed ir producing, prOcessing and
distributing information goods and services.

To organize data into information, one needs tO superimpose
order: a system_of logic, a system of thought, a system of
measurement, a system of communication. To coMmunicate these
organized data, one requires three elements: a communicator,
a channel of Communication, and a receiver. The operational
definition of information used in this study goes beyond the
narrow definition offered above, encpmpassing all the workers',
machinery, goods and services that are employed in processing,
manipulating or transmitting information. The telephone, the
computer, the printing press, the calculator. the manager,
the secretary and the programMer -- these are all essential
members of the information activity. It would be almost
impossible to handle-information without resorting to these
resources.

-&rQide variety Of information capital resources are used to
deliver the inforMational requirements of one firm: typewtiters,
calculators, copierS, terminals, computers, telephones and
switcLboards. And depending on the size of the firm, there
could be a massive array of high technology information goods
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such as microwave antennae, satellite'dishes. and facsimile
machines. un the labor side, the firm has to employ tae
services of many different types of information workers,
who together Satisfy the firm's informational requirements.
We find the research scientist, engineer, designer, draftsman,
manager, secretary, clerk, accountant, lawyer, advertising
manager, communications officer, Persollnel director all
essentially paid to create knowledge, communicate ideas,
process information in one way or another transform
symbols from one form to another. The information workers
and the information capital are housed in "information
buildings": office buildings, schools and other structures
.where the primary activity is to manipulate inforMation.
They also consume a wide variety of .information joode and
services, such as telecommunications, business consulting,
legal advice, paper and office supplies.

----We haVe offered an inductive definit.ion of what is to be
included as information capital. It is also okperational.
We can now selest;at,a very fine level of detail from
amongst the many.hundreds of machines and instruments that
correspond to.thiS broad definition of "infOrmation capital."
Most goods are not ambiguous. A tractor is obviously a member
:of the food activity, and a seismograph is a member of the
informatiOn activity. oThe few capital goods that are ambiguous
viere usUally elimdnated from the definition so that errors are
overly restrictive rather than oVerly inclusive.2

The definition for information labor is symmetrical to
information capital. We looked at each of the 422 occupations
that are reported by the U.S. Census and the Bureau of Labor

asked the following question: Does this
worker's income originate primarily.in the manipulation of
symbols.and information? Clearly, all human endeavor contains
some component of information processing. Without information
prodessing, .all cognitive functions would cease and there
would be no human activity. But that definition is operationally
useless. We are not saying that information workers deal
exclusively in information and other kinds of workers neVer
deal in information. Rather, we assert that certain occupations
are primarily engaged in the manipulation of symbols, either at
a high intellectual content (such as the production of new
knowledge) or at a more routine level (such as feeding computer
cards into a ard reader). And for othe:r occupations, such as
in personal service or manufacturing, information handling
appears only, in an.ancillary fashion: It Is a distinction of
degree, not of kind. Using this test, we divided the 422
ocdupations into two major groups, information and noninforma-
tion.3 The information group was further subdivided into
approximately:30 smaller groups, as reported in Chapter 7.

Having arrived at a working definition of infOrmatiOn -- one
that could be translated from concept to measurement 7- we
then turned our attention to the producers and cpnsumers of.
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information in a market sense. Whoproduces information
goods and services? Who.consumes them? And, more
importantly, can we determine whet portion of the Gross
National Product is bound.up with the, provision of the
information activity?

We approach this problem by casting information in a
market and a nonmarket Context. :The former refers to
any information good or service which is exchanged across
a recognizable marketplace. The supply side (firms-and
industries) is described; the demand side (other firms,
households, governments, and exports) is described; and
the good rir service has a known market price.

mar:( .f.nformn sctor" includes those frms L771!
t'he h!AndZe informatl'on goods and services exChaNged

in a mari,:4t contest:. In 1967, 25% of GNP originated in the
primary information sector.4

In addition to the primary informAtion sector,we know that
a tremendous volume of information is produced .and consumed
within firms and governments .and never transacted across
recognizable markets. We argue that every noninformation
firm supports . sizable collection of. "quasi-firms" whose
job is to provide basic information services: R&D, data
processing, telecommunication, typing, management,
accounting and so on. The cost of these information
services is embedded in the market price of .the firm's
primary output. The "secondary information sector" includes

tke serces produced fcir internai consumption
2c5oerzment and noninformation firms.- In this sense, the.

'production of information services is ancillary or "secondary"
to the production of a noninformation good. For example, a
portion of an automobile s market price pays for the R&D,
management and advertising services necessary to.bring the
product to market. The "value" of the secondary information
services is measured by imputing a shadow price as if these
servic'es were bought from the primary information sector.

The secondary information sector is intuitively analagous to
the private and.public bureaucracies, or Galbraith's
"technocracy". The sector is the repository of the planning,
decision-making and control apparatus in the economy. As we
shall argue,' planning is a major feature of an information
economy. We shall provide a price tag for'these activities
by industry, summing to 21% of GNP in 1967.

We now have the basic definitional framework used throughout
this study. We defined what we mean by information generally.
We saw examples of.information capital and information labor.
And we divided the information activity into two major sorts:
one in the primary information sector.where information is
exchanged as a commodity, and one in the secondary information
sector where information is embedded in some other good or
service and not explicitly exchanged.5 The next phase is
measurement.



2. The Methou

.Information activities ale scattered throughout the National
,Income. and Product Accounts and our economic censuses. Our
job is to.extract the many tiny piece',;,. often blIried and lost,
to form a coherent picture of an information economy.

We treat the problem as a two-part pUzzln. Tho first part
is building the primary information sector; the second art
is finding a'way 'to measure the value of the secondary
information services.

Constructing. the Primary Information Sector

A major goal of this study is to build a set of-accounts for.
the primary information sector that are completely consistent
with the National InCome & Product Accounts. By relying
,completely on the Bureau of Economic AnafYsis (BEA) conventions
and definitions, We have built a-set of accounts (in Chapter 4)
that can be directly 'compared with the other sect6rs in the
economy.

The actual tnsk of constructing the primary information sector
is relatively straightforward. Eaah oandidate industry is
clecomposed at the finest level available from the census
(7-digit SIC) . Certain industries, such as computers and
telecommunications, offer no problem and can be "lifted'
intact from the manufacturing or service secter. Others,,
such as finance and real estate,..offer considerable difficulties,
and must be examined more closely. The techniqUes for that
examination vary with industry, and are reported fully in
Volume 2.

Late on the components of.final demand (personal consumption,
cross capital formation, government expenditures, net exports)
and value added (employee compensation, profits,. d@preciation,and
lndirect -business taxes) arc gathered using the BEA input-

. tpu :orktape.6 After the industry microdata are assembled
Lin "cleaned," thel, are aggregated into a form-11 set of
nati:,nal accounts.

Con-structinc the- Secondary Information 'Sector

The secondary sector is.somewhat more complicated: How
does one measure the value of an'information service that
is never sold across an established market? To simplify
the eplanation. (found in.Chapter 9) , we argubthat the
value of the service is.composed of the labor and capital
resources consumed in producing the serv,ce. A ,iisiness
letter requires informati:on workers -- to write ,type,
correct, file, and mail. It also requires infr -mation
goods -- a dictaphone, typewriter, photocopier Dd. ii-

cabin
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And the entire activity is housed in "information buildings"
-- offices -- as a form of info;Nation capital. Hence, in
a strict national accounting senSe, the value.added in the
secondary information sector is composed of two measurable
inputs:

(i) the employee compensation of information workers
employed by noninformation industries,' and

(ii) the'depreciation taken on information capital
goods 'purchased by noninformation industries.

Having devised a strategy for solving our puzzle, we begin
to assemble the Many pieces. First, we use a Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) matrix that shows the detailed'
occupational structtire of all U.S. industries. We convert
the matrix to show employee compensation (discussed in
Chapter 7) , rather than the number of workers. That task
enables us to measure, by industry,_ the 'wago bill of the
information workers employed by.noninformation industries.

Second, we use a BEA matrix that shows the detailed capital
flows of all U.S. industries. By making Some simplifying
assumptions., we are able to measure the depreciation taken'
on information capital goods used by noninformation industries.

Together, these two data ba-Ses provige the minute pieces
for the puzzle. By a4grcgating the pieces following national
income accounting rules, we can build a set of accounts for
the secondary information sector, as shown in Chapter 9.

'Se also built an ihput-output (I-0), model showing the structure
of the two informat4on sectors. The I-0 model provides us
-with a rich data base regarding interindustry flows of-
information goods and se'rvices. Several applications of I-0
analysis appear in Chapters 6 and 10.

3. The Findings

Table 1.1 summarizes the major findings regarding the share
of GNP originating in the primary and secondary information
sectors. National 'wealth (GNP) can be'measured in two ways.
"Final Danand," or the product side nf the account, includes
all the purchases of households, governments and .foreigners.
It also includes the nation's investment in machinery and
buildings: The thousandg of goods and services included in
the primary information sector accounted for 21.9% of final
demand (GNP) in 1967. In addition, the sales of the secondary
information sector to final demand accounted for 3.4% of GNP.

But final demand is not an accurate measure of, economic wealth.
It only counts the revenues from final sales and eliminates
ThterifLediate demand. Hence, a group of industries which sell
mostly to intermediate demand (other firms.) captures'a smaller
share of GNP than a group which sells exclusively to final

demand./.



TABLE 1.1: THE STRUCTURE OF THE INFORMATION ECONOMY (1967) (Millions of $)

PRODUCERS INTERMEDIATE CONSUMERS FINAL DEMAND % GNP

Primary

Information

Sector

Secondary

Information

Sector

Noninforthation

Sector

VALUE

ADDED

Primar Secondary NoninformatiOn

$691754 $781917 0

_

616 227,778

59,538 0

..

5711503

199,642 1671826

,

, 4271920

of GNP 25.1% 21.1% 53.8%

$174,585

27,140

59?,363

GNP =

$795/388,

21.9%

3.4%

74.6%
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The value added side of the accounts is a more accurate
representation of wealth, as'it is not biased by the'

peculiarities of who purchaSed the good.

1- 1961, 25.P of .:alue added originated in the primary

information sector. In c'dition, 21.1% of value added
'originaed with the provision of secondary information

services. The two pieces are conceptually.and empirically
distinct; they. are also' additive. :n- !?ifpnation

tranoactons,
:

The convosition of the workforce is also a basic indicator
of our economic development. Between 1860 and 1905, the
agricultural workers dominatad the labor force, followed
by industry,. services and information. Between 1905 and
1955, the industry sectortook the lead. But by 1955 the
information sector became predominant, rising from a low
of 157 of the workforce in 1910 to over 40% in 1970.
Information workers eatned over 53% of all labor income in
1967 (see Chapter 7).

These majoi findings motivate the argument that the U.S.
1.as now emerged as an information-based economy.

4. The. "Implication6

In the last Chapter, after our excursion hrough the
information sectors'is ended, we trace some of the effects
of information technology on the overall economy. In a
rudimentary fashion, we begin to define the elements .of

"info.rmation policy." \

.

. ,

The 'major implication is that as informaiion technologies
"invade" various sectors of tIle economy, old arrangements
hay come 'into conflict with the new. Applications of the

new technologies mav raise either economic issues or value
conflicts that previously lay dormant. The seeds of
tomorrow's opportunities and difficulties are sown today.

And therein lids the presumption that information policy
should adopt a prospective look at future application7 of

information technology.

The framewoi-k for understanding information policy is
sketched in Fiaure 1.1.. Itwill be.expanded further in

Chapter 11.

A major distinction is drawn between the "vertical"
attention given to issues within the telecommunications

-and computer world,-and the "horizontal" effects of the
technology on the overall economy. This perspective is
important, aiven that polit:y attention is today almost
exclusively directed at.the vertical issues.



FIGURE 1.1: THE INFOMATT'ON POLICY FRAMEWORR

"Vertical" Zecisions

Informati,on
Technology
Policy
(e.g., com)utc.rs
anti.

telecommunications
.infrastructure)

Applivatiocs

Imoacts

Me Rest of thc Economy:
:::formaticn pollcy 1:ssues

!

.

market pressures

Loci of Fc,deral;
1 Responsibility.]

Political :lediation

-

But as new applications ate found for information technology,
the horizontal impacts march to the forefront of the policY

0 conflict. We already hear the opening drumrolls of
(horizontal) conflict from those industries whose technical
characteristics_ are inexorably converging, and Whose economiC
stakes are looSening in the shifting sand. I cite the edgy
and uncomfortable feeling in the U.S. Postal Service as
electroniC mail approaches; I cite also the polite realign-
mentz in the finance .ndustry as electronic funds transfer
systems threaten .to e:;.tinguish certain distirctions between
commercial banks and S&L's,,between a branch office and a
point-of-sale terminal.

Some policy issues are more clbsely akin tc sOcial rather
than economic concerns, to queltions of value..I cite the
fortunate public outcry against the universal Personal
Identification Number; I cite also the populist concern
with unequal distribution'of (or access to) information
resources.

In the final Chapter, we list dOzens of potential policy
issues born,.= (7f new inforthation technology applications.
We also tie, whk:.rever possible, the policy problem to the
executive agency which serves as a locus of responsibility.
An immediate observation is that there exists no coherent
locus of executive responsibility. Hence, prospect:ve
attention to information policy matters is applied unevenly
and without broad interdepartmental guidance.

r 7
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To close the information policy loop, we observe that some
of the policy solutions may generate pressure on the keepers

of the infrastructureThat is, the horizontal impacts of
information technology may generate problems that, after
political mediation, return to the doorstep of the vertical

decision-makers. For example, a USPS,decision to implement
an extensive electronic mail system may impose design
criteria that run afoul of plans for an extensive EFT ,

network. The FCC commissioners, as chief representatives
of the vertical axis, may find themselves in the Odd position
of setting de factopostal service or banking policy. What
the FCC permits or denies the owners of the information
infrastructure ultimately expands or restricts the options

of "horizontal" users.

Conversely, bankers and Postal Commissioners may discover,

to their chagrin (or delight) 'that de facto policy has been
set for them because of the shape of the infrastructure.
Relative costs of using alternative configurations of
information technology can preclude or encourage certain

'applications. This is the two-way street between the
vertical and hori:zontal communities.

We may find that issues are resolved through the discipline

of the marketplace. Competitive pressures, both national
and international, may moot governmental intervention and
achieve solution without direct regulation. But where the
market alone cannot achieve efficiency ot equity, information
policy issues may continue to rattle unceremonionsly.in the
corridors of the Executive agencies. Coordination and
consultation increase the likelihood of achieving market

solutions. In this spirit, we hold that one sign of a
successful information policy is that direct government
intervention is replaced by prospective problem-solving.

5. The Recommendations

Two major recommendations flow from this study, one regarding
the formulation and implementation of information policy, the
other regarding thr2 merit of institutionalizing the information

sectors in the national accountg. Both are discussed in

Chapter 11.

'Recommendation 1:

In response to emerging horizontal information policy
ssues, the Execu,tive Branch should establish an
appropriate organlsation to coordinate interdepartmental

policy formulation.

The need for a Federal information policy office stems from

three sources: (i) from the unresolved economic or social

conflicts arising from new applications of information

-technology; (ii) from the absence of clearl articulated



goals and objectives in the Executive; and (iii) from the
lack of interdepartmental coordination of those Federal
agencies that nold statutory authority for resolving the
conflicts.

Such a response might take the formof an Office in the.
EOP (e.g., in OTP or OMB) whose charge is to deyelop a
process of interdepartmental consultation and coordination.
This process should include the relevant Departments, with
input frogi private sector interests, public interest groups,
and disinterested parties.

The incentive to participate in such a forum is tied to the
budget process. The proximity of the Office to the EOP
Eerves to facilitate budget approval of those misSion
programs which are involved in information policy. In effect,
this Office "represents" the missirri-oriented agencies'
programs to OMB. In Chapter 11, we explore the idea in
greatef detail.

The Bureau of Econorlic'AY!alyss (BEA) o;'iould
-rcquelstea to reiew the'usefuZness corzol:ructing
permaent inforatton sector account.s.

The concept of an "information activity" has hot yet-
passed scientific and political muster, except on a limited
basis. Hence, we feel that a decision to institutionariZe
the accounts on a permanent basis is not yet warranted.

The two reasons in favor of institutionalizing the accounts
are: (i) to'develop a meaningful time series for academic
research purposes, and (ii) to establish a.foundation for
further focus on "information policy" issues.

On the academic agenda, it it clear that meaningful econometric
analysis is stalled without systematic time series data,
gathered in a consistent, accurate and timely manner. The
cross,-section (1967) developed in this study does not meet
the academic objective. Also, no researbh effort can hOpe to
achieve the turnardund time of the BEA in producing annual
estimates. If current repors are in demand, then the BEA is a
natural agency to'approach.

On the policy agenda, we have discovered that the existence
of a single set of (1967) accounts has served as a foundation
-for political conjectures and assertions. The very existence
of an official set of accounts serves to focus policy attention
on previously ignored issues. For example, after the Department
of Commerce started producing reports on capacity utilization,
policy attention regarding that,,important statistic was
heightened.

9
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The, reasons that we do-not recommend to institutionalize
the accounts turn on two issues:'. (i) the de.-ision to

.incorporate the_information sector into tth National
Income.and Product Accounts is. not OT's to make, but iS
he prerogative of the BEA, and (ii) the academic and
policy'communities' interests and criticisms have not

been fully expressed.

, We hope thatthis nine-voiume report series Will generte
,a.fruitful dialogue between the academic and poiicy

interests. The decision can wait until the jury has

.returned.

Returning to our two main goals, defining and measuring
the structure of an infOrmation'economy, we are now%

read tO report the results. The next nine chapters
contain the elements of the "puzzle" explained earlier

in the i:Itroduction. Each 'piece of the puzzle is
introduced and fitted into the larger picture. =All the

statistical pieces of the labor fOrce and industry "lock"
into place around_the input-outpUt matrix. They are
completely reconciled internally and-with, the National

Accdunts.

Interpreting the impli'cations of an information economy

is a ridde,w:Lth many solutions. Our purpose is served

if the basic statistical foundation for tb-0 idea-is

sound. Once the "soapbox" is built and can support the
weight, we gladly invite others to Hyde Park for the

inevitable debates.
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FOOTNOTES

Fritz Machlup, The Production and Distribution of
KncnJledge in the United States, Princeton University Press,
New Jersey, 1962.

2An example of an ambiguous capital good is a clock.
A clock obviously gives one information.about the time of
day, but a clock also has value as an ornamental'piece, as
furniture or, in the smaller version as a watch, as a _piece
of jewelry. Treatment of this ambiguous category is aS
follows: the casing portions of a clock or watch (the
ornamental or jewelry compOnent) was measured Separately
from the clock mechanism.itself, This sorting ()lit was done
at a very tediobs and minute level as this example illustrates,
and gives us fair assurance that.the definition of information
capital was followed quite faithfully in the measurement
.effort.

.-Including a third group of around 30 occupations which
are "ambiguous," e.g., nurses, managers of retail establish-
ments, foremen.

4 The'Federal government produces certain services
(e.g., printing and publishing,.data processing) that are
directly analagous to those produced in the primary information
sector. The GNP share of these activities in 1967.was 5.1%

5One slight deviation from this definition is in the
treatment of government, and we should make that clear

. in advance. The government engages in activities that are)
both like the primary information sector and like the
secondary information sector. Where the'Federal governtent
maintains a printing;office of a data communications network,
.it clearly emulates firms in the primary information sector.
The economics and the technology of operating a government'
printing office are quite similar to those of a ,private
printing firm. We therefore built a separate government
industry in the primary information sector. Likewise, the
value of the "secondary" information services consumed by
governments appear in our secondary information sectOr. The
GNP share of these activities in,1967 was 2.3%.

6The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department
of Commerce publishes,a magnetic tape of the input-output (1-0)
jttatrix. The detailed data were drawn from an unpublished
work-'tape underlying the aggregate 1-0 tables.
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7 This is apparent by example. CrUde petroleum is not

a consumer item: governments do nbt purchase it; almdst

none is exported; and it is not an investment goOd.. The

shaTe of U.S. final demand attributable to crude petroleum

is a mere $339 million -- or 0.04% of GNP. But the crude

petroleum industry is a lucrative source of profits and

wages. On the income side of the account -- va..ue added

the industry created $8,611 million, or 1.08% of GNP.

t)La
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CHAPTER TWO

THE SIX-SECTOR ECONOMY

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly sketch the
framework.used in this study, and to provide a roadmap of the
descriptive and analytic chapters that follow.

The U.S. economy is conceptually divisible into six sectors:
three "information sectors," two noninformation sectors, and a
household sector. The three information sectors'produce and
distribute all the information goods and services demanded by the
economy. The twb noninformation sectors supply 'all the physiCal
or material goods and services whose value or use do not

. priTarily involve information.. The hoUsehold sector supplies
labor services and consumes final.gocids.

The Six Sectors

The primary information sector includes all industries which
produce information 'machines or sell information services .on
(established) markets. This sector provides the teChnical ,

'infrastructure for a variety of information processing and,\
ransmission activities. It also offers inforMation for sale as
a commodity. Included here are such diverse industries as
comptiter manufacturing, telecommunications, printing, mass media,
.advertising, accounting, and education. This is the productive
locus of an information based economy. This sector includes
eight major classes of industries: (i) the knowledge Toroduction
and inventive industries; (ii) information distribution and
communication industries; (iii) risk management industries
including components of finance and insurarge; (iv) search and
cobrdination industries, including all market information and
advertising vendors; (v) information processing and transmission
services, both electronic and nonelectronic; (vi) information
goods industries, including information machines; (vii) selected
government activities that have direbt market analogs in thp
primary information sector--includingthe postal service and
education, and (viii) Support facilities such as office and
education-buildings.,

The priMary information sector inclUdes,all.w. :et
.transactions of informatio-goods 'and services. lose portions,
of t!a governMent bureaucracy that provide.primary infoxmation
services are included because they are almost indist.nguishable
from the mar!:et variety. As we.shall see:in Chapter
approxima*ady 25..1% of value added (GNP) originates in the
.primary sector.. The.goVernment contributes around 10%, and the
'private sector countributes 90% of all primary information
products, °.(See Table 4.9.)

The -seCondarY information sector includes most of the public
.Dureaucracy and all of the private bureaucracy. It includes the
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Costs of organizing firms, maintaining markets, developing and
transmitting prices, regulating markets, monitoring the firm's

behavior and making and'enforcing cules. .

The public bureaucracy includes all the informational
functions of the Federal., State an'd local governments.
Governments perform a mWad of planning, coordinating, deciding,
-monitoring, regulating and evaluating activities--these are an

information overhead cost,to the.private economy. Those

portions of the public bureaucraty which have direct analogs in
the primary information sector7-such as printing, law and
account,ing--have, been remov d from the sector for accounting

purposes.. Education, one o .the largest components transferred
into the primary Sector, is.\sold" as a local public good by
state and local governments, with the voter purchasing services

-.as if a market were operating. Only the planning and
coordinating activities of gwernments remain,in the secondary

information sector..

The private bureaucracy is that portion of every
noninformation firmwhich engags in purely informational

activities. It is a dire'tt analog to the public bweaucracV,
except its locus is in the private sector. It; too, exacts a

high burden on the economy, and consumes a prodigious amount of

resources.. Although the private bureaucracy produces services

similar to the prima!:y information sector (e.g. data processing
and.library.services), we cannot measure the value of,each

discrete activity. Conceptually, these services are the
informational costs of providing a noninformation good. Although

the good is sold on markets, the information component is not.

The publig productive sector is that portion of Federal,

State and local governments which is solely' engaged in produting
noninformationaltTublic and quasi-public goods. This sector

.includes all highway construction, dam building, maintaining a

.navY, providing sanitation or transportation services,
establishing wildlife preserves and keeping up national parks.

The Erivateproductime sector includes all market ectivities
other than those involving information good's and services. This

sector is the heart of the traditional economy, including.the
. .

agriculture, mining and.transportation sectors, and mOst of the

construction and manufaCturing industries.

Finally, the household sector provides all the labor
resources used by the other five sectors of the economy,
including workers whose jobs are mostly information oriented and

those who are in the agricultural, industrial or traditional
service industries.. The household sector is also the final
consumer for the goods and services sold by the ptimaty
information%sector and hy the private productive sector.

FLOWS BETWEEN THE SIX SECTORS

The six sector scheme involves a variety of market,

information, and labor flows. The relationshi0 between the
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information sectors and the rest of the economy is diagrammed'
below. This" section serves as a brief introduction to the later
work on the input-output matrix.

Market Translctions

Goods and services are exchanged in seven major markets, as
depicted in Figure 2.1. The flow of informatiOn goods and
services originates in the primary information:sector. For
example, the private bureaucracies may purchase computers and
telecommunication.services; the public bureaucracie's may ptocure
private R&D and cOmmunications equipment; and hoOeholds may buy
CB radios and calculators.

FIGURE2.1: FLOW OF GOODS AND SERVICES (MARKEfr TRANSACTIONS)

PRIMARY
INFORMATION
' SEeTOR

PRIVATE
BUREAUCRACY

]

PUBLIC
BUREAUCRACY

PRIVATE
PRODUCTIVE
SECTOR

V HOUSEHOLDS

PUBLIC
PRODUCTIVE

SECTOR

The flowrof noninformation goods or services originates in
the private productive sector. For example,'the primary
informatisector may purchase sheet metal and copper; the
public produC-£1--ue sector might procure concrete and trucks; and
households might btly----food., housing, clothing and automobiles.

Note that 411 intermed-i-ate-tbetween4firm) transactions are
ignored within each major sector, Clearly .1.1ere exists a large
volume of intra-sectoral market transaction.rs, such as computer
manufacturers selling to timesharing coMpanies..
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Information Flows

Figure 2.2 shows all information flows,which are outside the

.-market.economy. The primary information industries and the

'private bureaucracies of noninformation industries exchange a

flood of market information with households. The flow to

households takes the form of media advertising, circulars,

brochures and catalogs. The flow to firms comes indirectly

through consuMer buying behavior (revealed preference) , and in i

minor way through market research.

FIGURE 2.2: FLOW OF INFORMATION (NON-MARKET)
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The private and public bureaucracies are the repositories of

the planning power in the economy. It is at their direction and

bidding that the protluctive sectors act. They exchange

information about production processes, costs, inventories,

timing, and so on, and use that information for internal-command

and control. The two bureaucracies coordinate with e-ach other

through a blizzard of forms -and xeports-,- and thlbugh the

revolving door between" industry and government. Expertise is

exchanged through Ole purchase-of R&D, consulting, and

management, ;:nd through contracts mandated by Aaws it is also

extracted by regulatory commissions, requested by Congressional'

committees, offered gratuitously through lobbying, or simply

transferred as a xesult of people changing jobs. Together, they

make the rules by which the game is played:

These informational flows are largely nonmarket, although the

serviceis produced by the private bureaucttcy will be explicitly

built into an input-output matrix, in Chapter 10.

\-1
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Labor Flows

So far, we have accounted the market flows of goods and
services, including information (Figure 2.1), and the'nonmarket
flow'of information (Figure 2.2). The last major. component of
an economic system is the flow bf labor. 'Pigure 2.3 shows the
flow of labor out of the household sector divided into.two
streams. Information workers--those whose tasks are primarily
involved with producing or manipulating symbols--are employed
bY the primary'information sector and by the two bureaucracies
of the secondary information sector. Noninformation workers--
those whO primarily transform or manipulate physical goods--
are hired by the two productive sectors. Implicit in Figure 2.3
is a reverse flow of labor income--employee compensation and
proprietors' income is exchanged for labor.

FIGURE 2.3: FLOW OF LABOR (AND INCOME)
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PRODUCTIVE
SECTOR
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INFORMATION
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'PLAN OF THE BOOK ;

Tis basic six-sector scheme serves as,the organizin
framekork for.all the descriptive and analytic material in the
next nine. chapters. The plan of the book is as. follows:

In Chaliter 3, the concept of a "primary information industry"
is reduced to an operational definition. Four of the more
difficult examples--banks, physicians' offices, real estate, and
construction--are explained.

In Appendix 3 (Vol. 2)-,accompanying the Chapter, the
industries that make up the.primary information sector are
explicated and measured in detail. The_thoiisarlds.of services and
manUfactured goods that are informational in ndture are
presehted-,with a. rationale for-whythey were incl-aded or
omitted. The Appendix provides a complete data base -

infoTmation industrieS1 1967 share of GNP. A modular apprbachis
taken, so that other researchers can select industries (or parts
of industries) that conform to a different uonceptual scheme.
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In Chapter 4, the primary information industries' share of
Gross National i3roduct (GNP) is,corisc5lidated inta the National
Income and Product Accounts. The GNP share is measured in two
waysby sales to final thiMand and by value added Originating in
those industries.

.Appendix 4 (Vol. 8) dives detailed backup data to the
consolidated accounts.

In Chapter 5, national income originating in the, primary
informario4:SecEor is estimated in a time series spanning 1929 to
1972. Thi3 chapter shows the steady growth of the sector, and
serves as a basis of correlating.long-term economic growth with
activities in the primary industries. It also reveals the
sector's sensitivity to macroeconomic cycles.

Appendix 5 (Vol. 8) contains an annual time ser's (1929-
197'4) of the primary information sector, plus adiscussion on
sources'and methods. The Series is extended to 1974

In Chapter 6, the primary information sector is built'into an
input-output matrix. Str-uct;.rally, the primarymatrix collapses
the economy;into 26 information industries and 82 noninformation
induatfie.s. The public and private bureaucracies are not
explicitlY,shown The primary matrix, .based on a 507 order
detalled matr-ix, is used in two experiments: (i) reallocating
20% of: the defensepudget to personal consumption expenditures,
and (ii) substitut'ing information capital for noninformation
capital, and'measuring the impact on total output and employment.

Appendix 5 (Vols. 3, 4, 5) contains the 108 order interindustry
transactions matrix, the technology matrix, and the inverse for the
1967-economy. Appendix 6 (Vol. 0) contains the experiments.

In Chapter 7, the U.S. labor force is analyzed in detail.
The concept of an "information worker" is introduced, and a 2-
sector aggregation of the U.S. workfurce (i.e., information.and
noninformation) is measured between 1860 and 1980. Similarly, a
4-sector time sefies is presented, showing the rapid emergence of
the information work force, and the relative decline of the
traditidnal agrieulture, industry and service sectors.

In order to measure the size of the private and public
bureaucracies, a detailed picture of the occupational composition
of each industry was necessary. We built two industry by occupation
matrices showing the employee compensation paid to 422 occupations
in the 108 industries used in ..the input-output. matrix. The 1967
matrix is contained in Vol. 6;.the 1970 matrix in Vol. 7.

, .

In Ch.k.. er-8, the first part of the secondary information .
sector is diseussed. The public bureaucracy is explained
conceptually, end preSented as a multiservice "information .

industry." .The ,Federal Government budget is then analyzed using
the conceptual framework, and its inputs and outputs are measured
over time (1958 to 1970).

t.)
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Appendix 8 (Vol. 8) contains an expanded typology °of the-..
"Federal information industry,." in which hundreds of offices,
bureaus and programs are sorted by information,function. This
typology is thelpasis for the measurements ii Chapter 8.

.In Chapter-9, the other half of the seendary sector--the
pr.ivate bureaucracies--is defined and measurcd. Labor income
estimated in Chapter 7 is used as the basis for determining the
output price of these nonmarket information services. Also, the
capital structure and depreciation of all noninformation
industries is broken intj.information and noninformation'uses.
The consolidated accounts c the secondary sector are built, and.
integrated into the National Income' and.Product Accounts
structure. P. time series of the secondary sector (1929-1974).
reveals the rapid growth of the planning sector of the U.S.
economy. Preliminary analysis shows that the productivity of the'
secondary.infor.,mation sector has decreased over time, and a set
of implicit price deflators are constructed. These deflators are
used to estimate the inflationary effect,resulting from
productivity losses in the two bureaucracies.

Appendix 9 (Vol. 8) contains the detailed accounts of the
secondary information sector at the 190 order.

In Chapter 10, the secondary sector is explicitly built into
an input-output matrix. All industries are split apart
financially, with:the-planning and coordinating functions
separated f.rom the manufacturing function. The matrix is used to
show the informational requirement generated by the purchase of
noninformation goods and services.. The matrix shows the amount
of information that is directly and indireCtly "embedded" dn.
items such as food and pharmarutiCals.

Appendix 10 (Vols. 4, 5) containa the.secohdary matrix at the
190 order, including the technology matrix and its inverse.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE PRIMARY INFORMATION SECTOR'

The computer is to the information industry roughly
what the central power station is to the electrical.
indostry....[II.nformation, like electricity, is a
form'of energy.

Peter Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity
Harper & Row, New York, 1968.

The purpose of this ct:i.:pter is to explain the framework for
building the primary information sector. The conceptual
definitions given below are the.basis of the detailed ind,ustry-
by-industry accounting shown in Apr)endix 3 (Vol. 2). But before
we count dollars, we need a clear framework.

;

Defining a Primary Information Market

There is no single definitiph of information that embraces
all aspects of the primary inf6rmation sector. It is easier to
define information by example than by direct appellation.

.The end product of all information service markets is
knowledge. An information market enables the consumer to know
something that was tit:ft known beforehand: to exchange a symbolic
experiencec; to learn Or relearn something; to change'perception
or Cognition; to reduce uncertainty; to expand tne's range of
options; to exercise rational choice; to evaluate decisions; ,to
control a process; to communicate an idea, a fact, or.an.opinion.
An information market may sell topical knowledge with a very
short useful life; it may6exchange ,long-lasting knowledge. It

may involve a completely soecialized or unique.configuration of
knowledge, useful-only.to one person in one situation, or it may
be public knoWledge available .to all simultaneously and generally
useful in many contexts., It could be extremely costly to
produce, or it may involve only very simple processing and
transmission approaching zero marginal cost. Information cculd
be a lengthy process spanning a whole lifetime (such as
invention) , or it could be a burst of data occurring in a
millionth of a second.

'Table 3.1 shows' an averview'of the primary infarmation
sector',. The eight major classes cover hundreds of industries
that in same way produce, process, disseminate or transMit
knowledge trmessages..

Knowledge could be an end ih itself; mote aften knowledge is
applied in the acquisition of something material.: What one does
with knowledge i a'matter of taste: Bookies might acquire
knowledge about.horses,to make money to buy things.'.Veteri-
narians might acquire knowledge about horses to practice'

4
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TABLE 3.1: TYPOLOGY OF PRIMARY INFORMATION SECTOR INDUSTRIES

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION AND INVENTIVE INDUSTRIES

R&D and Inventive Industries (private)
Private Information Services

INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION AND COMMUNICATION INDUSTRIES.

Educatior
Public Information Services
Regulated Communication Media
Unregulated Communication Media

RISK MANAGEMENT

Insurance Industries (components)
Finance Industries (components)
Speculative Brokers

SEARCH AND COORDINATION INDUSTRIES .

Search and NonSpeculative Brokerage Industries
Advertising Industries
Non-Ma-Acet Coordinating Institutions 1

INFORMATION PROCESSING ANO TRANSMISSION SERVICES

Non-Electronic Based Processing
Electronic Based Processing
Telecommunication Infrastructure

INFORMATION GOODS INDUSTRIES

Non-Electronic Consumption or Intermediate Goods.
Non-Electronic Investment Goods
Electronic Consumption or Intermediate Goods
Electronic Investment Goods

.SELECTED GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES

Primary Information Services in the Federal Government
Postal Service
State and Local Education

SUPPORT FACILITIES

Information Structure Construction and Rental
Office Furnishings

medicine. I am completely indifferent as to the motivation for
acquiring knowledge, or even to the quality of the knowledge
relative to other kinds of knowledge. It does not have to be
"good" information to qualify as an informatton service, nor does
it have to be "true." Infortunately, lies, distortions, and
,inaccuracies are still information.

A primary information market is established when a technology
of information production and distribution is organized by firms,
and an exchange price is established. Activites which are
closely related to information services--such as manufacturers of
information machines--are also members of the primary information
markets.



Information as an Activity
r,

Information is by nature a heterogeneous commodity.
Education is unlike research and developMent; computer processing
differs from data communication; television is vastly diffe-rent
from books. But these six industries all deliver information
services in one form or another, even though their technologies
are distinct, they serve distinct markets, and their economic
characteristics differ on many dimensions.

Infomation cannot be collapsed into one sector--like
"mining"--but rather the production, processing and distribution
of information goods and services should be thought of as an.
activity.

As a way of motivating the conceptual scheme that underlies
our definitions and measurements, consider the "food activity"
the economy. The provision of food involves hundreds of
heterogeneous industries. From the agriculture sector we find
the farms and agribusinesses tl=iat produce basic food commodities.
From the manufacturing sector, we find the takers of harvesters,
combines, tractors, plows and other artifacts of,a modern
agricultural economy. We alsb find the chemical and fertilizer
industry, the manufacturer of stoves, freezers, refrigerators,
canning equipment and so on. From the construction sector, we
might select builders of farmhouses, grain elevators, storage'
bins, warehouses, supermarkets and restaurants. The service
sector includes several industries that are crucial components of

the food activity: the food wholesaler and retailer, Xhe
preparation firms, and the restaurants and cafeterias. Lastly
the transportation sector includes those firms which specialize
in moving food by truck or rail.

Together, this group of industries compose an activity.
the provision of information as an activity involves a

large number of closely interrelated but distinct industries.
The traditional service sector includes many industries whose
sole output is informational: education, R&D, advertising,
management consulting, accounting, brokerage and so on. These
industries sell information as a commodity; their business is to
package information in a form that gains value because it is
organized in a useful manner. Carriers ok knOwledge or
informal:ion, especially common carriers, are included because
their output is strictly and intimately involved in the
distribution of'information. Carriers do not produce knowledge
.(except internally), and only sell access to a physical resource.
But the resource can be used for nothing other than the
transmission of information. Manufacturers of certain machines
also are included in the information sector. These machines--
computers, television transmitters, instrutents, and so on--have
only an information processing function to serve. They take
information as inputs and, after a mechanical or electronic
transformation, produce an i!Iformation output. ,The information
machines are consumd as iro.:ermediate goods by the final
producers of information services. Hence, they are ancillary to

the service markets. No one values an information machine as an
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end in itself, but only in its ability to produce a useful output
from a useless input. Households buy television sets to
transform electromagnetic impulses.into visUal images. Banks buy
computers to organize mountains of paper and masses of
diSorganized data into useful financial information.

Manufacturers of certain nondurable 99:-Al2, such as books and
magazines,?are included. Their products afe the physical
carriers of symbolic information. The consumer does not buy the
physical or material good as an end in itself, but only for its
ability to store information in a readily usable form.

:Lastly, we account the nation's investment in structures--
schools, office buildings,'and.telephone and telegraph
buildings--which Serve no purpose. Other than to house
informational activities. These structures are special-purpose
"tools" that only support information processing activities.

Excluded from the primary information markets are many inputs
to the information industries. These inputs comejtom industries
that may be closely associated with information iriduStries but
nonetheless do not sell either information goods or services per
se. For example, the communication satellite manufacturer is'
part or the information goods sector, but the delivery rocket and
the fuel manufacturers are not, even though the satellite is
useless without its noninformation twin.

crocrvIjce nust li
:4,..J.Z47, in 'T,roduez:nj, processin, rr

rzc..cured sactor.

At what point, do we stop the intermediate inputs,,and exclude
them from the primary information sector? Consider the
"accounting services marketplace," as shown in Figure 3.1.
The final consumer of knowledge or information is the household.
In our example, the computer manufacturer, the computer leasing
firm, the time-sharing firm, the software development firm are
all part of the primary information sector. None sells its
services to final demand exce0-71.he accounting firm (and it too
may complotely sell its services to other firms). Nonetheless,
their value added is measured as part of the primary information
sector. The steel and aluminum manufacturers that supply vital
materials to the computer industry are outside the primary
-information sector since their wares are not intr,insically
processors or distributors of informatiOn.

The myriad goods and services implied by our definition
begins to form,a coherent structure when we think of "information
maricets" rather than simply isolating.information gOods or
services. Th.? information irldustries sel2 Lo each other, support
each other,'and behave as a "sector." Most ....form,-,tion markets
require a chain of information industries' outputs to deliver the
final product: research and development houses need computers;
computer manufacturers need research and development; computer
time-sharing firms need paper; papetmanufacturers buy computer
time. Thc, i.lternal structure of the infecmation sector will he
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FIGURE 3.1: THE.MARKET i'OR ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SERVICES
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.discOssed in Chapter 6, when we look at the "primary input-output
matrix."

Typology of Information Industries

The National-Income Accounts (NIA) are not conceptually
organized to measure the information industries. To serve as a
road map to the detailed description offered in Appendix 3 (Vol.-

2), the industries are assembled into a "sectoring scheme" thal..
makes more conceptual and theoretical sense than a simple list

Table 3.2 show5 a more detailed typology organized into
"markets for information," "information in markets," and the
"information infrastru.ctu-e 4

The thousands of goods and services implied by the typology
are discussed in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2). The reader can argue and
disagree with our definitions and immediately check the impac on

the accounts by referring ,to the detailed industries. Since
there are so many industries, removing one or a few will not
appreciably change the size of the sector. The reader is



TABLE 3,2: DETAILED TYPOLOGY OF TRE PRIMARY INFORMATION SECTOR

&WITS FOR INTOMATION,

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION'AND INVENTIVE INDUSTRIES

RiD and Inventive Industries

(7391) Comwrcial Research and Development Laboratories

(7197) Commercial Testing Laboratories

(8921) Nonprofit Education and Scientific Research Agencies

Private Information Services

(6281) Services Allied with the Exchange of Securities or
_

Commodities

(6611) 'Combinations of Real Estate, insurance, WAS, Law

Offices

(7392) Business, Management, Administrative

Services,

(8111) Legal Se/viies

(8911) Engineering and Architectural Services

(8931) Accounting, Auditing, and Bnokkeepieg Services

(8999) Services, Not Elsewhere Clessified

and Consulting

INFORmATION DISTRIBUTION.AND COmmUNICATION INDUSTRIES

Education

(8211) Elementary and Secondary Schools

(8221) Colleges, Universities, and Professional Schools

(8222) Junior Colleges and Technical Institutes

(8241) Correspondence Schools

(8242) Vocatinnal Schools, Except Vocational High Schools

(82991 Schocls and Educational Services, Not Elsewhere

Classified

Public Information Seriiices

(8231) Libraries and Information Centers

Regulated Communication Media

1

INFORAMON IN PUNNETS

SEARCH AND COORDINATION INDUSTRIES

Search and Non-Speculative Brokerage Industries,

(6052) Foreign Exchange Establishments

(6053) Checs Cashing Agencies and Currency Exchanges

(6055) ,Clearing House Associations

16181) Loan,Correspondents aniBrokers

(6231) Security;and Commodit?.ExchangeS

(6411) Insurance Agent<Brokers, and Service

(6531) Agents, Brokers, and Managers

(6541) Title.Abstract Companies

(7313) ,Radio, Television, and Publishers' Advertising

' Representatives

(7321) Consumer Credit Reporting Agencies, Mercantile

Reporting Agenciee, and Adjustments end

Collection'Agencies

(7361) Private Employment Agencies

(7398) Temporary Help Supply Services

(78181 Services Allied to Motion Picture Distribution I

Advertising Industries

(3993) Signs and Advertising Displays

(7311) Advertising Agencies

{7312) Outdoor Advertising Services

(7)19) Miscellaneous Advertising

,(7331) iSirect Mail Advertising_Services

' Non-Market Coordinating Institutions

(8611) Busiricis Associations

(8621) Professional Membership Prganisations

(8631) Labor Unions and Similar Leber Organisations

186511 Political Orgenivitions

RISK MANAGEMENT INDUSTRIES

(4832) Radio Broadcasting

(4833) Television Broadcasting

Unregulated Communication Media

Insurance Industries (Components Only)

( 63) Life, Actildent, Fire and Casualty

( 636) Title Insurance

Finance Industries (Components Only)

(2711) Newspapers: Publishing, Publishing and Printing
4

(2721) Periodicals: Publishing, Publishing and Printing ( 60) Commercial, Savings Banks S Related Institutions

(2731) Bocks: Publishing, Publishing and Printing I 61) Credit Institutions

(2741) Miscellaneous Publishing

(7351) sews Syndicates Speculative Brokers (Components Only)

(781)1 motion Picture Production, Except for Television

(7814) Motion Picture and Tape Production for Television
( 62) Security Brokers, Commodity Contractors

(7815)

(7816)

Production of Still and Slido Films

Motion Picture Film Exchange .

( 63) Patent Owners and Lessors

(7317) Film or Tape Distribution for Television

(7821) motion Picture Service Industries

(7922) Theatrical Producers (Except Motion Picture) and

Miscellaneous Theatrical Services

s.1

;,)



\TABLE 34; DETAILED TYPOLOGY OF THE PRIMARY INFORMATleSECTOR - Continued

IJECPWION iNFUTRICTURC

INFORMATAON MUSSING AND TRANSMI6SION SERVICES

Non-Electronic Based Proce2422

fixed Costs:

(2753) Engraving and Plate Printing

127911 Typesetting

12763) Photoengraving

(2794) Eyctrotyping and Stereotyping

Viriahle Coats:

127321 Book Printing

4 (2751) Cotmercial Printing; Excep Lithographic

(2752) Commercial Printing, Lithographic

(2789) Bookbinding and Related Work

, (7221) Photographic Studios, Including Commercial

Photography

(7332) Blueprinting and Photocopying Services

(7339) Stenographic Services: and Duplicating Services,

Not Elsewhere Classified,

(7395) Photofinishing Laboratories

Electronic Baseó Processing

(7392) Pure Data Processing Services

Telecommulcition :nfrastructare

(4811) Telephone Communication (Wire or Radio)

(4821) Telegraph Communication (oire or Radio)

(4899) Communication Services, Not Elsewhere Classified

INFORMATION COCOS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Non-Electronic Consumption or Intermediate Coods

Non-Electronic Investront Goods

(3554) Paper Industries Machinery

0555). Printing T:ades Machinery and Equipment

(3574) Calculating and AccountincyMachines, Except

Electronic Computing Equipment

(3576) Scales,Ind Balances, Except Laboratory

(3579) Off)ce Machines, Not Elsewhere Classified

(38211 Mechanical Measuring and Controlling Instruments,

Except Autmitic Temperature Controls

(3822, Automatic Temperature Controls

(3821) Optical Inntruments end Lenses

Electronic Consumption or Intermediate Goods

(3652) 'Phonograph Records

(3671) Radio and Television Receiving Type' Electron Tuhts,

,
Except Cithode Pay

136721:. Cathode Pay Picture Tubes

(3673) 16ns:sitting, Industrial and Special Purpose

Electron Tubes

(3674) Semiconductor9 and Related Devices

(3679) Rectronie Components and Accessories, Not

Elsewhere Classified

(5965) Electronic Parts and Equipment

Electronic Investment Gonda

(3573) Electronic Computing Equipment

(3611)
Electric Measving Instrumenta and Test Equipment

(3651) Radio and T levision Receiv1ng Eets, Except

Communication TyPes

(3660 -Telephofie and Telegraph Apparatus

(3662) Radio and Television Transmitting, Signalling,

and Detection Equipment and Apparatus

(3693) Radiographic X-ray, Fluoroscopic X-ray, Therapeutic

X-ray, and other X-ray Apparatus and Tubes;

Electromedical and Electrotherapeutic Apparatus

(3811) Engineering, Laboratory,,and Scientific end Research

Instrtments and Aosocilted Equipment

(2621)

(2542)

(2761)

(2712)

(289))

Taper Mills, EAcept Building Paper Mills

Envelopes

Manifold Business Form

Blankbooks, Loose Ikaf Binders and Devices

Printing Ink

WHOLESALE AND PErArL 7RADE IN INFORNATION GOODS

Household InVestsient Goods

(2395) Carbon Black
(032) Radio and Television Stores

(3361) Photographic Equipment and Supplies
(5996) "Camera and Photographic Supply Sotrea

(3951) Pens, Pen Points, Fountain Pens, Ball Point Puns,

Mechanical Pencils and Parts

hand Calculators

(3952) Lead Pencila, Crayons, and Artists' Materials
Conlumption Goods

139531 Marking Devices

(3955) Carbon Paper and Ink Ribbons
5942) Bock Stores

15994) News Dealers and Newsstke

(7932) Motion Picture Theaters, Except Drive-in

(7833) Drive-in Motion Picture Theaters

senor racrtfras Fos Isrmarrov.AtacrrvITIrs

(15) Contract Construction of Office, School, Coieunications

Buildings

(65) Rentals of Information Structures

(25) Fernishinge for Office Building.



encouraged to turn to Appendix 3 (Vol.. 2), since much of the
careful explication is oiven in the context of describing the
detailed industries. Each industrv's'share of GNP is measured
both on the product (final demand) and income (value added)'side
of the account.

The government's share of GNP is accounted in two ways. On
.the product (tinal demand) side, the share includesionlv the .

government purchases of information goods and servies from the
priVate economy. On the income .(:alue added) side, we include
only the compensation of those e.mployees engaged in performing .
services that have direct analogs it: the primary information
sector, e.g., printing, legal serviCe, telecOmmunication- etc.
A complete description of the Federal Government is given in
Chapter 8.

SOME :INSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLES

It is clear that libraries and palm readers sell information
setviceand it is clear that plUmbers and restaurants sell
noninformaion services. But there are a variety of industries
whose output is conceptually less clear. I shall briefly
introdUce four industries--finance, physicians' offices, real
estate, and construction--as exemplars of how' we view
"information." \A complete description of each primary
information induXtry appears in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2).

ExamPlP 1: Finance and Insurance

The financial indusstries are fundamentally rganized around
intermediation--the brokerage or money and fina._ial assets.
Money itself is nothing. more than a symbolic store of value,
carrying information as to the holder's claim on assets. When

money is deposited in a time (saving) or demand (checking)
account, it completely loses its sense of being a "commodity,"
and instead assumes the form of pure information: it is converted
into information, stored in computer-driven data banks. Money in

this form is eXchanged ,:etwcen banks over .a tclecommunications
network, where only information flows tetween the venlors of
finaneiel servi._.2s. An electrons funds transfer system is a pur
information medium for .carrving out financial transact,ions.

The businecs of finance provides many informational serv ces:

some.earn an explicit income, and others are not explicitly
.charged. For exJimple, a tarpc may provide the following
explicitly charge-A services:

Transactions charges on demand deposit
Transactions charges on money orders
Transactions charges on trust accounts
Transactions charges on travelers' checks
Trans;.-ctions ces on rands transfers
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In: addition, there are a variety of infOrmational services
which are not explicitly charged, but rather are paid out of the
net interest income, for example:

Analysis of borowers' risk
Analysis of investment !portfolio
Analysis offoleign exchange rates
AnalysiS:of macroeconomic development
Internal,management .an6-bodkkeeping
Legal, political, and.promo't.ional activities
Transactions with the.Tederal Reserve

The Banking industry's Output is defined as .the sum of net
interest plus service charges. As shown in Appendj,x.3 (Vol. 2),
the entire output just equals the expenses of prodUcing,

_processing', and transmitting financial information. About 81% of
the industry output is used in providing information services,
and 19% represents the cost of capital.

Diagrammatically, a bank can be represented as follows:

FIGnRF 1.;"
.... ..

INFO

NON
INFO

(800
manacr-rs
tellers
clerks
accountants

cOmputers
ca1cu1at7,rs
telophenes

file cahinets
buildinns

( 1.*)

(/111
janitors
guards
carTets
over5tuffed coch.,s

(19t)
capital acount

transfo..m

OUTPDTs NET INTERE'zT

Checkinq Ar..count Activ-it]

Savings' Account Activity

)i Mortgage Loans
Manacement Risk

Business Loans
Management Pisk

Trust Accounts

The o.,:tputs are all :nformational and the inputs e_re
predominantly information. When a consumer pays for commodities
by check, ;:he shopkeeper is secure in the.knowledge that aN.
transfer of funds from one account to another will eventually
take place. The consumer does not only pay for the purchased
good, but .also for some transmittal of information. This
information exchange is costly to produce, and banks often levy
explicit service charges to perform the informtion services.
Also, when a bank loans money to a -household or business, part of
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the net interest pays for extensive analysis and diagnosis of the
loan opportunity. These charges are often implitit and, as we
show in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2), are covered by net interest.

A bank., viewed as a firm, purchases various.inputs to a
multipleoutput production function. This view was adopted in a
'Federal

1
Research Board of Boston staff paper produced by Bell and

Murphy. A. bank is seen as a factory which purchases information
machines (computers and calculators), buys information services
from other firms (telecommunitätions lines, terminals), hires
production workers (clerks, tellers,- taChine operators), and
produces a variety of financial services. Bell and Murphy State,

"Th-a servicing of demand deposit accounts is a
distinct 'production line operation.' Associated
with this function are the receiving and process
ing of checks, involving sorting, tabulatiny, and
many other detailed operations. Tellers, book
keeping machine operators, and many kinds of
equipment are employed to produce a demand
deposit account."

Their analysis of over 20 commercial banks shows the
following cost breakdowns on the many services provided by
financial intermediaries:

TABLE 3.3:FUNCTICNAL COST AND EMPLOYMENT FOR THE TYPICAL COMERCIAL BANK

FUNCTION

PERCENT PERCENT
OF OF

TOTAL TOTAL
COST EMPLOYEES

Explicit Services

Demand deposcts
Time deposits
Safe deposits

33.7
6.2
1.3

51.1
6.6
1.7

Analysis & Diagnosis

Managing real esate loans 4.2 3.8
Managing installment loans 12.8 13.1
Managing business loans 6.8 6.6
Managing securities 1.3 0.8
Trust. department 5.3 5.4
Business development'
Administration (overhead)

4.2
10.5

1 9_
a

Other

13.7 9.0a0,..cupancy and maintenance

aOccu ancy and administration combined.

Source: Bell and Murphy, oa. cit
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The National Income Accounts define the Banking industry's
output as the sum of two items: (i) charges levied for explicit
services performed by the bank such as cnecking account charges,
money order charges, and so on; and (ii) an "imputed service
charge" for financial services performed for the customer as
"services' furnished without payment by financial intermediaries."

Banks are conceived as paying to their customers an "imputed
interest" on checking account deposits plus an imputed interest
higher than the nominal rate of'interest on time deposits. That
is, the banks are imputed to "pay out" to consumers much more in
interest payments than is actually paid on passbook accounts.
However, banks are also conceived as receiving from ,.:ustomers an.
"imputed service charge" for a variety of services performed
without an explicit charge. In the accounts, thes2 two payments
exactly cancel out.

A detailed examination of the banking industry's accounts
(presented in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2)) reveals that the dirc-ct
information costs incurred in providing banking services equal
net interest. The entire output is "produced" by informational
inputs. The explicit service charges are earned on demand
deposits, checking transactions, funds transfers, and trust
account activity--pure information services. The implicit
service charges are earned on the analYtic and diagnostic
activities. Together, these represent the bank's output. The
implicit service charges can be broken into operating expenses
(e.g., information workers, machines, and buildings) plus the
expenses of maintaining the capital account. The explicit
service charges are assumed to just-cover the actual cost if
providing the services. Hence, the summary data,shown in rablc
3.4 can be rearranged to show the ratio of inputs to outpu:s.

TABLE 3.4: SUMMARY OF BANKING INDUSTRY ACCOUNTS

(S Millions, 1967)
NATIONAL
INCOME

ACCOUNTS FDIC INFORMATION

S = Explicit-Service Charges

Impl:citService Charges
("service:, furnished
withoul payment by
intermediaries")

Net:Interest

o = Operating Expenses
Incurred in Providing
Information Services

Pk = Expenses of Maintaining
the Capital Account
(estimatc:d)

Statistical Corre:tion

Y = TOTAL OUTPUT

2,628

11,727

2,626

11,507

220

2,626

8,907

2,600

220

14,355 14,355 14,355
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,The accounting identity allocating the banking industry to the
primary information sector reads as follows:

proration = = Information inputs
Output

where, S: xplicit charges for information services

= ' . 0

i0: informational operating expenses = implicit service charges.

Pk: cost of the capital account, r(Kt) where r is

approximately 5.7%and Kt is the adjusted capital account

X: NIA concept of output = service charges plus net interest.

The entire bank industry's output is allocated as an
information service. Tne output--net interest--is comp1etell4
consumed in providing information services..

Insuranoe

The Insurance industry can be conceptualized in comparable
terms. The industry performs three functions: (i) a diagnostic,
analytic activity in its underwriting and investment activities;
(ii) a processing'function in its actuarial,and record-keeping
activities; and (iii) a risk-pooling function derived from the
phenomenon that individuals are risk averse. In this third case,
the insurance firm sells a commodity called "certainty" to risk-
averse' individuals. The customer buys a measure of utility, or
benefit, derived from the foreknowledge that should any
contractually specified undesirable event occur, the customer (0:7

victim) will be compensated by the insurance firm. The
individual makes a judgment regarding the size of the dame.ge, or
disutility, that would result if a certain undesirable event
should occur, and maps that judgment through some private
probability estimate onto a dollar scale. -Itie price of the
insurance, or "security," should just equal, at the margin, the
disutility of the event's occurrence. The contract covering the
individual against a sequence of contingencies is a commodity
called "certainty," and its b.:2havior in a market context is
similar to any other Oommodit.y. The buyer and seller are tree to
specify how large.a bundle is to be transacted how many
different contingenties are inciuded), and make a determinaLiop
as to the bundle's Worth. Equating the utility of owning th(.2
commodity "certainty" with its price is th,e, customer's prohlm;
and equating the expected value of payout With the pr'ice is th,:!

.seller's problem.
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The insurance firm, in order to sell its comodity, must
engage in a large amount of diagnostic, analytical, and actuarial
work. Around 83% of the Insurance industry's costs originate
with such informational activities. The remaining 17% of the
industry's costs are attributable to maintenan6e of the capital
account. Again, total informational costs completely explain
total income.

Stock and Commodity Brokers

The brokerage industries, where the agents do not carry risk
in the same sense as en insurance firm, are seen as "search"
industries. Their market opportunity arises from uncertainty
regarding the price of stocks, bonds, and commoditiescoupled
with the fact that information costs are subject to a budget
constraint on the individual's time.' Acquiring information is
costly, and not acquiring information is also costly. If the
search specidTTst can economize on search costs, consumers can be
induced to buy search activities rather than engage in those
activities on an individual basis. Thus, both-the cause of the
market's existence and the industry's output are'informational in
nature. The only component which is not informational is the
occasional capital gain (or loss) incurred when brokers buy and
sell on their own account: Around 76% of the'stock and commodity
broker's income is generated by the search function, while 24% ia
generated by appreciation'on the brokerage house's inventory of
assets.

Occupational Structure of Finance Industries

Another way of estimating the informational share of the
Finance and Insurance industries is by examining the occupational
structure--asking who is doing what, for how much money.

In 1967, the Finance and Insurance industry,paid $18,988
million in employee compensation; $18,505-million was paid to
information workers and $483 mill'ion.Was paid to noninformation
workers. The.wage bill can be divided into 422 occupations (by
using the Industry by Occupation,wage matrix). Table 3.5
summarizes the largest occupational groups.

Table 3.5 shows that almost all the employee compensation was
paid to information workers. This result supports the idea that
finance and insurance primarily provide information services.
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TABLE 3.5: BREAKDOWN OF EMPLOYEE COMpENSATION IN FINANCE & INSURANCE

EMPLOYEE
COMPENSATION

($ Millions, 1967)

trAnsaction servica'' 5,833-

Insurance agents
Stock and bond brokers
Bank tellers

3,484
1,150
1,199

'Internal information processing 5,329

Accountants 390

Secretaries 1,273
Typists 546

Bookkeepers 701
Statistidal clerks 241
Miscellaneous clerical 635
Other clerical & machine operators, 1,543

Analysis and diagnosis 7,343

Bank managers 3,556
Other managers 1,360
Estimators ,And investigators 292
Insu...ance adjustors 734

,Other 1,401

Non-Information 483

Janitors and cleaners 147

Guards and watchmen 62

All others 274

Source.: Industry by Occupation wage matrix, comnuted from BLS
Industry by Occupation matrix, Census cLIta, BLS data
and ur.Fublishe,1 data. See Appendix 7 (101. 6).

/
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Example 2: The Medical Industry

Consider a physician's office, which can be diagrammatically
represented as follows:

FI:...jRE 3.3: A PHYS1CiA:. CA'FICE

IN7OlOINFION

NON-

INPUTS = COST

expensive education
office
medical library
receptionist

laboratory

scalpels
bandages
oyerstuffud chain;

OUTPUTS = INCOME(51,0

patient histories

diagnostic info

mcdical consulting

"hand holdinu"

(494.)

The phy'sician, like the bank, uses both informational and
noninformational inputs. But unlike the bank, the inputs are
t!:ansformed intd both information and noninformational outputs.

The Medical industry is divided in the national accounts into
three smaller industries: (i) doctors and dentists who practice
in their offices, a $13.7 billion industry in 1967; (ii) other
medical and health services, including veterinarians, medical
laboratories., and sanitoria, a $4.4 billion industry; and
(iii) hospitals, with an output of $10.8 billion. We shall only
consider portions of the physicians' offices and medical labs as-.
informational and completely eliminate hospitals.

Hospitals and.7dentists' offices were summarily excluded on
the grounds that they are mostly engaged in the provision of 'a
"craft" or personal service, with the informational 'activities
being ancillary in nature. A hospital's primary purpose is a
personal service--albeit with strong informational componnt.
Most major mec,ical centers connected with universities perform a
vast amount of "knowledge production" in the form of medical
research and diagnosis; hence eliminating hospitals as an
"information industry" severely understates the size of the
sector. Chapter 9, containing a discussion on the secondary
information sector, will partially account for the in-house
knowledge activities of hospitals, but the accounting will
understate the true portion of hoSpital income ,-.arned on
informational activities. For example, a recent time-budget

bu
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study 3
conducted by a Stanford research team found that around

60% of a nurse's time is spent in such obvious informational
activities as "writing in the file," reading doctor's
instructions, or gathering information on a patient's
tempera.ture, blood.pressure, and so on, The remaining.40%.of the
time was spent ori actual patient care, i.e., feeding, clothing,
changing bandages, admi::istering medicine, tending to bedding
needs., and so on. In addition, every hospital supports extensive
diagnostic facilities, laboratories, training, and administrative
facilities. The latter, involving the clerial and financial
processing, is almost entirely an information processing.
function.

The health care activity is a composite of variOus tasks,
some infOrmation producing, processing, or distributing in
nature, and others decidely in the "craft" or personal service
tr,Ftrfition. The .typology in Table 3.6 illustrateS the conceptual
sch-,' underlying the analysis.

TABLE 3.6, TYPOLOGY OF INFORMATIO:I IN THE HEALTH INDUSTRY

Craf: .:ersonal service

Surgery
Setting broken bones
Cleaning wounds
Applying bandages

Administering medicine
Fitting IUD's
Giving physical therapy
Hospital feeding, bathing etc

Information,oroducing or receiving

Research
Diagnosis

Information processing

Taking histories
,ConsulCing with other doctors

Administrative ihformation:

Clerical
Accounting
Insurance forms

Research and diagnostic

, Computer processing
Instrument-controlled processing

Information distr:ib,ition or giving

Diet counseling
Prr.ventative health
care education

Patient education
Post-surgical'care counseling
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The only component of the Medical industry allocated to the
primary infotmation sector was a portion Of the "physician's
z.ffice." To'alloc-ate the portion of physician's income between,
infrmation.and noninforma'Lidhactivities., three time budget
studies were used. The office-baSed physiCian's use of time has
been studied by several researchers, and offers one of the most
comprehensive sources of time-budget analysis of any occupation.
Appendix 3 (Vol. 2) contains a detailed report on how the time
budgets were analyzed. Ir short, about 69% of a physician's time
is spent in a variety of information tasks. Table 3.7 shows that
mote than half of a physician's time is spent in the office,
seeing patients; abo,t 85% of office time is used in. giving or
receiving information..

As an afterword, I would like to, salute the casual manner in .

. which Machlup treated the medical industry.. After relying. on
five separate data f,)ases, which cost (in the aggregate) close to
,500,:000 to develop, I allocated of 50.85% of the medical
industry as informational in nature. Machlup on the other hand,
'reports without elaboration,

"We are interested onl'y in the production of
knowledge or, in this case, in the sale of
medical advice, prescriptions and information...
however, no breakdown of receipts is available....
We have decided that only half of the payments to
physician and surgeons .7. for advise and
information."

Close enough.

Example 3: The R'eal Estate Industry

One of the many Outputs of the fndustry is rental of office
space. Office buildings are used for one purpose--to.support the
informational needs of the ph.vate and public bureaucracies.
They are the structural repositories of wdrk-time chatter, of
meetings, of report and letter writing, of research, of back-room
deals and front-room hyperbole. Most of what goes on inside an
office building is informational. (In our accounts, the
cafeterias, garages, retail shops and warehouSes in office
buildings are excluded.) A noninformatiOn firm May rent an office
building as an.input, just as it might rent a computer. The
rentals of off:.ce space as a portion of total real estate output
is around 38%. Tfiis percentage is used to prorate the real
estate industry's value added into information and noninformation
accounts.

The real estate industry also includes the search fees and
commissionS earned by brokers. These search,fees are clr.ssic
information services since only knowledge about markets is sold
to the consumer. Other search-type industries include employment
agencies, wholesale agents, stock brokers, and commodity brokers'.
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TABLE 3.7:

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS°PER WEEK ALLOCATED TO DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES BY
TYPE,OF PROFESSION

Weighted by:. (a) participation rate of physicians; (b) distribution
of physicians to different professional specialties; and (c) distribu-
tion of net income to each specialty. This table is a summary of
five surveys using comparable data..

(Hours per week)

AVG INFOPROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY G.P. INTERNIST SURGEON 9BG PED

1. Seeing office pstients 32.6 30.3 16.3 30.0 42.2 30.3 25.9

2. Hospital rounds and
consultations 9.6 15.9 16.6 10.6 11.3 12.8 6.4

3. In operating, delivery,
labor rooms 3.0 0 13.7 16.2 0.4 6.7'

4. Professional reading
and writing 3.7 4.0, 3.6 3.6 4.4 3.9 3.9

5. House calls 2.4 1.9 0.6 0 0.8 1.1 0

6. Paper work, except
insurance 1.9 2.4 2.3 1.7 1.3 1.9 1.9

7. Teaching in hospital
or medical school 0.1 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.1 0.8 0 8

8. Hospital and other
practice-connected
meetings 1.8 2.6 , 2,6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4

3. Working on insurance
formz. 1.4 1.2 2.1 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.4

10. Other professional
activities 0.5 1.4 0.9 0.4 1.2 0.9 0

TOTAL 57.0 61.0 59.6 66.9 66.3 62.2 42.7

INFORMATION AS A PORTION OF TOTAL TIME SPENT (INFO/AVERAGE) = .6865

Source: For (a): Medical Economics, oo.cit. December 6, 1971, pp. 79-87
For (b): Medical Economics, November 11, 1974, p. 240, based on

a survey conducted by Clark-O'Neill Inc. and the A.M.A.
comparing the survey sample of 11,235 with the universe
statistics.

For (c): Medical Economics, ibid. p. 238.

The two'major data bases on time budgets are:

(i) Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National
Ambulatorz Medical Care S'.1rve1, Background and Methodology,
DHEW Publication No. (hra, 74-1335.

(ii) See Contract No. HEW-OS-72-183, with support from the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. The relevant reports are:
Golladay, Hansen, Smith et al., "The Empixical Study of
Efficient Health Manpower Utilization", University of
WisconsinMay 1975: Smith, Miller and Golladay, "An
Analysis of the Optimal Use of Inputs in the Production of
Medical Services," Journal of Human Resources, Vol. VII,
No. 2, Spring 1972.
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Another portion of the real estate industry includes sales of
royalties, copyrights, and patents._ These transactions are
.payments for .intellectual propert.I. (as.opposed t&.!real 'propertyr,

and are surrogiEs TOE- ttie sale of knpwledgsp. They are accounted
as part of the information:sector.

Most of the real estate industryti.s nqninformationl,
including rentals on factories, warehouseS, farms, private
residences, and retail .establishments. The industry report in
Appendix 3.(Vol. 2) shows a detailed accounting of how real
estate was divided, with 21% allocated to informat*on and 79% to

. noninformation.

Example 4: Construction

About 15% of the Construction industry was allocated_to the

primary information sector. Education buildings are anObvious_
component, since they ore used (almost) exclusively for

informatiOnal purposes. Telephone and telegraph buildings are
also obvious candidates. Office buildings were also inCluded,
with all noninformation uses (e.g., garages, retail stores,
warehouse space) removed. Selected military buildings, such as
computer centers and communication facilities, were also

.
One of the more interesting components of construction is gas

and oil 'exploration. These services are a clear case of
"information for saLe where the quality:of the Product is
unknown until well after delivery. The expeCted value of
drilling,a dry well withoot foreknowledge versus the expected
value ofArilling a-well with the aid of a foreca-sting service
(profits of the well less fixed cost of the information service)
gives the break-even value of the exploration service. Couched
in this manner, the value of the exploratjon service, can be
determined using the decision analysis,method.-: However, there

exist severe incentiVe problems in the production of this
particular sort of information. Consider the incentives of an
entrepreneur who owns (or intends to bid on) a drilling
franchise. If the Oil field is Jarger that one plot (i.e., spans
a number of plots, each owned by a different entrepreneur) , then
the information bought by the first firm becomes a "public good"

to the othe firms since they could each receive costless
information regarding the expected yield of the commonly drilled

oil field. Should the first firm hide the'information frL.,m the
others? This sejution would be both impractical and inefficient.
ft would be impiNctical because the firm which bought the infor-
mation'woul:i be voluntarily enjoined from acting on its inside
knowledge lest its very actions serve, as a signal.to the other

firms. That is, Without revealing, the information per se, the

firm will have revealed enough of the information by its
observable actions to undermine the secrecy strategy... The other
firms, can, by simple observation, gather intelligenCe,
inductively. ,The knowledgeable,firm woula'inform the others In

the following ways: where to drill (by the location of the rig),
how much to drill (by tli-e size and type of the capital equipment
broug-Lt in) , and possibly the exi)ected value of the well (by

60



related financial'behavior, such as attempting,to buy neighboring
franchises, actions on the capital markets, the behavior of
insider trading, .etc.). The strategy would -be inefficient, in
addi.tion, since each firm would huve to'duplicate the infor-
mation-gathering efforts already purchased-by the first firm-7
information which could beshared by all.

In the sense that exploration is a public goods .nzoblem,
disincentives in its private supply might be 6xpected. Each fi.tm
wobld perceive its mar9inal private cost as exceeding ts1 private
benefit in cases where resources were commonly. he16, Only if one
firm became a monopolistwould the full inceptive to produce
priv&te information be appreciated. Hence, society will.
experi2nce a less than optimal amount of exploration unless somc
public subsidy wete forthcoming Or unless a monopoly were
granted. The existence of the U.S. Geological Survey of the.
Department of the Interior serves precisely as a public subsidy
to explbration. The provision of detailed resource maps., often
augmented by either special studies (e,g., satellite exploration)
or industry-...sponsored research (e.g American Petroleum
Institute) reduce the private cost of exploration as an effort to
induce the private collection ef what is normally a public good.
It is for this reason also that the exploration costs are
understated in tne National Accounts--the output of SIC 1382
ignores three major sources of funds: Federal support through
institutions like the Geological Survey; private industry-wide
funds, commonly shared; and within-firm exploration services that
are not purchased from an "information specialist."

The procedure outlined in Chapter 9 will partially account
for the within-fitm production and consumption of information
services, one of which (in the Petroleum industry) is clearly the
exploration services. From an accounting standooint, it is quite
difficult.to.identify the joint and unique costs of performing
the exploration. That is, a drill bit ma be jointly used.for
both the exploration effort and the actual drilling effort;
similrly, an airplane Ray be used for the transportation of
executives and for aerial exploration. . Hencb, a Significant,
understatement cE the information-q r. ering activities within
oil, natural gas, and mining firms expected. (There exists. no
unique SIC, for the exploration services sold to mining firms; all
such information qatherina nresumed to* ocet7r within the firm)

The exploration services are c3pitalized by t.hc= purchaing
firm; hence% the entire output of the industry is :;old to a final
demand componentgross private domes. capital toimon. ThiE
is one of very few jnstanCes where an information. si-uvic,,? is
capitalized. R.esearch and development, installation fer-2 on
equipment, royalties and copyrigh'ts, software srvicIT: dev,Aoped
in house, commission on structures are some-ofthe

These four examples show that the information activity
composed of many heterogeneous niecbs. Th c! unifving
is that the goods and'services that makr: up the pLi7.:Ary st,ct.c
must be fundamentallv valued for their information nrc.rft.cing,
proCessing, or distributing characteristics. If th, ..ntor-
mational aspect is ancillary to the noninformatio
good or service i elimiriated.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS OF THE PRIMARY INFORMATION S;.:CTOR

TILe purpose of this chapter is to consolidate the d.tailed
industry data presented in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2) and to-fOrma1 7y
introduce a set of National Income and Produce Accounts for
primary information sector.

Appendix 3 (Vol. 2) contains descriptions of all the industries
incl,uded in the primy information sector. Care.was taken tn
int'ure that all prorations and allocations are consistent with
national income accounting concepts, definitio6s, and methods.
Hence, a simple cpWard aggregation of the industry detail immedi-.
ately yields a contistent set of smary accounts. They,are
consistent in two senses: first, they are fully reconciled
internally (i,e., within the information sector) and with the
Input-Output matrix to be presented in Chapter 6; second, they
are '.Lfully reconciled with other published'national data, such as' \,/
the N,!ational;Income and Product Accounts, and the economic and
population censuses.

.

Five sUmmary and two detailed accounts are presented. The
accounts exactly mirror the naional accounts format as published
by the Department of Commerce. This decision was made to
facilitate direct comparison with the conventional sectOring
scheme.

Table 4.4 "Gross National Product by Final Demand Sector,"
shows the final purchases of information goods and services by
the four final demand sectors--personal consumption, gross
private investment, net exports, and government purchases.

Table 4.5, "Gross National.Prout by Ma.,or Type of Product
and Purchase," displays the same-final.demand data as in Table
4.4 except the categories are reversed. Thit table .shows the
relative size of the consuming sector for each class of good or
service.

Table 4.6 shows the "National Income by Type of Income.". It

provides a breakdown of national income by employee compensation,
proprietors' earnings and corporte profits.

Table 4.8 shows "Gross Product Originating by Industry"-.and
is a summation of'five value added components-7employee
compensation, net interest, capital consumption allowances,
indirect business takes and profit type income. The table is
broken down by sector.

Table 4.9, "Gross Product by Sector," is a summary of the
detailecl value-added componr'nts. Jrdustries are aggregated up to
the "major sector" level and componnts,of value added are shown.

Tw6 detailed tables, 4.10 and 4.11, show the final demand and
valUe-adCed components at the 2-digit SIC level,
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These seven taoles constitute the full set of conrolidateJ
accounts fer the primary informar.ion sector in 1967.

Comparison to the Machlup Study

Most cf the basic insights and concepts motivating this study
were established in Fritz Machlup's groundbreaking book on the.
"knowledge ihdustries." His book, analyzing .the ,1958 economy in
detail, stancis as an enormously valuable contribution. .It

provides .an empirical backdrop to Subsequent work by Daniel Bell,"

Peter Drucker, and others. There exist, however, three
significant methodological differences between his approach and
the one set forth in this work, and they should be aired n
advance.

First, Machlup's accounting scheme innovated.rather liberally
en the National ncome Accounts concepts and practices, whereals
this study does not. Second, his work includes an admixture of
both "primary" and "secondary" type activities, whereas this
study keeps them distinct. Third, a variant of final demand.is
used by Machlup as a measure of the knowledge industry size,
whereas this study uses primarily the value added approach but
reports both sets of figures. The three differences are
discussed beloW.

(1) National'Accounts Concepts and Definitions

Mtithlup's basic accounting scheme begins t4ith five major
classes of knowledge production, processing, and distribution,
and 30 industries t,hat are .classified into: .(i) education,
(ii.) research and development, (iii) media of communicatioh,
(iv) information machines, and (v) information services. In

pursuing the s4e of these five activities, many "adjuStments" to
the conventional notion of Gross National Product are made. E'er

'example, education in the home (as the forgone wages of
nonworking mothers) is explicitly accounted, as'are-implicit
costs (such as implicit rentals on school buildings) , education
in.the church and the like. Although Machlup is consistent in
adjusting the total GNP for 1958 1-Dy the amount of these
additions, the methodology is not comparable to standard income
accounting concepts.

Also, Machlup includes a variety of current actount items

as part of the "total knowledge-production value," whereas the
standard 'measure of final demand excludes all current costs.
These distinctions are carefully documented. For example,
businesses purchased $2,503 in advertising space from the news-
paper industry as an, intermediate product--hence that amount was
not included in official final demand estimates. Machlup treats
the advertising purchases as an investment made by the firm, as
if it were investing in structures or machines, and hence
transfers the Lmount into final.demand. I agree in spirit that
advertising is an investment, and its purpose is either to
capture market share, defend a market share, or induce new demand
in an expanding market. Oowever, it represents a deviation from

the concepts and definitions of national income accounting.



A choice point was rea.Ched early in the research. .0n the
one hand, many deficiencies exist in the notion of GNP as a true
mea'sure of economic wealth. For example, recent attempts to
measure Net Economic Welfare address the GNP concept's failure to
distingdish economic goods from tads. On the other hand, GNP
measurements are standardized and accepted, both across time and
by international agreement.

The choice was whether formally to introduce an
information sector into the conventional national accounts
structure; or whether to innovate both by introducing a new
sector and by redefining tne very concept of GNP.

The decision was reached with caution--that the concept,
of an information sector was sufficient.y new that a simultaneous
overhaul of the GNt. scheme would confuse and obfuscate more than
it would help. When the economics profession agrees on a new
measure of Gross National Welfare rather than Gross National
Product, the informqion sector can be redefired with all the
other major sectors. But until that revision occurs, I chose to.
adhere strictly to the accpted national accounting practices.

(2) Admixture of Primary and Secondary

Several adjustments that Machlup made to the "final
demand" accounts were early insights regardi.ng the secondi,ry
information sector's existence. For,erample, "tra,ining or the
job" is clearly a secondary information output, as is research
and development financed and conducted within noninformation
firms. Machlup's discussion of the government as a knowledge
industry, with outputs.such as "regulation.of industry" and
"international affairs information.exchange services" is clearly
a precursor of Chapter 8. However, the primary sector has the
distinction of 'representing only recognizable market
transactions. All nonmarket processes are relegated to the
seconda.y information sector of Ch'apters 9 and 10,

The primary and secondary activities are quite distinct.
In some cases, markets for information a're clear and measurable.
In other cases, markets for information have not or cannot be
formed and the entire activity occurs in a nonManket_contert.---An
example of a' market that cannot form is-foreign intelligence.
All purchases and sales of intelligencetype information occur in
an "informal" market setting. Industrial espionage is a similar
informal information market (no SIC code) in the private sector.
And detective agencies are the'fqrmal market (SIC code 7393).
analogs involvina the productic-,' and exchange of intelligence
information.

Confounding nonmarket information activitieS' with
information exchanged in markets needlessly strains the intuitive
appeal of this type of work. A much more straightforward method
.of measuring the value of secondary "knowledge production" is
available if one resorts to using the income side of the accounts
rather than attempting tO adjust the product side. More on that
in the next section.
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To illustrate.the impact of imposing the two restrictions
on ,Machlup's GNP estimates, consider Table 4.1. The table shows
Machlup's orignal estimates in column 1, and the "revised"
estimates in column 2. The revisions include two adjustments:
(i) 'all ,interMediate purchases were removed from the GNP
estimate; and (ii) all items that fall outside my condept of a
"primary information industry"-were removed. The resulting
account shows' that only 18A of GNP in 1958 was attributable to
the primary information ieCtor, as opposed to Machlup's estimate
of 29% of GNP. .The other 13% of GNP partially enCompasses
certain secondary information activities.

....(3) Use of Value Added

Using the income side of the accounts offers two main
advantages. First, it allows the researcher to measure the cost
of the secondary information services directly. Second, value
added is a more accurate measure of wealth and income originating
in the economy since it is insensitive to the cost of goods sold.
An item'with costly intermediate purchases1 will "sell" more to
final demand since its output price.will be correspondingly
higher. Two goods with identical yealth-generating attributes'
could have very different final demand.sales, depending on the
use of the item. If the good or service is mainly intermediate
in nature (such as advertising), it will show.a zero final demand
but a sizable value added. For example, iron ore sells. very
ltttle of its outp4 to,final demand since most sales are to
other firms; yet it generates a considerable amount of wages and
profits. By contrast, the jewelry industry sells almost all of
its_output to final consumerS.

The omission of value-added estimates from earlier work
undoubtedly reflected the state of data processing.facilities
available at the time. Without fast computers and, more
importantly, very extens:i.ve interlocked machine readable-data

0 bases, is doubtful whether a more comprehensive report could
have been prepared. In the 15 years L;ince Machlyp'S research, a
wealth of information became available and accessible. Hence,
the consolidated accounts presented in this chapter look at the
'information sector from both the final demand and value-added
perspectives.---The two measurements of GNP differ considerably,
as we shall-see below.

A Brief Note on the National Income Accounts

It is outside the scope of this chapter to explain the
structure of the National Income Accoun%s (NIA). However', a
brief historical note might be,helpful.'

.

The'NIA only recently came ,into being. Before the landmark
studies by Kuznets in the 1920's and 1930'S, the accounts were
sketchy and not systematic.

Quesnay's tableau economi'que was an early precursor of both
the accounts and the input-output matrix. The theoretical
grcundwork was established by Keynes; who focused on the flowa of

(i
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investment and demand as determinants of income and employment.
_Keynes took a personal hand at structuring the accounts.to suit

his analytic purposes. He stressed final Consumption (or aggregate

demand) as a major determinant of nationa.i_ incoMe.. In particular,

he gtressed government expenditures as a key policy tool.

In the United States, the lead was taken by the National

BuLeau of Economic'Research in the.-early 1920's. Their,early

IncoMe and Product. Accounts were quite sketchy, and considerably

.out of data, .
In 1932, with the impetus of the Great Depression

and the'prssing need to devise macroeconomic policy, Congress
gave,the Department of Comme..ce a mandate to prepare a comprehensive
set of national accounts:4- Sip.ion Kuznets, who had done considerable
work with the National Bureau of 'EConomic Research, set the basic

fremework in the late 1930's.5 By.1940. the accounts as we now see

them were regularly praluced by the-National Income Division of the

Department of Commerce. The 1945 Budget first contained a set of

national accounts. After World War II, the concepts and method of

natonal accounting were adopted by the League of Nations, and
.2Affused rapidly around the world. This work was eventually picked
up by '.he United Nations and the Organization for European Economic

Cooperation (OEEC) , and an inte:national standard was developed.

At present, over 140-countries publish national accounts. The

accounts that we now use were only 'qinalized" in the 1950's. They

are still very much in flux, as evidenced by the stream of suggestions

and modifications appearing in Commerce's Survey of. Current Business

and in the Review of.Pconomic Statistics. ,fl

The income and product sides of the accounts are two met,hods

of measuring GNP. The components.of income (value add6c1)- and

product (final demand) are shown in Table 4.2.

TAHLE 4.2: GNP C(.1.NCEL, INCOME AND PRODUCT

I

1:.,..,..7,, Sidc
.,

LALUl: ADDEJ

nt CMI.1WCe!,.
WdLie!i ond saiarles
Supplts

P taI of perF.on!

CorpL.rHti, prc.ilts E.

vaiuutinn ddjust.muts
Not Inter.!st
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ss 5ub3;dif.:". c,.rrent

surplus ol 4ntorr,r1:30

Capital cc.r.suntIon al1,2wances-

L._

Prc.,:t Side

F:.NAL DEMAND

Personal consumption expenditures
Gross private doeestic investment

Gross domestic private capital
formation

Net inventory
Net exports' of goods and services
Gov't purchases of goods & services

Federal aefense purchases
Federal non-defense purctiases
State and local purchases

In t!,. aggrgato, total value added is an identity with totad

final 'lcland, although for any particular industry, final demand

and 4ai addOd ,?o not (necessarily) balance.
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THE CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

In this section we present the consolidated accounts of the
primary information sector. The sector has been'splintered into
the finest detail and aggregated to the most general level. To
help the reader, the following is an index to the different
levels of aggregation and where they can be found.

TABLE 4.:1-

INDEX TO THE PRIMARY INFORMATION SECTOR ACCOUNTS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF AGGRE'JATION

FINAL DEMAND COMPONENTS

Sul%aary
dec,and by 2-digit industry

netailed final demand by 6--digit I-0 industry
Detailed final demand by 7-digit SIC code

VALUE ADDED COMPONENTS

Summary National Income
Gross Product for 11.major sectors
Gross Product by 2-digit SIC code
Gross Product by 6-digit I-0 industry

Tables 4.4, 4.5
Table 4.10
Appendix 4, Vol. 8
Appendix 3, Vol. 2

Table 4.6
Tables 4.8, 4.9
Table 4.11
Appendix 3, 4, Vols. 2,8

Final Demand

Sales of information goods and services to, the four major
sectors of final demand accounted for some 21.9% of GNP in 1967.
Table 4.4 shows the distribution of the $174.6 billion in final
sales. Crilumn 1 f Table 4.4 is identical to that produced by
the Bureau of.Eccncmic Analysis, except that a statistical
adjustment of $924 million was subtracted fromtotal GNP. This
was neceesary because the recently revised national income
benchmark (completed in January, 1976) differs somewhat from the
GNP figures published in eLe 1967 Input-Output tables. The
adjustment represents a 0.1% difference, which is well within the
0.5% mea,,inrement error associated with tt.e economic censuses.
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Table 4.4, -Gross National Product, 1967
[Millions of d6llarsI

Total
final

demand

Information
final

demand

Information
percent br

total

Gross national product 095,388 174,585 21.9

Personal consumption expenditures 490,358 83,742 17.1

Durabk goods 69,646 5,261 7.6

Nondurable goods 212.593 4.006 1.9

Services 208.119 74.485 35.8

Gross private domestic insestment 120,829 21,583 17.9

Fixed investment 110,730 19.958 18.0

Structures . 57,430 9,87i 17.2
Producers durable 53,300 10,087 18.9

Change in business inventories 10,099 1,625 16.1

.
Net export of goods and services 4,9.37 2,942 59.6

Government purchases of goods and sers ices 180,188 66,308 36.8
...- .

-.......
Federal 90.924 26.796 29.5

State and local .. 89,264 39,512 44.3

Statistical adjustment -924

Seventeen cents of every consumer dollar represents purchases
of information goods and services. About 8% of all durable goods
purchased by households were items such as televisions, radios,

hi fi equipment, communicati3n gear, and calculators. Only 2% of
all nondurable goods were informationalmostly printed matter--
the other 98% including the common household items such as food,
clothing, housewares and the like. Services purchased by
households were divided 38% to information (e.g., finance,

insurance, physicians' counseling, accounting, law) and 62% to
noninformation (e.g., auto repair, restau. Ints, dentists, and

hairdressers).

Nearly 18 cents of every dollar invested in the United States .

was for information machines or buildings. Fcr every dollar
spent on computers, telecommunication equipment, printing presses
and the like, bout $1.28 was spent on office and school
buildings to hot:4e the information processes that use the

machines.

The net trade halance in 1967 was $4.9 billion for the whole
economy. The net 'trade balante in the primary information sector
was $2.9 billion-some 59% of total net exports. This surprisingly
large percentage is explained in more detail in Appendix 4 (Vol. 8).
But it shows that in 1967, information goods and service-exports
were a significant component of foreign trade in net terms,
altholIgh they were not nearly as large in gross exports relative
to such items as food, chemicals, and heavy equipment.
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Federal, State and local governments accounted for Some $66.3
billion in purchases of information goods and services. As we
shall see in detail in Chapter 8, the government can be split
into four parts: (i) the primary information portion of govern-
ment which includes those governmental services that have direct
analogs in the (private) primary information sector; (ii) the
secondary informatiom,portion of go,!.:f.:it which has direct
analogs to the'secondary guasi-.ind.::ti:i7 discussed in Chapter
9---Olanning; management, etc.; F.pecialized government '

information functions which have no ,ct analog in the private
sector--foreign intelligence for eample; (iv) noninformation
services ..3uch as large portions c)f defense. In the national
income accounting scheme, the government's share of GNP includes
the purchases of all goods, services, and wages of government
workers. The portion' allocated to the Federal primary
information sector is restr,icted to the government's purchase of
goods and services from the primary information industri,2s plus
the wages of workers who are employed in the primary information
portion of the Federal government. The Postal Service is not
included as a portion of the Federal govevnment-since it is
treated as a "government industry" in the private sector. The
State and local governments' contribution to GNP includes all
purchases of goods and services from the primary information
sector plus the wages of workers employed in public education.
Other than education, which has direct analogs in the primary
information sector, all other State and local services were
either allocated to the secondary information sector (see Chapter
9) Dr to noninformation. The largest source of error comes from
the 'lack of easily accessible data on St-ate and local govern-
menLs. We would prefer to produce a more detailed accounting of
St-.Ite and local outputs, but cannot.

Table 4.5 contains the same information as Table 4.4 ,

transposed to show the'godds and services type of product and
purchaser. The table shows that nearly 18% of all durable goods
were information machines and equipment. Over half of all
durable 000ds purchased by govebnments and nearly a third of all
durable goods exported (net) by private industry were information

By only 2.3% of all nondurable goods were infor-
mational. 77 zhr: entire amount ($4 billion) was purchased by

householgo. Thc2 government purchases of $1.1 billion were mostly
for- paper, office supplies, and printing.

Information sorvis reprtzsented a significant portion of

.total information fina: demand (71.5%). Consumers spent over $74
billion on services and acvernments spent some $46 billion
(including the wage,; of primary information workers). Exports
accounted for some $1.8 billion, most of which originated in the

sale c,:f royalti. and management fees.

Over 21 all structures were infJrmation buildings-- .

offices, ccholo, libraries, telephone and telegraph facilitiez.
Four out of every ten information structures were purchased by
governments; the rest were private o'Zfice and communication
buildings.
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Table 4.5.--Cross National Product by Malin Type of Prociuct and Purchaser. 1967

Total

demand

GrossnZionalproduct
795.4

Durable goods

Personal conuniption cspcndilures
Producers dulable e.taipment
Covermiumtputai.res
Netextmit,
CliaNtembusmessimentimes

Nondurabk. goods

Personal consumptiim cpcndirut es
Ci.nernment pureha.es
Net epiartr
fThariLu. m business imentotics

Servrces

Person.d C011iumption expenditures
Gosernment purchases
Netesport,

Struetu.es

Pnvate structuies
GmernmemsDuctures

Statistical admstrUent

Inkimiatitm
final

demand
(Nlillion 51

1710am:0100
perccntof

total

148.7

69.6
53.3
16.3
A.2
5.3

2383

212.6
21.5

4.5

326.2

208.2
116.9

1.1

82.9

57.4

0

174.585

26.678

5.261
10,057
8.848
1.326
1,156

5,392

4,006
1,139

'469

124.826

74,485
48,5 03

1.5.38

17.689

9.87)
7,818

21.9

17.9

7.6

54.3
31.6
21.8

2.3

18.8
5.3

9:8

38.3

35 8
41.5

167.0

21.3

17.2
30.7

'Includes change in business inventories from se.,, ice sector.

National Income

Table 4.6 shows the National Income Account for the primary

information sector. In 1967, nearly 27% of all income originated

ith information goods and services. Almost 29 cents of every

doJiar of employee compensation were earned in a primary

.i:Iformation industry, whether in the private sector or in the

Federal primary information industries. The military was the

least informationintenSive (in wage terms), employing less than

one information worker for every three noninformation workers.

The civilian government was ttie most information intensive--

a1most 43% of all Federal, State and local wages were paid either

the Federal primary.information industry workers, to postal

s,.:rvice workers, or to education workers.

Proprietors' income, a category of "profit-type" income in

the value-added accounts, is divided into business and

professional establishments and farms. None of the farm

proprietors' income is included in the primary sector, although

some information occupations held by farm employees (i.e., pure

mar,agement) will be accounted as part of the secondary

information sector in Chapter 9. About 19% of all business and

professional proprietors were informational-mostly

uNincorporated lawyers, accountants, architects, and small

r;usiness service firms. The majority of proprietors' income

rests with retail establishments, and mostly falls outside the

primary information sector.

None of rental income of be_r_sons appears in the primary

inf,u-mation accounts.
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Tvtle 4.6 National I.:iconic by Type of Income, 1967

pia Ins of dollars]

.

_ -.,--...........,

Total
national
income

information
national
int:0111C

Information
pericnt of

ttal .

National income 655,805 176,319 26.9

Compensation of employees 471,915 136.488 28.9

Private 376,514 99.328 26.4

Military 18.84 2 4,432 2 3.5

Government civilian 76,55 9 32,728 42.7

Proprietors' income 60.974 9,187 15.1

Business and professional 48,894 9,187 18.S

Farm. 12,080 0 0

Rtntal income of persons with capital connimption adjustments3 19,376 0 0

Corporate profits and inventory valuation adjustment 79,261 33,675 4 2.5

Profits 7330 33,675 4 3.5

Inventory valuation adjustments 1.744 n.a.

Capital consumption adjustment 1,675 n2.

Net integest 24,279 3.031

n.a.not available.
hCapital Consumption Adjustments ale adjustments made tollepreciation by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, Departrnsmt of

Commerce to reflect current replacement cost. e

Over .43% of all corporate profits originated with the primary

infol-mation industries. All corporations in the United States
earhed some ::79.3 billion in profits in 1967; the primary
information industries earned $33.7 billion. This unexpectedly

large number was distributed across the information indutries as

shown in Table 4.7. After removing the government's shate of

primary sector national income ($37.2 billj), the information

industries .alone accounted for 21% of natj,J:,:', rc.,me--but 43% of

corporate p:ofits. Each dollar of employc. atic in the

information industries generated 34 cents ctc.fits. For_ the

overall economy, the ratio was about 2) This is partly

explained by the 13rge profits earned flphone nnd

bankina industries, which have very hic; o lnnur ratios.

Corporate profits originating in the industries are

understated by approximtely $2.5 bill_;u1 e could not

develop data on inventory valuation adj



TABLE 4.7: BREAKDOWN OF CORPORATE PPOPIT IN THE PRIMARY INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

($ Millions, 1967)

Infprmation buildinis construction 1,200

Non-durable information goers 1,860

Durable inform.-:ion machi.)-s an:: gobas 3,76:3

Communications - telephone, radio, TV 4,392

Trade in information goods 3,232

Banking 6,161

Credit agencies 1,762

Sccurty anJ commodity brc-1.:ers 1,013

Insurance ca'rrieis 1,024

Insurance agents 1,667

Real estate -- inforrlation components 4,177
Misc business information scrvicesa 190

Misc professional information 'services'I 702

Informational components of physicians' 'res 4,223

Other infor;qation services (e.g. adveicl :) 1,034

Postal Services - 946

TOTAL CORPORATE PROrIT: It.PORATION l'A(.0,1:1:RIFS 35,456

a Most profits in this category were are as proprietor's income.
Total business information service pr,Tr:. Were S1,771 million; total

professional information service profia .ere 30,524 million.

Source: BEA Input-Output Worktape.

Value Added

Table 4.8 shows that around of total (=7,ss Product (value
added) originated in the primary ilfor::.ation ;ndustr'ies.

The Gross Product Originating -7I; iehL. shows the
information components that are dra,n o:t f the 11 conventional
sectors. The Agriculture anj Mining sectora nontain no primary
information activities.. (Their secondarv
plahng, and coordinaion--are shown in :',:apter 9.)

Nearly 24%, or $8.5 billion, of the Construction sector was
1:nlue added in building offices, and communications
faclities.

Around 15% of the Manufan,-.: sector value added originated
with information goods. The oul of nondurable manufacturing in
the information_accounts is p:71ting and rublishirg. The
information durable goods are primarily composed of "electrical
machinery, a .cOnve'ntional indistry name that ircludes printing
presses, office machines, and computers.

None 6f the Tansporte*ion and the Utility sectors
contributed to the primar../ :.1formation accounts.

The entire Communicati sector, including telephone,
telegraph, radio, and TV broadcasting was allocated to
irlfocmation.

About 12% of the Wholesale and Retail Trade sector margins
ori9inated with seHI. of iniormation goods. The trade margin
tep-esents the difference between the producers' and consumers'
prit es, or "markup."
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Table 4.8-Gross Product Originating by industry, 1967

IMillions ot dullarI

Total
VAX
added

Inhumation
value
added

Information
peicent of

total

All industrim total ((,NP) 795,388 200.025 25.1

Agriculture, forestry and tisneries 26,733 0 0

Mtning 13.886 o 0

Conhact construction 36,102 8,527 23.6

Manufacturing 223,729 32.691 14.6

13.0
Nondurable goods 90,595 11.762

Paper and allied products 8,005 1,539 19.2

Printing and publishing.. 10,718 10,223 95.4

Other I 71,872 U 0

Durable goods . 133.134 20.929 15.7

Furniture 3,380 528 15.6

Machinery, excludtng electric 23,980 3,198 13.3

Flei.t; teal machinery 19,959 12,123 60.7

Instruments 5,606 4.309 76.9

Miscellaneous manufacturing 3.305, 771 23.3

Other 76,904. o 0

TranTortation 32,040 o 0

Communication , 17,632 17,609 (3)

Telephone and teleeraph 16,024 16,029 (3)

Radio 1,,...::1-..s:zog and ielevision 1,608 1,580 (a)

Electri.:, gas and sanitary services 18,429 o c

Wholesale and retail trade 129,863 16.053 12.4

Whotesale trade 51,802 8,584 166

Retail trade 78,061 7;469 9.6

Finance, insurance, and real estate 108,840 41,425 38.1

Banking 11,843 11,731 (3)
Credit ayeneies. holdin,,7 ar1,1 other investment companies -437 -790 ... ..... .
Security and curnm:Aut", br,..kets '3,582 2,779 771

Insurance carriers 7,822 8,826 (3)

Insurance acents.htokers and service 3.344 3.485 (4)

Real estate 82486 15,394 18.6

Services 86,992 43,021 49.4

Personal and miscellaneous repau s. rvices 9,751 853 8.7

M wellineous bowies% services 11,919 10.703 89.8

Motion ph:tu:es 1.690 1.525 (a)
Amusement and recreation services 3 407 485 13.4

Medical and other hcalrh .,:!,, ices 21,392 5.7.54 26.S

NI is:ellanoui Frotisional services 12,738 12.183 951
Fclu,'.36on:r! ser%wes 5,446 5.170 (3)

Nornuot it merritmtzip oranitatIons ,,, 7,527 6348 84.:

Other 12,922 0 2 (

Government and government enterprises 95,827. 40,699 42.5

0
Federal 40,559 15,771 38.1

General gos ml n 1 ent 35,865 10.232 2)1J.

Government enterpu.cs 4494 3,539 75.4
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l'ab!t54.3 -Gro!..s Prudtt,:t Origt:pung by lndu-try. i967Coi linued

1,01a1 Nori!latitmihi.hqmatwil

vAle per,vnr
added Adid

Slatc am.1 10:al

Gcnetaiyo,att.
ernmentent...:Np..

Rest uf thevorld

55,268

49,222

bdi4t,

4,5 JO

StAtistica? adju.tment 802

() t Nar,onal Inrut-outr.ii Wolk tap:: lu0', mdostrN :Illocatt.d to

4S 7

54.7
0.

0

Over 38% of the Finance,. Insurance and Real Estate sector was

allocated to the primary information accounts. Note that only

19% of the real estate value added originated in brokerage,_
office rentals, and trade in intellectual property.

Nearly half of the conventional service sector was allocated

to information. Most of the miscellaneous business services

.(89.8%) and professional'services (95.6%) were purely

informational in nature. By contrast', very little of the repair

(8.7%) and amusement (13.4%) industries were involved with
information goods or services.

The government's GPO originated in three ways: (i) about $3.5

billion from the Postal Service as a primary informatibn

enterprise; (ii) $10.2 billion from the employee compensation

paid to information workers employed in primary Federal
Government information services; and (iii) $26.9 bi3lion in the
employee compensation paid to State and local government

education workers.

In all, over $200 billion of a total gross product of $795.4
billion originated in information goods and services. The

information "activity," discussed in Chapter 3, is a composite of

industries that presently reside in seven major sectors of the

economy. Table 4.9 shows the 'same $200 billion displayed by
major sector, and broken down into components. Nearly 30% of

total employee Compens,atirm was earned in the information

industries. A detailed breakdown of this number is given in

Chapter 7, on the "information Occupations." Nearly 18% of all

capital consumption allowances were taken on information machines
and structures in the p-rimary information industries. _Around 16%

of indirect business taxes, such as excise taxes, was paid to the

governm,ent on information goods and services (such as movies)

sales. Nearly 27% of total profit-type income was,earned in the

information industries. This figure includes profits earned by

corporations (about $33.7 billion) _and retained earnings of

proprietors ($9.2 billion). The public sector accounted for
$40.1 billion, or some 5% of total gross product. The private

sector-primaiy informationthe portion that is produced for

market exchangr2accounted for 20% of value added. That is, one

fifth of GIIP originated in the private market production,
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T Al' 4.9 --Cross Prod by Indust ry °tat and by Cninpcmen Is, 1967

151 Wion, dollars]

'1,.1.11

%aka%

addcd
--_,_-_.-____.

_

1111,,i 1-110. ti.ttiot,
V., p..1,:filii:

.id,' 6....il
___ _ __

21; 25.1

136. :9 2
n. '

All industrie,, tt.tl (GNP/

I 771rIoN ce Cwlpe111.111,11

1`:t tnte:c...1 ..... ......... . .......... :

795.38S

467,240
24.416

conGt,.1,.;on 68,895 12 15 17 6

Induect 73,524
Prot it-t .1. 160,51)8 .12.S62 I

:I,

l'tivate suctot 114 08.6 159,326 I

1 mph)) 382.2 94,595 24 '1

.Net Interest 24.4 3,0=1
C....,p;'.3! 68 9 12.151 17

Indut.:1 73.5 11,503 5

Prot itt!. pe 1110'.:11. 160.5 -13,'08 27.3

Aviculture. frestry, and tiJtertes 26,733 0 0

1 3.70,
)

0

Net :aterest
,,21!..W.111.eS

2,36F
5,670

:,
0

0
0

trc.11;;... :,1%et 2,199 0 0

how-type wo,:itc. 12,790 0 0

13,886 0. o

5,188 0 0

Nei 1111C7.,, 11.a. 0 0

3,265 0 0
1,134 0 0

4,228 0 11

Contract consauLuor 36,102 8.527 23.6

26,600 6,972 26.2
Net 264 29 11.11

C.Ipttal W.,. a 1.961 22.5 I 1 5

1 ..1:tet 917 11111 1, ci

6,360 1 '01 18.9

Mariuf.3.-ioring 223,729 32,691 14.6

Lnip:ey 152.265 24.449 1/..1
Nct intzie,t 2.321 268 11.3
(.270.0 ...'qls,:t-to.'m 111i:wines 17,354 1,942 11.2

hware,s 15,473 410 2.6
PrOlit-type 36,316 5,622 : 15.5

Nondurable 90,595 11,762 13 ')

55,793 8.872 i s -
Net tnteest 967 54 6

7,396 500 111.8

,ixts 11,393 176 1_5

15,046 1,860 12.4

1)ut7tle I ,,.1; 133,134 20.929 15.7

1 ft 96.472 1:' .-71 16 1
Nei . . 1,354 214 15 .'1

C:i;,11.C l;.,r1 9,c+58 1.142 11_5

hid Irek.t bUSIfIt'SS 4,050 234 5 7
Prow-type incii-I. 21,270 3,762 17.7

e
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Table 4.9 --Gross Product by Industry. Total and by Components. 1967 Con.
IMiltions of dolLasi

Total
saluc
added

Information
saIne
added

Inform ar inn
per r:ent

total
-...Wesessrao

Transportation 32,040 0 0

Employ ce compensation 21.809 0 0

Net intere st 940 0 0

=Capital consumption alio% a nee s 4,745 0 0

Indirect business taxes 2,332 0 0

Profittype income 2.214 0 0

Communication 17.632 17,609 (a)

Employee compensation 7,703 7,703 100.0

Net interest 691 691 100.0

Capital consumption allow a IICOS 2,462 2.462 1(10.0

Irtdizct taxeS 3,375 2:161 a)

Profittype income 4,401 . 4,392 tat

Tekphone, telegraph, and ielated services 16,024 16,029 (a)

Employee compensation 6,641 6,641 100.0

Net interest 645 645 100 0

Capital con runiption alluwances 2,279 2,279 1(10.0

Indirect busmess taxes 2,314 2,330 la)

Proln-type mr:orne 4,145 4,134 (a)

-.Electxic,gas and sanitary services 18,429 0 0

Employee compensation 5,918 0 0

Net interest 1,815 0 0

Capital consuinpnon allowances 3,693 0 0

Indirect business taxes 2,118 0 0

Profittypc Income 4,885 0 0

Wholesale-and retail trade 129,863 16,053 12.4

Emploi.-ee compens4tion 73.986 8,765 11.8

Net interest 1,039 143 13.8

Capital consumption allowances' 6,680 880 13.2

Indirect business taxes 24,622 3.033 12.3

Profit-type income 23,536 3.232 13.7

Wholesale trade 51,802 8,584 16.6

EmPloYee compensation 28,138 4,533 16.1

Net interest 420 79 18.8

Capital consumption allowances 2,268 469 20.7

Indirect busmess taxes 12,960 i,980 15.3

Prom-type income 8,016 1,523 19.0

Retail trade 78,061 7,469 9.6

Emplo:. cc compensation 45,848 4,232 9.2

Net interest 619 S4 10.3

Capital consumption allowances 4,412 411 9.3

Indirect business taes 11,662 1,053 9.0

Profit-type income 15,520 1,709 11.0

Finance. insuranc c and teal estate 108,840 41,425 38.1

Employee compensation 22,364 20,197 90.3

Net interest 12,734 -4,319 -
Capital consumption allowances 16,754 4,721 28.2

Indi:ect business tas.cs 2r:1,177 5,022 24.9

Profit-type income 36,811 15,804 42.9
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!Ade 4 9 GTOS.ti Ptoduct hy Industry. Total and try Components, 1967- Con.

1Malions,q,41...1

IMA
value
added

laommlion
value

added

Int,,!InAtion

peiccni
1,4.11

SCIlices

FrIPIOeeWVIV::11,01,n,

86 ;19 2

53,871

4 3,0X 49.4

2.6,7;t19` w.8
1,309 15.' 12.0
6,3! I 1,921 30.4

irld1;c,I business t.: 2,107 577 77.5

prlii4?ipe 23,399 /3,557 57.9

GosernMent 3tid guslirtnitent cniciptises 95,827 40,69.) 42.3

93,790 41,5'6 44.3
Net tme7est ..... . 0 0 0

Camttd Lonsu ,1.1,V.,,incc, 0 0 0

Indirect Lo:. 75 5' 69.3

PrvItt-t!T....16comc 1,962 -946

GclwrAmm,m' 85,057 37,160 43.7

ErTirk)ykTc,r:NE, 85,087 37,160 43.7
0

CirA,06ano, o o
0 0

P

Restathem.urld 4,510' 0

ce 40 0

Net tmet.:st 864 i)

Carttal 0
0

3,606 0

:lid lit.. .\ ,L, at..i Input 47)iripAl Worklape 100'. of industry a!located tkr r.torm mon.

distribution and exchange of information goods and services. The
table contains a atatistical discrepancy between the "Total"
column and the "Information" column since the two relevant data
bases were estimated by the By:eau of Economic Analysis (BEA) Jit

different occasions. The "Tet,-I" column was estimated and
published as part of the national income accounts, and the other
figure was derived from the input-output work tape. The
discrepancy is between .001% and 0.1%. For example, the total
ccmmunications GPO was given in the national income accounts as
$17,632 million and in inpot-output as $17,609 million. Both
numbers are shown, although we have used the input-output as the
basis of computing percentages. Hence, the numbers shown here
are consistent with the detail shown in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2).

Detail Backup

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 contain somewhat more ,2etailed
breakdowns of the final demand and value-added components at the
2-digit SIC level.

For even finer breakdowns at the 6-digit I-0 le.vel the reader
is refenre to .:,7-bend*x 4 (Vol.



TABLE 4.10: C0MPCNE4T5 idF D:NAND AT THE 2-DIGIT 'SIC LEVEL

($ Millions 1967)

1

PERT.:AL CV6S

COVC,nT10N MITAL

EXiVU:,'Xi.:ES . FORM,n,T1ON

NET

INVENTORY

CriNGI:

NET

EXPORTS

FEDERAL

PUKHASES OF

COOD`.; & SVCS

STATE6LOCAL

"PURCHASES OF

GOODS & SVCS

TOTAL

INFORMATION

' FINAL DEriAND
---.....

Total Primary Infrrmation Inds 83 752.i) ILEJ 11615- 4 2,942.6 26 795.6 39 512.2 174aLL6

1,6b6.8

...;.-
1,625.4 2,944.3 16,292.4 12,356.2

Total Private Sector
1.-8. 135,842.9

Total Public Sector 1,085,2 . 0 :' 0 - 1.7 10,503.2 27,156.0 38,742.6

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 0 5,430.9 0 2.2 407.5 7,410.3 13,250.9

MANUFACTURING 9,266.5 10,096.5 1,H9.6 1,102.2 6,216.6 1,770.1 32,001.6

Nondurable goods 4,005:07
0 403,5 - 222.2 209,0 930,7 5,325.9

Paper & allfed products 50.3 0 106.7 - 451.3 15.1 85.0 - 174.2

Printing 6 publishing 3,955,4 0 296.6 229.3 172,9 245.7 5,500.1

Durable goods 5,2603 10,066.5 1,156.1. 1,324.2 8,006.6 839.4 26,675.7

Furniture . 0 626.5 26.3 - 6.6 46.2 263.4
1

977.8 c

Machinery, exc electrical :112.1 3,964.6 190.2 620.0 550.1 166.0 5,603.0 0

Electrical Macidnery 3,816.6 3,584.1 759.0 169.2 6,466.5 144.9 14,962.2
I

Misc manufacturing 203.8 241.4 17,7 20.5 2.5 16.6 502.3

Instruments 1,122.6 1,667.9 162.9 501.1 941.3 228.5 4,603.3

COMMICATION 7,636.8 1,095.7 0, 6.6 543.5 471.3 9,953.9

Telephone telegraph 7,236.8 1,095.7 0 7.1 543.5 464.1 9,947.2

Radio ; TV 0 0 0 - .5 0 7.2 6.7

TRADE 13,502,1 1,244.7 122.6 690.2 245.3 122.6 16,007.5

Wholesale trade 6,376.9 981.1 122.6 690.2 245.3 122.6 16,007.5

Retail trade 7,205.2 263.6 0 0 0 0 0

FINANCE, INSURANZE, REAL ESTATE 24,880.7 2,100,0 0 168.6 275.0 655.4 28,279.7

Banking 8,384.3
0 0 69.9 34.6 0 8,428.8

Ndlt agencies 2,333.7 0 0 0 - 5.8 0 2,344.2

Seclirity 6 commodity brokers 2,149,1 0 0 0 0 107.9 2,257.0

Insurance carriers 11,675.6 0 0 - 80.0 16.9 261,7 11,873.4

Insu:-ance agents 0 3 0 0 0
0 0

Real estate, 321.7 2100.0 0 179.5 229.3 485.8 3,316.3

5

SERVICES 27,100.6 0 - 56.8 974.5 .6,604.5 1,726.5 36,349.3

TOTAL GOVERNMENT 1,083,2 0 0 1.7 10,503.2 27,156.0 384742.7

Primary wages Federal 3 0 0 0 10,231.9 ; 0 10,231.9

Education wages - State ; local
,:,, 3 0 0 0 '26,928.0 26,928.0

Postal services 1,085.2 0 0 - 1.7 271.3 '.: 228.0 1,582.8

81



TA21.5 ;.11;
(3XPONENTS OF VALUE ADDED AT THE 2-DIGIT SC LEVEL

e5 Millionst_1967)

EMPLOYEE

XMPENSATION

NFT

INTEREST

'CAPI-AL

.\CONSUMIN

ALLOWANCE

INDIRECT

BUSINESS

TAXES

PROFIT-

TYPE

INCOME

TOTAL

INFORMATION

VALUE ADDED

Total.Primary fuformatibh Industries 136 188 0 -3,031.0 12,151.0 11,555.0 1_1_2862.0 2_1_00025.0

Total Private Sector ,
94,895,0 -3,031.0" 12\,151.0 11,503.0 4T,NC-0 aus7d

Total Public Se'ctor
11,593.0 0

52.0 . 94&.0 10,699.0

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 6,972:0 29.0 225.-0. 100.0 1,201.0 8,527.0

MANUFACTURING
24,449.0 265.i! 1,941.6 410.6 5,621.8 32,691.4

Nondurable goods. .
8,872,3 53.8 799.3 176.3 1,860.0 11,762.2

P.iper allied products 1,146.1 34.7 246.6 41,3 70.0 1,538,7

Printing 6 publishing 7,726.2 o19,1 5.1.2 135.0 1,790.0 10,223.5

Durable goods 15,576,7 214.6 1,141.8 234.3 3,761.8 20,929,2

Furniture
403.3 2.5 23,4 9.5 88,9 527.6

Machinery, exc electrical, 1,585.9 37.0 176.1 33.9 , 1,065.4 3,198.3 c3)

Electrical Machinery 9,717.7 139.0 604.6 136,4Y 1,525.1 12,123.7

Misc manufacturing 636.9 4.0 28.2 8.1 93.7 771.2

Instruants 2,932,9 32,1 309.5 46.1 988.4 4,309,0

COVUNICATION
7,.763.0 691.0 2,462.0 2,361.0. 4,391.9 17,609,0

Telephone ; telegraph 6,641.0 645.0 2,279,0 2,330.0 4,134.0 16,0294

Padio & TV 1,062.3 46,0 183.0 31,0, 257.9 1,579.9

TRADE
8,765,4 142.9 880.4 3,032.5 3,231,9 16,053.1

Wholsale trade 4,533.4 78.8 469.3 1,979,5 1,523.3 8,584.3

Retail trade 4,232,0 64.1 1,053.0 1,708,6 7,468.8

FINANCE, INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE 20,197,2 -4,319'11 4,721.4 5,021.7 15,803,9 41,424,9

Banking
5,875,0 -1,268.0 589.0 373.6 6,160,9 11,703.5

Credit agdncies
2,581.0 -5,565.2 359.1 73,2 1,762,2 -789.7

Security & commodity brokers 1,510.6 - 146.3 31.3 340.9 , 1,012.9 2,779.4

Insurance Carriers 7,237.8 - 872.8 329,0 41,108.6 1,023. 8,826.2

Insurance agents 1,729.0 - 48,0 115.0 21.9 1,667.1. 3,484.5

Real estate 1,233.8 3,581.0 3,295.0 3,104,0 4,177,2 15,394.0

SU/ICES
26,809.0 157,2 1,920.5 577.2 13,557.0 43,021.0

TOTAL SOVER:lmF14.
11,593.0 o o 52.0 - 946.0 40,699.0

Primary ;:aqes - Federal 10,231.9 0 o 0 10,232.0

Education waqes - State 6 local 26,928.0 0 0 , 0 0 26,928.0

Postal services
4,4;3.4 0 0 '51,6 - 946,0 3,439.0
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FOOTNOTES

1The concept and definitions of the National Income and
Product Accounts changed several times since the 1930' s .
The accounts in Chapter 4 folloW the format shown in the
Surc.veico CUtti!ilt. Bu5h1C65, January 1976, Vol. 56, No.. 1 (Parts 1
and 2) . See, also, Department of Commerce, Thc. Vatic-Ina Incom&

'and Ptodact Aouf c. tini.tcd .tita_t, 1929-1965. For a methodo-
logical compendium, see Department of Commerce, Re.a4ngs

Conc.epts and Methods ,!..; Nationat Incyrw Statistic.s.

See E. Denison, "Welfare Measurement and the GNP,"
-Su'oicy kr! 5u,sincss, January 1971.

3 MethodOlogical issues in national income accounting were
reEolved by the followi.tg: John Kendrick, EConomic Accounts and

ThecIt 4-50, McGraw-Hig, 1972; Richard and Nanby Ruggles,
Natiollaes I k1CMC.AlcOynt-5 and Income AnaysiS, McGraw-Hill, New York,
1956; Richard and Nancy Ruggles,_ The De.sign oti Economic Accounts,

National Bureau of Economic Research, 1970; Simon Kuznets,
Nati.oucci.. Income and Its ComposLtion, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1941; and National Bureau of Economic Research,.
A ait.i.que o;c th, United Statzs Incomi,. and Pkoduct Accounts, Princeton
Universi ty Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1958.

4 klati.anae. Income, 7929-1932,
Senate Document 4124 1934.

73rd Congress, 2nd Session,

5 See National 3ureau of Economic Research's Income. in

-the. 1.11Ltc_d Statc It.s Amount and Di.?.,t,butiOn, 1909-1919, Vol. I and
II, Harcourt, Brace and Colpany, New York. 1921. Due to
methodological differences between Kuznets and the Department
of Commerce, there exist tyo separate- time series on GNP.
They' were finally reconciled in the 1940's.
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CHAPTER FIVE

6ECULAR TRENDS-OF THE PRIMARY INFORMATION SECTOR

OnCe an organism is ;Dorn or a phenomenon uncovered, there is
an almoSt irresistible urge to measure its gebwth. In this
chapter, we trace the growth of the primary ,information sector
from its infancy before the Great Depression to its present.size.
This chapter, also forms the basis for estimating the secondary
'information sector national incom, reported in chapter 9.

Growth of the Primary Information 1.;,:,ctor

Machlup estimated the average growth .rate of the knowledgl
industries' revenues at 10.6% per y,ar between 1947 and 1958.
During tt.at period, a number of spectacular, developments were.
occurring in several information industries. Between 1949 and
1958, TV broadcasting revenues increased by 2,930%, or .46% per
year, starting from a zero base in 1947. Between 1954 and 1958,
the computer industry grew at the rate of 104% annually; TV
broadcasting grew 71% per year; office machine parts increased at
'30% per year; 'Federal education programs grew at 25% per year.
Machlup's estimates are included in summary form as Table 5.1.

Our own estimates are based not on growth of revenues, which
can often bd large where the output price of a commodity or a
service is, high, but national income, which more closely measures
the relative value of the product in relation to the production
Of wealth in the economy. National income is a proxy for GNP.
For example, in i967, national -income was 82% of GNP, with the
balance mace up by capital consumption allowances (17.5%) and
indirect business taxes ((,5%). We would have preferred to
produce a time s+.1ries- based on Gross Product Originating, but the
data simply do not exist in sufficient detail and consistency
over the 46 year.i covered by the time series.

National income originating in the detailed primary
information sector inJustries, as explained in Appendix 3 (Vol.

2) , was measured for the period 1929-1974. The detailed
prorations (at the 7-digit SIC level in many cases, or as deep as
the censu, would permit in others) were aggregated up to the 2-
digit SIC level to ccrrespond to the National Income and Products
Accounts classification scheme. Sources., methods, and procedures
are outlined in Appendix 5 (Vol. 8). The reader should be warned
that the conventional industry names used in the following tables
hide the informational content of the good or service that the
industry provides. For a remineer concerning the detailed
composition of these industries, refer to Appendix 3 (Vol.. 2).
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TAhLE 5 1..

KNO.41.EluEr. 11."c,;::;1,1N: EA:TS 155...1:19592,1iD

114 i , e. 1.A. P,R I i):

BRANCH .,1'

KNOWLELF;E. PE-:'Ec'::.N .

Edue_ation
El,r;on!,ry t* secona,ly

!NCE.EAsE
PER YEAR

INCREA!'T
ITR YEAR

sch6.,ls 1454-1158 9.-5 1948-1958 ,.12.0

Collog-s 6 univer:,:ile:: 194-11i4 13.2 1949-:950 1.5

Federal tunds, n.e.c. 1954-.158 24.9

. .

Public libraries 1954-1958 8.2

Research h .40ve15j 0 ..01

Basle eis,arcn
Appli,d R6D

1954-19LWi
1954-1958 1.17.91.8 1949-1958 16.4

Printing s_r'.inlishine
cl.O1,.'s 6 pahlets 1954-1958 10.7 1947-1958 7.4

Poriodlcals 1954-1158 2.9 194--1958 4.1

Newspapers 1954-1959 4.5 114!-1958 6.3

Stationery And other
office supplies 1954-1958 7.5 197 ,79 6.7

Commercial printing
and lithography 1954-1958 1,9 /947-i.!, 4.9

Photogra7.111. E. ohonogr,nhv
Photography 1954-1959 7.1 1948-1954
Phonography 1.5471158 19.6 1947-1958

Sta5e, neeium S. screen
Theatres 6 coneot-.-; , -. . '158 8.0 1947-19,
Spectator sports 1954-..:' 3.2 1947-195-'

motion pictures 1934-19' -0.8 1547-1958

Radio 6 television .

._
Radio itations revenue 1954 1955 3.8 1947-195c. 3.

Television stations rovenue 1954-19. 1547-1958 17.2

Radio 6 TV sets 6 rePairs 1954-:159 1947-19,.; 5.5

Radio '6:TV.stations invesE. 1954-la i -1947-195/ 18.3

Other advertising 1954-19:: i'.9 1947-195t' 5.7

Telecommunications media
Telephone 1884-11,18 1947-1958 10.9

Telegraph 1954-1458 1947-1956 2.4

Postaiservice 1954-1950 4.7 1947-1938 5.6

Information machines
Printing trades machinery 1954-1958 5.7 1947-1958 4.1

Musical instruments 1954-1958 3.1 1947-1958 6.1

Telephone & telegraph equip. 1954-1938 10.6 1947-1938 6.2

Signnlinr: 1947-1954

Measuring F. controlling
instruments L' 1954-1955 7.9 1947-1958 13.5

Typew-iter,; 1953-1958 5.6 1947-1958 4.0

Electronic, .:omputers 1954-1958 104.4
Other office mach'%es 1953-1958 3.8
Office machine parts 1953-1958 30.:

Professional services
Legal 1953-1958 8.' 1947-1958 8.3

Engineering.6 arehctu 11 1953-1958 8 '2 1947-1958
Accounting 6 auditin, 197-1-1958 11.8 1949-1957

Medical 7953-1958 8;0 1947-1958 6.6

Joint w' 'inanc.a1 -erviceS_
banking

Joini_,Ljn_financial ,ervices
Se li-itses brokers. -,4c. 1954-1958 9.4 1941-1958 15.5

Irmr . a agents 1954-1958 6.0 1947-1958

Nholesa.:..! agents 1948-1954 6.6

Miscel:aneous busiaess secs 1954-1iY8 10 5

Government
Federal- 1953-1959 1.:

State and local 1954-1858 8.c

Total knowledge product.i5r, 8.8 10.6

Source: Machlup, ibid., pp. ,365-374..



/

'1,71e 5.2 shows a condensed version of the. time sc,1.2;: for

sele...,ed years between 1929-1974. The years were chos,,, L'ecause

they coincide with the economic censuses (Manufacturim.
Business,' ahd Construction) in most cases, whereds som- of the
other years were estimated by :interpolation and hence dr,' nOt
:enable. The complete time series is shown in Apoendi 5 (Vol.

8).

In 1929, around 18% ot national income Jr $15.841 million)
originated in the provision of information goods and services,
mostly in the private sector of the economy ($13.6 billion).
During the Depression, natio-31 income was sliced in half (from'
$86.8 billion to '.40.3 billion), and the 'nformatfon industries
were also victims of massive c.itbacks, dropping from $15.8
bil3ion in 1929 to $9.2 billion in 1933. However, their share of
national income actually irwreasea frum 18% to 23%--31
representing a relative increase in the private sector, and 2% in

the public sector. Certain information industries such as
communications and insurance Lroke.s resisted the Depression more
successfully than others.

As economic re6overy continued, we see that the information
industries dropped to. 19% of national income by 1939. With U.S.
entty into World War. IT, the share of national .income dropped
even further. (to a low of 15%?, and by 1948--the base year for

Machlup's estimates--began its upward climb from a level of 17%
of national income.

The next 26 years showed monotonic growth, climbing slowly
but steadily from 17% in 1948 to 27% by 1967, reaching 28% in
1972 and. 29% in 19'74. These developments exc'ude the "secondary
infOrmation sector" growth disc,isLed in (Thapters 9 and ao. ,Thc
time series is stri6tly on the prima:y
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ble 5.2.--Na urinal Income by Industry. 1929.1972 (Se(ected Years)
!Million, of &alit, current'

Industry

1929 1933

Informal inTh
national
111C0,1C

1939

Total
national
income

Infurination Information
national percent of
incurne total

T m.o.(

national
in kWh,

ifunnation
,werCeni a

lutal

Tutal
national
IfIllnlIC

Information
national
incione

Information
percent Of

tura!

All industries. total 86,795 13,341 15.25 40,312 9,189 22.79 72,564 14,1185 19.41

Aviculture 8.473 - - 3,672 - - 6.026

%lining 2,101 - 623 - 1433

Construction 3,835 568 14.80 788 110 15.20 2,342 372 15.90

Manufactunng 21.545 2,190 9.98 7,705 982 12.74 18,094 1.854 10.24

Nondurable goods 10441 1.526 14.34 4.944 793 16.04 9,093 1.253 1.3.77

Paper and allied products . . . . ... .... 558 113 20.20 290 66 22.80 555 140 25.22

Printmg, publohing arvi allicd inz,11:.: (Ana 1.413 89.00 809 727 89.85 1,221 1,113 91.14

Nond,rat lc manufacturmit, ne.c. ' 8,496 - - 3,845 - - 7,317 -

Dorabk goods 11,303 664 5.87 2,761 189 6.84 9.001 601 6.67

Eurrutute 675 71 '030 182 20 11.25 507 60 11.88

Machinery, except ekctrical 1.891 166 9.80 426 38 8.90 135 9.03

Electt teal maclunery 1,047 243 28.00; 279 82 29.25
.1,496

858 268 31.24

Initrumen is' , - - - - - -
Mocellancous manulactuting 607 134 22.00 202 49 24.20 522 139 26.35

Durable manufacturing, n.e.c. 7.083 - - 1,672 - - 5.618 -

Transportation 6.605 - - 3.038 7 - 4443 -

COM-Milk alrm 1.123 1,123 100.00 702 702 100,00 1.,075 1.075 100.00
,

Ekctric. gu, and sanitary services 10538 - - 1,287 - - 1.766 - -

Wholesale and reuil trade 13,511 1,754 12.98 5,625 817 14.52 12.604 1.572 12.47

Finance, ussurance, and real esUte . .. .. ...... . 12.813 4916 311.38 5,877 2,095 35.64 7,991 2,997 '37.50

Flanking 2.018 2,018 100.00 692 692 100.00 880 880 100.00

'Credit agencies - 100.00 - 100.00 - 1.00.00

SecuntY and commodity broke: i 726 563 77.60 191 148 77.60 204 158 77.60

insurance agents 849 849 100.00 552 552 100.00 90, 904 100.00

Insurance agents 421 421 100.00 289 289 100.00 390 390 100.00

Real enate 8430 898 10 40 4,164 425 10.20 5,450 501 / 9.20

Molding compan -
ies 169 . tr 9 100.00 -11 -II 100.00 163 163 100.00

Services 8,843 3.,..i'.. ', 34.66 5,141 2.180 42.39 7,354 2,879 38.10

Personal services lag') 50 3.90 707 28 3.90 1.053 37 . 3.50

Miscellaneous business services 608 231 358 . 136 37.90 676 191 28.30

Miscellaneous repair tenures 315 14
.38.00

4.60 191 9 4.60 . 261 28 10.70

Motion pictures 440 440 100.00 210 210 100.00 434 434 100.00

Anluienients and rectetion 379 42 11.00 154 15 9.50 288 21 7.20

Medical and other health services 1336 479 31.20 948 339 35.80 1,381 435 31.50

Legal services 689 689 100.00 561 561 100.00 692 692 100.00

Educational iervices 401 402 100.00 363 363 100.00 415 415 100.00

Nonprofit membership organuations 640 512 80.00 527 422 80.00 556 445 80.00

Miscellaneous professional servurs 206 206 100.00 98 98 100.00 181 181 100.00

Services, n.e.c. 2341 - 1.024 - 1.617 7 -
'

Real of the *a id 810 - - 323 - 313 - -

Private sector, subtotal 81,702 13.623 1647 34,986 6.895 19.70 64,041 10,749 16.78

Government and government enterprises 5,093 2,218 43.54 5,326 2.293 43.06 8,323 3,336 39.14

Federal 1.460 697 47.76 1649 720 4343 4.133 1,435 34.72

General glivernment .. 879 252 28.70 1,164 348 29.90 3,414 881 25.90

Government enterprises 581 445 76.60 485 . 3?2 76.60 719 'I 76.60

State,and local 3,633 1,321 41.85 3.677 1,374 42.80 4,390 1,901 43.30

General government 3,456 1,,521 44.00 3,531 1,374 44.57 4,185 1,901 45.42

Government.enterpthet 177 - - 146 - 205 - -

SR edefined at an mdu iffy in 1948.
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1 able C.: National Ink runt by 19Justaj', 19 29.1 :2 11339c.-1191 1 e.1,1 Cott

181111toro ol .1 '1:3, ..totcto,

1-

MI rldustnes, total

Mann%

Construction

Manufacturing

Nondurable grxxls

Paper and sill,: ptos1,,,9,.,
Printing, pultIohine 011,4 les
Non/1,4,461c r11.11,11.1,M10.,.

Durable goods .

Furniture
Nlachiners,esterr

lecnical
Insournenri . .

Mmellane9us Ir.sr,1:1.7111.11: .

D.trattle rnaral!scturIng, ns

Innartortatson

Conirounir. stroll

1.1er:in...gas., and 1.41Itar9 ae Kea

11Rolesale aiti lerad trade .

Finance, insuranr:e, and real estals

Boling .

Credit aFen,,e, .

Se..-urity arid c,rnir trr,Srrs
illkilatiCe1.1111ei1 .

4,;,e n

Real estatt
Herd ine cninparier

Services .

Personal srrs,r,
Miser:Low,"
Mot,c1149.,,u,
Mouon phrurcs . .

A muatrnenta
MedIcal 1,1 str..tces
LeTal Vtl net
F.du,anors1 .

tocano.O ton.
eILtncto.11

SNVI,e3.11, .

Rest of ele world

Private ICI !CV, Subttrtal

Government anJ gromnient enteapf14,I

Fedeasl .

General Vror6lnitr!
(rog nnleni crlle

Male and lora)

General gtOrTtflitterit
GCnetelfIle:It enterrti.CI

1 ot 11

9.1t; :9,,J

1948

Ir,,,,,-',9
11 .1 , 7 I:

1r! "3 1-... '9
;9 9719 ..

1.....,:, -1.1,.,..."..,,iin.....,;,,,,,.
DJ, i..9

1954

, CI .,1!

19551

1,,,,I. ,
,-,----,--,

; ,..,111 ,7
1,a.d

9;9,3,11
hi.Otrij.,..1

(1.111, f101

1

225.990 i',os1 In 3 305.3411 . 62,947 20 t, 370.807 61992 22.9

24,271 17,132. 10.610

5,447 5,271 , 5,730

10.1,96 1,701 15.9 151'90 2.134 18.7 3114n 19.3

6,994 11 .7)Pi 10 '34 11,4 13.331 12.4

32,011 313374 11 . 39,719 5.131 13.0 45,771 6.274 13.7

2,189 560 3 410 II -5 4,984 879 2119

3.351 1,124 4,715 4,449 94 4 5 231 5.444
21,291 11,534 35.956

35,884 3.210 0.7 54.519 5.953 10.3 62,129 7,057 11 4

1,193 131 !I 0 ' 1.551 17: II 3 1.804 207 III.
6,329 590 9,3 4.140 669 9 5 9,894 959 9 1,

4,03) 1,591 16 9 64,49 42 5 8.400 3.'55 44 1
1,93S 1373. 19 0 . 2,021 ,9.1 2.463 1,956 :9 5
1,606 In 1,3:38 11 7 2,127 197 8 0

21.1687

.133
33,694 37,441

12.809 14.639 16,545

2,820 2.820 109.0 5.065 5.065 100.0 7,014 72014 100.0

3,176 5,924 7,450

39,071 3,1142 19.1 45.231 5,701 11.8 58-369 7,243 12.4

11,083 6.9'9 39_5 33,053 13.074 39.6 42,852 17,609 41.1

2.541 22)41 , 4) 9 4.465 4.4C5 190 1.017 6,00 100 9
157 157 199 0 '41 34; 100 596 596 199 0
292 227 77 f. 6 n : 5.29 77,1, 1,192 925 77,6

1,919 1,413 1911 3,297 190 0 3,9 TY 3409 190 0

671 671 Pm 9 1,339 1,3.30 9 1,739 1,740 199 0
13,765 ' '21 12.5 23,435 3.699 15.4 9(1,738 5,261 17 4

46 46 1,93.0 185 185 109.0 :82 2e2 100 0

19,979 7,964 31.4 27,687 11,790 426 38,339 17,174 -.4 14

2.'342 1;6 4 k 3.50 t 1,0 11 4.241 242 5 7
1.4 Ie 1.025 2.663 1,975 723 4 4,096 3,191 77 9

104 4 826 155. 18.8 9'37 214 2.1 7
091 ,rirt 955 955 100 0 827 827 109 0
911 63 199 9 9 1,377 175 t 12 7

3.121 1,223 31.2 5171 1,39 21.7 9.068 2.294 '25 3
1.176 1,1'6 199 0 1,756 1.758 If?) 0 2.232 2.232 100

944 144 109 .1 1.170 1_171 100 0 1,999 1.999 199
19..2 1.1;9 1 953 SO II 3,937 2.670 fill 0
1,143 1.149 19, 2026 2026 100 3,331 3,331 1 JO 0

4,617 5.232 6.844

1.163 1.809 2.243

206.113 10.2,4 "3 49.398 15.3 323,943 66.017 20.4

19,747 7/198 35 -3 36,075 /3..550 37.6 46;64 18,885 40 3

10,506 3,197 33 0 20..19U 6.5531 32,5 23,792 8.52 3571

11.910 2 124 21 2 17,7730 4,11: 26-5 2n.S45 6.046 29 4
14,76 1,284 76 6 2.410 1.046 76 6 .1,247 2.487 76 6

9,161 3,981 43-5 15.815 6.992 44.0 23,072 10,357 44.9

8;21 3361 46 7 14,698 6 992 47.6 21,578 10,357 48 0
640 1.131 1,494



Table 5.: -Nahunal Income by lndu.rty, 3129.1972.(Selected It'eus)-Con.
Ibldhuns of dollars cUri..ntl

1963 1967, 8972

. Industry Total
bational
Income

Information
.nalional
inivaie

Intormation
peNcnt of

:.:.11

Total
national
int.:171r

Information
national
Initient

Int ululation
percent of

Iola)

Total
natiorul
income

Information
national
InCOnie

1111...iiiijo.in
retire of

1,,,, :31

All Industries, total ... .......... 484.026 1111399 2436 6553,17 173,935 3633 956.771 266.293 27.83

Arrku num 18,443 - 20,694 30449
.

Misting 5,776 - - 6.385 - 8,700 -

Constructson 14.707 4,472 13.10 34,105 6.412 18.80 52.277 , 9,044 17.30

Manufacturing 143,189 19.132 13.39 193.159 29.446 1514 25 1311 374 12 149..

Nondurabk goods 57.224 8,084 14.12 74.526 11,005 14.76 97,943 14,782 15.00

Papc: and allied product i ....... .... . ,

hurting, publidung am, allied indultries
5.264
7.393

1,037
7,047

19.70
95.35

63211
9334

---1328
9,4 77

22.40
95.40

9,421
13.530

1.175
12,908

19 '0
95.40

Nondurable manufacturing. e c. 44 3 62 - 5 7.772 - 74.992

Datable g000s 85,965 11.098 12.9 1 31843.1 18.442 15.54 15 3365 .222130 14.8y

Furrurur 2,365 284 12.00 3,189 462 14.50 4.526 5 77

klaclunery, except electrical 14.099 1,650 11.70 21.794 3.029 13.90 27,54 43040 14 AI

Electrical machibro 12.309 6,179 50.20 18.538 10.567 57.00 23.353 12,809 5 85

Instruments ..... ... .. 3.447 2.744 79.60 5.103 4,482 80.00 6.457 4.99 1 7/ .30

Miscellanequs manatactuirna . 2,576 242 9.40 3.307 301 9.10 4.586 413 /9.00
Durable manufacturing, n C.c. 51,169 - - 66,702 - 87,652 -

"/
Transpostabon 19,943 - - 25,703 - 36,453 - ,

/' -

Conununication .
92389 9.889 100.00 13.385 13.385 100.00 20.3,31 20.311 100.00

Electric. gas, and sanitary services 10.333 . - 12.659 - 17,589

liholesale and fetal trade 72,961 9.331 12.79 97,643 13,054 13.36 144306 19.76 3 13.6),

Finance. insurance. and real estate 56,101 33,949 .40.90 74.477 31.920 42.85 112.493 4.5o4 44.00

Banking 7,976 .".9 76 100.00 10.726 10,726 10000 17,074 17,074 100 00

Credn agencies --1.560 -1,560 100.00 -2.155 -2,155 100.00 -3,381 -3,38 1 10000

Secutity and commodity brokers' -1,403 1,089 77.60 3,131 2.4 30 77.60 4.348 3,374 77.60

Insurance Call ICI s 5.226 5,226 100.00 7,454 7,454 100.00 12 307 12.5 07 100.00

Insurance agents 2,444 2,444 100.00 3.295 3.295 100.00 5.217 5.217 100.00

Real estate '
40,292 1,454 18.5 0 5 /.420 9.564 18.60 76,373 14.358 18.80

Huldusg coniparues 320 320 100.00 606 606 100.00 355 355 100.00

Services 54.339 25.234 .4632 79396 38,4 15 4836 122.344 58,8 70 -..48.11

Personal 'MI, e s 5.555 284 5.4 0 6,924 436 6.30 7.471 4 II 5.50

Miscellaneous business services 6.648 4,860 73.10 10,655 8.652 81.20 16,551 11.9 33 72.10

Miscellaneous repair scrvices 1.304 271 20.80 1,744' 321 18.40 2.557 476 18.60

Motion pictutes
.;

916 916 . 100M0 1.349 1.349 100.00 1376 1.57 6 100.00

nmuiernentsand recreation 1364 145 7.40 2.574 335 13.00 3,745 337 9.00

Medical and other health services 13.150 33 95 24.30 20.172 4,700 23.30 36.586 7156 21.20

Legal services 3.528 3.528 100.00 5303 53303 100.00 8,398 8,39 8 100.00

Educational services r 3.5'21 3.321 100.00 5,156 5.156 100.00 8,010 8,0 10 100.00

Nonptofit membership organitiltmns 5.157 . 4.126 80.00 6,499 5,199 80.00 10446 6317 80.00

Miscellaneous professional setnces 4.588 4.588 100.00 7.264 7,264 100.00 11.456 11,456 100.00

Services, n.e.c. 8,408 - 11,756 - - 15,348 - -

Rest of the *odd 3418 - 4.561 - - 7,049 - -

Private sector. subtotal 419.379 91,057 21.73 56 1,367 132432 2342 804,782 195.101 24.25

Cove:78,mm and so.emment entorprisr4 64,747 , 27,84: 43.00 94.250 41.303 43.82 152,489 71,19 2 46.68

Federal 29,565 10,930 36.93 4 1,493 14,904 35.91 59,724 24,073 40.30

General government 25.164 7349 30.00 35.612 10,399 29.20 50360 164 70 33.30

Government enterprises 4,401 3.371 76.60 ' 5.881 4,505 76.60 9464 7,403 76.6 0

State and lOcal ' 35.182 16,921 48.09 52.757 26.399 50.04' 92.765 47,119 50.79

General gover nent 32,857 16,921 5130 49,530. 26,399 53.30 87.312 47,119 53.96

Government e..terprises 2.325 - - 3127 - 5,453 -
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Short Period Growth Rates

Table 5.3 shows the simple and compound growth rates during
the period 1929-1972... Theinformationindustries grew at a
simple growth rate of 39% be-tween 1929-1972, or a
comPound rate of 6.6%.. The.period 1939-1954 showed a very rapid
-growth, especially 'buoye..3 hy large investments in information
sttuctures (e.g., office and eduCatlon buildings) afid information
machines (e.g., communications and computing eguipmenC;:. The
most recent peTiod (1963-1972) showed a compound growth rate of

. 9% per year, doubling every eight yeais.

Table 5.3 shows the losses incurred during the Depression,
abd the increase of publiO sector primary infofmation activities.
Whereas all sectc...s of the economy -leclined between 1929 Ind
J933, communications (-9.4%) and the other information services
(-7.2%) declined the least--compared to a 20% drop for manufac-
turing and construction. The private information sector as a
whole dropped 10..5% annually between 1929 and 1933. The public
sector increased, however, at an average rate of 0.8%, slowly
picking up a variety of primary information tasks and workers
from the private economy. The administration of the numerous
recovery programs instituted during these years partly accounted
for this increase. (Note that the government information sector
excludes all noninformation:vorkers such as road and dam builders_

and forestry workers.)

With the Depression over, infurmation industries in the
(conventional) manufacturing and constructPon sectors showed. a
'em7.7kable coMeback, posting simple growth rates of 40% and 30%
annually between the years 1939-1948. Information machines such
as televizions, radios, computers, and business machines grew
very rapidly, with growth rates of 38% and 52% during 1933-1938
and 1939-1948.

The boom began to slow by 1954, with the information economy
expanding at a "modest" 8%'during each of the next four years.
Since then, the primary informaton sectOr has just slightly
outpace.] the overall economy, iricreasing 4% annually between 1963
'and 1967, and jumping by 7% between 1967.and 1972.

J')



TABLE 5.1; C104TH RATES FOR T8F 7P nIYARY lRYATION SEC7014 NAT1( MA% :W, 1129-2372
_

, - - -.
- ,..

., - ,.

N N A
0 74 W A . :,.
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1
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0, 0 0 0 0
,.'0 , ',; 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 Q 0 0
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,

SF.160700 INFORMATION Ce4PONE9TS
SIMPLF, ,

COMr0111

Mia..31.31,AMMIMIMMEION,

Mining... ... ... ... ... ... ...
"'''. --- --- ---

Cur.,t f :V. 1W1 35.: 17.5 10.9 12.4 -19.7 15,1 39,6 12.1 6.1 1.5 10.8 8.2

1.7 11.1 11.9 :1.0 -13.8 .14.8 30.2 9.5 5.8 6.8 13.4 5.5

NorA.rtle cor.,!! 21.5 7.4 9.0 9,2 -1'2:0 9.7 21,6 6.8 5.3 5.6 9,0 6.9

?ul.,er 6 allien rolcts 35.3 20.9 5,7 9.4 -10.1 18.6 31.3 5,1 3.3 5,0 11.8 4.5

Prinlin1i111cU inds 21.1 6.4 6,4 9.2 -12.: 8.8 20.1 7.1 5.6 5.9 8.6 7.2

!.:41)1e minufacturing,nec --- --- ---

3tr4e V1 15.0 20,2 164 12.2 -17,9 06,4 46.2 12.7 6,2 .11.5 16.5 4.8

F4niture 17,3 4,5 7.9 10.9 -17.8 32.1 13.1 5.E 4.4 7.4 15,7 5.0

Y14c:1:ner7i, ox: el11::trical 64.1 13 4 12.0 18,1 -19,3 42,7 37,1 7.9 2.1,0 14.7 20.9 6.7-

01.:r17,,1' T,einery 10.7 22.2 20.2 12.1 -15.0 38.1 52.3 14,3 8.1 12,9 17.8, 4,2

15.6 ',.9,6 ... ..- --- 15,9 75.5 0,0 12.2 1.5

moi: 7..InulIctJring 5.0 0.2 5,0 7.1 -15,8 i0,2 0,0 1.2 3.4 5.9 6,1 7,4

..:urunle manufacturing,nec
--- ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Tni1P'Lgtdt1(11
... ... ... ... ... ... -7 --- -- 7... ..- -

Cicat Ion 4,6 7.5 16,7 12.7 - 9.4 8,9 16,0 13.3 9,6 8.2 8.8 10,3

Illectric,gasisani.,ary services ---
... ... ... ." ... ... ... ... ... ...

'11,)l.:1,,1! 1. Ntail tiade 25,8 6.9 8.7 12,4 -13.4 15,4 17.5 6.0 6,8 5.8 10,0 10,3

Fulanee,i,!0.0eance4Nal estate 33.8 2.2 15,3 22.5 -14.4 7.2 14.1 11,6 9.7 6.1 9.8 11,9

24,1 1.4 11.3 18..2 -'16.4 4.5 21.1 12.6 0.7 6.5 8,6 11.8

Cre,!:: arncles
... ... ... .,. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Socuriti i co7mdity brokers 93.9 -3.1 25.4 154,3 -18.4 1,1 4,8 22.3 18.7 3,5 30,8 7,8

1:..st:ranze carriqs 33.3 6.6 11.5 14.5 - 8,7 10,6 12,5 12,0 5,2 6.1 10.7 12.6

249aance agents 31.2 3,2 17,4 14.5 - 7.8 5,8 8,2 16,1 7.7 8,1 8.7 11,7

5...a: VItatP
19,0 4,8 22.2 21.2 -13.2 2.0 27.0 18,3 11.4 0.3 7.1 10.0

'!:olding coror,anies
12.5 -3.8 19.7 -31.3 -26.6 --- -9,0 50.4 13.1 2.7 22.3 -8,3

Seriicc6
51.9 0,2 14.7 17.9 - 7.2 5.3 44.2 8.3 11.4 9,4 13.1 10.6

Personal services 18.0 9.0 7.2 5,6 -11.3 5.6 31.0 8.2 4,7 3,5 13.1 -1.2

Misco11arf.o.16 businesi servIces15,2 18.2 24.8 20.9 -10.3 6,8 19.6 13,7 17.5 10,5 19.5 7.6

Y.:6ce11zuus repair services 8.9 23.9 15.9 10,8 - 9.8 36,3 20.8 15,6 9,5 5,3 4,6 9.6

Motinn pictures 7.7 5.5 0,1 10.5 -13,1 17.8 12.0 1,0 -1.4 2,2 11.8 3.4

Ar!vPre.r,ta 6 recrution 10,6 2,7 8,7 /7,7 -16..2 7.0 22,7 10,5 17,5 -3.4 32.6 0.1

Ymd.ell i tl,:alg mervicee 43.0 8.2 10.7 .18,6 - 7,3 4,7 20,1 2,3 16.2 7.9 11.8 13,0

Legal services 32,8 3.7 13.3 /18.9 - 4.6 3,9 7,8 8.2 6.7 11.6 10.5 12,6

Education servlces 53,5 7,1 16.8 I 18.5 - 2.4 2.4 14.2 7.5 11.5 13.2 13.8 11.1

Nonpro!it renbershlp lg. 4,0 6.8 16.8 12.5 - 4.4 0.9 10,1 11.2 9.2 10,9 6.5 12.8

MiccrIluneous professional svcs 15.6 23.9 20.2 20,0 -11.1 14.1 58,9 13,0 16.1 .7,5 14.6 , 11.5

nrc ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Gcvqr.7.7:: and govervent ent. 92.6 13.0 27.5 18.5 0.8 7.6 14.5 12.7 9.8 9.5 12.1 14,5

84,0 22.7. 13.0 13.4 0.8 16,6 17,6 12,8 7.5 5,6 9,1 12.3

(16nPral governmPnt 15.7 45.1 14,1 12.6 9.5 25,7 19.3 15,7 7.0 5,0 9.4 12.1

Goverrent enterprises 42.8 9,9 10.9 15,2 - 4.1 8,0 14,8 7.3 8.7 7.1 8.4 12,9

State and local 81.9 8.5 12.7 A1.8 0.9 3.5 12,2 12.6 12.0 12.7 14.0 15.7

General government 81.9 8.5 11.7 , 21,8 0.9 3.5 12,2 12.6 12:0 12,7 14.0 15.7

Governnent enterprises --- --- --- --- ---
...: ... ... ... ... ...

hivate Sector 45.1 6.4 13.4 16,2 -10.5 8,9 18.9 11.0' 8.7 8.0 11.6 10.6

All indatries, TOTAL 39.1 7.4 14.2 16.7 -12,3 9.3 20.2 10.5 8.4 7,6 4.3 7:1

-11.11.1i1wWW1
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5,5 2,2 5.) 9.4

6,8 5.1 6.2 9,7

6,2 2,9 7.1 9,8

7,3 4,6 8.2 9.7

6,6 4.4 8,2 7.5

9,7 9,4 9.1 10.2

0.2 6,4 9.4 9.7

8.3 9,2 7.0 7.9

9.7 12.6 7.4 7.5

6.0 5.7 6.2 8.5

0.2 5,2 9.5 15,7

0,2 5.2 9.5 10.7

-

6.9 10.5 8.4 7.6

6,6 4.7 7.4 8,4
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FOOTNOTES

1Machlup The Ptoduction and DE3-1-7ibutLon o6 Knotceedgi! in the,
Uki.ted Stcittn, Princeton University Press, Princeton, New
Jersey, 1962, pp. 366-374.

'do
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CHAPTER SIX

THE PRIMARY INPUT-OUTPUT MATRIX

Planning. is the.organized application of.systematic
reasoning to the solution of specific practical

problems.... Far from being incompatible or
mutually exclusive, the automatic mechanism ,f free
competition and the ptinciple of deliberate action
guided by rational decision both play their different
but equally important parts in the operation ofour
economic system.... The issue that confronts top
[political and bqsiness] management is not how to

choose between unrestricted competition and all-
pervasive planning, but rather how to choose an
effectie combination of the two.

Wassily Leontief, Input-Output Economics
Oxford.University PresS-, New York, 1966, P. 1

Input-Output economics was :leveloped'as a planning tool in

the 1940's Leontief's first practical application was during

World War'II when he investigated the dislocations that might

occur as the United States shifted from a wartime to a peacetime

economy. Since the small national tables were produCed,

starting with the 1929 .,:nomy, input-output (I-0) matrices have

grown in size, accura. , ard usefulness. They are now employed

as a planning tool in 40.nations.

'The first general equilibrium models produced by WalraS, and

later by others were purely theoretical models of an ideal

economy, and.not empiric-ally soluble. The i7rafound contri ution

of I-0 analysis was that a general (numerical) :-olution for a

wide class of problems could be generated, with immediate pblicy

planning relevance.
\

An 170 transactions table shows the flow of goods and
services' throughout the entire economy. Industries are both

producers and consumers,of goods and services, and the interT

mediate (inter-industrY) flows form the;heart of the I-0 mat ix.- -r

The I-0 transactions table also shows the flow to the final

demand 2,tors ,nd the value added generated by eachindustry

Figure 6.1 shows a simplified overview of an I-0 transactions

table. The information sector, appearing as one of the eight

major sectors, is comEiosed of the industries described in
Chapters 3 and 4, and in Appendix 3 (Vol. 2). To read an I-0

table, the following simple guide_ should be used:

The output of each industry is distributed across

the row to other firms (intermediate demand) and to

final demand consumers.

)0'
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The purchases, or inputs of each firm are composed
down the column of each industry in the inte'rmediate
sectors, including an input of value added.

Relation of Input-Output to the National Income Accounts

The margins of an 1-0 table are identical 'to the consolidated

National Income and Product Accounts discussed in Chapter 4.
Total GNP, which is the sum of all final demand'purchases (equal
to all components of value added) is reported in the 1967 I-0

table as $795,388 million. The first NIA figures for 1967,
published in-1969, showed GNP as $793,927 million and contained

small statistical error. The recent3y reVised 1967 benchmark
tables (published in January, 1976) again contained different
figures, as summarized in Table 6.1. We shall proceed with the
published I-0 control totals (line b) rather than make
adjustments to reconcile the matrix with the 1976 estimates.
Hence there will be a $924 million discrepancy-between the I-0

matrix and the consolidated accounts of Chapter 4.

TABLE 6.1: ALTERNATE ESTIMATEg OF THE 1967 GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

(Millions)

(a) Na'zional Income & Product Accounts (July 1973)

(b) Input-Output Tables tFebruary 1874)

(c) National Income & Product Accpunts Benchmark

Revision (January 1976)

$793,927

. 795,388

796,312

Source:I:See Suivey of/Current Business for date given in paren&lesis.

Once the margins are "locked" Snto place, the I-0 table is
completely consistent with the national accounts.

The technology matrix, or "A" matrix, is simply a table of

direct input requirements. Each industry's inputs (column) are

scaled by the total input, includi.ng value added, so that the
resulting ratios ,sum to 1.00. These. "technical coefficients"
show each industry's composition of inputs from all other
industries necessary to produce $1.00 of gross output. A change .

in technology can be precisoly specified by changing the
coefficients in the A matrix; or for the capital structure, by
changing the coefficients of an expanded capital flow matrix that

resides.in the final demand tables.
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The inverse of the technology matrix, (I-A)
-1

shows the total
(direct and i-r-lairect) requirements generated by a $1.00 increase
in final demand for the outputs of a particular industry.

A Simple Illustration

The easiest way to show the Use of the matrix is to solve a
sample proplem: "What is the total effect on the economy
resulting from a $1 million computer 'sale?" Table 6.2 shows the
inputs of the computer industry as they appear in the trans-
actions table. All other sectors'have been temporarily ignored.

,

.

TABLE 6,2: 3NPUT REQUIREMENTS'OF THE COMPUTER INDUSTW. (10 451) -FOR. 1967

PRODUCING
Ini INDUSTRY

PURCHI'SES
( S MILL.-C)N

DIRECT TOTAL
REQUIREMENTS REQUIREENTS

51 Computers
53 Electric apparatus
55 Electric wiring equipment
57 Electronic components'
60 Wholesale? & retail trade
71 Real estate & rental
73 Business services
81 Business travel

All other industries
Intermediate inputs
Value added..
Total inputs

881
145
159
720
246
255
149
157

1,052
3,932
2,750
6,682

.13182 1.15435

.02169 .03465

.02375 .03057

.10779 .15171

.03683 .07067

.03821 .06604

.02086 .05314

.02350 .03601

.18397 n/a

.58E342

.41158
1.00000

Source: See Survey 'of Cu::rent Business, "The Input-Output Structure of the
U.S. Economy: 1967", EL,bruary 1974, Vol. 54, No. 2.

The computer industry purchasedl$3,932 million from all
industries in 1967, including a sizable purchase of $881 million
from other computer firms,'as shownlin.column 1. The industry
generated $2,750 million in value e9ded, for a total input of
$6,682 million. When column 1 is cdvided throUgh bY the total
input..figure, we find the.direct requirements per $1.00 output in
cotumn 2. To satisfy a S1.00 incr ase in final demand, the
computer industry generates 13 cents in sales internally; it also
buyt 2 cents worth of'electrical apparatus, 2 cents of wirjng, 11
cents in electronic components, 2 cents wotth of business travel,
entertainment and gifts, and so on. However, each supplier of
the computer industry now experiences an-increase in its total
requirements (since its intermediate demands went up T the
amount in Column _2), and must therefore purchase supp_ies from
other firms in the economy. For example, let us take a closer
look at the electronic components industry #57. Table 6.3 shows
the sum of the inputs to Industry #57.

I JO
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FIRST POUND INU'IRECT EFFECT OF A $1 MILLION SALE OP COMPUTERS: PURCHASES

OF THE.'',FLECTRONIC COMPONENTS INDUSTRY OF $107,790

1011 'PRODUCINCINDUST1:Y

27 Chemicals .E.:(1 selected chemical products

32 Rubber andVastic products
38 Primary nori:errous manufacturers
51 Office Eine 'Powou'ing machines
57 Electronic wmponents

31

Value added
%;

(1) (2)

.01343 . 1,448

.01966 2,119

.03473 3,744

.00784 845

.14011 15,103

.44716 48,199

When the computeCOndustry sells a $1 million machine to
final demand, the eleOtronics component.ihdustry receiv.es a
$107,790 increase forVits'output.- (This is determined simply by
Multiplying the direcqcoefficient of industry #57 in Table 6 2.

by $1 million.) To satiisfY the increaSe, it must putchase the

amount's shown in cOlud0 2 of Table 6.3. from other' industries.
The industry purchases$1,,448 worth of chemicals, $2,119 worth of
plastics,. $3,744 in sh4iet metal; about $845 from the computer
industry which initiated the transaction in the.first place, and

$15,103 internally. Ti*industry's value added increases by
$48,l99--including emplOee compensation, profits, and indirect

business taxes. This Ot the first-round indirect effect of a .$1
million computer sale t final demand.

However, we are notet finished. Each industty in Table 6.3
must now purchase SOM2 1hputs from its suppliers to satisfy the
new intermediate demandhown in Column 2.

To continue the exaM50.e, let us just look at one of the
impacted industries-7priMary nonferrous m4FrUfacturers-7and trace
that industry's new purckiases. The secoria-round requirements
generated by the -Ionferqus metal industry is stlown in capsule

form in Table 6.4. o

TABLE

SECOND ROUND IND:RECT EnIECT OF A $1 MILLION COMPUTER SALE: PURCHASES
OF THE NON-FP.RROUS METAL INDUSTRY OF $3,744 .

I00 PRODUCING INDUSTRY (1) (2)

6 Non-ferrous metal rqes mining
80 Gross imports
83 Scrap, used and ec'Irldhand good

Value added

IL

: .05042'
:09808
.02651.
.27381

189
3G7
99

1,025
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The nonferrous metal industry receives a first-round-increase in
output of $3,744 on the sale of the $1 million computer, as shown

in Table 6.3. To satisfy this new requirementr, it purchases $189

from the nonferrous ores mining ineustryl': $367--ftom imports,
about $99 from the recyclingjndustries, and generates a total

value added (Wages and profir-S) of $1,025.

Each of the other industries listed in Table C,.4 also

generates a second round effect. The increase in the mining
'industry's tequirement generates a third-order indirect effect on

its suppliers--and so on.

This ripple effect through the economy is simultaneously and

completely captured.for all industries by the inverse of the

technolou matrix. (More accurately, the subtraction'of the
technology from the identity matrix, I-A.) The inverse gives a
.solution equivalent to about 14 iterations of the direct effects
(A) matrix. After the 15th iteration, the numbers begin to
vanish into the fractions of dollars. MathematiCally, the
inverse is equivalent to the Gauss-Seidel method of estimating a
power expansion.

Returning for a moment,to the computer industry, let us see
what'the direct and indirect effects ofa $1 million purchase are
en selected industries. The total effects are'di,splayed in Table

. 6.5.

TABLE 6.5 TOTAL EFFECTS OF A SI MILLION COMPUTER SALE

PRODUCING
IO# INDUSTRY

51 Office computing
53 Electric apparatus
55 Electric wiring
57 Electronic .components
69 Trade
71 Real estate & rental
73 Business services
81 Imports

Alr'other industries

TOTAL INTERMEDIATE'
REQUIREMENTS

VALUE ADDED

TOTAL

DIRECT INDIRECT TOTAL
EFFECT tFFECT EFFECT

$131,820
21,690
23,750

107,790
36,830
38,210
20,860
23,500.

183,970

588,420

411,580

00,000

$1,022,530
12,960
6,820

43,920
33,840
27,830
32,280
12,510

413,890

$1,154,350
34,650
30,570

/51,710
70,670
66,040
53,140
36,010

597,860

1,606,580 2,195,000



Tn cojumn 1, we see the direct requirements on the computer
industry resuLting from the $1 million sale to final demand--
$5880.20 went tc:purchase goods and services from other
(intermediate) induStries, .and $411,580 went for employe !
compensation, profits, depreciatton, and business taxes. In

column 2 we see the effects of 14 rounds of purchases touched off
by the requirements of ehe computer ihdustry. Most of the
pdrchases stimulated the computer industry itself) other
inJUstries enjoyed about $600,000 of new sales as a result of the

$1 million comPuter sale. In all, the .total effect on industry
output was aboUt $2.2 million,'as shown in column 3.

InputputPuc NOtation

A compact' way of describing the solution shown ih the
..:!illustration:is by-using matrix notation.. We construct a simple

threeindustty E,4conomy, and show why the inverse captures the
entire, (direct plus indirect) effect of a change in final demand.

The output of an industry is the sum of all final and
dntermediaie demand purchases. This relati ,nship is shown in
Equation ]

(1) x. = ( x + x. + x. ) + D..

1 12 13 where,

Lhe total output of industry'i

the flow of industry i's goods to industry j, gxij = xi
ij

D the total final% demand for industry i's'output.,

As we have seen, each indu:F,try buys a portion of its,total
inputs from all other jndustries. This empirical reality is..
represented as follows:

(2)x.=(a..ij )(x3 .)
wher'e,

a.. is the fraction of the industry j inputt'; that are
ij

purchased from i.ndustry i.

Or, . can be seen 'as the ,Jechnical coefficient showing
exactly hoW3much of good i is needed to produce on unit of good
j, as follows:

(3) a = x
ij ij
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The teuhnical coefficients, a.4, are pr duced by scaling
thCough the columns of the transaciions matr.x, as shown in -
Equation 3. The three-industry economy of E9uation I can be
written as follows:

(4)
1

=

=

x .=
3

a
11

x
1

+ .a
12

x
2

+ a 1j x
3

.a x +ax+ax+
21 1 22 2 23 3

a x
31 1

+ a x +
32 2

a x
-
+

33 3
D
3

Tbtal Interm?.diate Final
Output Demand Demand

If we rearrange terms* to isolate .D on one side of the
equation, and collect all teems in x on the other side,

(5) (1 - all) (x 1)

-(a ) (x )

21 1

-(a
31

) (x
1

)

(1 -a )

22

(a
32

) (x
2

)

) ) = D

+ (1 -a
33

) (x
3

) = D
3

the system of equations in 5 is essentially complete, and
will yield a cc,mplete solution to the experiment we have been
considering. To clean up the algebra, Equations 4 and 5 can be
written in matrix notation as follows:

(4') X=AX+ D
.(5') X- AX=D
(5) (I - A)X = D where,

I -- is the identity matrix, 010

001
A -- is the mat4x of technical coefficients,

X -- is the veCtor of industry Outputs
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,

The ).ast step is to isolate X, the vector of total
requiremi?nts, on one side of the equatio2. Equation 5 is

premultiplied on both sides by (I - A) , yielding

(6) (I - A)-1 (I - A) X = (I - A)-1 D

(7) X = (I - A)-1 D

The first two terms in Equation 6 cancel each other out,

leaving Equation 7 in the lassical estimating form. Eqoation 7

shows that the total outputs of all industries:can be derived by
multiplying a final demandlbill of goods (D) through a matrix

of coefficients, (I A) .,..1that can.be produced from empirical

observations. Once (I - A) is known, general equilibrium
solutions (supply_= demand for the whole economy) can be found.

The Information Sector and Input-Output Aalysis

Our purpoSes'in building an I-0 matrix are twofold: first, it
offers a complete description of the transactions between the
information'induStries and the rest of the economy, and hence is

a significan.t.iffipiovement oVer the simple National Inceme
Accounts structure;. second, it opens u0 a rich variety of policy
questions that are .amenable to I-0 analysis yielding solutions
involving the information-sector. The structure within the
infprmation sector can be investigated in detail,--as can the
str-Icture between the information secto7.and the rest of the

economy. T S-hali .briefly introduce five classic types of
problems and suggest how they can shed light on the behavior of

the information sector.

Class I: Changes in Final Demand

The most common application of I-0 analysis is to trace
through the effects on the economy'given a change in final

demand. Equation 7 above is in exactly the right form to conduct
all the experiments suggested in this class of problems.

Final demand is composed of the following ten detailed

1. Personal consumption. expenditures
2. Gross private fixed capital formation
3: Net inventory change
4. Net exports
5. Federal defense expenditures
6. Federal nondefense expenditures
7. State and local purchases for education
8. State and. J.Ocal purchases for health,

welfare, and sanitation
9. State and local purchases kir safety

10. Other State and local government purchases
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Underlying data are available to splinter these final demand
sectors even more finely. For example, the Federal defense
sector can be splintered into purchases by the Department of
Defense, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
the Energy Reseacch and Development Administration separately.
Or, the Federal nondefeffse sector can be divided into discrete
government procu'rement programs, such as education programs,
safety and health procrams, pollution abatement programs, and
income redistribution programs. The Gross Capital Formation
component, which usually appears only as a column vector,'can now
be split intc, a rectangular capital flow matrix. The matrix
shows the detailed capital structure of the 82 I-0 indUstries.

The classic input-output ekperiment is to change a
component of final demand and trace the effects of the
experimental change on industry output. For example, a
government procurement progra0,'s effect on industries (both
direct,and indirect) can be estimated. The effects of changes in
forej.gn exchange rates or taxiff rules can be t.raced through net
export's effect on output. Tax legislation dealing with research
and development expense or depreciation sehedules can be "gamed"
through the matrix. Technological --substitution favoring
communications and computer systems can be modeled. We will
consider two experiments in this tradition later in the chapter.

Class II: Change in Technology

Anothe: application of I-0 methodology is tracing through
the effects of technological chafige on theleconomy. Whereas
Class I problems made use of the (I - A) matrix, this class
of problems involves operations on the technology (A) matrix
and on the capital flow matrix in final giemand.

Each column in the A matrix represents a unique
technology, a "recipe" of goods and services.lecessary to make
the finished product. Changes in technology can be interpreted
as changes in the recipe--a little less of this and more of that.
The researcher can, by modifying the coefficients in the A

matrix, create new economies that reflect changed technology,.

Systematic dhanges in technology, such as substitution of
communication for travel (if one believes the hypothesis) , can be
experimentally "gamed" into the .A matrix. A,change in the
ratio of labor earnings to capital can also be, modeled,' since
value added (including employe2 compensation)js one of the,input
coefficients. And, as the use_ can control the matrix at the 507
order, extremely fine changes in technology can\ be represented.

Armed with a detailed A matrix and a capital flow
matrix, Many alternative technological futures can be
represented. For example, the pse of telecommunication (c,n
current account) and computers (on capital account) can bu
increased experimentally, and the impacts traced on all
industries output and employment patterns..
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Class III: Change\in Relative Prices

The output of a y given industry at producers' prices
reflects the current price leVel. An inflationary or
deflationary change in prices Would necessarily alter the output
price of the industry's goods or services. Ignoring for a moment
any price substitution effects, a 30% price rise in money terms
(i.e., intermediate and final outputs) would show up as an
inflated tOtel output. Since the theoretical framework for
input7output work iS that it reflects a\physical flow of goods,
builders of optrational matrices take great care to deflate each
industry's output into real dollars, so th,at a change in prices.
does not erroneously indicate a change in 'real output.

_

However, that procedure can .be reversed. An inflationary
bulge can be easily modeled as a nominal.rise in the industry's
output. A final demand vector, when multiplied through the
inverse, will yield new (higher) outputs for all industries in
the economy that are either directly or, indirectly_linked with

the inflated sedtor. By subtracting the control economy
(preinflation). from the experimental economy (with one or more
inflated industries), the analyst obtains an exact measuxe of the

inflationary "ripple" through the economy.

After an. inflated transactions matrix hag-been built and
inverted, the following question can be answered: "Is the
primary _information sector inflationary or not with respect to a

rise in the price of energy resources?" A hypothetical price
rise in a variety of fuel sources (petroleum, natural gas, oil)

can be posited; and the inflationary impact on the information
and noninformation industries can be gauged.

Class IV: Labor Requirements

Since output-to-labor ratios ate well known for each
industry, any net rise in output induced by an experiment can
immediately be translated into new labor requirements. By
translating the new labor requirement through the known detailed
occupational composition of each industry, a very,specific job
impact statement can be produced.

Class V: Capital Reguirements

Even though output-to-capital ratios are known., this is a
much more tricky proposition than computing labor requirements.
There is considerable difficulty i determining the true
definition of one unit, of capital. Hence, the ratio itself is
ambiguous. Once some satisfactory measure of capital require-
ments is derived, the next hu:dle is-to measure idle or excess
capacity carried by the industry. There are severe problems in
arriving at a common measure of "capital utilization," and here,
too, the analysis is somewhat subjective. If these problems can
be solved, new capital requirements can be generated and
decomposed into hundreds of detailed types of capital goods
required by each industry as a result of an experiment.
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TWO INPUT-OUTPUT EXPEPINENTS.

In this section I shall present the results of two
experiments using the 'input-output matrix. The experiments are
"first looks" at the general relatioship between the primary
information cotor and thse overall.economy.

Appendi'x h C\iols, 3, 5) contains a full descrThtion of the
transactions,matrix, tne di.r.ect requirements (technology) matrix,
and its inverse. Tuc source:is, methods, and procedures are
outlined in derail in .4pendi.x.6 (Vols. 3, 4, 5). No discussion
will follow her,=2, excopt to sn,ate that we are using a 108 order
matrix developed from the foll6wina dara:

or Zr.-:onr.mdc AnalysIs

I4,.34 orT:r mltrtx ordt,r matrix *

TdA
32 matrix
(pol,!.isfa2(.1)

Ir.43 ord,r m4trix

1r:formation Inds
62 non-Information in,ls

(BEA cldssificationl

The OT 108-order matrix is the current version cf the
primary information sectorsmatrix. Any order matrix from 2 by 2
to 507 by 507 can 'also be produced. The detailed industry
reports contained in this chapter are at th'e 108 order.
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Experiment I A Compensated Defense Cut

In 1961, .Leontief published a,now clansic application of
input-output analysis.. I chose to replicate his exper,iment to

illustrate how the primary information matrix can be used.

The "arms race" and j ts economic impact on the United States
entereeLthe public Consciousness during the late 1950's. .

President Eisenhower, whose loyalty to both .the military and
private industry vas resolute: ended his Preesidency in 1960 with

a surprise warning that the 'military-indestrial complex" was a

creature to be restrained. Casual evidence persuaded mast people
that corporate interests were so finely enmeshed with military
expansionthat arms buildups began to carry an imperative
independent of stated public policy. Could the U.S., as a
nation, afford not to engage in stockpiling of increasingly
expensive and sophisticated war- machines? This question was
tackled by Leontief and Hoffenberg, and brciught to the public

attention in an article published in 1961. The authors
concluded that the economic effects of disarmament may not be as

severe as the most fearful suspected. In equilibrium, output and
labor lost as a result of Cuts in defense spending would be
.reallocated to other.final demand sectors, end have a positive'

impact on other industries in the-econom':e. The ordnance.industry

would sUffer (in 1958) a 19.2% drop in employment given an ..$8

billion (or 20%) defense cut; the airCraft industry would
experience, a 17.9% unemployment rate;- and the thips and boats
industry would lose 11% of its employees. But other industries
would gain ,somewhat, especial1y t4o,sesellinq topersonal
consumption and to the nondensepbrtions of (.)vernment. The

net imPact on 1958 employment ,6t-ea:20%.compensanted.defense cut

would be a mild 0.22% increase in unemplDymenLJor the total

economy. But (he business sector, excluding civilian government
employment, would suffer considerably. Business employment would
decrease by 6.85%--a severe recession for the business. community:

The authors conclude-'by stating that their model is only
'quali'tative in nature, and that further refinement is nccessary.

The experiment is relevant to the information industries for

an obvious reason. The entire thruet of modern.warfare has been

to substitute information technology for manpower. Avionicu,

advanced communications networks, satellites and management
information systems are_key components of the U.S. defense

establishment. Hence, drastic chang,? in clf.,n;:e procuremnt
policies can affect profits and embloyment in the information

industries.

I nave reproduced.the Laontief experiment for the 1967

economy using somewhat difterent assumptions. Leontief allocated
the money saved by disarmament on a pro rata nnsis to all other

final demand categories.. The experiment reportd in this section
retrnti the defense cut in the form of a direct personal
reduction of income taxes in 1967. Hence, the entire amount
saved my the defense cuthock is "spent" experimeetallv by
households Ln the form of prsonal conption ,::xpenditures.

I
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Summary of Experiment I

Table 6.6 shows the gross experimental changes in final.
demand. Defense spendimg is.cut by 20%, or some $14.3 billionl
and personal consumption expenditures are raised by the same'
amount, leaving final demand canstant.

TABLE 6.6:

SIDIM:".RY_Cy A rAL 11F.PT7 1:>;PENDITURES AND PERONAL
CONS1,:, Th1",

($ Millions, 1967)
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL
ECONOMY. ECON-MY NET CHAN:IE

Defense virctlJs;.:s 71,333 57,066 -14,267

Personal Conoemption Expond turs 490,660 504,927 +14,267

Sub-totAl Final De,na;:d 561,993 561,993 0

A 2075 defense cut and a correspondina rise in personal
consumption expenditures leads to a slight increase in output and
employment. This conclusion indicates that a seemingly drastic
policy--reducing defense spending by 20%--can in fact lead to
benigl economic ends, if not political ones.

-Table 6.7 sumarizes the total direct.and indirect
effects on the economy as a net result of the experimental
policy.

A S14,266 miliion reduct.ion in defense spending, matched by a
compensating rise In household expenditures, resulted in a net
gain in output of soffe. $8.6 billion,:and 598,000 jobs. Thet,

information industries as a group gained about $1.3 billion in
output, and increased their labor requirements by 121,000 jobs;
the noninformation industries enjoyed a $7.3 kdllion gain in
output, and "hired" 477,000 workers.

The assumptions regarding personal consumption are
purposefully naive. No,attempt was made to adjust expenditures
for either income or substitution effec'ts; price levels were
assumed constant; a unitary price elasticity of demand was used
for all 'goods and services. Likewise, no attempt was made to
realistically scale down the defense establishment. It is quite
'plausible that in the face of a mandited 20% cutback, programs
would be selectively.trimmed. For example., the Pentagon might
decide to substitute canital for labor and invest in cruise

advar:ed avionics, satellite reconnaissance and .the
like instead ot_the foot soldier and the tank driver. The
pattern of Department of Defense purchases will probably notTbe
scaled down uniformly, as reflected in this experiment.
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TABLE 6.7 :

NET IMPACT ON OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT OF A 20 PERC I COMPENSATED.CUT,JN
DEFENEE SPENDING

SS Millions, 10671 (Thousands of Jobs, 19671

OUTPUT

Total Direct Indiroct

Total

Information Inds.

Non-Information Inds.

+ 8 563 5 658 2 905

1,268 628 640

7,295 5,030 2,265

'EMPLOYXENT

Total Direct 1:1,!Irect
_

+598 442 151

121 92 29

477 355 122

These Eine-tuned changes-1n the spending patterns of final demand
can be individually "gamed" through the input-output matrix.

One general statistic that immediately emerges from Table

6.7 is that the information industries are considerably more

.

labor intensive than the noninformation industries. Whereas the

ratio of noninformation output to information output was about

, 6:1, the ratio of noninformation labor to information labor was

only 4:1. Or, allocating final demand in the particular manner
specified in this experiment caused 1-1/2 times as many jobs to

be created per dollar of output gained in the information sector
as compared to the'noninformation sector.

Output Impact Reports

The output impacts af the experimental.'cut.in defense'
.purchases can be traced,through total,, direct, and indirect.

effects. These effects can also be broken down by. industry. A

rich variety of detail is available in the output reports
generated by an 170 experiment, and for any microscopic look at

the economy these reports are quite va]uable. For our purposes,,

they have been relegated to Appendix76 (Vol. 8) , where the

'interested reader can find the following:.

Table 17 Final demand components of the experimental economy

Table

Tablc

18

13

Total output generated by each final.demand component
in the experimehtal economy ,

Direct output generated bv each final demand component
in the experimental economy

Table 20 Indirect output, generat'ed
in the csxrperimental economy

each finaT-dmand comcnent
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Table 21 Net total output generated by each experimental change
in final demand

Table Net direct output.generated by each experimental change
in final demand

Table 23 Net indirect output generated by each experimental change
in final demand

Table .6.8 shows the total net impact of a compensated-
defense cut on the output of selected industries. The biggest
gainers are mostly the noninformation industries: retail trade in
noninformation goods ($2.8 billion), food ($2.8 billion), housing
and noninformation building rentals ($2.1 billion), livestock
($0.8 billion) and other agricultural products ($0.6 billion).
Consumers, in short, spent their money on food, housing, and
goods. The largest informational gain was the finance and
insurance industry: consumers took out loans and purchased
insurance with their windfall income.

The biggest noninformation losers were the ordnance
(-$1.4 billion) and the aircraft (-$2.2 billion) industries.
Since defense procurement is heavily laced with communications
equipment, the radio, television, and communication equipment
manufacturers lost heavily (-$1.1 billion) , as did the electronic
components industry (7$0.5 billiot.

Labor Impact Reports

The impacts on the labor force-can similarly be
decomposed into total, direct, and indirect. The technique has
been successfully appliod=4to investigate the labor impacts of
several Federal programs.

The following output reports are availab1e, but to
conserve space they have not been included in the Appendix.

Total employment generated by each final demand component
in the experimental economy

Direct employment generated by each final demand component
in the experimental economy

Indirect employment generated by each linal demand component
in the experiMental economy

Net total employment generated by each exPerimental change
in final demand

Net direct employment generated by each experimental change
in final demand

Net indirect employment generated by each experimental
change in final demand

1

1
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.TABLE 6. 8: TOTAL NET OUTPUT IMPACT OF A COMPENSATED DEFENSE SPENDING CUT .

($ 'Millions, 1967)

SELECTED INDUSTRIES
INFORMATION
INDUSTRIES

NONINFORMATION
INDUSTRIES

Gainers

2,778
2,255
2,101

69
14
71

Wholesale & retail trade, net
Food & kindred products
Real estate & rental, net

70*. Finance & insurance components 1,065
1 Livestock & products 759

2 Other agriculture products 607

18 :Apparel 580

77 Medical, educ svcs & nonprofit org. 580

68 Electrical, gas, sanitary services 564

77* Medical, educational, nonprofit 435

59 Motor vehicles & equipment 407

71* Real estate: fees,royalties,ofc rant 386
69* Trade margins on info goods 383
16 Fabrics, yarn, & thread mills 265

29 Drugs, cleaning, toilet preps 253
73* Repair: radio & TV equipment 253
66* Telecommunications, emc radio & TV 199

15 Tobacco manufacturers 196

31 Petroleum refining & related inds 176

79 State.& local govt enterprises 135

24 Paper, allied prods exc containers,net 132

8 Crude petroleum & natural gs 119

34 Footwear & other leather prods 113

54 Household appliances ' 101

Losers'

60
13
56*

Aircraft & parts
Ordnance s accessories
Radio, TV, Commn equipment -1,112

-2,228
-1,437

57* Electronic components 447

37 Primary iron & steel mfrg. 335

38 Primary nonforrous metal mfrg." 313

80 ImporLs 296

27 ClidMicals s pr,ducts, net 184'

11 New construction, net 176

62* mech measuring & control instr. - 145

53 Electrical ind equip & apparatus,net 142

65 Transportation & warehousing .4 126

50 Machine shop products 114

49 General ind machines & eqpipment 101

.TOTAL NET IMPACT 1,267 7,294

Table-6.9 shows the industries most afifecte by the
experiment-. The employment impacts generally follow the pattern
established previously_in considering output impacts. About
276,000 new jobs are created in the trade sector; another 65,000
new jobs in hospitals-and medical clinics become available.
13-anks and insurance companies hire 61,000 new workers; and
schools and physicians' offices hire another 51,000 workers.



TABLE 6.9: TOTAL NET LABOR IMPACT OF A COMPENSATED DEFENSE SPENDING CUT' .,

(Thounarids of Jobs)

INFORMATION NON-INFORMATION

SELECTED INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIES_ _ _

Gainers

69 Wholenale & retail- trade, net.
77 Medical,educ svcs &'ndnprofif org,not

276
65

70* Finance & insurance.: components 61

77*edical, educational, non-profits 51

7,2"- Hotels: personal & repair svcs, net 48

/4 Agriculture, forest, fish services 46

_./ 2 Other agriculture products 45

1 Livestock & products 43

18 Apparel 38

69* Trade margis on information goods 37

71 Rental & real estate, net 16

73* Misc business informatron services 11

75 Automobile., repair & services 10

26* Printing & publishing 10

Losers

60 Aircraft and parts - 84

56* Radio,TV,Commn. equiPment 43

13 Ordnance & accessories -

Electronic components -

37 Primary iron & steel mfrg. - 10

61 Other transportation equipment - 10

TOTAL NET IMPACT 110 478

The aircraft industry loses 84,000 jobs; and the radio',
television, and cOmmunications equipment industry loses 43,000--
1,000 more than munitions and ordnance manufacturers. The
electronics-component in'austry finds,itself with an.,-excets of
21,000..jq6s; steel manufacturers 2ay off'10,000 workers;. and
transportation equipment manufacturers also lay off 10,000.

The labor impact on the informatiOn industries is miked.
Some industries, such as communications equipment manufacturers,
are deeply enmeshed in the "military-information industry,
complex,' and suffer serious losses: Others, such as financial
services and. educaion, are beneficiaries of cuts in defense
-spending. These e.:cimates are qUalitative in nature, and should
not be interpreted too literally at this level of'exPerimental
realism.

Bottlenedks and Unanticipated Consequences

An important application of 1-0 te.chniqUes hat been.,in
uncovering capacity constraints or expansion bottlepecks. Also,
1-0 techniques have pointed some higher order consequences of a
policy :that were not intuitive1y obvious at first. Table 6.10 is
a summary of the-detailed reports in Appendix 6 (Vol. 8).



TABLE 6.10: SUMARY OF EXITRIMENT I: NET OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

INDUSTRIES

OUTPUT

TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMPAC1S IMPACTS

EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS

INFORMATION INDUSTRIES ($ Millions) (Thousands'Of Jobs)

lif) Info buildings: office,education,comm.
-19. -19. 0. -1. -1. 0.

12') Maintenance 4 repair on info buildings 52. O. 52.
,

2. -O. 2.

23') Office furniture i equipment
-5. -2. -3. -O. -O. -O.

249 Paper:,printing (exc boxes) 19. -2. 41. 1. -0. 1.

26') Printing 4 publishing 202. 102. 100. 10. 5, 5.

21') Ink 3. J. 3. O. -O. 0.

'48') Printing Vpaper machinery -O. -2. 1. -O.. -O. 0.

51') Computers,calculators,office equip. -58. -52. -6. -2. .-2. -O.

53') Electronic measuring instrumento -58. -43. '15. 1 -2. -2. -1.

56') Radio, TV, comm'n equipment -1112. -1001. -111. -43. -39. ..4.

57') Electronic components -441. -140. -308. -21. -1. -15.

58') Misc electronic iSstruments -2. -2. -O. -0. -O. -O.

62') Meet measuring control instruments -145. -91. -54. -1. -4. -3.

63') Photographic I related equipment -53. -50. -3. -2. -2. -O.

64') Advertising signs 4 displays 11. 6. 5. 1. O. O.

66') Telecommunications, exc. radioi TV 199. 148. 51. 9. 7. 2.

67'1, Radio, TV, CA:V
.

17. , 0. 17. 1. -0. I.

69') Trade margin on info goods 383. 350. 33. 37. 34 , 3.

10') Finance & insurance: components 1065. 811. 193. 61. 50. 11.

71') Real estate:fes,royalties,office rentals 386. 224. 162. 3. 1. 1.

72') Repair: radio L. TV equipment 35. 32. 3. 5. 4. O.

73') hisc business info services 253. -139. 391. 11. -6. 17.

76') MotiOn pictures 58. 44. 13. 4., 3. lo

77') MccLcal, educational, nonprofit 435p 421. 14. 51. 504 '2.

78') Postal service 27: -1. 34. 4. -1. 5.

82") Offiee Supplies 4. -20. 24. O. O. . 0.

NON-INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

159.

601.

21.

60.

115.

12.

692.

492.

15.

41.

45,

1.

4.

9.

0.

39,

37,

0.

1) Livestock t products

2) Other agricultural products

3) Forestry and fishery. products

4) Aqr., Forest, Fish Sontices
52. 2. 50. 5. C. 5.
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TABLE 6.11 : SUMARY F.Y,PERI7NT 1: NET WPUT AND FAPLOENT IMPACTS (Continued)

1.71D5'7.1ES

OUTPUT 1 ENLOYMEST

TOTAL DIRECT /INDIRECT TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

INPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS ,,, IMPACTS IMPACTS

51 :ton .6. 1orroalloy. ores mi:ning

6) N.4ferrous retal ores mining

7) Coal mining

8) Cru.le petrolen and natural gas

9) tone 6 clay nIning 6 quarrying

10) Cumioal 6 tellili:er mineral min.

11) New construction, Not

121 naintenance 4 repair construction

13) Ordnuce and a:cessories

141 Fool i kindred goducts

'15) Tobacco manufacures

16) Fabrios, yarn i AroUd sills

17) nsc. textile goods floor cover.

181 Apparel

19) Xitc. fabricated textile products

20) Lumer, wood prod. exc. container.

21) Wooden containers

22) Household furniture

23) Other furniture, fixtures; Net

1

,

-3. 1

1

1. -17. -0. 0. -O.

-33. -13. -15, -1. -0. -1.

v. -4. 1 12. 0, -0. I.

114. C.
,

119. 11'
,. -O. 2.

1

1. 0. ' 0. 0. C. O. Q
,

-4. 0. -5. -0. O. -0. H
-175. -175. 1 O. -6. 4. O. 1

-1. -145.1 194. -0. .9. 9.

-1431. -1361. -52. -42. -41, -2.

2255. 2176. 79. 45. 44. 2.

195. 144 1. 2. 2. O.

255. 4, 252. 10. 0. 10.

65, 41. 24. 2. 1. 1.

580. 572. 8. 38. 17. 1.

18. "7. 75. 1. -9. 1.

-2. 4. -b. -C. O. -O.

1. 6. 0. -0. 0.0
90, 109. -19. 6. 1. ..., -1.

-3. -1. -2. -0. -0. -0.

21) Paper, allied prod.' exc containers, Net
131. / 38. 94. 4. 1, 3.

29) Paperboard cOntalners, boxes
' 53. -4. ca. 2. -0. 2.

26) llinting & publishing, set'
9. -6. 15. -0. 1.

27),Chemica4, select Chem products, Net -,184. ! -301. 122. -4. -6. 3.

29) Plastics, synthetic materials 31. '.' -13. 50. 1. -0. 1.

29) Drugs, Cleaning,. Toilet preparations 253. 199. 53. 5 4. ,l.

. 30) Paints & allied products 0 5.
.

1.
.4

4. li m
,.6,1 O. % O.

31) Petroleun refining & related ind's 176, '118. 58.
....IV:

1.0 11 Clo

, 321'Rubter i miscplastits. prodcts 43, -5, 48. 21. -0. 2.

34 Leather tanning, ind. leather prods.
, 24. -1. 25. 2. -0. : 2. '

34) Foov.,ear L other leather products Illt. 101. ',.,' 6. 7.' : 1-

35) Class 4 glass products 32.: 0. 24. 1. 0. 1. ;

36) Stone 6 ally products -19, 3. -22. -1. 0., -1.

31) Prinny iron 6 steel manufacturing -335. -73.' -262. -10. -2. -8.

39) Primary nonfirrous netal manufacturing -311. ,, -12. -301. -6, -1. -6.

39) Metll containers 56. -3. . 5E'. 1. -O. 1.

40) Heating, plurthing & struc metal prods. -62, -?5. -27. -2. -1. -1.

41) Sramping,screw mach. prods 4 bolts -60. -11, -47. -O. "?.

42) Other fabricated natal prbducts 42. -24. -58. -I. -1. .i.

43) Engines and turbines -94. -15. -19.. -3. -2. -1. .!

(I) Farm nchinery 1 'equipment -1. -4. ----' 3. -O. -0. O.
,..-
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TABLE 6.10: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT I: NFT alitT AND EMPLUMENT I'MPACTS (Continued)
^

OUTPUT EMPLOYMEYT

1

4
,43

IMSTPTE3

TOTAL DIREC? INDIRECT

IMPACTS MC:TS IAPACTS

TOTAL

IMPACTS

DIRXT MIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS.....11

451 Coist., nInIn3 & o:l tiela machs.

481 Materials' handliq oach I equipment

471 metal'oriting rloh equiprent

.481 5pec ind mach i equipment, Net

491 Gencaal :id nach I :luipment

50) Machine shop products

51) Ctfice curs 'aernnting nachines

52) Servleo inaastri roch:ne5

53) Elep ina equip s acparatus, Net

54) Household appliances

551 EleCtric lighting S ir1ng equip.

561 0aio, television S corn, evip

51) Electronic :o7ro;..ents 5 au,'ess.

58) 1lisc elec ,.,,,ry, Not

59) M:tot '4;,:1f.:; & c:u1prnt

60) ;,ircraft .1;-: part, I

C11 Otnor tran4tat:on ea:dipment

621 Srac' ; cov.:)1,1:eq instru, .

63) Urt;rI, (176017,cto equip, Net

6i) :!:.., r1ar,1:LI:% :1.'1

851 71,1itrtati,:a b ,AraouF,1:19

66) i:.:T., exc* ::617 11rou,iusting

67) FA9 ; i'.' bl..1,1:aHn4

681 i'.1c:tri,rias,wter i. sanitary Ole:,

FJI I:lt.,1c.;ale i :e;,111 t:a2,!, Net

;01 F,r.ance 1. insurance, Not

71; Hal estat6 b rental, 14,A

72) Hetels:persd:,alcrep ;ACJ exc autc.,Net

73) Butliner,s Ocrvc04, kt

74) biebearch and,"«evelopetnt)

.15) ktc:411e repair L services

161 Amt.seunts, Net

77) x7dioal,oduc
svossnon-preit orgNi .

ste.ar:ses, 'kt

79) State s 'local 9ovt entar?rlcs

801 lri,rts

21) Business travel,
entertainrnt ; gift;

82) Office tt:ppliei',

12A8.4N-2SFORMATION

StTAL. 21:F0RX:4203

-70.

-20.

-98,

-1.

101.

114.

0.

41.

-142.

101.

-5.

0,

0.

-24.

401,

-2728.

-255.

, -10.

6.

143.

-123.

D.

J.

564,,

2718.

a.

2101.

355,

-75.

0.

as.

105.

533.

.47;

:35.

O.

C.

7294,

1267.

2564.

-63.

-11.

-22.

-4.

53.

-21.

0.

-8.

-102.

103.

10.

0.

0.

-20.

407.

-19;C.

-749.

-.'-lb.

7.

_.119...-

-302.

3.

O.

435,

2176.

20.

1861.

025.

-110.

3.

225.

99.

5o6.

-3,

!).

-208.

cl.

C.d.

SC33.

628.

5658.

-7.

-3.

-76.

3.

40.

-93.

0.

4.

-39.

2.

-15.

O.

D.

-3.

0.

-229,

-5.

'6.

11.

24.

182.

0,

O.

120.

102.

04.

238.

30.

36.

0.

63.

/.

"!,14.

0.
109.

-7.

43.

G.

2245,

640,

2S05.

-2.1

..1,i

-4.

.-6,

40.

-1.

0.

-0.

I '5*

3.

-O.

0,

O.

-1.

8.

-10.,

-3.

C.

.6.

0.

J.

10.

276.

I.

lb.

48.

-4.

0.

10,

8.

65,

4.

6.

0.

C.

0.

41.

12).

593.

-2.,

-1.

.-0.

-.2.

-1.

0.

-0.

..4.

3.

0.

O.

O.

-1.

8.

-76.

-1C.

-1.

O.

lt).

0.

O.

I.

26o.

1.'

14.

-6.

0.

6.

8,

63. :

-1.

0.

0,

355.

92.

441.

-0. .

-1.

0.

2.

-6.

O.,

0.

-2.

-O.

-1.

0.

O.

O.

"9'

-C.

D.

-0.

10.

0.

3.

2.

10.

O.

2.

2.

0.\

2.

2.

4.

0, Q

C.

122.

152.

1 19
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It captures tho.total, direct, and indirect effects oR
both outputand employment br6ken down by industry, and reveals
some potential bottleneck problems.

Some industries, such as livestock (#1), are not directly
iMpacted to any extent,- but can receive large jolts from other
industries. The livestock.industry will see a direct requireftrent
of about $68 million in new revenues--either generated by new
,final demand purchases .or originating within the industry itself.
This new reyenue directly translates into about 4,000\new jobs--a
tiny fraction of the industry's total work force. 'However;
-indirect impacts.on the indUstry will be substantial--Sbme .$692 .

million 2n new output, which translates into 39,000 new \jobs. If .

the inch.stry does not anticipate-these demands, it may b.come a
"bottleneck" in the adjustment Process from the old econ my to
the'new,

The computer industry (51*) faces the opposite problem.
The industry will expect to lote $58 million as a result of the
spending cuts. Since consumexs do.not buy computers, a lost
dollar in sales to the defense establishment is not recouped as a
dividend in 'increased personal consumption. However, the
computer industry need hot brace itself against unknown ripple
effects--most of the aotion will be directly,felt inside the
industry (-$52 million) , with only.a mild aftershock coming in
cancelled orders from other industries (-$6 million). In
employment terms, the industry will have to lay off 2,000 workers
directly, and probably no more as the indirect effects are felt.

Some industries could be caught badly flatfoOted. For
example, fabric industry A#16) will feel a very small $4
million . impact. But eventually-it will be hitwith.$262

:million in i.e.:- output reauirement, and will have to hire10000
new workers I%) satisfy new demand.

The more c3pital intensive the industry, the harder-it is
to gracefully increase or decrease capacity in the sLort ryn. In
a rapidly changing-environment, ignorance about higher order--or.
'indirecteffects cah throw a wrench into balanced groWth
programs. Here input-cutput analysis can be quite useful.

Experiment II - Doubling Investment in Information Capital'.

Experiment II, like its predecessor, is not a fine-tuned
p-olicy instrument. Father, its purposes are to say something
general about the relationship between the information industries
and the overall economy,

In this experiment, I ask the f.ollowing question:
"Holding total investment constant, what is the iMpact on the
economy of doubling fhvestment expenditures (or gross capii$1
formation) in information capital goods?" Investment is
instantaneously s_hifted to information caPital (e:g., 'office
bUildings, printing presses and computers) , and away from
noninformation capital (e.g., factories, stamping machines,
trucks). Three internretations are in order:
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(I) the experimer4. .ignores the fact that'stwe tpes of
capital Move as'complementsa.

(ii)' the experiment rgriores the externalitikls associiited
with the exist, .ce of information resouebei. ThV creation of a
telecommunication or a computer neworR creates ri,tn.Yr'more jobs
than'indicated in a simple Aiiiipaet stud

(iiW the experiment'does not explicitly addr.e6 technical
change. New Configurations of information. capital Cbuld result
-in expansions Of the production.frontier;. no attempt has been

.

made to represent such technical changes. This experr 2nt
assumes static technology,

-

TARLE 6.11: SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CAN'SES IN GRO:SS CAPITAL FORMATION (C;OF)

($ Mi1lion.s,:1967;
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL NET.cHA-NOE
ECONOMY' ECONOmY O;CF

Information\GCF

Non-Information GCF

Tota1GCF

18,673

94,689

113,362

37,346

76;016

113,362

+ 18,673

- 18,673

0

TheprOcedure isoutlined in" Table 6.11. Total crross
capital .forMation remainS unchanged before and .2ftor.ti;$,
experiment (at $113.4 billion)-. However, the informtion capital
ind.ustries have doubled their output, from $18.7 billion to.$37.4
billion; and he rioninformation capital industries hav'e cut'back
their sales to final demand by the same amount--$18.7

Summary of Experiment II

Table 6,12 contains an overview of jIhe experimental
impacts on output and labor. -The total net imp.-Jct on the 'economy
was a mdid reession of around $2.4 billion in lost oUtput and
52,000 lost jobs': Although the information capital producer's
generated $21.5'billion of new o'utput (on an.4ncreased final
demand of $18.7 billion), the znoninformation industries lost
$23.8 billion, for a net loss of around $2.4 billion in outpyt.
'This result is correct from a strictly engineering viewpoint.
However, it ignores any 'externalities that'may be generated for
the rest of the eConomy. The creation ..of a new national data
netwoLk does not create a large. impact on other industrlies
because.its material requirements 3re modest. -1f-7:i-t-Lses

microwave and satellite technoldgies, the investment project
might generate very littl/e interindustry transactions. But the
existence Of such 'a netw(4)rk could stimulate productivity.
throughout the economy. This mere subtle effect is not captured
by, this version of the experiment.

L.i
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TABLE 6,12:

NET IMPACT ON OUT:UT'AND EMPLOYMENT OF DOUBLING GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION IN
INFORMATION CAPITAL

($ Millions, 1967) (Thcusands of Jobs, 1.967)

Total

Information Inds.

Non-Information Inds.

OUTPUT
Total Direct Indirect

-2,362 -246 -2,118

21,513 19,676 1,836

-23,875 -19,922 -3,954

EMPLOYMENT
Total Direct Indirect

-52 34. -85

862 781 61

-914 -747 1166

The employment losses reflect the recessionary impact of
the experiment. The information industries created 862,000 new
jobs; the noninformation industries lost 914,000 jobs; .and the
net impact was a loss of 52,000 jobs to the labor fcrce. Even at
this overview level, some imteresting insights emerge. The
information-capital producing industries employ more labor per

-7ollar of output than other capital goods manufacturers. The
.0irect employment impact produced more jobs in the'information
industries (781,000) than were lost in the noninformation
industrie.,. (747,000) . The direct effect created 34,000 jobs.
However, che noninformation ndustries are linked through longer
,interindustiy production chains. Indirectly, 166,000 jobs were
lost in the noninformation industries, more than twice as many as
were gained'indirectly ip the information industries. Whereas
9.4% of ,the information industries labor gains were, indirect,
18.2% of the'noninformation labor was lost thrOugh an economy
wide "ripple."

As with Experiment I, a rich amount of industry detail is
available. The output and,employment chang2s can'be decomposed
by industry into direct and indirect effects, and the net eesults
of the experiment can be shown. To conserve space, only pne
summary table is presented; all the detailed reportsappear in

. Appendix 6 (Vol. 8) . Table 6.13 shows. the total, direct,
and indirect net effects of the experiment on both output and
employment-by industry.



TA3LE,6.13: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT II: NET OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

OUTPUT
EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRIES

TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS

TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS

INFORPATION,INDUSTRIES
($

(Thousands of Jobs)

216) Info buildings; office,education,comm. 5674. 5674. O. toi. 201. O.

Iv) Maintenance 4 rerlir on info buildings 33. O. 33. 2. -O. 2.

230) Office furniture i equipment 654, 654. -1. 33. 33. -O.

24") Paper: printing (ex; boxes) 25, O. 25, 1. -O. I.

266) Printing 4 publishing
95. 1 95. 1

27') Ink
2. 0. 2. 0, -O. O.

48*) Printing paper machinery
668. 671. -3. 24. 25. -O.

51') Computers,calculators,office
equip. 3914, 3869. 45. 140. 136. 2.

531 Electronic measuring instrumento
703. 654. .49. 29. 27. 2.

560) Radio, Tv,.comien equipment
3284. 3161. 123. 126. 122. 5.

57') Electeonid bompori8sts
1352. 22. 1331. 64. 1. 63.

58'llisc electronic instruments
143. 141. 2. 5. 5, 0.

62') Mech measuring & control instruments
683. M. 14. 33. 32. 1.

63') Photographic 4 related equipment
1007. 981: 26. 33. 32. 1.

'64") Advertising
signs i displays

253. 250. 3, 12. 12. 0,

661 Telecommunications, exc.
radio 4,TV 1136. 1107, 30. 50. 49: 1.

67') kidio. TV, CATV

651 Trade margin on info goods

2.

965.

O.

1020.

2.

-55.

0.

93,

-0.

99.

O.

-5.

to

70') Finance i insurance: components
29. 5. 24. 2. 0, 1.

71') Real esiate.:fees,royalties,office rentals
935. 797. 38. 5. 5. O.

720) Repair: radio i TV equipment
I. 0. I. 0, -0, O.

73') Misc business info services
29. O. 29. I. -O. 1,

76,1 Motion pictures
3. 0. 0. -0. O.

77') medical, educational, nonprofit

78') Postal service

5,

6.

0.

0.

5.

6.

I.

1.

-0,

-0.

1.

1.

112') Office Supplies
9. O. 9. 0, 0, 0.

NON-INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

1) Livestock.; products

2) Other aaricultural products

3) Fores ry and fishery products

4) Agr., Forest, Fish Services

5) Iron 6 ferroalloy Ores mining

6) Nonferrous metal ores mining

2) Coal mining

8) Crude petroleum anCnatural gas

9) Stone 4 clay mining ; quarrying

10) Chemical & fertilizer mineral min,

11) New cvastruction, Net

12) MaintellanCe-rrepair construction

13) Ordnance and accessories

14) Food & kindred products

15) Tobrcco manufactures

16) Fabria, yarn i thread mills

171Aisc. textile goods & floor over:

18) Apparel

19) Misc, fabricated textile products

20) Lumber, wood prod. exc. containers

21) Wooden containers

22) Household furniture

23) Other furniture, fixtures,'Net

124

-2.

-16.

- 52.

- 16.

-55,

,3.

-31,

-104,

-2.

15,

17,

26,

2.

-44.

-51.,

-7.

-35.

-663.

0.

-25.

-166.

J. O.

-5.

O.

O.

0.

-19.

O.

O.

-2.

0.

-33.

-2 01.

-2.

116.

-52.

6.

-55.

3.

-31.

-66.

-104.

-2.

O.

15.

23.

26.

2.

-44.

-38.

-1.

-35.

-662.

0.

t.

35.

-5. 0. -5,

-1. -O. -1.

-33, -G,' -33.

.0. 0. 0,

,2, 1.

11. 10. 2.



SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT II: NET OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS (Continued)

INDUSTRIES

24) Paper, allied prod. exc containers, Nat

25) Paperboard containers, boxes

26) Printing ; publishing, Net

27) Chemicals, select Chem products, Net

28) Plastics, synthetic maLerials

29) Drugs, Cleanitg, Toilet preparations

301 Paints allied products

,31) Petroleuth refining & related ind's

Rubber 4 misc plastics products

33). Leather tanning, ind.. le ther prods.

34) Footwear i other leather p oduts

35) Glass illass products

361 Stone 1. clay products '

37) Primary iron i steel manufactaing

381 Primary nonferrous metal manufacturing

391 Metal containers,

40) Heating, plumbing L struc metal prods.

11) Stamping,screw mach. prods & bolts

42) Other fabricated metal products

431 Engine and turbines

441 Farm machinery I equipment

45) Const,i, mining & oil field macho,

461 Materials handling'mach ; equipment

47) Metalworking mach I, equipment

481 Spec ind each I equipment, Not

49) General ind mach i equipment

.501 machine shop product's:-

51) Office comp I accopting machines"

521 Service industrychines

531 Elcc ind equip i apparatus, Net

541 Household appliances

161 Electric lighting 4 wiring equip,

56) Radio, television & colt% egnip

571 Electronic components & aCeess.

$61 Misc flee machillery,,Net

59) motor vehicles i equipment

10) Aircraft ard parts

61) Other transportaticn equipment

62) Scientific 4 controlling instru,

63) Optical, ophtnalmic4photoreguip, Net

61) hisc manufacturing, Net

65) Transportation i warehousing

66)'Corm. exc radioLTV broadcasting

67) Radio i TV broadcasting

68) Electric,gas,water 4 sanitary svcs

69) Wholesale i retail trade,.Net

70) Finance 4 insurance, Net

71) Real estate 4 rental, Net

72) Hotelstpersonallrep svcs exc auto,Net

73) Business services, Net

74) {Research and Development)

75) Automobi,le 'repair ; services

761 Muscats, Net

OUTPUT

TOTAL 'DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMpACTS IMPACTS

51. O. 51.

27. O. 21,

5. 0. 5,
21. O. 23.

5. O. 5.

-2. 0. -2

-37. 0. -31.

-149. 0. -149.

-34. -6. -28.

-1. 0. -1.

0, 0. 0.

54. 0. 54.

-412. 0. -4Ii.

-1101. 0. -1107.

121. -10. 131.

-1. -2. -5.

-517. -190. -347.

-107. 0. -107.

-201. -70. -134.

-/q7. -158. -142.'

-631. -611. -20.

-566, -506. -78.

-238, -211.

-759, -719. -20.

-542. -545.
-606. .403. -203.
-75, -1. -34.

O. 0. 0.
-409. -366. -43.
-437. -486. 49,
-01. -26. -55.

65, 144 78,

O. 0. 0.

o. 0. O.

-5S. -16.

-2567. -2500.

-564. -595. 31.

-742. -720. -22.

-91. -104. 13,

1. 1.

-60. -62. 2.

-449. -184. -265.

0. 0. 0,

0, 0. O.

-62. 0. . -62.

-1341. 1121.

2. 0. 2.

-164. -267. 104,

27. 0. 27.

-16. 0.

0. 0. O.

0, -47.

2. 0.

EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL DIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS

1.
0.

I. -0.

0. -O.

0, -O.

0, -O.

-O. -O.

-1, -O.

-1, -O.

-I. -O.

-O. -O.

0. -O.

3. O.

-17. O.

-33. -O.

1. -O.

'01 -04

-21, -7.
-4. -0.

-8. -3.

-8. '4.

.20. -19.

-18. -16.

-8. -B.

-32, -31,

-20. -20.

-23. -15,

-2. -O.

O. O.

-10. -9.

-20.

-3, -1.
3. -1.
O. 0,

0. 0.

-I.

-48, -47.
-23.

-29. -28.

-4. -5.

0, -0.

-3. -3,

-24. -10.

O. 0,

0. 0,

-1. O.

-134. -111.

0, O.

-1. .2.
4, -0,

-1. -0.
o. 0.

-2, 0.
0. -0,

INDIRECT

IMPACTS

1.

1.

0,

O.

O.

.0.

-1.

-1.

-1.

-0,

O.

3.

-17.

-33.

3.

-O.

-14.

-4.

.5.

-4,

-1.

-2.

-0.

-1.
o.

-8,

-2.

0.

-1.,

2.

-2.
4.

O.

0.

-1.
-1.
L.

-1.

1,

0. .

0.

-14.

0,

0.

-1,

-22.

O.

1.

0.

-2.
0.
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT II:NET OUTPUT'AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS (Continued)

INDUSTRIES

OUTPUT

TOTAL DIRECT IN5IRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS

EMPLOYMENT

TOTAL DIRECT INDIRECT

IMPACTS IMPACTS IMPACTS

77) Medical,educ svcsinon-profit org, Net

78) Federal govt enterprises, Net

79) State i local govt enterprises

801 Imports

81) Business travel, entertainment i gifto

821 Office stipplies

TOTAL NON-INFORmATION

TOTAL INTORMATION

TOTAL

2.

-4.

O.

Of

2.

-4.

04

-0.

-13. 0. -13. -I.

-83. -130, 47. 0.

93. 0. 93. ,

0.

0. 0. 0. .0.

-23875. -19922. -3954. -914,

21513. 1967. 1836! 101

-2361, -246. -2118. -52.

-747, -168.

781. 81.

33. -86.
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Structural Depth

Another purpose of this,simple expriment is to gauge how
."deep" the information infrastructure is relative to other
noninformational-types of capital. The deeper a capital
producing industry, the greater will be the effect on the economy
of a change in that industry's final demand Small changes in a

.very deep sector can cause grave higher order effects (on other
industries:in the economY),, Conversely, major.changes in the
inputs of a shallow sector can causerelatively.few dislocations
in the rest of the economy. The issue of structural depth is
important.to an economic planner who must be simultaneously
concerned with maximizing national-income,' targeting for full
employment, and maintaining, balanced growth between the major
sectors'of'the economy. In regional analysis, balanced growth-
takes the form of uniform employment gains and industrial
development in different'parts of the country. Input-Output can
be successfully used for such 'policy concerns, and the example
discussed below is a very simple attempt to illustrate how
structural depth can be estimated.

If an industry is structurally-deep, jt will shOw a
larger output "ripple". effect given a change In final demand than
will,a shallow Sector. "fIf we are dealing strictly in output
terms, this, means that deep industries have higher direct and
-.indirect output/final demand ratios than do the shallow
industries. The relevant statistic describing structural depth
is represented as follows:

AX + D = Total output
Final demand

- Table 6.14 shows a summary of the output/final Jemand

TABLE 6.14:

EXAMINING THE STRUCTURAL DEPTH OF INFORMATION AND NON-INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

TOTAL OUTPUT/ DIRECT INDIRECT
7INAL DEMAWO OUTPUT/FD OUTPUT/PD
MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER

INFORMATION INDUSTRIES 1.15

'NON-INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

1.05 0.10

1.28 1.07 0.21



.

The total multiplier effect/on the noninformation
industries (1.28) is somewhat highe'r than the information
industries'. multiplier (1.15), indicaEing that noninformation-
capital is a somewhat deeper sector overall. The direct
multipliers were essentially .the same .(1.05 vs.- 1.07). But the

big difference was.due Er) the indirect effects--the
noninformation industries created twice the- rippie on the rest of
the coonomy compared to the information industries. These

results reflect. the 1967 economi

Structural depth oan, similarly be measured for other

sectors of final demand. We started with the investment sector

since it is intuitively c3ear that-certain types of oapital
formation willle.a.d.'tohi.9,h.et output .and .pmpIoymentthan otherS.
HoWever, Eilis'isal-gbtr,ue for persona;T OdnSUMptioli-, :government

purchases, and `expsorts. Policy actiqs on personal income tax,
income Xransfees, governMent procuremellt,;revenue-sharing
programs and international tade will result in differential
impacts depending on .the structural depth of the effected

industries.:

Employment mpact Studies.

A complete employment iMpact -Study woUld include^

breakdc:wns f total employment requirements by occupational

.

type, and (ii) by region. Although this level of detail is well
.beyond the scope of this thesis, it is Within the capability.of
the 1-0 matrix techniques and other data bases which have been

discussed.

We know from Table.6.13 that the computer industry (5I*).

will find a requirement for -140,000 additional jobs as a result
of the experimental shift in in.,estment. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics has deVeloped (with the CenSus Bureau) an "Industry by
Occupation" matrix which lists the.location of 440 different
occupational types in 201 industries. We have separated the
matrix into information wdrkers and noninformation workers.

We know the exact occupational composition of the
computer industry in great detail. By using some simplifying
assumptions, the 140,000 jobs can ,be broken down into the 440.
types of occupational titles listed in the matrix. The
.limitation of this approach is common to all input-output
techniques--the problem of substitution and nonlinearity.
Industry expansion or contraction could result in an unequal
demand for different occupations. For example, the proportion of
new top-management jobs to new outputmay be mucfi lower .than the
ratio of new assembly and fabrication jobs to new outpuE in the
short run. -A proportionate scaling would ignore this effect.

CaSt as "labor elasticities of demand;" the,inequality is'
represented-6S follows:

(1) d (log L)i

d (log Q)r

d (log Lj)

d (log Qr)

Where 1, j are two occupations, r is a particular industry
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:

. A fair method df,:U.6ing a detailed lpor imp-act study is te
develop a full set of erasticities. 4Since this is impractical,
detailed impaot'g.tudies usually offer.,A first-cut look at.the
expectedjabdr needs, without making e'wessive claims for
accuracy.

Another well-known application of a labor impact study
involves regional analysis. Here, the output of an induttry is
dispersed among the different regiong of the countr'y. Some
investigator's have used as many as 20 regions. In principle, a
multiregiOn I-0 model can beextended down to the basic census
accounting unit-7a township or county; in practice, only
multistate regions are used. For example, the output of the
computer industry could be allocated to California, Texas,
Minnesota, and New York; or to the West, North, South,..and East
Output requirements can then'be directly translated into job
'impacts in each region. For highly concentrated industries, a
"regio7." could actually serve as a close surrogate for one
dominant. firm. For.example, the Minnesota region "computer .

industry" egsentially covers just Control Data Corporation Ous
few ancillary firms. Impact studies of this sort have been used
quite effectively:in.predicting impacts on large firms:that
dominate a particular city or region.-

, Matching Jobs with the Unemployed

Another application that flows naturally from the
previous two has not, to mY knowledge, been developed. Rather
tnan starting with a policy experiment and tracing the effects on
uhemployment, the chain of events can bel..reversed. The usual
method "crea.:.esv jobs experimentally, and the analyst's role-is
to see if the labor force can satisfy the new requirements. For
dealing with employpent experimentt, one could start with an
inventory of unemployed people classified by detailed occupation.
.The task would. then be to generate the least amount of final',
--sdemand that absorbs the greate:st_number of those identified
unemployed. The_method is simply a linear proTramming
6pplication 'combined with I-0 analysis, as follows:

(2) max L (fl, f2,.. , f )

n.

s.t. 1 c
1 -- 1

i;

i.o
1

wherel..i.sthetotallaborforce;f.are the eleven final demand
1

sectors which can be manipulated (e.g., government purchases of

wage servic6s); 1, are the new (computed) labor requirements; li

Are the old (control) levels of employment in each cccupation.;

and the constraint that all J. 4re pbsitive, although they may be.

mailer than 1,, the original jobs in occupation i.
' A
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'This method allows the analyst to "back inn' a desired
program of government expenditures that utilizes the greatest
number of (known) idle 'workers rather than first creating jobs
and then checking whether there are. unemployed to fill them.
Applications in training an,d vocational programs are 6lear.

1 3
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FOOTNOTES

1There are at least four meanings of "direct" and
"indirect" impacts. For a review, see A. Parikh, "Various
Definitions of Direct and Indirect Requirements in Input-
Output'Analysis," Rewew o Econo,nJe4 and StatiaticA, August 1975,
pp. 375-377. The two most common are: (i) 'counting "direct"
as' all intraindustrv_effects-(t.e., Ehe main diagonal--
coefficients) ; 'or (ii) counting only the net final demand
for the industry's output (e.g:,.all 1.0 on the main diagonal).
We use the first definition.

2 See fOr example, D. Jorgenson and Z. Griliches, "The .

Explanation ofyroductiVity Change," Suitveyoli Cuteat 6u4ine46,
Vol. 52, No.. 5,'Part II, May 1972..

3
W. Leontieff.and M. Hoffenberg, "The Economic EffectsOf

Disarmamnt," 1961, in Inpu,t-Outpta Econchni.u, Oxford University
Press', New York, 1966.

4
See Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Manpower Impact of

Federal Government Programs: SelectecrGrants-in-Aid to State
and Local Governments" (Report 424, 1973); Also "Factbook for
Estimating-the Manpower Needs of Federal Programs" (Bulletin
#1632): Also, an NSF project produced by the BLS on "Impact
of t'ederal Pollution Control and Abatement Expenditures on
Manpower Requirements" (Bulletin #1636); See also, I. Stern,
"Industry Effects of Government Expenditilres: An jnput-Output
Analysis," Sutveyo6 Cutkent Bu4ine46, May 1975, Vol 55, No. 5.

5 See C. Alm On Jr., The Arneitican Economy to 1975, Harper & Row,
New York, 1966, pp. 31-43.



CHAPTER SEVEN

INFORMATION OCCUPATIONS

Planning, in shert, requires a great variety of
informa.tion. 'itzrequires variousfy informed men
are.: women wheare suitably specialized in obtaining
the reeuisite information...those who have know-
ledge te plan price strategies...those who, at a
higher level of technology, are so informed that
they can work effectively with the state to see
that it is suitably guided; and those who can
organize the flow of information. Finally, follow,-
ing from the need for this variety of specialized
talent, ip the need for its coordination...inforMa-
tibn must be extracted frorrethe yariouE specialists,
tested for its reliability and relevance, and madee
to yield a decision.

J. K. Galbraith, The New Industrial State
Houghtqn-Mifflin, Boston, 1971 (Second Ed.)

Fritz Machlup an.depesiel Bell focused early on the structure:,
of the U.S. work force.as- a basic': indicator'of a "postindustrial
or a "knowledy ' see.ilety. They developed sumMary statistics from
the census of population,' showing the growth in professional,
technical, and ,clerical occupations relative to blue-.collar or
crafts occupations. Both authors couch their conclusions as
tentative, calling foiea much more detailed Etudy of the U:S.
fabor force. Machlup states,

;
'The reliability of the data with which we worked must not

over;:estimr,.ted, and the legitimacy of several of the uses
we fre,:de of them must be questioned. Indeed some of 'the
sta,istical procedures were accepted only as makeshifts
in ..ehe hope that others may.improve upon our most imperfect
effOrt." (p. 400)

This chapter iseone effort to dissect at the most tedious
level the labor sca,pstics underlying the phenomenon of "the
information. sec,r," Employee compensation and proprietors'
income are analyzed in detail for 1967. Time series of the
information worers in the U.S. labor force are built spanreirig
the agr:'..culturui age (1860) to the present. Hopefully, theSe
summary figures will be somewhat more instructive than- the backup
statistics; but the latter are available in Appendix 7
.(Vols. 6, 8) to any future researchers interested in continuing
this line of investigation.
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Beli
2 summarizes how a tranSitioo tb a postindustrial ec nomy

affect's the work force:

"In preindustrial societies-7til1 the condition of most
of the world tocpy--the,labor \force is engaged overwhel
ingly in the extractive indust'ries: 'mining, fishing,
forestry, agriculture. Life i primarily a gane agains
nature.... Industrial societieS--principally those
around the North Atlantic littoral plus the.Soviet
Union and Japan--are goods-prodUcing societies. Life '

is a game against fabricated nature. The world has
become teChnical and rationalized. The machine predom
mates, and the rhythms of life are mechanically paced
.... A postindustrial society is .),ased on services.
What counts is not raw muscle power, or energy, but
information." (pp. 126-127).

The relatie sizc of the occUpations engaged in agricu tural
'manufacturing, and informational lactivities is an indicator of
the economy which supports the work force. It shows how
"specialized" the economy has beCome in the provision of things
,that.make:life possible, that make life pleasant, or that make
life human.. Knowledge or!information can indeed be a pri ary
"good," as we have seen in Chapt(ilt 3, .and information is a.
persiStent and:valuable nonmarket commodity inithe sense ftrgued

Iin Chapter 9.

In this chapter,,.I attempt tb answer several question's. Who
are the information,workers and bh what basis arethey selected?
What share of the U.S. wage bill1 is earned by informatio
workers? How has the informatioh sector of the labor force grown
over time? What is the exact occupational structure of the labor,
force broken downby-.industry? What is the information 4abor
component of noninformation industries:

THE INFORMATION WORKERS.

'Stating precisely who 'is an information worker,and wi o is not
is'a risky proposition. Obviously, every human endeavor! involves
Some measure of information processing and cocmition; intellec-
tual content is present in every, task no mattE- how mundane. It
is, after all, the critical difference between humans and animals
that the former can process symbolic information quite readily
while thejatter cannot. There is nothing to be gainediby saying
that certain occupations have a ze:o informational contbnt while
others are purely informationl.

We are trying to get at a different. question: WhiCh
occupations are primarily engaged in the-production, processin
or distribution ot information as the:output, and which
occupations perfotm information processing tasks as activities
ancillary to the primary.tunction? To make.the question clear,
is there a gualitative_difference on the issue.of information
between a computer prOgramMer and'a carpenter? Both are skillea
workers, earning roughly the same salary. Both require a certain
amount of education before they can function oroductively. And
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both use attention, concentration, and applied knowledge in their

respective-tasks. However, the programmer's livelihood
originates With the provision of an information s.?rvice (a set of

instructions.to a computer), while the barpenter's livelihood
originates with the construction of a building or a piece of

furniturenoninformational goods. The former sells information
as a commodity; the latter sells a tangible physical product.

I have developed a conceptua.1 scheme for class'ifying
information workers, predentad as an overview in Table 7.1. Tbe

scheme was developed with a theoretical concern in mind and
divides occupation'SInto three major classes.

The first, "Markets for Information," includes those workers
whose output or primary activity is an information product.
Information is produced and sold as output and often assumes the

form of a knowledge commodity.

The second major class of workers provides "Information in

Markets." Their output is not knowledge for sale, but rather
they serve as information gatherers and disseminators. These

workers move information within firms and within markets--they
search, coordinate, plan, and process market information.

The last class is the "InformatiOn Infrastructure" workers,
whose occupations involve operating the information machines and
technologies to support the-previous two activities.

The data on employee compensation reported in Tables 7.2 and
7.7 were developed for this'project, and appear in Appendix 7

(Vol. .6) as the "Employee Compensation Matrix (1967)." The
sources and methods used to develop the data are also discussed

in the AppendiX.

.Knowledge Producers

Knowledge producers, shown in Table 7.2, fall into two

classes of workers--scientific and technical, and producers .of

private information services.

"Scientific and Technical Workers" are often engaged in

inventive activity. A large portion of this marketplace for
knowledge is part of the "grants economy," subsidized from the

public or philanthropic purse. Tht scieptific community :
general.v shares new knowledge universally through the invisible
college ,nd through international scientific publication-. Even

when research scientists work for private industry, their
knowledge outputs eventually take on a "publicness" unlike any

other occupation. When a corporate research scientist invents
something useful it eventually becomes public knowledge either
through academic channels'or through the discloure requirements
of filing a patent. This claSs of workers is at-the heart of
Machlup's definition of a "knowledge sector" in our society. The

relevant policy questions in this sector focus on appropriability
of one's efforts'(i.e.., property rights arld the "publicness"
nature of intellectual output) , social allocation of resources to-,

invention, and the distribution or utilization patterns of

tethnical and scientific knowledge once it has been produced.
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TABLE 7.1: TYPOLOGY'OF INFORMATION WORKERS AND 1967 CoMPENSATIONa

Employee Compensation
($ Millions)

,MARKETS FOR INFORMATION

46,964KNOWLEDGE.PRODUCERS

Scientific & Technical Workers
Privtte Information Services

KN7_dLbJGE DISTRIBUTORS

18,777
28,187

28,265

Educators 23,680
Public Infermation Disseminators 1,264
Communication Workers 3,321

INFORMATION IN MARKETS

MARKET SEARCH & COORDINATION SPECIALISTS 93,370

Information Gatherers 6,132
Seareh & Coordination Specialists 28,252
Planning and Control Workers 58,986

INFORMATION PROCESSORS 61,340

Non-Electronic Based 34,317
Electronic Based 27,023

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

INFORMATION MACHINE WORKERS 13,167

Non-Electronic Machine Operators 4,219
Electronic Machine Operators 3,660
Telecommunication Workers 5,283

TOTAL INFORMATION 243,106

TOTAL EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION 454,25P

INFORMATION AS % OF TOTAL 53.52%

aEmployee compensation includes wages and salaries and supplements.
bExcluding-military workers.

S,:urce: Computed using.BLS Occupation by Industry matrix,
Census of Population average wages. See Appendix 6
for the full Emrloyee Compensation matrix and a
narrative on hcw it was produced.
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17711'...7 .2 14'007i 115;

Smployee
Compensatical
($ Yillio,$)

Scientific c

Natural S. Physical Sciences

Arlricultu:al Scler.tists
Atrmspheric. Sps,''!Sci'ntin"'
Biological Scientists
Chemists
Declogists
Mnrin, fgientists
Physicists anJ Astren,veis
Lite, Physical Scientists

Mathematical Sciences.

Mathematicians
Statisticians
Operations, Systems Research
Penes:on Workers

Social Sctences

Economists
Political Scientists
Psychologists
Sociologists
Urban S legional Planners
Cther Sccial Scientists

Engineering

Engineers, 7.el.e-P,stronautic
Engin,!ers. Chr.r-iral
Enginechs, Civil
Engineers, Electrical
Enginee:s, Industrial
Engineers. Mechanical
Engineers. Metallurgical
engine!ors. Mining
Engin ers, i.etrc:eum

Egrglinee2: Other

Pri.rate 7n!o:mattmm Service prnviders

Counselors and Advisors

Lawyera
Mans Ke.nagement Advisors
Foresters. Conzervaticnints
HOme Mmrigerert Adelsors
Vocational, Educatirm ccunselors
Judges
Perscnnel,Labcr Relations
Architects
Therapists
Dietitians
Physicians (5017
Designers

'Draftsmen
Social Workers

Computer specialists

Computer Proqrammers
'Other Crmi,uter Specialists
Corri_uter Systems Analysis
Numeric-,1 Tool Programmers

Flnan.ial Spc'ialists

Accotr.t.anta
Ran), Finsrcial Managers
Creditmer

":."77.1. t.

18,777

108
71

260
1141
26E
34

275
26

95
194
811

1139

1,127

605
25

324
10
96
67

13,030

804
640

1923
3334
1766
2233
180
54

146
475
1475

28.187

14,632

2275
64
324
36

952
246
2707

$130
51a
156

1644
1055
2464
2606

2 675

1551
163
936
25

10 800

at',

5816
4470
531
63
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The second class of knowledge workers produce a Wide variety
of "private information services." :rhis class includes lawyers,

' architects, computer programmers, and accountants. These
occupations do not produce new knowledge but rather they apply
old knowledge in ways which are specific to a particular client
or situation. They sell knowledge "packages"--repackaging old
knowledge in unique applications,. Such markets tend always to be
private, and function very well' without the publicness_aspects
discussed'above.

One of the most difficult (and lucrative) problems in an
information-rich world is developing skills to package
information that is useful: in the right form, at the right
place, and at the right time. This problem is true whether
information is being sold.as a commodity :n a recognizable
marketplace (e.g., legal services), or whether the information is
strictly for internal use (e.g., management information system).
Particularly in "markets for-information,' the walue of the
service reside's precisely in the worker's ability to package
information in a uniquely useful way. Where there'is a massive
repository of preexisting knowledge plus a.codified scheme for
bringing the knowledge to bear on a particular problem,.private
information Markets will work very well. Legal and pedical
consulting are the most obvious examples. The specialist does
not create new knowledge; but a layperson cannot apply the
publicly available knowledge without an information intermediary.
Where "packaging" of extant knowledge can be routinized,
information machines can be expected to play an ever-increasing
ro'le augmenters of human skill. Lawyers and doctors are
already beginning to make use of computers in their analytic and
diagnostic work.

The cost of these two classes of knowledge production in 1967
was $47.0 billion. Around $18.8 billion was spent on scientists
and technical workers, and about $28.2 billion on private
information services.

Knowledge Distribut'Jrs

Knowledge di-c.':ibutors fall into three occupational classes:
(i) educators, (ii) public information disseminators, and
(iii) CommunicaI:ion workers. A detailed breakdown is shown in
Table .7.3.

"Educators," as'opposed to the scientific community, are
mainly considered as providing public distribution of already
produced knowledge. University educators also produce knowledge,
in the form of Icholarly research. No attempt is made to
allocate their.time between the two activities.

"Public information disseminators" include ibrarians and
archivists. Whe,ther these people work in public libraries or in
privately financed (corporate) libraries, their services are in
the provision of a "free godd" to the user communitydistri-
bution of knowledge. Whether society allocates suflicient
remurces,for thi 'public good is a matter of much debate.
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TABLE 1:3: FNOWLEDGE DISTRIYAJTORS

1967
Employee

Compensation
($ Millions)

Educators 23.680

426
58

266
48
226

Adult Education Teachers
Agriculture Teachers .

Art, Drama, Muric Teachers
Atmosphtric, Earth Marine Teachers

.,Bielogy Teachers
."113usiness, C6mmorce Teachers 154

Chemittry Teachers 190

Economic Teachers 131

Education TeaChers 86

Elementary School Teachers 8902
Engineering Teachers 219

Englist Teachers 365

Foreign Language Teachers 176

Health Specialties Teachers 386

History Teachers 170

Home Economics Teachers 31

Law Teachers 51

Mathematics.Teacherst- 277

PhYsics Teachers. 165

Preschool, Mindergarten Teachers .536

Psychology Teachers 156

Secondary School Teachers 7692

Sociology Teacher's 72

Social Science Teachers 144

Miscellaneous College E. University
Teachers 195

College, University NEC 1426

Theology Teachers 38

Trade, Industrial Teachers 26

, Teachers, Exc, College, University 567

Teachers Aides, Exc. Monitors 422

Coaches, Phys Ed Teachers (504.) 77

Pilblic Information Disseminators 1,264

Librarians 755

Archivists and Curators 44

Library Attendants, Assistant 465

Communication Workers 3:321

Writers, Artists, Entertainers 528
Editors and Reporters 1288

Photographers 391

Authors 146

Reblic Relations People, 4riters 802

_Radio, TV Announcers 166

TOTAL FNOWLFOr_ DIST2.7JTCPS 28 265
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"Communications workers" include a number of occupations:in
the established news and entertainment mcdia--newspapers,
magazines, radio, film, and television. Although journalists
engage in knowledge producing activities, such as.investigat4ve
or. analytic reporting, their Chstrument is a distributive medium.

In 1967, this'ciroup of occupations earned $28.3 billioh, with
over $23 billion earned by educators..

Market Search and CoOrdination Specialists

The requirements of organizing firms and markets involve
several types of information. Information.about the malket
environment is gathered by firms: prices, sti3i3-1-T, and demand .

conditions, the intentions of other firms, new technologies, and
condition of other relevant markets (such as labor and capital
markets). Also, firms- engage.in a tremendous amount of in-house
information processing--such as planning, coordinating, and
controlling the enterprise; meeting" the informational_needs of
governments (forms and reports); of other firms (business
communication) , and of households (invoices, catalogs) . Table
7.4 presents a breakdown of the market search and coordination
specialists, whose knowledge production services are market
specific., .This-group creates, supports, and maintains the market
informati6n system.

"Information gatherers" include a variety of occupations
involved in the form of intelligence or simple investigatory
work. Their job iS to discover something about the state of the
world--the extent of damage on an insurance claim, the value of a
piece of property, the reading.on a utility meter.

. "Search and coordination specialists" operate entirely in the
exchange marketplace. I have dividéa this class into three
groups. On the "buy side" are buyers and purchasing agents whose
job Ls to search the exchange market for the best,possible good
or service available. he "sell side" are all the oceupations
whose job is to di.sIribute relevant market information--prices,
product characteXIStics, delptery schedules, and so on. 'And,

. operating as both,buyer.s,and'sellers simultaneously are the'
"brokers," whose income is earned exclusively by performing
search activities on behalf of both sides of the market'. These
three groups earned over $28 billion in 1967.

"Planning and control workers" include all occupations which
serVe in-administrative or managerial roles. Under adminip-
trators are public and private bureaucrats, school adminid-
trators, and office managers. Also included in thj.s category are
a variety of process-control supervisors, such as expediters and
air-traffic controllers.,

The administrative and managerial work force is the main
engine of any organization. In public bureaucracies its job is
to implement programs-legislated by Congress, to r,egulate
markets, to carry out all inc6ffe-distribution programs which fit
into,some:Political plan. 'Its members might be inspired public



TABLE 7.4t. MARET SrARCH IND COORDINATION SPECIALISTS

1967
Employee

CoMpensation
( $ Millions)

Information Gatherers

Enumerators and,Interviewers
Estimators, Investigators
Inspectors, Exc. Construction, Public
Assess, Control, Local Public Admin.
Construction Inspector, Public
Real Estilte Appraisers
Insurance Adjusters., Exam---'
Meter Readers, Utilities
Weighers
Surveyors
Bill Collectors

Search and Coordination Specialists

Buy Side

Buyers, Shippers, Farm Prod.
Buyers, Wholesale, Retail
Purchasing Agent's, Buyers

Brokers

Insurance Agents, Brokers, etc.
Real Ertate Agents, Brokers
Stock and Bond Salesmen
Auctioneers

Sell Side

Advertising Agents, Salesmen
Sales Representatives, Manufacturing
Sales Representatives, Wholesale Trade
Sales Manager, Retail Trade
Sales Manager, Exec. Retail Trade.
Demonstrators
Salesmen, Retail (50%)
Salesmen', Service (50%)

Planning and Control Workers

Administrators and managers

Officials, Administrators, Public
School Administrators, Collez;e
Schoqj Admin., Elementary 6, Secondary
Office Managers.
Other Managers, Administrators
Foremen (50%)
Officer, ship (50%)

Process Cootie'. Workers

Clerical Supervisors
Postmasters and Mail.Si:Perintendents
Hevlth rami-f1Strators
Dispatc,her, Starter, Vehicle
Expedttors, Prolction Controllc,rs
Air.Trafc controllers
Payroll, Time K'eaping Clerks

TOTP-1, MAKET SEARCH AND COORDINATIOV
SPECIALISTS

6 132

327
2470
763
198
170

105
778
220
266
408
327

28,252

2,967

146
1185
1636

7,193

3494
2219
1450

30

18,092

598
4092
5501
2287

, 3622
143

1313
536

58 986

57,u57

2667
475

1801
2363

39709
5890
152

5929

1600
274
912
432

146.3
283
965

93,370
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servants, or thpy may he fugitives from the "produc.tive sector"--
the accounts-do-not tell. But their job titles imbly some
organizational oradministrative duty which is,purely .

informational in nature:.they receive commands from the top of
the hierarchy, ptocess them in some routine or creative fashion,
and issue commands towards the bottom of the hierarchy. All that
pas.ses through their domain are information flows--memos,
conferences, decisions, reports--and all that they do during the
workday is talk, think, and write. Their counterparts in the
private bure,aucracies are similarly placed. Operating in a
market context, their job,is to plan the firm's actions, to
design, carry out, and evaluate the firm's movement into market-
places, to plan and implement technical changes in.the firm's
prOduccion processes, to investigate and analyze their
COmpetitors' behavior.. They are successful when the firm's
market share inöreases--.when the firm is relatively shielded from
competitive pressures. The larger and more entrenched the firm,
the larger its. bureaucracy: In 1967, the administrators and
managers earned CloSe to $59 billion dollars, or 7.4% of GNP.

Th O'process control workers" include seven occupations which
are a coordinating or supervisory nature. hree occupations--
dispatchers, expeditors and air traffic controllers--are heavy
users ofinformation technology in their daily tasks. A. layer of
managemehtAthat is of a purely control nature (e.g., quality,
schedule, inventory). will increasingly take on the artifacts of
an information economycomputer terminals, distributed
information networks, remote sensing instruments and
communication hardware.

Information Processors

The informatioa\processing occupations are divided into two
groupsnonelectronic\ based and electronic based.. Table 7.5
shows a detailed breakdown of the occupations.

"Nonelectronic based" processors include proofreaders,
secretaries, file clerks, telegraph messengers, and statistical
clerks. Many of these occupations are subject to rapid change
with the -introduction of new information technologies. For
example, the job of proofreading book-,galleys is now handled by a
computer-driven dictionary; file clerks now manage computer files
rather than paper files;.telegraph messengers arc being replaced
by inexpensive on-site teletype and facsimile machines. In all,
some 534...) billion was earned by this class of workers in 1967.

"Electronic based" processors include bank tellers,
bookkeepers, cashiers, typists,/and sales clerks. A significant
component of these workers' information handling is already
machine based. Tellers operate real-time computers; bookkeepers
suPply data .-ntry into automated accounting systems; sales'clerk:
operate point-of-purchase terminals. About half of registered
nurses' incomes is also allocated to this group. This allocation
is made on. 'the basis of observations by a research team at a
California hospital of how a nurse allocates time to different
activities. A significant portion of the time was spent filling
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TABLE 7.5; INFORMATION PROCESSORS

1967
Employee

Compensation
($ Millions)

Non-Electronic Based*
34,317

145
520
349

12312
1166

Proofreaders
Secretaries, Legal
Secretaries, Medical
Secretaries, Other
File Clerks
Posttl Clerks

2076

Motion PictureAyojectionists
113

Newsboys
139

Mail Carriers, Post Office
1829

Mail Handler; Exc. Post Office
632

Messengers and Office Boys
234

Telegraph Messengers
9

Shipping, Receiving Clerks
2481

Statistical Clerks
1651

Health Record Technologist
71

Clerical Asst., ,Soc Welfare
6

Inspectors, Log and Lumber
93

Inspectors, Other
920

Checkers, Examiners etc.
3957

ReceptioAists (50%)
789

Miscellaneous Clerical
5953

Railroad Conductors (501)
32

Electronic Based * 27 023

Bank Tellers
1201

Billing'Clerks
556

Book'reepers
6896

Cashiers
3347

Typists
Ticket Station, Express Agents

4117
642

Sales Clerks, Retail Trade (50%)
8239

Registered Nurses (50%)
1876

Radiology Technicial (50%)
149

TOTAL INFORMATION PROCESSORS
61.340

* The last Cens4s Haadt.oQic QS Qccupgtional Titles describes
which occupations are electronic-basei. This table
reflects the expected changes in classifications based
on 1980 technology.

out computel- forms, checking computerized.log books and entering
patient information into a computer file. As hopita1s adopt
sophisticated information systems, registered nur:=es will
increasingly interact with machines as well as with patients.
h:tether pattents'fare better or worse is still a matter of debate
within the medical community.

Some occupations have undergone a most remarkable
transformation in the'past ter years.. These machine-based



occupation"s are now the "sensors" of an information creature that
is endowed with unlimited processing power, but, without human
help; is blind and deaf to the environment. -The entire banking-
system and airline system would be crippled without the constant
interaction between machine-using clerks and the computer.

The development ot very good,real-time sensors allows,a host
of planning and control activities that were impossible before.
As the grocery clerk checks out food by scannino -it with alight .

pen, inventory liles ar y2. being altered, ordering schedule: are
being updated, and a financial statement on the day's events is
being prepared. This intensity of coordination will require a
variety ot occupdtions to become machine based if they ar i? not
already so. It is unlikely that typists 20 yrars from now will
still be using stand-alone mechanical typewric--irs. It costs too
much money to type a letter, correct it, ransiLit it, and file
it. Letters will probably be composed on a machine, transmitted,
and filed all in one execution--not only busineSs letters, but
invoices and rt:teipts.- In tandem with a developed funds transfer
system, today's typist may be toMorrow's bank clerk, postman, and
file clerk, all wrapped up in one.

In 1967, the electronic based information processors earned
$27 billion. Together with the nonelectronic based processors,
this group accounts for $61.3 billion, or 7.7% of GNP.

Information Machine-Workers

The last group- of workers maintains and operates the
information infrastructurethe computers, telecOmmunication
netwOrks, printing presses, and the like. The occupations
displayed in Table 7.6 earned over $13 billion in 1967-

"Nonelectronic machine operators" work on duplicatirng
machines, typesetting machines, and printing presses. Although
these machines are currently nonelectronic, the picture may
change drastically in the next 20 years. Newsrooms are already
automated, from the journalist's input via a terminal through
computey-controlled pnotocomposition, layout, and plate making.
The big printing presses are almost the last nonelectronic pieces
of a highly electronic .production line. Plans for electronic
newspapefs, delivered via cable lines, will further reduce the
requirements for nonelectronic information machine occupations.
This-reality has already,touched cff some serious strikes against
national newspapers.

"Electromachi::e operators" include computer operators,
keypunch operators, and office machine ,repairmen. This' category
includes ,the new "blue-collar" component of the information
sectOr--workers who might have worked in factori ylear aoo,
but who are now working'in air-conditioned offic
tending to computer-oriented machinery. Their T.oy, 11:.rot their
sense of alienation, is commensurately higher.

"Tel,:i..communications workers" operate', repo
t.,lephone ar,j teleaph equipment. They 51.12- the t_;21ec-

r
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TABLE 7.6: INFT*MATICN Mi,(HTNF: WORKEPS

1967
..Emploe
ComPormsa'tion b
(S

Non-Electronic Machine Opmrators

Stenographers--
Duplicating..Machines OperatorS
Other Office Machine Operators
\Bookbinders
Compositors and Typesetters
Electrotypets, Stereetypers
Engravers, Exc. lotoengravers

\
1..

\Photoengravers, Lithographers
1"ressmen and Plate Printers
Pretsmen Apprentices
Plnting Apprentices, Exc.. Press
Ph tographic Process W)rkers
Sign Painters

M.ectronic Machine Operators

Bobkkeeping, Billing Operators
Calculating Machine Operators
Computer, Peripheral Equipment Operators
Keypunch Operators
Tabulating t;achine Operators
Data Processing Machine RePair
Office Machine Repairmen

Telecommunication Workers

Telegraph Operators
Telephone Operators
Telephone.InstalIers, Repairmen
Telephone Linemen, Splicers
Radio Operators
Radio, Television Repairmen

4,215

663
92

240
171

1138
60
67
266

1010
19
31

379
83

3,660

310
162
570

1423
48
315
422

5,288

82
1738
2204
375
190
699

TOTAL .INFORMATION MACHINE WORKERS 13,167

munications network at the "assembly' level. Conceptually, this

group of workers is indistingbishable from any machine-based
blue-collar or crafts occupation. They are accounted separately,
however, because without their he.lp the information machines
would not be assembled and -repaied. By analooy, if one were

.writing a tesis on "The TranL.portation Economy," repair

mechanic.:; and automobile-asseTbly workers would surely be

included. This group of workers earned some T13 billion in 1967.

It is conceivable that demand for mechanical and repair skills of
information machines will increase quite quickly in the near
future, although the jobs are likely to be redefined as white

collar (e.g., "electrical engineer").
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THE NONINFORMATION WORKERS

The rest of theM.S.-work force was divided into three
conventional sectors--agriculture, industry, and sewices. In

1967, this group accounted for about 55% of the work force and
about 45% of totAl compensation..

The f91lowing classification scheme follows in the convention
of Clark, who first defined the primary, secondary, and tertiary
sectors of the economy as stages of economic growth.

Agriculture'

The agriculture sector iac-ludes farm owners, managers,
foremen, and laborers. Some owners and managers may be infor-
mation workers, but they were included in the agriculture sector.
Farmers actually spend a great deal of their time in a variety of
informational actiYities. The morning weather reports and
commodity exchange prices are ritual sources of information
gathering. Farmers also spend considerable time with information
"pushers" such as salesmen for seed and fertilizer companies (who
often supply very detailed data on how to apply and use their
'products), and government advisers (such as the Agricultural
Extension Service). -In addition, the agriculture sector hfres
information workers who are specialized in the various skills
necessary to run a modern agribusiness--salesmen, accountants,
lawyers, secretaries, and the like. This last group is not
included as agriculture workers Eer se, but will be accounted
later in this chapter.

Industry

Industrial workers include the bulk of blue,-collar
manufacturing occupations, skilled and unskilled crafts,
operatives, and laborers. A variety of service-type jobs are
included..in industry, 'such as plumbers and glazers, since these
occupations engage in mahipul?ting physical objects rather than
proviJing personal or informational services. The industry
category.conceptually includes all skilled crafts whether they
are based in factories or not.

Several transportation occupations have been included in
this sector. For example, railroad brakemen and truck drivers
are in tae transportation sector, hence included as a "service."
But transportation of bulk commodities is an essential feature of
an industrial economy, as distinct from the transportation of
people. Taxicab drivers crldjous drivers have been defined as
part of the serv:cE sectoL; txuck irive,s and barge captains are
part of industry.
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Services

The service sector includes mostly personal and repair-
service occupations, such as hairdresser.s, waiters', 'airplane
pilots, auto repairmen, and counter clerks. Tri addition, half
the wages of selected managers is included 'as services rather

than information. Managers at the retail level, whether self-
employed or salaried, perform both informational and noninfor-
mational roles depending .on the type of business. For example,
managers.of gas stationvusually perform the same,duties as
mechanics and statiOn attendants--repairing automobiles, pumping

gas--and are classified 'in "services." Managers of retail
grocery stores .may stock shelves and bag.food for customers--
noninforma.tional activities--or they may specialize in
purchasing, financial control, and personnel types of activities.
This distinction depends e:Itirelv on the size of the
cstablishment, the preferenCes of the manager, and the legal form
of organization. , One might expect salaried managers to be more
like information workers than small "ma and pa" retail
proprietorships. Salesmen at- the retail and seryiCe level also
perform both an informatiOnal service and a personal service.
For example, a salesman at a clothing store might be there only
to counsel a customer as .to the price and quality features of a
garment and to ring up a sale, or he may actually help the
customer try on garments. Many salesclerks only operate
information machines--credit verification and point-of-purchase
terminals. Without a detailed time budget study, it is
impossible to determine which portion of a salesman's time is

informational,'and which should be allocated to service. Half

the income was allocated to.each.

PhysiCians incomes were also prorated equally between
services and information, following the discussion in Chapter 3
on a time 'budget of physicians' offices. Time budget studies of
physicians' offices revealed that over 70% of a physician's time
is spent in receiving patient histories, performing diagnoses,
and dispensing medical or self-care patient educationall
information tasks. A relatively small part of the time is spent
4Itin the skilled-craft aspect, such as.o ice surgery, cleaning
wounds, and setting broken bones. Denti ts, by contrast, were
entirely allocated to services since most of their time is spent
in the skilled-craft aspect attending to a personal. service.

Summary of Ambiguous Occupations

.About 28 occupations were j.udged to be sufficiently "mixed"
in nature that they were allocated into two sectors. This
ambiguous ch,ss was specificaliy carried through the time'-se,ies
charts that follow.

Table 7.7 shows the occupations which were split quaily
between information and services under the "inclusive"
definition, and allocated entirely to services under the
"restrictive" definition.
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TABLE 7,7: OCCUPATIONS ALLOCATED 50% TO SERVICE AND 5011TO INFORMATION

Physicians
Registered Nurses
Dietitians
Clinical Lab Technologists
Health Record Technologists
Radiological Technologists
Designers
Counter Clerks, exc. food
Officers, Pilots, Pursers

on,Sbips
Officials of Lodges,
Societies, Unions

Rallroad Conductors
Demonstrators

Hucksters
Sales Clerks, Retail Trades
Misc. Clerical Workers
Managers, Retail Trade, Salary
Managers, Retail Trade, Self-Emp.
Managers, Personal Services,
Salaried

Managers, Personal Services,
Self-Employed

Managers, Business Services,
Salaried

Managers, Bubiness and Repair
Services, Self-Employed

Receptionists

Table 7.8 shows the occUpations that were split equally
between industry and'information under the inclusive definition,
and allocated entirely to.industry under the restrictive
definition.

Foremen used to work on machines alongside craftsmen.
However, with the advent of unions, foremen were increasingly
relegated to nonproduction jobs such as scheduling, inventory
control, and on-the-job training. They are now a "buffer"
between,the productive workers and the aanagers, and are often
specifically barred from working dn machines for fear of breaking
union rules. Similarly, inspectors,.checkers, and the like often
work in inftstrial settings but most of their time is spent
gathering in?ormation about a .production process.

TABLE 7.8: OCCUPATIONS ALLOCATED'50% TO INDUSTRY AND 50% TO INFORMATION

Foreman, NEC
Inspectors, Scalers, Graders, Lumber
Inspectors, NEC
Chainmen, Rodmen (Surveying)
Checkers, Examiners, Inspectors (Manufacturing)
Graders and.Sorters (Manufacturing)

Change in the Work Force over Time

. The change,in the labor force towards a predominance of
information workers has been persistent since the 1940's. Figure
7.1.shows a twc-sector aggregation, using the restrictive and
inclusive definitions discussed above. The information work
force in 1860 comprised less than 10% of the total. By 1975, the
information workers (under the inclusive definition) surpassed
the noninformation group. The.crossover in employee compensation
occurred much sooner, since information occupations tend to earn
a higher average income. By 1967, some 53% of total compensation
was paid to information workers.

.)
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In Stage I (1860-1906) , the largest single group in the labor
force was agriculture. By the turn of the century, industrial
oCcupations began to grow rapidly and became predominant during
Stage II (1906-1954). In the current period, Stage III,
information occubations comprise the largest grobp.

The charts also reveal several eventS worthy of further
research. The detailed data in Appendix 7 (Vol. 8) show a
decl.i.ne in ieformation occupations' growth during the Depression,
attributable to layoffs of nonessential personnel. (See Figure

7.3.) A hypothesis emerges: that layoffs in information
ocilipations lag recessions by one or two-years. Since the output
of an information worker is not easily measurable, and since
informational skills generalize more easily than.physical skills,
the group as a whole seems quite vulnerable to layoffs. When a
factory is faced with,declining demand for its goods, the rate of

production slowdown precisely determines how many production
workers lose their jobs. Machines and manpower are locked by
virtue of fixed capital/labor -ratios. Hence, a redugtion in
maChine utilization determines a proportionate reduction in
labor. To a certain extent, even this reduction of production
workers 'ran be cushioned by inventory accumulation. By contrast,
information workers are not locked,into capacity utilization. .1 '

They can be hired and fired at a rate that is relatively
decoupled from the production line. The managerial "slack"--such
as extra secretaries, a heavy line of middle management, and a
large sales force--can be trimmed quite quickly.

Note.also the rapid,rise Of information occupations
immediately following World .War II. As the soldiers rame home,
they apparently joined the private and public bureaucracies in

droves. They did not return to manufacturing.jobs.or service
work' (as was the trend immediately before the war) . This postwar
period is associated with the emergence of the modern corpo,
ration: far-flung, national or multinational in scope,
bureaucratic. And it is.also associated with the development of
new information machines--computers, xerographic copiers,
telecommunication networks.

New information applications were found, and the labor forbe
adjusted to fill the new demand. In part, the rapid growth of
information occUpations is explained by increased division of
labor and specialization. Simple one7person information tasks
split into two jobs. Information machines required highly
.specialized.labcr. Job titles and duties became narrower.
However, callin a.job by .a different:name does not change the
basic function. Governmen'ts expanded very rapidly at the State
and lobal level (less so.at the Federal level), and these, too,
required, a huge,information work,force. Science and technology
enjoyed a sizable growth'in activity, both within the university
and'within prilvate industry. The education system concurrently
began receiving massive Federal grants and transfers, further
increasing toth the demand for teachers and the supply of
information Workers (managers,.scientists, .engineers, computer
programmers).
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Note ale,e that the industrial work force reached.a peak of
around 40% of the work force in 1950, and has been declining
precipitously since then. It plunged from a position of
predotinance in 1940, when the information work force was less
than half the size of the industrial work force, to the present,
with the industrial work forceonly half the size of the
information work force. Thkse.reversal was extremely rapid, and
from all indications the trend has only recently been abated.

Note lastly that service ocCupatians, which held a steady 15-
20t of. the wotk force for 100 years (1860-1960) suddenly tPok ofl

again in 1965. This is due to twoophenomenp. First, I believe
that we have temporarily saturated the work force with
information workecs.--no more can be easi.ly absorbed into industry

and governmont. lience, the growth of new occupations is.mostly
in'the pc-:.-.3o services... The second phenomenon is the increase
in the medical professions, suchas.physicians, 'surgeons, nurses,

medi,,:al technologists, and therapi'sts. Part; of .this incre.ase is

due to the demand forenew medical services, buoyed.lay,rising
expectations, rising income, and financed by insurance programs
which stack the incentives in. favor of sdrgery and hospitali-.
Zdt.ian tnstead of preventative care. Partly, the rise in Medical
occupatione has reflected the fact.that people are living longer
and requiring more medical attentiton. The growth rate of the
service occupetions is now almost equal to that-of infOrmation

worker.s

INFORMATION PKERS'IN INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT'

secti2ns discussed only' one dimension of the

U.S. work foree--who the worker:: are and how much they receive in

empleyee compebsation. In thiS section, we shall look at the
seconb dimebeion--where they work.

The fHlewint: esalts are based on the Occupation InduStry

met-rix, nrepared Lv the Bureau .of the Census and the Bureau .cf

Sta:i:is. The matrix shows the location of the. 422

In :J:1 oor industries. We converted the matrix to
shpw the:empleyee.compeneation paid toeaCh type 'of worker in

each indast.f,:. The'detuiled 197 wage matrix, with a description
of the d to neufees and methodology., is pren-nted in Appendix 7

(Vol.,

-'Inf.ormation Workers in Industri

Table 7.9 shows the 1.abOr income earned in the primary

information industries. .Wages pptd to information workers hired
private corporations ampunted to $69.billion. 'r,r1

the infermetion industries spent $26 billion on noninfoemation
workers (e.g., assemblers in a computer.manufacturing firm).
Proprietors working as information workers, in pure management
roles, eefbed $7 billion in 1967. :An additional $2 billion was
earned my "blue-cellar" partnershtps in the primary information
sector (e.g., self-employed Ty repairmen),. "Unpaid family
workers" are spouses and children who are assigned a .salary if
they perform informational types of jobs (e.g., bookkeepenor
typist). Fr prim information indmr,tries accbUnted .

for nearly '329 billion in l'abor income in 1967.
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(8 MIllionn, 1967)
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Table 7.10 .shows the wage bill forinforlation workers
employed 'in the bureauk2races of noninformatiort. firms; 'and
partners who are essentially speciali7ed in informational duties
but are lOcated in noninformation enterPi'ises. Together with
Table 7.11,'which showL: the noninformation workers in
noninformation firms, the i:ntire wne bill is fully apportioned.

The last two tables show the intensity of information-
resources used in each industry. For example, the ratio of
ir".ormation to noninformation labor _in'the livestock industry
(41) is, 1:128, whereas in the ordnance.industry (#13) the ratio
runs nearly 2:1 in the o_pepSite .direction. For all tndustries,
every production worker 611 average carries 'an information
"overhead" Gf about:7.4 cents per dollar earned.

Definition of PLoprietors' Income

-One.methodological. note on the me,?ning nf Libor income is jn
order. Employee c6mpenation totalled W1,090 million in 1967
'and incIuded.wages,, salaries, and :-upplements paid to employees
of firms (incorparated and unincorperatd), Ous governments an(i
nonprofit organizations.. All proprietors' income is usually not
counted as employee coMpensation, hut appears as a property-type
income. Proprietorships' income is it, the forM of' retained
earnings of unincorporated businesses, and represents a retuln to
both cap.ital (invested in the business and owned by the
propr'ietor) and lahor. The problem.is how to separate the
returns to labor from returrs to.capital, abd three approaches

!.

are available: (i) Denison defined labor earnings in the
economy as the sum of employee compensation .plus 6(:)$' of
proprietors' income, the other.40% representing returns to
capital holding. (ii) The National Income Accounts define all
of proprietors' income as proft or property-type income.
(iii) ,Jorgenon and Grilichesj ,ehose the opposite tack--that all
of pi.oprietors' -income should be allocated to labor.

We adopt'ed a method to- t_st these three approaches.
Pfoprietors are.allocated an average wage (as if, they were
salaried) eased on empLrical observation of similar occupations.
The distt_action beLween aproprietor and a salaried worker hinges
entirely on the firm's legal férm of organization--if a
-proprietor incorporated the'business, his earnings would be .

accounted as a salary. The difference between the "wages" earned
by proprietors and 'total proprietors' income is counted as
returns to .oapital.' In thls procedure, all unpaid family workers
are assigned "wages" based oh what they would.earn if they were
in fact salaried. t2sing this empirical approach, we diScovered
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.TOTAL INCOME 120.670 21%322 1,526 143,518



TABLE 7.11: 1ABOR INCOME 7N THE NON-INFO'RNATION INDUSTRyFS

(S Mi.11ions, 1967)

INDUSTRY
EMPLOYEE

COMPENSATION
PROPRIETOR'S
COMPENSATION

UNPAID FAMILY
COMPENSATION

336
602 '
11
56
0

0

1

2

1

0

42
16
0

15
0

2

0

4

2
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0

2

.
1

1
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0
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0
1

0

0
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0
1

1
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0

0
1

1

1

1

0

0

0
1

1 ,

1

1

0
1

1

0

0

3

0
2

0

0

3
44
3
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0
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96
1

24
7

15

0

4

ToTAL
INCOME

4855
8695

13%
184

1 gC61;

433
526
133

16395
6058
1448
8700

2:::

41%

:293

1NO

1:2
954

Igl
1132
885
264

995
:165

la
866

2060
6347
2147

111:4

1901
2104
539
701
907

.1:113.8

848
1392
887

13:1
808
566
426

5501
3506
1626
305
70

1249
14602
2486

32269
12

192
7896
558

3538
976

11327
13

4322

1) Livestock 5 products
2) Other agricultural products
3) Forestry and fishery products
4) Agr., Forest, Fish Services
5) Iron & ferroalloy ores mining

6) Nonferrous metal orei mining
7) Coal mining -

8) Crude petroleum'and. natural gas
9) Stone 5 clay mining & quarrying
10) Chemical 5 fertilizer mineral min.

11) New construed:on, Net
12) Maihtenance & repair construction
13) Ordnance and accessories
14) Food & kindred products
15) Tobacco manufactures

16) Fabrics, Y arn 5 thread mills
171 Misc. tew,ile goods & "floor cover.
18) Apparel
19) Misc. fabricated textile P roducts
20) Lumber, wood prod. exc. containers

.21) Wooden containers
22) Household furniture
23) Other furniture, fixtures, Net
24) Paper.allied prod. exc containers, Net
25) Paperboard containers, boxes

25) Printing 6, publishing, Net
27Y Chemacals, sel Chem products, Net
28) Plastics, synthetic materials
29) Drugs, cleaning, toilet preparations
30) Raints 1. allied products

31) Petroleum refining & related ind's.
32) Rubber .5 misc plastics products
33) Leather tanning, ind. leather prods.
34) Footwear 5 other leather products
35) Glass 5 glass products

36) Stone 5 clay products
37) Primary iron 5 steel manufacturing
38) Primary nonferrous metal manufacturang
39) Metal containers .

40) Heating, plumbing & struc metal prods.

41) Stamping,screw mach. prods 5 bolts
42) Other fabricated metal products
43) Engines and turbines
.44) Farm machinery & equipment
45) COnst , mining & oil field machs.

46) Materialz handling mach & equipment
47) Metalworking mach & equipment
48) Spec ind mach & equipment, Net
49) Gennral ind mach 5 equipment
SO) Machine shop products

52) Service industry machines
53) Elec ind equip 5 apparatus, Net
54) Household appliances.
55) Electric lighting 5 wiring equip.
58) Misc elec machinery, Net

59) Motor vehicles 5 equipment
60) Aircraft and parts
61) Other transportation equipment
62) Scientific and controlling instru.
63) Optical,ophthalmiciphoto equip, Net

64) Misc m4nufacturing, Net
65) Transportation 5 warehousing
68) Electric,gas,water & samictary svcs .

69) Wholesale 5 retail trade, Net
70). Yinance 5 insurance, Net

71) Real estate 5 rental, Net
72) Hotels:persona:a.rep svcs exc auto,Net
73) Business services, Net
75) Automobile repair & services
76) Amusements, Net

77) Medical,educ.svcs5non-profit org, Net
85) Rest of the wcrild industry
86) Household industry

TOTAL INCOME

1187
2126

89
552
183

307
1058
401
516
131

14293

1446
5281

8613
356.

2369
480

4624
557

2258

10.3

1165

:8118
951

103
1977
11?I
882
263

992
2355

1r41
860

2036
6334
2141
438
1961

1896
2091
537
699
904

413
1855

1113:9
870

1633?.

805
565
425

5484
3498
1603
300
69

1197
13657
2437

28032
12

53
4804
519

2713
905

6985
13

4220

3332
5967
101

'704
1

2

8

30
9

2

2060 's

761
2

72
1

8

2

Id .

13
223

3

22
7

. 4

2

1

3

1

2

1

3

7

1

5

5

21
12
6

3

22

4

12
1

2

3

2

24
15
24
16

11
3

2

1

1

14
8

21
5
1

49
901
46

3696
0 °

122
2996

37
801
64

4297
0

38

165,539 26,662 1,919 194,120
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that about $60.6 billion was earned as "wages" by proprietors.and,
unpaid family workers, while about $2 billion represents a return-
to capital. Thes figures are summarized in Table 7.12 b-elow.'

TABLE 7.12: St!=02.1 OF PROPRIETORW-INCOME

TOTAL ;PRO1'RIET0aS' INCOME (labor & capital)

"Compensatibn" to 'proprietors' labor
In primary inL5rmation industries
In 'seconday information,indutries

'In non-informatia. industries

Proprietors' Fomp/total income

"Compensation" to unpaid .family workers
In primary information industries
In secondary infc7;mation Lidustries
In non-information industriel

1967
($

67 147

56,626
8,642

21,322
26,662

3,990

91.1%

545
1,526
.1,919

Unpaid family/total income 6.41%

Imputed return on capital
Capital/total income
Capital/income (exc. unpaid family)

1,531
2.6%
8.9%

The share of roprietors' income earned as wages (on a par
with salaried managers) amounted to some 91% of total income. If

we supplement that income with par_wages earned by their unpaO
family workers, the total share of income attributed to labor

rises to 97%. Using the proprietors' "compensation" only (and
excLuding unpaid family) , we see that around 8.9% of total income

represents a return to capital.

The 8.9%, as.an imputed teturn to'capital, compares with the
corporate sector's capital share of 17.4% shown in Tab1R 7.13.
Proprietors earn less "profits" on average than do corporations.
This statistic probably confounds the capital shares experienced
in the two sectors since partnerships are significantly smaller
than most active corporations. The difference between the 8.9%
and the 17.4% c 7d be explained by dividipg the sample into
similar firms (1 revenue terms), and comparing the capital share

in each. Also, proprietorships tend to be found in, businesses
which are not capital'intensive, such as retail and service
establishments, hence their portion of total income accruing from
capital ownership is likely to be smaller than the average
corporation.

We conclude frbm these data that the Jorgenson and Griliches
approach--allocating proptietors' income to labor--is mere
correct thap either Denison's or the NIA's approach.
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TARLE 7.13: LAPOP AND CAPITAL SRARES IN THE cnl!if.,TE SEcToR

1967
(5 Millionn)

TOTAL CORPORATE INC();.!E (labor & capit,-.1)

Compensation to employees
Wages and salaries (private)
Suliolements

Corporate profits and inventoty valuation

adjustment
Profits before taxes
Inventory valuation adjustments

Capital i0come/total inopme
Labor incomeitotal,income

372
337,322
35,213

78,6R;:.

79,9/5
1,129

17.4%

Information Workers in Government

.

Governments, by habi-: and tradition, tend to spawn into
permanent bureaucracies., The Federal, State and local
governments are filled with administrators and clerks whose
job is to know, to deliberate and to decide.

kll this thinking, talking and writing requires human labor,
and Table 7.14 shows the price tag paid for all government
workers. Some things that governments do are aLso done in the

primary information sector. For example, data processing shops
are found both inside government and in the private economy.
'Other things that governments do are of a general management
nature. Chapter.8, to follow,,outlines these secondary
activities in detail.

Table 7.14-reveals that around $59 billion--or -.7.5% of GNP in
1967--:s generated by the primary and secondary .informational
activities of Federal, State and local governments and their

. enterprises. Of .this sumy, nearly $27 billion is paid ,by State
and local governments for education.,workers;. .$9 billion pays for
the Federal information bureaucracy; $8 billion pays for the
purely informational portion of the military ectablishment; and
slightly more than $1 billion pays for moving the U.S. mail.
Note that the Federal bureaucracy is less thian half the size cf
the state and local bureaucracies. It has the cosmetic
;disadvantage, however, of being concentrated in a 9 squar.e mil

aTea on the banks of the Potomac..

The noninformational aspects of government, ,letivities sueh

,as protecting bald eagles and polishing brass on ni:clear
submarines, account for $30 billion. The combinod cl(Jj( hill for

all blue-collar workers in State and local entr-rprios is le:3s

than $11 billion.
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TABLE 7.14: EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION IN GOVERNMEhTS`

($ Millions, 1961)

PRIMARY

INFO'

ACTIVITIES

SECONDARY

INFO

ACTIVITIES

TOTAL

INFO

ACTIVITIES

NON-

INFO

'ACTIVITIES
1111117

TOTAL

LABOR

INCOME

ALL GOVERNMENTS
40,699 18,735 59,434 30,073 89,507

Total General Government , 37,160 15,958 53,118 28,536 81,654

Total Federal Government' 10,232 '6,357 16,589 18,616 35,205

Civilian 5,800 3,009 8,809 7,554 16,363

Military. 4,432 , 3,348 .
7,780 11,062 18,842 (A)

0

Total State and Local 26,928 9,601 36,529 9,920 46,449

Education 26,928 0 26,-928 0 26,928

Oher 0 ' 9,601 9,601 9,920 , 19,521

'2tfir.isesIotalEl
3,539 '.,2,777 6,316 1,531 7,853

Total Federal Enterprises 3,539 1,336 4,875 90B 5,783

Postal Servile 3,539 0 3,539 0 3,539

Other 0 1,336 1,336 9080 2,244

Total State & Local Enterprises 0 1,441 1,441 629 2,00

a
The definitions of ''primary" and "secondary" information

activities of governments are given

in Chapter 8,



Labor Income Summary

The information wage bill in 1967 amounted to $30.1.5
billion--$145 billion for all primary information activities,. and
$162 billion for the secondary activiCies. About 5.8% of all
ciabnt income--or 38.7% of the 1967 GNP--was earned in soi::,e

informationally related occupation.

These figures are summarized n Table 7.15.

GROWTH RATES OF THE INFORMATION WORK FORCE

The information work fo.:ce expanded at a compound (annual)

rate of 3.85%.duringhe'period 1860-1980, doubling every 18.7
years on the average. During the same period, the total work
force increased at 2.06% pet year; hence, information workers
expeTienced a net annual average growth of 1.79%.

This astonishir.,:: growth
7.16 and Figurq 7.3 clearly
work force (r') is compared
force . (r),

r - r =

where,

t2 ,

In the most recent period,

t
1

rate was far
show. The

to the growth

1

n
t
1

from monotonic, as Table
growth of the information

of thp whole work

1

ttt-e informatIon 'and the whole

time 1.

time 2.

between the measurements.

.workers expanded at

t

t
1

=

t, =

=

the

2

the size of
workf..Drce at

the same at

ti.ste period

information
armost' the same rate as the overall work,force (net rates of

1.01% for 1960-1970, and 004% projected for 1970-1980). New

entrants to the labor force simply could not be absorbed into
information occupations, and had to move into the ervi.:e sector,

including a large contingency into the medical service sector.

The decade immediately following World War II showed the
fastest net growth rates of information occupations, posting 2.2%
between 1940-1950, and 3.2% between 1950-1960. This confirms the
trend In both the public and the private sectors towards

increased bureaucratization. New information machines and
management techniques were introduced around this time, and- the

work frrce rapidly expanded to il1 thc need.,

The Depression years, exte:Iding,into the mid 1930'ssaw a.
slow down in Elle growth of information jobs- While the total
work force increased at' a snail's pace of 0.48% per year,' infor-
matiori oc.cupations yrew only 0.64J--a net--.1,ifferqnce of only

0.16%. Unfortunately, the cenz:us data du 1-v,ot Jtopeaz at mo-r-:,

frequent intervals so we lose the trend in ,the 1.ate 30's.



TABLE 7,15: LABOR INCOME SUMMARY

($ Millions, 1967)

(1) (2) (1+2) (3) (1+2+3)

PRIMARY SECONDARY TOTAL NON- TOTAL

INFO INFO INFO INFO LABOR

INDUSTRIr INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIES INCOME

I. TOTAL LABOR INCOME 145,266 162,253 307,519 c

Employee Compensation 136,079 139,405 275 484

Private'Sector 95,380 1200670 216,050

Public Sector 40,699 18,735 59,434

Proprietors Incomea 9,187 22,848 32,035

U. INFORMATION WORKERS' INCOME 116,311 162,253 278,564

Employee Compensation 109,374 139,405 248 779

Private Sector 68,950 575 189,620

Public Sector 40,424 18,735 59,159

Proprietors' Income
a

6,937 22,848 29,785

III.:NON-INFORMATION WORKERS' INCOME 28,955 0 28,955

Employee Cor4ensation 26 705 0 26,705\

Private Sector 26,430
26,430'

Public Sector
275 0 275

Prpprietors' Income 2,250 0 2,250

224,187, 531,706

195,606 471,090

165,533 3814583

30,073 89,507

28,581 60,616

2

0 248,779

0 189,620

0 59,1594

0 29,785

278,564

224 187 253,142

195,606 222,311

165,533 191,963

30,073 30,348

28,581 30,831

a
Includes self-employed and unpaid family.
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TABLE 7.15: COXFOUNO ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF THE LABOR FORcE

(BY PERCENTS)

WORKFORCE

1980

PERICD
INFOIMTION
WOREERS

TOTAL
LAHOP. FORCE

NET

TEN-YEAE IERIUDS

1660 1670 2.26 4.21 -1.95

1870 - 1330 6.53 3.35 3.18

1800 1890 9.57 2.72 G.P5

1890 1000 2.64 2.51 0.33

1900 910 4.74 3.16 1.58

1910 7 1920 3.06 1.30 1.75

1820 1930 4.55 1.21 3.34

1930 - 1940 0.64 0.48, 0.80

190 - 1950 2.94 0.77 2-.1T

1950 1960 4.80 1.60 3..20

1960 - 1970 2.69 1.68 1.01

4970 - 1950 1.85 1.81 0.04

TWEN%Y-YEAR PERIODS
1940 - 1960 3.87 1.18 2.69

19t;0 1920 2.27 1.74 0.53

FORTY-YEAR PE1I0D0
1860 1960 3.35 2.06 3.79

1860 1900 5.26 3.20 2 .06

1900 1940 3.24 1.53 . 71

1940 1980 3.07 1.46 1.61

1%;-,wth rate t;f informltion workers minus ihe qrowth to: the

t-a1 1abor torce.
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3 C. Clark, op. cit., suggested that economic development
through the agricultural, industrial, and services stages is
characterized by shifts in the labor force and share of GNP
to each sector.

4
Edward F. Denison, "Some Major I.sues in Productivity

Analysis," Sulvey c Cultent Bcoi_ne,ss, Vol. 52, No. 5, Part II,
May .1972.

5D. Jorgenson and Z. Griliches, "The Explanation of
Productivity Change," SWtt'elf or; Cuttent Businms, Vol. 52, No. 5,
Part II, May 1972.
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CHAPTER EIGHT.

THE PUBLIC i2NREAUCPACIES.

The mar':et system appr,',a.ies the government through the

legislature. This relatienship, though highly visible, is
with the branch of g:::ernment which has been declining in'

importance. The tec..% 5.tructure and the Tlanning system have
.their relationship tne public. bureaucracy. This associ-
ation is far mbre (!';, retc; it is also with the branch of
government .which, 1 publc tasks become more complex, is
strongly ascendant.

John Kenneth Galbraith,
Economics & the Public Purpose
Houghton-Mif.flin, Boston, 1973

Bureaus. specializ- in thesupp:y r,f those services the value

of which canno be ,.7xchanged tOr ..loney-at. a per-unit rate...
As a consequenc., 07 the above, bureaus cannot be managed by
pi.ofit goals econc7--7 calculus.'

Ludt.:'i von Mises, Bureaucracy
Y. ,iversity Press, New Haven, 1944

Burea..is an_ non-pt, tic ::;nizations which are financed, at
least in part, by a appropriation or a grant....
Tney specialize ih prci;la thpse goods and services that
some people prefer lpplied i larger amounts than would
bo supplied by th ,f at a per-unit rate.

A. Niskanen, Jr.,
.::.ureaucracy ci_Representative 'Governmen't
Aldino-Atnerton, ChIcago, 1971

Ar, fe:_ture of a t7,Chnocratic society is the
bureaucta!:y. .2accr..-;tic ppear both in the private
and public sect-rs. Their niercnica.1 structure insures that
th-- Alter , a: !±e head is r.:'flected throughout the chain of
cor.-no . t 1ures, h(,w,,ver, that a change in the head
wLi nc,t i.71 the operating rules and
standds fl p!.; .:,poiacv. This trision is built on purpose;
A bureauct . az the care conservutive--preserving a sense of
contindily rhe Pastwhile nL.petficially attr-ndant to the

aiyer it by policy leaders. A good army tights and
ce7Imun1cr2ter,. th. same way hegitr.-H_esz. field of battle. It

is, the 1,.:a[.]ei': decide which battles o fiaht;

is the decision in a
predict--)1e, if nc,t Karl Marx's de.ight wi.th



a'7:::"Bureaucracv is a circle no one can leave. Its hiararchy is
a hierarchy of informatior. The top entrusts the lower
circTes with ar insight intb details, while the lower circle
entrusts the top with :3n insight int) what in uni./iversal, and
thus they mutually deceive eaah erhe,r...." (in Hell, op.
cit., pp. 82-32)

A 6:1reaucracy is easentially an information pre!ducing,
distribuLihg, and con.ac.ming Hureaucraci6s plan,
cobrdinae, command, evaluale, -a-.d communicate. They process
informatiaa. Thy survey, lather inelligence, write reports,.

.zt.la chapter, we inv.,:atIgate the dimensions of the public
In Chapter 9, the other half of thii, "plaanning

sector'--the private bureaucracy--will be investigated in more
detail, and the consolidated acaounts of the whA1 e. secondary
information sector will.be presented. The Fedriral Government is
conceptualized as an enormaus and' elanorately rganized multi-
product firm, producing both infoation and noninformation
outputs.- The informational inp.a.tSnd outputS of the firm are
measured in detail for 1967, and a time series (1958 to 1970) :is
built. State and local government bureaucraCies will not be
discussed here, although they exceed the-Federal Government in
terms of total budget. The reason s pragmatic: the Federal
budget is consolidated, systematic, and relati ely ---
straightforward to analyze, whereas, the State and local budgets
are hopelessly .unique.

THE FEDERAL INFORN1ATION INDUSTRY

The Federal information indaa:try oan be conceptually
described as a multiproduct firm, with a definable strem of
inputs and outputs, opecating in a market environment that
determines the supply, demand, and price of its services.

The "marketplace" in which the firm op/-rates iS drawn in
Figure 3.1. A demand for a variety of.services is transmitted -to
the firm through conntituent or .speclal intere:t preferences.
These demands are revealed directly (tnrough the vote) or
indirectly, through a variety of priv.ate lobbying activdties. In
addition, a demand .for bureaucratic eut2ut is generated
internally by the bureaucracies themselves, for reasons that may
be only loosely coupled with e-,..te.rnaliv felt demand.

In 1974, the _Fedenal :lovernment spent $111 million
advertising itself, placing it :':Gmr-zWbf-:[. e between the amounts
spent by Colgate-Palmolive Company and R.J. Reynolela. This is
addition tc the $260 millinn worth of free advertising C'ffE'rr-
a public servic,-:. .The gevernmot '--a7cwo quite w,all that it is
selling its output tno,a:n na explicit market transaction
occurs othr th371

,1

as

These real at p.a-a.a.a, jemaa.:a trana1at- a hu,dga ,

formulated 1;7
Once a (7:)r.:7,-r.,:7,A:; 1: j



FIGURE 1.1: THE FEDERAL INFORMATION INDUSTRY
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produces outputs which are unique to itself, and have either wuak
analogs in the private sector or none at all. For example, the

domestic and foreign intelligence communities generate a
tremendous volume of information for internal consumption.
Unless one couuts industrial espionage as a 'secondary activity of

the private sector, this tqe of information is strictly a
government function. Lastly, the-Federal government produces a
number oi strictly noninformational outputs. The.construction of

the Tennessee Vallt_-y Authority dam system is a prime example, the
U.S. Navy (t.irrier fleet is another. Income transfer and
red.istribution programs are a third. These outputs are
noninformational publiC goods for the most part, or nonintot-
mational privdt,? services in others. Note that the informational
costs of a.:imiuistering these programs are embedded in the
secondary-ibto.'mation rector of our accounts.

A major .iimplifyi (g assumption is made. We cannot know
precisely which input costs are allOcated_to each oubput.. Hen

we assume th:i: the i formational inputs in tott_o represent the

total cost of provid ng all .information services; the

noninfoimation input by asstmotion are converted into
noninformational ou puts. a assumptiop is not as crude as it

may ser7I at tit'at yance. :vate sector multiproduct firms:
the orecie co::t aIocatic. ,en different lines, of business
cannot He 'Ltreciselt stated Jer.. It is currently a matter of

severe eontept ion etween the.Federal Trade Commission. and large

corporatier,s wnethar these data can even be generated. For

example, the FTC reeds line of .business data to establish the
brofit levels assnciated with each output, and to determine
whethe: any inter.al cross-subsidies result in anticompetitive
Pract:cn. . T5.? l'ederal Communications Commission iscontending
with tIlo E3111 syntem over internal cost allocations, eg,3in to

, cross-subsidy is occurring, and if so, which wa,,

the L)winc.3.

!liocation problc.m/in the Federal information
t as intractahlj/. Fpr example, although we may
determine the ),znique amount of information
_s allocable tt0 each output, we can state with

tt tne otaj co/mputer budget is jointly consumed
acti/Jities of the firmt.whether the

used t6 prOuce P&U, accounting services, library

Tcr.q/::tratf:,cic ciamin9.

3sumption 1,ecause we can immediately
dtpl;i of the information services to just

equal h i t.
Pc/ice of the labor and capital resources. If

these ser*::_/:e.1!w:4e "sld" on a real marketplace, thP Price (-:1

valuatibn) /weulO'necessarily t.hr- total &)st including pr,-Ti;
but with .ra 5: aJ1iioo zero, the price reduces t- total ibput
cost.

171:-)UtE

T ;
:

c

!T::'7. 1,-, 1:167,
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TABLE F2: 1:7,S (': THE FEI/AT, INFMAT:ON :NlY2TRIES 1558
- -

i$ MillionS, Current)

;

1

z..=... I LI , , , ,
I

Total intormat:on inpwl.

r,

J

Pr(.h..1:ies of ,;e0d,... Oir..o%Us from

primary information7ind,astriesa

o
P'....:L-hases of 1431:Lrom prtvate indutr.;

Empl':)yee compensAtion to ir,fo workers

!

. a

"P.,:rchases" trom tc local gpvt's.

ELc:It:c.n

Other informational r,

Information purchases on transfer acucunt
d

. d
De.ot service alloc ted to reral azin.

C,overnment informa ion enterprises"

Total Ff2ieral exponJitures

Tot::: purchases of ocs orvicoaa

:nformation as ff total tu]get

In:orrutic,n ompmee .,:cr,i-i,-..n5ation at

q. of total inLiqn inpts

1iii

'V'''''
1961 1063 1166 1967 1969 1970

.=2131=11= ,--,;g----=tft.

19,311 21,053 37,049 48,142 50,483 5/,589 62,833

1,063 5,550 ,-0,088 12,670 11,8,08 13,392 12,726,

3,196 7,15 10,216 12,098 13,133 12,200 12,669,

9,673 1i,67 12,061 15,055 16,588 20,790 23,861

453 r:y7i 684 2,923 3,117 3,607 4,412

326 446 551 2,724 2,924 3,338 3,867

127 123 133 199. 193 269 545

783 1,381 1,559 2,323 ,2,498 3,870 5,066

1,27

-64

1,745

-55

2,492,

-51

3,109

-66

3,400

-61

3,835

-105

4,20;

-104

89,870 102,086, 113,857 142,750 163,594 189,207 203,927

.53,594 57,403 64,244 77,773 90,706 98,781 96,182

21,7 ,26.5 32.5 33.7 30.9 30,4 30.8

50.0 39.5 32.6 31.3 12.9 36.1 38.0

"EA, ine..-0=t for 1'68, 1961, 1963, 1966, 1967, 1969, 1970, and estimates based on Appendix A.

F'.;nc;d 1;!2vIont :Ind Other Scientliic Activid.es, e.g., Vol. X)II, Table.C-97.

'Se1,2ctiv,.! 0coatis of Fecleral 'lite-Co11ar Workers, October 1967.

17=V nnd ProLct Accoun::., Table 3.10, "Government Expenditures by Type of Function".

'OMB, of tn'e United States, FY 60-70, and Appendix.
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rt,::CeS was $50..5 billion, b-f which only $11.8 billion was in

.:-;rm of direct purchase of goods and services from the primary

infrirmation sector.-.These purchases are outlined in detail.in ,\

iippei:dix 3 (Vol,. 2) and Appendix 4 (Vol. 8), The Federal inflprMAion\

in-iustry purchased .$1.3.1 billion in R&D from the private sector,.

mostly 'in deVelopmr.:nt of new weapons and space systeMs frit the

Department Of Defnse and NASA.

The next item in Table 8.1..is "employee compensation to

information workers," accounting for $16.6 billion irP 1967. This
. .

estimate was derived from Civil Service Commission data on the

occupational and compensation'structure of.Federal employees, as

reported in detail in Chapter 7. -Only those workers who perform

. purely' informational tasks are included in this figure. Military

workers who'performed essentially administrative, planning,
communicaticns, or clerical duties were also included.

iThe next item shows Federal transfers to State and local

governments for edUcational, training, or related purposes.

These are Considered as a purchase of educational services from

an outside vendor, another government.

A portion of the debt service charges are also included as

informational inputs. Debt service is mostly associated ,with

deficit spending for income transfer, military purchases, foreign

aid, and a variety 'of domestic programs. However, a portion of

the program budget pays for the informational activities
associated with planning, cooTdination, and management. We

estimated these informational costs asseciated with-general
administration and allocated a porticn (31%) of the debt service

to informatiOn. The ,.nclusiqp of debt service does not enter he

,GNP estimates in Chaptery9. .It is included here only as a rough

estimate of the Federal budget portion used for information. In,

the GNP accour.!ts, only the employee compensation of Federal

workers is accounted.

In 1967! approximately 31% of the total Federal budget was

used for inforMational inputs--grcds and services'purchased from

the primary seCtor, R&D services purchased,from noninformation

firms, educational services purchased from 'other governments, and

so on.

-The time series in Table. 8.1 shows that the informatienal

costs have been slowly ircreasing as a percentage pf the total,

Federal budget. Th fairy rapid increase between.1958 (a%) and

1966 (34'1k), when the informational activities increased by 50%,

was temporarily halted as the Viet Namcwar heated.up. It will

likely resum its upward march through the 1970's, as the Federal

Government intensifi..-n its dependence or ihformation resources.

Output's of the Federal Information.Industry

The outputs, of thc Federal information industry have been

organi.zed into primar.:,, secc=ndary, and special government
functions, shrwn in Ta:.)le A detailed breakdown is available

in-Appendix 8 (Vol. 8), showing where each office, ag y, or



TABLE 8, OUTPUTS OF TNE FEDERAL INFORMATI0,4 INDUSTRIES 1158 - 1970

1958SM=191===111:1771119,==.

TOTAL FEDERAL BUDGET EXPENDITURES
a

88,870

Total budget less transfer payments 6 net int paid 61,935

TOTAL NFORMAT10,4 OUTPUTS 19,311

Info as % of, total budget 21.7

Info as i of total budget less transfers 31.2

Total Primary Information Outpts 9,274

SIC 27 Printing i publishing 181

SIC 481,2 Telephone 6 'telegraph communications 1,284

SIC 60 Banking 55

SIC 61 crCdit agencies 58

SIC 61,4 Insurance carriers and brokers 281

SIC 6531 Real estate agents, brokers, managers 239

SIC 7311 Advertising agencies 2

SIC 7311 News syndicates 98

SIC 7261 Employment agencies 76

SIC 737 ' Data processing services 200

SIC 7391 Research 6 developent 4,570

($ Millions, ('grent)

1961

102,086

68,425

t

27,058

26.5

39,5

16,020

192

1,368

95

621

644

533

10

105

165

541

9,059

SIC 7392 c management .6 business consulting
t 99 119

SIC 8011 Physicians offices (prorated) 73 257

SIC 811 Legal services 141 . 165

SIC 82 Education 1,590 1,872

SIC 8231 Library Services 30 33

SIC 8931 Accounting and bookkeeping services 292 241

Total Secondary Info "ouasi-Industry"Outputs 1 5,469 5,499

Policy planning 133 218

Market information. specialists-- 32 73

Cen'l administration 6 management 5,304 '5,208

Of the civilian bureaucracy (net primary, 3791. 17211-

--'-' Of the military bureaucracy (net primary .1,910 1,964

Total Sucial GovernMent Functions .4,568 5 539-L.-
,

k) Reg111on of industry
77 212

Intelligence information 4,011 4,____415

Foreign intelligence information
T75-.B. 171,5-2-

Domestic intelligence information
1 486 721

Economic planning info and data 40 88

Diplomacy 6 foreign policy info 242 214

Info services provided gratis to private sector 198 610

Ratios

Primary info as i of total info 48.0 59.2
Secondary info as i of tool info 28.3 20.3
Special function info as i1. of total info 23.7 20.5

Total um nrs

1963 1966

I 113111 142750

76977 97,572

37,049 48,142

. 12.5 33,7

48:1 49,3

e

20,580 32,436
.

224 238

1,660 2,257

180 112

524 679

536 763

589 690

9 20

,125 143

229 312

785 1,148

12,495 15,320

165 233

239 309

230 223

2,321 9,595

39 71.

230 323

10,381 8,711

231. 343

, 156 206

9,944 8,162

77TIT F,Iii

2,066 2,398

6,088 6,995

, 230 348

4,599

117
5,061

ITIBT
780 965

97 119

344 552

818 915

55.5 67.41

28.0 18.1

1605 14.5

ITC73 70

1967 1969 1970

Alial Pia!" aq2L911

111(117 123,682 126,127

50,484 57,589 62f913
M.4.11M1

303 30,4 10.8

, 45.4 46,6 49.8.
.

34 579 37,557 43 145

236 252 405

2,970 3,159 2,969

151 155 131

7C6 857 928

900 966 1,684

458 410 450

15 18 48

. 161 169 185
I

510 601 773
FJ

1,445 1,909 2,273 41

16,529 15,91 16,448 W
240 335 226 I

) 336 , 831 835

306 314 616

9,218 11,293 14,541

69 77 214

279 115 413

7,499 10281 up_

370 428 387

138 252 442

6,991 10,201 8168.8

a

All outputs are estimated from The 0.S.'Budget, the Appendix, and Special Analyses.

TrIf 6,590 4,526

2,853 3,611 , 4,162

8,406 1L111. 10,17)

486 601 706

5,255 L.112.4_ 6,227cni -4-7370

1,035 1,198 1,352

147 204 346

1,531 1,365 1,466

987 1,148 1,426

68.5 ' 65.2 68.7

14.9 18.9 15.1

16.6 15.9 16.2

lirti EU um
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program wasassigned and providing a functional description of

each primary output.

The 17 primary information industries listed in:Table 8.2

accounted for $34.6 billion in outPut. The two largest

industries, R&D and education, were mostly purchased directly

from either the private sector or other governments. The other

primary outputs were produced in-house, using government
information workers and resources.

,The .secondary activities include those functions'which are
cohctrred with.policy planning and top management

(e.g., Office of the Secretary), or as- a general management

function not tied te a particular primary output. This category

also includes a small residual category of unallocable

information resources.

The special government functionS, such as regulation of

'industry, intelligence information, and economic information
services: accounted for $9 billion in 1967. As a percentage of

the total Federal information outputs, these special functions

have actually declined, from arOund 24% in 1958 to about 16% in

1970. However, in absolUte terms, th,:y have grown very rapidly--

economic planning and information'gathering activities have

increased eightfold in current dollars, regulation of industries

has increased tenfold, diplomatic information gathering has

multiplied sevenfold, and information services provided gratis.to

the private economy (suet-. as FAA,airport control) has' increased

elevenfold.

e:;per Work

The pe'ilic bureaucracy is a planning and coordinating

resource. Part of the Federal government's bureaucracy
neces7arily comMunicates with "outside" entities--private'firms

and State and local governments. The bureaucraeies "talk" to

each other in r:tnaging the economy. And that volume of
bureaucratic chatter has grown to stupendous heights in the past

50 years.

The National Commission on Federal Paper Work report's tjhat

"Federal agencies are today churning out forms, reports, a d

asso4ted paper Work at the.rate of over 10 billion sheets er

year. That's 4-1/2 million cubic feet of paper. All of this

paper costs the American economy $40 bitlion per year."1 Senator

Cranston estimated that there are 12,06 laws requiring report8

from the public resulting in 10,000 different forms; ahd that

there are 10,000 government attorneys who draft, revise, and

enforce government regulations. This does not include the
private.attorneys who work on filling out forms, complying, with

Federal regulations and otiiesew-ise coOrdinnting with the public

bureaucrats.
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Anecdotes are.not research, but they can be fun. The
Aitcraft Owners and Pilots Association comtlained that the 1974
Code of Federal Regulations was 45,000 pages long and filled
7-1/2 feet of shelf space. The 1975 editibn, to no one's relief,
was 60,000 pages long and fined 10 feet of.shelves. Current

. Federal laws require that XT-rays used to inspect the welded seams
of nuclear power plants be kept for 40 years. But the X-ray film
'deteriorates in doout seven years and 5..scomes unreadable. And
7the State of Maryland refused to accePt a $60,000 grant from HEW
for a consumer 'education program because the cost of completing

,
the necessary forms would chew up about $45,000.

!

Some anecdotes are more 'serious. It takes 21 separate
documents to get one Indian into a nursing home: 'It recently
took 800 pounds of paperito infc:m a triipal official of one new
law. An oil company speht $17 mjllion and used 475 full-time
workers to file government report,- other than taxes. From recent
testiMony following the /oil embargft. i seems that the governmento
still knows very little/about the c, i ions of oil firms. The
Department of Agriculture has 989,003 'ic. feet of records.
Last year, USD'k increased its paper s;.t. by 64,000 cubic feet--
or .36.,500'fil: awers'. The- departmer Ids $150 million a
year just printi_g forms.

The Chairman he Board of F.:1 Company
complained,2

...we spend 0,3te filling out -:_v.weinment forms or
reports than du on research forcanc.:. and heart disease
combined."

\

The index of information submitted by Lilly to the EPA on one
product was 1f)3 pages long. Each entry in the 153 pages refers
to a.document from 3 to 3,000 pages in Size

The Paper Work Commission estimates that about $15 billion is
'pent by the Federal Government in processing paper work. Small
businsses spend.about $18 Lilion completing required forms; the
printing bills for federal forms is abont\$1 billion per year;
another $1 bilLon is spent on directives aCcompanying the forms;
and anothc,c $1.i billion is spent to 'file and store forms. .Th,::se.,

figur,:s do prdt even.include the, paper-work\costs of large
corporations and State and.local governments.

Incidentally, zhe Paper Work Commissionemploys 140
informationworker. The HOuie hearings on\the Federal paper
work.bcrden produced a 7-volume 2,285 page treatise.

We draw no conclusions,- since we have .dbrie no analysis.- This
is simply a description of how large the Fed;aral.bureaucracy has
.become., and it ra:-ses the question -)f how elf.ective these

-. resources are in plannii:g, cyordinating, \managing the
economy. Is thi3 staggering infocmational "Lachine a drag on the
economy? Do we need such a large bureauoracyt- leal with the
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private sector? Are the bureaucracies , source of mischief, or a
necessary check and balance on the pri e bureaucracies? These

kinds of questions are not easily answ,able, but should be asked

again and again as both corporate and:,jz.vc.,rnmental abuses are .

exposed, and'as we begin to form images of governante in an

information economy.



-

-R. D . : ,

July 9, 1976.

2M. M_intz., " rWItct L
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CHAPTER NINE

THE SECONDARY INFORMATION SECTOR

To perfect. and guide the organization in which the
specialist serves alsr- requires specialists. Even-

tually not an individual but a complex of scientists,
engineers and .technicians; of sales...advertising:and
.marketirig men; public relations experts, lobbyists,
lawyers and mer With specialized knowledge of Wash-
ington bureaucLacy and its manipulatOns; and of
,coordinators, ranager: and executives becomes the

guiding intelligence of the business firm. This is

the technostructure. Not any single individual but
the technostructure becomes the commanding power.

- John Kenneth Galbraith,
Economics & the Public Purpose
Houghton-Mifflin, Boston, 1973

Not all information services produced in the economy are sold

in primaeY information markets. In fact, a 'majority of 0.

information services are produced by noninformation firms and

consumed internally. In this chapter, we define and measure the

private bureaucracies-that portion of every noninformation firm

which is engaged in planning, coordinating; managing, and

'communicating. In Chapter 8 we saw the other par,....of the

sec(ndary information s'ector-,---the public bureaucracy. Here also

.we bring the two pieces together and measure their share of'GNP.

Information Quasi-Industries: Definition

Every,noninformation firm produces and consumes a variety of
informational services internally as part of its operation.

Every large firm needs a planning capability, Einancial control

and analysis, a communications network, computer processing,
typing, filing, duplication services, and so on. The private
bureaucracies consume a tremendous amount of both capital and
human resources in producing these overhead information services.
Their inputs are computers, facsimile machineL,, laboratory
equipment, office buildings, office machines telephones, and

trash baskets. They hire managers, research scientists,

programmers, accountants, typists, and librarians. These

resources are organizee into production units that play a purely

informational role. ',arge corporhtions are likely to create a.
"planning group," "R&D gr,up.," "electronic data-processing
group," "advertising group," etc. Each unit has a well defined
technology--with recogni.zasle inpuys and outputs and can be

conceptualized as a 'quasi-firm" embedded within a noninformation
enterprise.. Its information producing, processing, and
distributing activities are ancillary to or in support of the

main productive activity. FornexgMple, if an automobile
manufacturei installs a data-processing facility in house, hires
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programmers and analyats, leases peripheral equipment, and
extends the facility through a pciyate data netwqrk,'then this

.would be a clear case that a "quasi-EDP firm" 'has been created
within the firp. TheSe. quasi-firms have direct analogs in the
pcimacy information sectdr- In many respects, the econoalics of
the quasi-firm are indistinguishable from those of an established
independent data-processing vendor selling its services to the
auto manufacturer:

An industry is normally defined in terms of homogeneous,
inputs and outputs. When quasi-firms are aggregated
horizontally, they are termed informational quasi-industries.
For example, the automobile industry is conceptullly bound by
common inputs (steel, metal-working equipment, assembly plants,
-automobile parts, assembly workers, trucking facilities, and
managerial activities) and outputs (cars, trucks). The input
side is n exact statement of the firm's technology in the short
run. It describes not only the capital/labor ratio, but
disaggregates the various types of capital and the Various types
of labor exactly. By the same logic, the "quasi-industries" are
also identifiable by common technologies (inputs) and products '
(outputs).

Table 9.1 contains a partial list of primary information
industries which are replicated within most noninformation firms.
Each activity in Table 9.1 corresponds exactly to an identifiable
SIC-based establishment, even though the activity is contained
completely within a noninformation establishment.

It is a matter of internal organizational habit and
managerial discretion whether firms choose to build in-house
facilities or purchase the same services from outside vendors.
For example, a small hote/ (a noninformation industry) may decide
to purchase all of its accounting services from an outside
accounting firm (a primary information industry) rather than
develop in-house facilities. The effect of the decision is to
raise the output of the primary information sector by the amount
of the purchase. Hence, the value-added share of the primary
sector (i.e., wages, profits, and taxes) increases, and we
measure it in the National Income Accounts. But if the hotel
builds its own accounting quasi-firm, no interindustry
transaction is recorded other than the purchase gf the goods
necessary to conduct the activity. Now, it is clear that the
outputs of the primary and secondary accounting firms are
identical, namely accounting services. And it is also clear that
the inputs are identical, namely accountants, clerks, filing
cabinets, compu'..er time, telecommunications, etc. But whereas
the primaly firm has a known output price (sum of intermediate
inputs and value added) the quasi-firm's output is "buried" as
part of the price of its joint noninformational good or service.
A fraction of the price of a hotel room pays for the accounting
information service necessary to deliver,the lodging. This
"price" becones the embodied information which the consumer
purchases jointly with another good.

,



TABLE 9.1:
PARTIAL LIST OF INFORMATION

QUASI-FIRmS WITHIN NON-INFORnATION ENTWRISES

EQUIVALENT TO

QUASI-INDUSTRY
I00 SIC i INPUTS

OUTPUTS

Electronic data processing 7301 7392 Computer hardware, peripherols

services
programming, consulting

Advertising

Letter typing service

Duplicating service

Printing service

Direct mail service

Research & Development

Press,clipping service

Business management

7302 731 Services of writers, artists,

account mgrs, office & other

facilities; photocomposing and

art equip; video & film equip

7301 7339

7301 7339

2605. 2752

Secretaries, typewriters, composers,

stationary, desks, office space

Xerox machineS, operators, paper

Printing presses, foldink, and

binding equip., platemaking

equip, pressmen, operatives

7301 7331 Addressographs, computer files,

c." labeling stamping machines,

paper & envelopes, operators,

facilities

7301 7391 Laboratories, EDP, scientists,

technicians, support staff,

facilities

7301 7399 Newspapers, clerks, facilities

7301 7392 Services of managers, telecommuni-

cations, EDP, facilities, suppat

staff, consulting economists,

technicians, scientists,

marketing

Accounting & booWeping 7303 8931 Services of accountants, bookkeep-

services
ers, supporting clerical staff,

accounting machinery, EDP,

telecommunication facilities

Legal services
7303 8111 Attorneys, facilities, telecom-

munication, EDP, supporting

clerical staff i facilities

Patent i copyright holding 710 094 Knowledge products, e.g.,

books, records, inventions

Library services
7704 031 Books, filing cabinets,

Information storage and retrieval

shelves/ librarians
services, research services

EDP services, e.g.,.accounting,

payroll, inventory, mIS

Placing time in media, producing

ahertisements, designing

advertisement cvpaigns

Letters, business communications

Cop4s

Firm's stationary, forms,

brochures etc. not contracted

fom outside vendors

Mdressing service, mailing

service, mailing list managemert,

etc.

RiD knowledge, invention, patents,

processes., evaluations

Newsletter . customized info svc

Planning

Accounting information, billing,

etc.

Counsel, litigation, letters,

briefs, etc.

Royalty income

PA.
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Some information quasi-firms are extremely well defined as
cost centert with;.n the enterprise. A profit-maximizing
enterprise with adequate internal cost allocation and control
mechanisms knows the output price of its quasi-firms It knows,
for example, the price it is paying for its in-house data-
processing facilities, and has a good idea of the competitive
price offered by the counterpart EDP firm in the primary .

information sector. Ignoring for a moment the organizational or
scale effects of maintaining close in-house informational
control, the enterprise must constantly evaluate yhether to
discontinue the in-house "firm" and buy from the outside, or
whether to do the opposite. The "make or buy" decision can be
well specified and solved, for it is nothing more than a project
evaluation. The enterprise is paying an opportunity cost on the
resources committed to the quasi-firm, and only continues
supporting the quasi-firm if its imputed rate of return is higher
than would be experienced with alternate forms of investment, At
the very least, the quasi-firm must be competitive with the
primary sector substitute. Stated in this manner, in-h6use
quasi-firms must earn zero profit (or better) if they arc allowed
to exist by rational management. This is true because the
pr.mary sector substitute is returning zero profit to its owners
as part of the price it charges for its services. The quasi-
firm, if it is at least as efficient as the primary firm, must
pur,.hase the same amount of inputs (e.g., capital goods, current
goods, services, wages) as the primary firm. The difference
between the primary firm's output price and the secondary firm's
cost should equal the profits of the primary firm.

Arrow and others
1 have argued that firms integrate

vertically, partly to economize on the information flows
necessary to coordinate complex productive activities. Managers
have learned that "hands-on" access to both upstream and
downstream information is a prerequisite for effective control,
and that the communication gaps, time delays and uncertainties
are often intolerable. The smallchotel discussed previously may
find that it cannot tolerate the lag or delay in dealing with an
outside firm, and instead decide to pl:oduce accounting service
internally where manage-lent can exercise faster and better
control. This phenomenon is well known in the advertising
industry, with firms discovering that it is cheaper to build an
in-house agency rather than purchase services from an outside
'vendor. There are now two quite distinct yet similar advertising
industries--a primary and secondary. The,same phenomenon is
occurring in electronic data processing (EDP) , where both time-
sharing firms and extensive private data processing and
telecommunications networks exist.

It is precisely this phenomenon that is expanding the size of
the secondary information sector. The informational requirements
of nc..linformation firms are increasing, partly because better
infoLmation leads to more efficient and productive use of
resources, and partly because. bureaucracies tend to develop a
life and momentum of their own. And as those bureaucracies are
born, they in turn generate their town requirements for
information both from within and without the firm.
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One of the more illustrative cases of a quasi-industry is to
imagine,that there exists in the primary information sector
-something called a "ReservatiOns industry." The hypothetical
industry sells its services exclusively, to other industries:
airlines, trains, hotels, box offices, and automobile rentals.
It maintains a n.'.ticinal high-speed data network, distributed
computer facilities, and 3n extensive system of hard copy,
facsimile, and CRT terminals which it leases to its customers.
The reServations industry also maintains a large staff of systems
analysts, programmers, and salesmen. The service is so good that
no firm builds it own reservations system:-all such services are

') purchased from the reservations inddstry. As new firms join the
resetvations system, they are linked into a national network with
nothing more than a change in software and distribution of some
ne4 terminal equipment. Each new customer hence gains the scale
eCohOties implied by a natural monopoly.

There is:no such industry in the primary sector. It is at
present entitely a creature of the secondary information sector.
But its existence as a hidden quasi-industry makes it no less
interesting/from an analytic viewpoint. And its omission from
the information accounts would be unfortunate, for it represents
both a significant investment of economic resources and.an
innovative way for far-flung transnational industries to conduct
their business. koasual glance at magazine advertisements will
reveal that auto rental firms don't sell transportation, hotels
don't sell robin service, and airlines don't sell safety
performance.. 'Rather, they emphasize timely and efficient
reservations, executed through a global information netw,rk.

Information Quasi-Industries: 'Measurement

The strategl", adopted i^ measuring the secondary information ,

sectort is to tear firms apart in an accounting sense into an ..

information activity and a noninformation activity. The
informational side of the firm sells its services on a fictitious
account to the noninformation side.

The noninformation part of every firm has well-defined
inputs. For example, a steel firm buys iron ore, trucks, cranes,
smelters, rollers, factories, and warehouses. And it hires
furnacemen, smeltermen, pourers, cranemen, derrickmen, and
drivers. The noninformation side of the firm does not purchase
any resources for producing informational services. Similarly,
the information side of the firm only purchases information- '

producing resources, such as computers, office buildings and
telephone service. The information side of the firm has no use
for matter and energy unless it is directly necessary in
producing information services.

The quasi-industries.listed in Table 9.1 are not eaSily
separable into accounting units becaPse few firms keep such
records and because quaSi-firms.share common facilities. For,.
example, it wobld be quite difficult to break down the allocation
of the SearS office building into its constituent information
quasi-firms, even though all the space is used in the provision.
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of informatibn services. Certain imputations can be made, 9.nce
the technologies of the primary sector counterparts are well,

;known. If a secondary information industry hires a printer,/
Ilawyer, or programmer, wages can be clearly allocated to the
"printing firm," the "law firm," and the "data-processing irm."
HoWever, this exerciSe is not necessary to measure the s ondary
sector's share of GNP if we can make one'Simplifying as mption:
The information quasi-industries as a roup can be saidf to
exactly, consume all the information tesources purchased by the
firm, i.e., (i) the-wage service, (employee compensatidn) of al]
information workers, as defined-in.Chapter 7 and measured in
Table 7.10; (ii) the capital services of information rOchines
such as computers, copiers and printing presses, measgred as
capital consumption allowances or depreciation, and (iii) a

specifiable portion of the intermediate inputs of' the/enterprise,
such as, telephone service, office Space, paper, ahd )any
information:goods or services that are not produced y the quaSi-
industry bUt instead are purchased from the primary information
sector.

How the enterprise distrib4es these resources "among its
various information quasi-firms is a matter of its/own discreticn
for which we have very little information. But we'can
unambiguously state that all the information inpu s of a,.
noninformation firm are consumed entirely by the uasi-firms.
Armed with this Simplifying assumption, we can no, meast.qe the ,

value-added portion'of the secondary informationiSec!.or.

1

.In th., next section the share of GNP origindting in the
secondary information sector is measured. Note that this share
is conceptually and empirically distinCt from t e primary
information sector. _

, f c

Gross Product of the Secondarx Information Seetor
I

The first two inputs discussed .qbove are tomponents of value

added, and directly enter the estimates of gloss product in the
secondary information soctor. Intermediate ,Purthases of goods
and services do not enter the value-added aCcount; they will be
discussed separately in Chapter 10 when we estimate output prices
for the quasi-industries' services. I

i

The returns to information labor and capital faCtors of
production comprise the following items: /

(i) Employee compensationsof infomation WOrkers;

(ii) Labor income of,proprietors and unpaid faMily
workers performing informatiOnal taskS; and

(iii) Capital consumption allowandes taken on infor-
mation machines.
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.By assumption, all indirect business taxes, profits, rental
income, and the like, are allocatedto the noninfcrmation side of

the firm. For example,, all the profits earned by a steel firm

accrue to.the noninformatioR sector., even though a portion of the
value of steel originated in the provision of information
:services.

Two other methods were considered and rejected. A more
inclusive method is to allocate a portion of profit-type income
and taxes to the secondasy.information sector. In the
Schumpeterian tradition, one might'allocate those profits which

are deemed supernormal--higher than the competitive rate of
return on capital--on the assumption that they.were earned on
informational'advantages.gained by the firm's research and
development, marketing, planning, or control activities. This

method assumes that manufacturing technologies diffuse fairly
rapidly in competitive settings. When a manufacturing.process is
protected by patent, or Where entry into an industry is barred
forsome institutional reason, a technical advantage cen generate
monopoly profits for the firm. But more often, it is the
informational advantages such as advertiOng, vertical
integratiqn, concentration, and better:internal organization
which contribute to profit levels higher than normal, net of
technical differences between firms. Schumpeter's Views of
oligopoly are that a firm's supernormal profits are associated
with temporary advantages accruing from innovativeness and
superior technology. Firms that cannot maintain an information-
rich environment are soon eclipsed by more aggressive entrants in

a cyclical "creative destruction:" The old oligopolist soon
stops earning supernormal profits, and instead receives only the
competitive returns. In Schumpeter'.'s view, the secondary sector
should include all supernormal profits, as rewards to knowledge.

We have adopted the most reatrictive definition of value
added in measuring the secondary information sector. No

corporate Profits of the noninformatioR industries enter our
secondary sector eccounts. Tilis was done for.two reasons: (i)

the entire study tends to err or the side of caution, and (ii) it
is very difficult to separate normal profits from excess profits.
[One study that is suggested by this discussion is to estimate a
firm's profits as a function of the secondary information
activities. Within a homogeneous industry, variance between
'firms' profit margins might be explained by differences in their
internal planning bureaucracies.]

Table. 9.2 shows a summary of the gross product originating in

the s".condary infermation ector. The public and private
bureauorarAes'are measured together to produceia consolidated
account of the secondary sector. .The table is directly
comparable to Table 4.10'on the primary sector .gross product.

In 1967, approximately 21% of GNP originated in the secondary
information sector--18.8% in the private bureaucracies and 2.4%
in the public bureaucracies. Of the $168.1 billion in Value
added, some 83% ($139.4 billion) originated in compensation to
information workers and 3.5% ($5.8 billion) represented
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Table 9.2 -Gross Product by Industry Total atid by Components, in the Secondary-Information Sector 1967

(Millions of dollars]

Total
valued
added

Secondary
information
value added

Information
'percent of

total

AU industries, total (GN13) 795,338 168,073 21.1

Employee compensation 467,140 139,405 29.8

Profits and proprietors' incomea 160,508 22,848 14.2

Capitil consumption allowances 68,895 5,820 8.4

Other° 07,940 0 0
'

Pryate sector s
d708.8 149,338 2 1.1

Employee compensation 382.2 120.670 31.6

Profits and proprietors' income 160.5 22,848 14 2

-Capital comaimption allowances . 68.9 5,820. 8.4

Other 97.9 0 0

Apiculture, forestry, and fisheries 26,733 467 1.7

Employee compensation 3,706 256 6.9

Profits and proprietdis' income , 12,790 189 0.1

Capital consumption allowances 5,670 . 22 0.0

Other 4,567 0 0

Mining 13,886 1,512 10.9.

Employee compensation 5,188 1,117 21.5

Profits and proprietors' income v 4,788 136 3.2

Capita: consumption allowances 3,265 . 259 7.9

Other. 1,134 0 0

Contract construction 36,102 13,243 36.7

Employee compensation 26,600 9,702 36,5

Profits and 'proprietors' income 6,360 1,819 28.6

Capital consumption allowances 1,961 1,722 87.8

Other 1,181 0 0

Manufacturing 223,729 5 7,880 25.9-

Employee compensation 152,265 54,668 35.9

Profits and proprietors' income 36,316 1,171 3.2

Capital consumption allowances 17,354 2,051 11.8

Other 17,794 0. o

Nondurable goods 90,595 21,044 23.2

Employee compensation 55,793 19,504 35.0

Profits and proprietors' income 15,046 374 2.5

Capital consumption allowances 7,396 1,166 15.8

Other 12,360 0 o

Durable goods 133,134 36,836 27.7

Employee compensation 96,472 35,154

Profits and proprietors' incomc 21,270 797 3.7

Capital consumption allowances 9,958 885 8.9

Other 5,414 0 0.

Transportation 32,040 .8,115 25.3

Employee compensation 21.809 :7;272 33.3

Profits and pioprielors' income 2,214 522 23.6

Capital consumption allowances 4,745 -321 6.8

Other 3,272 0 0

;
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Table 9.2.-Gross Prodiiet by Industry, Total and by Component., in the Secondary Information Sector, 1967-Con.

!Millions of dollars/

c. Total
value

. added

Secondary
information
value added

lntorrmirron
percent of

total

Communication 17,632 0 0
,

Employee compensation \, 7,703 o 0

Profits and proptors. incun 4,401 o 0

Capital consumption allowance 2,462 o 0

Other. 3,066 o 0

Ele tric, gas 3 nd sanitary services 18,429 2,612 14.2

Employes.compensat ion 5,918 2,467 41.7
Profits aiid proprietors income . 4,885 34 0.7

Capital consuMption allowances 3,693 111 3.0

Other . 3,933 o 0

Wholesale and retail trade .

c
-. 129,863 42,447 32.7

. Employee compemotion 73.986 32,279 43.6
Profits and proprietors'. income 23,536 9,585 40.7
Capital consumption alloY ances 6,680 583 8.7

Other 25,661 o c
.

Finance, insurance, and real estate 108,840 3,341 3.1

Employee compensation 22,364 1,943 8.7

Profits and proprietors' income 36,811 1,084 2.9

Capital consumption allowances .16,754 314 1.9

Other 32,911 0 o

Services 86,992 19,204 22.1

Employee compensation. 53,871 10,523 19.5

Profits and proprietors' income 23,399 8,244 .35.2
Capital consumption allowances 6,311 437 6.9

Other .
3,411 o o

Covernment and government enterprises .. 95,827 18,735 . 19.6
. .

Employee compensation 93,790 18,735 20.0
Profits and proprietors' ine.o.me 1,962 o o

Capital eonsumption allowances o o o

Other 75 o o

General government 85,087 15,958 18.8

Employee compensation .
85,087 15,958 18.8

Profits and proprietoW income o o 0
Capital consumption allowances o o 0

Other
.

o o o

Rest of the wade 4,510 517 11-5

Employee compensation 40 453
Profits and pioprictors-ineome 3,606 64 1.8

Capital consumption allowances 0 0 0

Other 864 0 0

, i

Statistical adjustment 805 -
a"Profits and Proprietor's Income- inch.des all corporate profits and retained earninp of partnershit s. The information com-

ponent includes only the income of proprictorc siho perform air mformation role. (Le. selec cd managers
b"Orher- includes recIalt .Irld Indircit Noloos use,.
c"Rest of the World- includes the rest of the svoild industry and the household nidustry
dPrivate sector reported in billions of dollars.

I
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,%-..Treciatikn charges taken on information machines. The balance

Was earned by proprietors performing information taSks.

For all\poninformation manufacturing industries, nearly 26.%
of value added originated in the provision of inhouse
information services--again mostly in the, form of employee
compensation.\ Similar ratios were found in the transportation
sector-(25%),\the trade sector (33%), and the service sector
(22%).

AgricultUre reported the least sedondary information (1.7%),

a curious item (nsidering that information plays an importadt
farming.\ The bulk of farm information is not generated

internally, bpt riginates in the Private and public
bureaucracies, 1rivate chemical fertilizer, seed, and feed
manufacturers mai tain extensive research programs in farm

management. Info7ational support, in the form of brochures,
bookle.ts or extens\ive.help offered by techniciansalesmen becomes
an important part of the produCt's value and price. The public
bureaucracy also sqpplies a tremendous amount of free information

to the agricultdre \sector. In Appendix 8 (Vol. 8) we see how
extensive the Department of Agriculture's information services_

have become. This d,irect public information subsidy'is unmatched
in any other,sector,\except, for.nuclear energy and health

. research.
\.

The penetration of infotmation machines as,a 'source of

secondary value added\is clearly seen in the nondurable
manufacturing sec.t6r, ?here 16% of all depreciation is taken on

computers, communication egusipment, cOpiers; typel4riters and

'other office machineS. The durable goods manufacturing sector'0
(without the printing dustry) allocated 9% of all capital
depreciation to informa ion machinef.L By contrast, less than.
0.4% of depreciation in the agriculiure sector was informational
in.origin.

Table 9.3 shows secon ary grossproduct originating by

industry. It is'directiv comparable to Table 4.9. Certain
industries, such as chemic\als, appairel, fabricated metal
products, and transportatiyn are helavily laced with information..

Others, such as tobacco, el\ea,ctricalL machinery, and motor vehicle
manufacturers are still rel tively Conventional with respect tc a
buildup of secondary information a tivities.
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.95,358 168,073 21.1

26,733 467 1.7

13.886 .1.512 10.9

36,102 13.243 36.7

223,729 57,880 25.8

90.595 21,044 23.2

22,340 5,248 215
3,490 254 7.3

6419 1,373 20.7
7.816 2,670 34.2

; .
8,00.5 2,109 26.3

10,718 565 5.3
16.687 5.266. 31.6

7,050 1,337 19.0
5,626 1,702 . 30.3
2,244 520 23.2

133,134 36.836 27.7

4,873 1,069 21.9
3,380 777 23.0
6,597 2,035 30.8

18,009 4.50 24.2
14,674 4,681 31.9

.... 23.980 7,259 30.3
. 19.959 3,273 16.4

16,417 8,771 53,4
16,334 3,116 19.1

3,305 1,140 34..f.

. 5406 365 6.5

32,040 8,115 25.3

17432 0 0

18,429 2412 14.2

129,863 42,447 32.7

108,840 3,341 3.1

..... . 82,686 2,764 3.3
26.154 577 2.2

86,992 19,204 22.1

14,307 .3,740 26.1
11,919 6,535 54.E

3,859 1,376 35.4
1,690 0 C

3,607 780 21.6
34,365 6,773 19.7
17,215 0 C
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.Sable 9. 3Gross Product Originating by industry in the Secondary Information Sector, 1967Coni
of dollars!

Total
value
added

Secondary
information
value added'

Information
percent of

total

Government and government enterprises 95,827 18;735 19.6

Federal 40,559 7,693 19.0

General government 35,865 6357 17.7

. Government enterprises 4,694 1,336 28.5

State and local 55,268 i 1,042 20.0

General government 49,222 9,601 19.5

Government enterprises 1;441 23.8

Rest of the world 4,510 517 11.5

Statistical adfustment 805

°includes labor income of information workers and capital consumption allowances on information machines.

Table 9.4 shows the components of secondary national income.
Note that all rental income, profits and interest are zero. The
business and professional proprietors who were not in the primary
information sector were, upon further investigation, found to
perfarm a variety of informational tasks. The reader is referred
to Table 4.6 for a line by line comparison of national income
originating in the primary and secondary information sectors.

Table 9.4 National Income by Type ot income of the Secondary Information Sector, 1967

ltvlillions of dollars]

,. Total
national
income'

ge"rldary
inf or ma tio n

nin a
c
ti
o
n
n
n
ta el

Information
t,t

total /
/

National income 655,805 162,253 24/7

Compensation of employees .471,915 139,405 24.5

Private 376,514 120,670 32.0

Military 18.842 3,348 17.8

Government civilian
.

.

76,559 15,387 20.1

Proprietors' income . 60,974 22,848 37.5

Business and professional 48,894 22,659 46.3

Far., 12,080 189 1.6

Rental income of persons ' 19,736 0 0

Gorporate profits and inventory valuation adjustments
.

79,261 0 0

Net interest 24,279 0 0
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TASLE 9,5: VALUE ADDED COMPONENTS OF THE SECONDARY INFORMATION SECTOR (20 ORDER) rt It CO

,
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'Final Demand for the Secondary Information Sector

The sales of the secondaiy-dpformation industries to final

markets include only two recognizable and measurable items:

(.i) the exports of royalties and management fees by the R&D
quasi-firmS, and (ii) sales of R&D contracts to the Federal

Government. In addition, Federal, State, and local governments
maintain their own in-house secondary industries, as.discussed in

Chapter 8. The 'employee compensation of information workers who

are employed in these secondary government industries are also
included..

In 1967, the linal demand for seCondary information services
amounted to only.$27.4 billion: or 3.4% of GNP. Table 9.6'shows
a summar.y of the major components of GNP.

Table 9,6 Gross National Product of the Secondary Information Sector. 1967

(Mnons of dollars!

.

Total
f Mal

demand

Secondary
information

fina l
de nand

Information
per cent of

totM

_

Gro:SInkone. product 795,388 27,440 3.4

Personal consumption expenditures
490,358 0 0

Gross private domestic investment
120,829 0 0

Net exports of gbods and services
4,937 1,586 32.1

Royalties
n.a. 1,586

Government purchases of goods and servicesa 180,188 25,854 14.3

Federal secondary informmion purchases
n.a. 14,812

State and local secondary infutmatiou pur chases
n.a. 11,042

Statistical adjustments
924

!Includes federal purchases of R&D from non-information industries and employee compensation of information workers in

the secondary gov't. information industiies. (See chapter 8.)

(i) Personal Consumption

No personal consumption expenditures could be identified
as originating with the secondary industries. A hypothetical
example of such a household purchase would be a retail store
charging a transaction fee for placing.a catalog order or a major
gasoLne retailer charging a fee on credit card transactions.
These_vypes of explicit char.gts are minimal, and are assumed to
be zero.
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Gross Capital Formation

All gross capital formation in information stree:tures and

machines occurs as part of the primary information sector. When

a noninformation jndustry invests in an R&D Lab, or builds a
computer facility,.the output of the relevant construction or
manufacturing industry in the primary sector is already allocated

to primary GNP. That is, all sales of computers appear on the

GCF account in Chapter 4, regardless of whether they were
purchased by primary or secondary industries. An alternate
method of producing the GCF gccount is to split investment by
type of purdhaser. All information capital purchased by the
primary Sector would be kept distinct from information capital

..purchased by the noninformation industries. This method was
:ejected as overly cumbersome. Instead; only depreciation
allowances on the value-added a ount were separated into primary
and secondary industries, as sh ;r1 in Tables 4.10 and 9.2.

(iii) Exports of Royalties and Management Fees

Chapter 4 contained a discussi'on of royalty and
management fees sold by the primary information sector. These

exports covered only "unaffiliated foreigners," or sale of
royalties to foreign-based firms not connected to the U.S. firms.
The output of the secondary R&D quasi-firms represent the sales
of royalties and management fees from U.S.-based multinational

firms to their foreign subsidiaries. These direct (affiliated)
sales are.simply intrafirm,transfers of knowledge for which an
explicit charge is made. These transactions place on a real
account the types of fictitious sales that we have been ascribing
to the quasi-industries.

Most industries export only a minor amount of
intellectual property to their affiliates, with the chemical,
petroleum refining, motor vehicle, and aircraft industries the
leaders'in such transactions. Among the service industries,
commissions earned in wholesale trade and brokerage and on real
estate transactions account for over $400 million in direct

exports. A variety of business servides sold to foreign
affiliates or subsidiaries accounts for another $278 million. In,

all, affiliated U.S. firms exported $1,568 million of
technological or organizational knowledge in 1967.

(iv) Secondary Information Sector Sales to Governments

Federal, State, and local governments are final consumers
of.very few secondary sector outputs. The Federal Government
purchased $8 billion in R&D from noninformation Industries.
These sales are defined as outputs of the R&D quasi-firms within
noninformation industries. No other dizect transactions are
identifiable.
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The outputs of the secondary industro,tes' R&D
est..ablishments are sold on real account to thei;Federal
Government, as opposed to the fictitious accaunt of an intrafirm
sale. Table 9.7 shows an overview of these R&D outputs. A more
detailed look is available at the 108 order in Appendix.9
8). Another portion of secondary final demand includes the wages
and supplements of government information workers in the various
"secondaLy government industries" discussed in Chapter 8.

A totally unrecorded output of the seconda?y information
industries inrolves "infoTmation products" purchased as part of a
contract by the Department of-Defense. DOD became concerned
recently with the vast proliferati)n of redundant and conflicting
management control systems and reports that are generated both by
the Department and its contractors. In 1566, Dtputy Secretary
Cyrus Vance met with top industry leaders to discuss the problem.
The select group estimated that:

"...the multitude of paper studies, reports, management
plans and related Management requirements represented at
least one out of every seven contracted, dollars....
and there appears to be general agreement.among,both
industry and Defense Department management that the
estimate is realistic. In FY 1969, this estimate
represented 4.4 billion dollars of' the Defense budget "3

The "related management requirements" cited above include
users' manuals on operating weapon systems, documentation, and
other information products which are provi5ed jointly with the
procurement item itself. The cost of generating reports and
product data can Sometimes double the price of the procurement
item; and when training and education are included, the physical
item may represent a small part of the total system cost. This
fact is ignored in the accounts.

The secondary public bureaucracies spent $ 7.7 billion at the
Federal level, and $11.0 billion at the State .and locl levels on
employee compensation to information workers. These exclude all
government workers in the primary industries (e.g., education,
postal service, printing). They include only."management,"
"planning," and other nonspecific overhead information tasks; and
they include a large component of the intelligence Community
wages.

TIME SERIES OF THE SECONDARY INFORMATION SECTOR

Measuring the growth of the seCondarv information sector
poses some severe methodolog4.1'..al,difficulties. The ,National
Income Accounts offer no insight's, since the secondary sector is

entirely a nonmarket entity. However, a strategy was developed
and the results are presented here.

The first step in producing a time series of the secondary
information sector is to establish the 1967 secondary national
income. This was done in detail, aggregating up the components
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TABLE 9.7 : FINAL DEMAND COMPONENTS

OF THE SLJNOARY SECTOR (20 ORDER)

($ Mlllions1 1967)

GROSS

pERSONAL CAPITAL
FEDERAL

a

CONSUMPTION FORMATION NET PURCHASES ST

EXPENDITURES 6 INVENTORIES EXPORTS (R&D ONLY) PURC

Total Secondary Indusiries

Total'Private Sector

Total Public.SdOtor

AGRICULTURE FORESTRIES & FISHERIES 0

MINING AND REFINING
0

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
0

MANUFACTURING

Non-durable goods 0

Food products
0

Textile & tobacco products, 0

Chemical products
0

Misc non-durable manufacturing 0

Durable goods
0

Lumber, wood & paper products 0

Primary iron & steel manufacturing

Misc durable manufacturing

Machinery & equipment ,

Electrical machinery Sr apparatus

.-Transporiatioa equipment

,TRANSPORTATION

Transportafton & warehousing

UTILITIES (inc government enterprises) 0

TRADE

REAL ESTATE
'0

SERVICES
0

REST.OF THE WORLD
0

,

1 586 3 7 11P 1..J--
1,586.1 7,118.7

0

.2 .4

166.8 11.5

12.8 191.2 1

637.9 6,588,7

295.5 3,533.2

' 84.4 11.2

5.5 1.9

168.2 180.7

37.4 3,339.4

342.4 3,055.5

23.6 5.5

20.2 17.8

44.9 59.2

114.7 78.5

34.4 203.7

104,6 2,690.8

7.5 2.1

7.5 2.1

30.2 1.5

92.3 0

348.4 289.3

290.2 34.0

0 0

.

TOTAL

TE FINAL

ASES DEMAND

705.0

tin
. o

.6

178.3

204.0

7,226.2

3,828.7

95.6

7.4

348.9

3,376.8

3,397.9

29.1

38.0

104.1

153.2

238.1

2,795.4

9.6

9.6

31.7

92.3

637.7

324.2

0

':?te Federal government financed
$3.9 billion of R&D internally. The resources lhuilding supplies, personnel)

have

alreaci been
accounte'd as outputs of the primary

sector and as value added in the secondary government
sector.

; 4,
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of national income to establish.,an estimate of 24.7%, or $162,253
. million, as shown in Table 9.4. These national income data come
directly from two .sourdes: (i) the industry by occupation matrix
of employee compensation, and (ii). the capital flow matrix. We
cannot know at this level of precision what the components of
national income were for years other than 1967, since the two
critical data .bases do not exist.. However, we do know the total
number of Infotmation workers--including both pamary and
secondary sector occupations--discussed previously in Chapter 7.
Conceptually, total informational national income is a function
of all employee compensation and proprietors' income paid to the
information workers. A relationship between the number of
information workeis and national income is given in the following
assumption:

(1)

where, LP, Ls the primary and seCondary information work force

NP, Ns = the primary and:z.econdary information national.

:income.

Or,.an information'wotker in the primarysector,
receives income (employee compensation, prOprietortincome) in.

the same proportion as an information worer in the. Secondary
sector.- To make this assumption work, we rely .on the diScussion
in Chapter 7 showing that the labor income of 'proprietors (who
primarily work in the secondary information sector) is equivalent
to the employee compensation of those same workers in the primary
sector. We showed,that by imputing a "salary" to a proprietor
equal to the salary earned for equivalent work in the primary
sector, nearly_95% of "proprietors' income" can be explained
away, leaving the .balance as returns to capital ownership.
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The assumption in Equation,1 can be converted into Equation 2

as follows:

(2)
-t iL _

Lt

where N = the estimate of secondary sector national income

p+s
L
i

= L , the sum of secondary and primary labor force (ch. 7)

t
N = totaN... national income (National .ibcome Accounts)

NP .= primary national income (Chapter 5)

7s = correctiorfactor (see text)

All the variables on the right-hand side are known from either
published data or data generated in previous chapters. The

equation was esEimated for 1967, and 'produced secOhdary national

income of $149,065 million, somewhat less tha-n the known target

of $162,253 million. A correction factor of 1.09 was applied to

"nsure that the seriet estimated.using Equation 2. locked.into the

lnown 1967 secondary nationaincome. Lambda can ba:dispensed
without losing the relative change of secondary sector, since it

is a Constant. Hence, although the- -actual magnitUdes may be .

sdbject.to a + 9% error, the,relative magnitudes are correct over

time.

The procedure in Equation 2 was applied against the time

series on information workers, resulting in,an estimate of
secondary national income shown in column'l of Table 9.8. The

table also coptains summaries of primary national income drawn
from Chapter 5.

'The Secondary Sector Over Time

The growth of the secondary tector is the growth of a

bureaucratic society. We can see very clearly from Table 9.8

.five stages of bureaucracy between 1929 and 1974, and the
relationship between the bureaucracies and the primary.

_information sector. This section is an exercise in historical
conjectuie, and hopefully raises.many more questions than it

answers. _

We open the story immediately before the Depression. The

primary information sector accounts for 18% of national income,
and the society as a whole is not yet encumbered by bureaucracy--

some 13% of national income originates in the secondary factor.
As the Depression develops, the secondary sector unravels and

2.0
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TABLE 9.8:

TIME.SERIES OF NATIONAL INCOME ORIGINATING IN THE SECONDARY AND PRIM.iNRY

INFORMATION SECTORS, 1929 1974

($M, Cui-rent)

SECONDARY
NATIONAL
INCOME .

YEAR Ns

N
s N

s

AS PERCENT A8 PERCENT
OF TOTAL OF PRIMARY
NATIONAL NATIONAL
'INCOME INCOME

PRIMARY NATIONAL
INCOME AS. A

PERCENT OF TOTAL
NATIONAL INCOMEa

1929 11,421 13.16 72.10 18.25
1930 10,273 13.63 72.18 18.87
1931 6,976 11.69 56.78 20.59
1932 3,830 8.95 38.96 22.97
1933 3,686 9.14 40.11 22.79

1934 5,468 11.07 52.79 20.96
1935 6,948 12.15 61.02 19.90
1936 7,800 12.00 60.07 19.97
1937 9,898 13.44 72.31' 18.58
1938 7,905 11.73 58.42 20.08

1939 8,997 12.40 63.88 19.41
1940 10,810 13.32 72.04 18.49
1941 16,697 16.03 95.81 16.73-
1942 24,709 18.05 115.73 15.59
1943 32,636 19.15 125.37 15.27

1844 35,063 19.20 120.56 15.92
1945 32,979 18.17 103.51

//
17.55

1946 33,839 18.58 L04.13 17.84.
1947 40,141 20.16 1 118.25 17.05
1948 47,723 21.13 125.65 16:81

1949 44,005 20.08 108.96 18.42
1950 51,163 21.07 116.14 18.14
1952 65,093 22.18 117.09 18.94
1954 67,775 22.20 107.67 20.61
1956 82,329 23.32 110.13 21.17

1958 85,555 23.07 100.77 22.89
1959 95,509 23.65 102.58 23.-06

1960 99,314 23.75 100.38 23.67
1961 102,002 23.73 97.71 24.29
1943 119,385 24.67 100.41 24.56

,
-----1965 141,625 25.05 99.11 25.27

1967 162,253 24.75 93.28 26.53
1969 191,540 24.84 90.76 27.37
1970 197,180 24.51 87.19 28.11
1971 213,793 24.69 88.07 28.03

1972 239,058 24.99 89.77 27.83
1973 276,275 25.68 94.19 27.26
1974 289,761 24.44 85.81 28.47

Ns = secondary national income

aFor total national income, see Table 5.2, the full time series in
Appendix 5 (Vol. 8),,and Table 9.9.
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almost vanishes. By 1933, only 9% of national income is
secondary, compared to a rise in the relative importance of the
primary sector from-18% to 23% of total national income. While
the primary, sector seems to be fairly recession proof, or even
mildly contracyclical, the secondary sector is the first economic

luxury to hit the street. Overhead management and secretarial
support is sliced out of corporations; state and local government
bureaucrats unprotected by tenured positions are laid off; excess
clerical fluff is squeezed coUt of proprietorshipS. The
bureaucracy is downwardly elastic with output. During the period
1929-1933, the secondary sector shrank from 72% of the primary
information size to 40%.

It could have receded farther except that the Federal
Government began legislating and implementing a variety of
national recovery programs. The new programs required planning,
management, coordination, and clerical supportall elements of
the secondary information sector. By 1934, as Federal programs
were in full swing, the secondary sector turned around,.climbing
from 9% of national income up to 11%.

The next.period, spanning years 1934-1940,'was a time of
adjustmenand consolidation for both information sectors'. The
primary seceor held between 19% and 20% of national income, which

tripled during'these years. The rate of'growrh of the Primary
sector, then, was just equal to the economy as:a-whole. -The

bureaucracies fared about the same, inching up from 11% of
national income to about 13%. In current dollars, the output of
the secondary sector rose from $5.5 billion to $10.8 billion. At

the start of the period, the secondary sector'was around half the
size of..the primary sector. 3y the. end of.tHe period, it was 72%
the size of the primary sector,,.regaining its pre-Depression
leVel. .The.second stage marked the mustering of both private .4nd
public JAIreaucratic impulses,'Jwhich began to' acceler,ate as the

entered World War II.

..:The third petiod spans the war years, 193971946. The War
brought a boom economy,' with GNP increasing.at a)Compound rate of

11% (3.6% constant). BY 1939, the economy had regained fts 1929
level of output, at around $205 billion'(constant 1958) dollars,
and the wartime economy was being geared up. Between 1939 and
1941, the bureaucracies jumped from 12% of national income to
16%, while the primary sector declined from 19% to 17%. As the'

war ensued, the private and public bureaucracies increased to lg%
of national income, surpassing the primary sector for the first
time. It was during the war that planning and coordinating
information produced in support of noninformation activities was
recognized as more'important than the actual production of
information goods,and services for market exchange.. Between 1943
and*1945, at the he4ght of the wat effort, the secOndary sector

grew 25% larger than- the primary information.sector. -

With the war over and the armies returning to the private
sector, the United States'entered the fourth tage of
bureaucratic development. Large organizatdons--and organizatiOn
men--were aCcepted, cherished, and nurtured in.the private

L I .

k
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sector. Corporations grew very rapidly, not only in output but
.in the sheer size of headquarters' staffs. Between 1946 and
1956, the national income originating in the secondary sector
expanded at around $7 billion per year, exceeding the growth of
the primary sector by a large margin. By the close of the fourth
stage, the secondary:sector accOunted for almost one quarter of
total nati.onal income.

.
The fifth and present stage (1958-1974) involves the computer

and cOmputer techniques. The manufacture and sale of new
information machines and services advanced the size of the

. primary sector from 2.3% to nearly 29% of national income. The
secondary sector held its own at between 23% and 2.5-%-of nationai.
incoMe. While national income overall, and the'Primary
information sector in particular., increased at a very rapid pace,
the.bureaucTacies seemingly reached a steady state during thiS

. period:. The secondary seCtor shrank relatiye to the primary
\sector, from a high of 125.65% the .size of the priMary (in 1948)
to,a low of only.85% the size of the primary sector by 1974. Two
phenomena coincide here: (i) primary information industries are
selling.more goods and services to the secondary industries, and

/ (ii) some secondary "quasi-industries" are spinning off and
(.' joining the primary sector.. Much more canbe made otLthese data,

if a willing researcher wants to investigate them in.detail.

Net.Growth Over Time

Figure 9.1 and the associated data of Table 9.9 show a..
complete time series of primary an0 secondary components of
national.intome.



FIGURE 9.1:
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TABLE 9. 9:

TIME SERIES OF NATIONAL INCOME ORIGINATING IN THE INFORMATION SECTORS 1929-1974

(6 Billions, Current)

YEAR

THE INFORMATION SECTORSa

TOTAL
NATIONAL
INCOME

GNP
(IN BILLIONS)

PRIMARY
NATIONAL
INCOME

SECONDARY
NATIONAL
INCOME

TOTAL
INFORMATION

INCOME
NP A-. Ns

1929 15,841 11,421 27,262 86,795 103.4
1930 14,232 10,273 24,505 754382 90.7
1931 12,286 6,976 19,262 59,669 76.1
1932 9,831 3.830 13,661 42,785 58.3
.1933 9,189 3,686- 12,875 40,312 55.8

1934 10,385 a,468 15,853 49,415 65.3
1935 11,386 6,948 1E,334 57,208 72.5
1936 12,985 1,800 20,785 65.013 82.7
1937 13,687 9,898 43,585 73,650 90.7
1938 13,582 .7,905 21,437 67,372 85.0

1939 14,085 8,997 23,082 72,564 90.8
1940 15,005 10,810 25,815 81,124 100.0
1941 17,428 16,697 34,125 104,150 124.9
1942 21,350 24,709 46,059 136,923 158.3
1943 26,031 32,636 58,667 170,404 192.0

1944 29,083 35,063 64,164 182,601 210.5
1945 31.659 32,979 64,838 181,489 212.3
1946 32,499 33,839 66,337 182,101 209.6
1947 33,947 40,141 74,088 199,068 232.8
194e 37,982 47,723 85,705 225,860

1949 404385 44,005 84,390.( 219,189 258.0
1950 44,055 51,163 95,218 242;826 286.2
1952 55,592 65,093 120,685 293,525 147.2
1954 62,947 67,775 130,772 305,238 366.3
1956 74,755 82,329 157,084 353,-037 420.7

1958 84,902 8,555 170,457 37(1,907 448.9
1959 93,104 95,509 188,613 403,617 486.5
1960 98,935 49,314 198,249 506.0
1961 104,389 101;002 206,391

.417,970
429,761. 523.3

1963 1184899 119,385 238,284 484,026 594.7

1965 142,903 141,625 284,528 565,434 688.1
173,935-7 162,253 336,188 655,617 796.3

1969 211g1484, 191,540 402,588 771,071 935.5
1970 226,160' 197,160 123,340 804,425 982.4
1971 242,763 213,793 456,556 866,020 1063.4

1972 266,293 239,058 505,391 956,771 1:71.1
1973 2934305 276,275 569,580 1,075,748 1306.3
1974 337,670 289,761 627,431 1,165,712 140B.9

a
See Table..9.6 for percents; see also Table 12fin Appendix 9 (Vol- 8).
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Table 9.10 shows the growth of the primary and secondary

information sectors net of the general growth in national income.

This table shows, on a yearly basis, where the two ihformation

sectors surpassed or.,-Oere exceed6d by growth in the overall

economy.

The table is computed on current dollars only, since the

neessary deflators for the primarY and secondary sectors are not

reliable for the entire ,time series. The first three columns of

Table 9.10,show the difference between ::.he primary and secondary

national income growth rate and total national income. Positive

numbers indicate..that the sector 'grew faster than total national

incoMe. The table also shows,a comparison of the primary and

secondary settors to GNP. To complete tne comparison, current

growth rates of both'national income and GNP are shown as colqmns

7 and 8. (For example, in 1929-1930, the secondary sector grew

at a net rate of 3.1% compared to national income, and decreased

9.2%.) The same data are displayed more vividly in Figure 9.2.

Between 1929 and 1947, the primary Gector exceeded the

overall national income growth rate in 23 periods, and lagged

behind the overall economy 14 times. The secondary sector fared

similarly, leading the economy 23 times and lagging during 14

periods. The primary and secondary sectors moved together as

complements during 10 periodG; and moved in opposite directions

during 27 periods.

Components of the primary and the se,..:ondary,,sectors can be

seen as substi:tutes, since they produce some services, that are

Dident.icaI in nature. If they are substitute's, then the two

sectors combined can be measured against national income. Column

1 of Table 9.10 shows that during 31 of 37 periods, the
information sectors combined grew faster than the overall ,

economy. When these data are compared to GNP the ge'neral

relationship is maintaihed.



TABLE 9.10: NET GROWTH OF THE TWO INFORMATION SECTORS COMPARED TO NATIONAL INCOME AND GNP 1929 - 1974
.

NATrONAL INCOME GROSS NATIONTPRODUTT CI CROWtH RATES

Period

Both

Sectors

1 Annum

Primary

Sector

% Annum

Secondary

Sector

% Annum 4

Both

Sectors

% Annum

Primary.

Seetor

% Annum

1929 1930 3.0 3.0 3.1 2.2 2.1

1930 - 1931 -0.6 7.2 -11.2 -5.3 2.4

1931 - 1932 -0.8 8,3 -16.8 -5.7 .3,4

1932 - 1933 0.0 0,3 - 0.6 -1.5 4 -1.2

1933 - 1934 0.5 -10.8 29.9 6.1 -5.2

1934 - 1935 -0.1 6,1 11.3 4.6 -1.4

1935 - 1936 '-0.3 0.4 - 1.4 -9.7 0.0

1936 - 1937 0,2 - 7.9 13.6 3.8 -4,3

1937 - 1938 -0.6 3.4 -11.6 -2.8 5.2

1938 - 1939 0.0 - 3.6 6.1 0.9 -2.7

1939 - 1940 0.0 - 5.3 6.4 1.7 -3.6

1940 - 1911 3.8 -12.2 26.1 7.3 -8.8

1941 - 1942. 3.5 - 9.0 16.5 8.2 -4.2

1942 - .1913
. 2.9 - 2.5 7.6 6.1 0.6

1943 - 1944 . 2.2 4.6 0.3 -0.3 2.1

1944 - 1945 1.7 10.2 - 5.3 0.2 8.7

1945 - 1946 2.0 1.7 2.1 3.6 3,3

1946 - 1947 2.4 - 4.9 9.3 0.6 -6.6

1947 - 1948 2.2 - 1.6 5.4 4.4 0.6

1948 - 1919 -1.5 9.3 - 4.7 -1.1 6.8

1949 -,1950 2.0 - 1.7 5.4 1.8 -1,8

1950 - 1952 0.3 5.3 - 4.0 -0.1 4.9

1952 - 1954 8.6 9.2 8.4 3.3 7.7

1954 - 1956 5.0 3.1 6.8 5.8 3.9

- 1953 3.5 8.5. - 1.1 1.8 6.9

',......, . 1958'- 1959 1.8 0.8 2.5 2.3 1.3

/ .... l059 - 1960 1.6 2.7 0.4
J.

1.1
,)

2.3

'" 1960 .?. 1961 1.3 2.7 - 0.1 0.7 2.1 1

19g:-. 1963 2.8 1.3 4.4 1.8 0.3

1963 - 1965 2.6 3.4 1.8 3.7 4.5
...'4 1965,- 1967, 2.2 5.8 - 1.4 2.4 6.0

1967 - 1969 -2.1 3.7 0.4 2.3 3.9

1969 -1970 0.8 2.8 - 1.4 0.1 2.1

1970 - 1971 0.2 - 0.3 0.8 -0.4 -0.9

4 ,1971 - 1972 0.2 - 0,8 113 0.6 -0.4

1972 - 1973 0.3 - 2.3 3.1 3.2 -1.4

1973 - 1974 -0.1 4.9 - 5.3 2.5 7,4

Secondary % Total Gross

Sector
.

National National

i Annum Income Product

2.2 -13.1

-16.0 -20.8 -16.1

-21,7 -28.3 -2314

- 2.1 - 5,8 - 1.3

35.5 22.6 17.0

16.0 15.8 11.0

- 1.8 13,6 14.1

17.2 13.3 9.7

-13.9 - 8.5 - 6.3

7.0 7.7 6.6

10.0 11.8 10.1

29.6 28.4 24.9

21.2 31.5 26.7

10.8 24.5 21.3

- 2.2, ; 2 9.6

- 6.8 - O.,. 0.9

3.9 0.3 - 1.3

7.6 9.3 11.1.

7.6 13.5 11.3

- 7.3 - 3.0 - 0.4

5.2 10.8 10.9

- 4.4 20.9 21.3

6.9 4.0 5.5

7.6 15.7 14.9

2.8 5.0 6.1

3.3 8.8 8.4

C.0 3.6 4.0

- 0.7 2,8 3.4

3.4 12.6 13.6

2.9 16.8 15,7

- 1.2 15.9 15.7

0.6 17.6 17.5

- 2.1 4.3 5.0

0.2 7.7 8.2

1.7 .10,5 10,1

4.0 12.4 11.5

- 2.8 10,2 7.7

a
All growth.rates computed on current dollars, since accurate deflators for primary and secondary seotorb have

not been developed.
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Information and 11,roductivity

The relationship between information and productivity has
been often broached, but never measured. In this section, I
offer one index of productivity in the secondary information
sector. -The index is used to decompose the contribution of the
secondary sector to the general rate of inflation. This section
is but a cursory introduction which will hopefully be pursued by
future researchers.

In thinking through the relationship between inforination and
productivity, we shall borrow a useful concept from Egon
Neuberger. He suggests that.an economic system can be divided
into information and production subsystems. ,To simplifSuthe
model considerably, he further states that all goods and services
are produced in the production subsystem. The information,
subsystem accounts for

"...the collection, transmission, processing, storage, and
retrieval and analysis of economic data, the communication of'
orders or other signals,,and the feedback necessary for the
evaluation'of decisions taken as a result of signals [and] is
a necessary input into every aspect of informational
decision-making. The.larger the number of participants in
the economic process, he greater the division of labor, the
more complex the technological processes, and the widen the
assortment of goods and services an economic, system produces,
the More intensive the information process becomes."
(pp. 132-133)

Like,the secqndary information sector, the information
sprvices described by Neuberget are not transacted in a market
place as goods or services. Rather, they are produced and
consumed within firms, or occur in some other nonmarket,
(household or government) iplanning and decision-making context.
For Neuberger, the information and production subsystems interact
in three ways:

(i)0The Input Effect. In the first case, the information
system competes with the production system for. Scarce resources
such as skilled labor or venture cap'ital. Hence, the total.
inputs,available to the noninformational sectors of the'economy
areredued by the amount that flows into the information sector.
In a two-sector economy, the amount of resources flowing to each
sector is determined Or, the relative marginal physical
productivities of the capi,tal and labor in each sector and the
prices (or returns) to each factor in each sector. Equilibrium.
is defined by the unwillingnesS of any to flow from one'sector to
another. That is, the natiOs of marginal physical products of
each faCtor to the prices 6f-each factor are equal in both
sectors. In equilibriUm the resoUrces consumed by the
information sectot'will necessarily be denied to the 'rest of the
economy. Without any other effects, this "loss" will result in a
diminished output to the production sector of the economy. .
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(ii) The.Qualitative Output Effect. The use of an

information system is indispensable to ,an economy, and the

qualitative effect captures one of the ways in which productivity

is enhanced. Simply stated, the use of information results in

translationi of consumers' preferences or planners' preferences in

a "mix closer to the optimal." Better communication within firms

increases outputby reducing internal uncertainty; better

communication between consumers and firms results in a more

desirable good Or service being produced; better \communication

betWeen ConLimers results in more market information being
available, hence purchases that are more "satisfying." These are

all qualitative effects, since the society .as a whole does not

produce "more" goods, but rather more desirable ends are*achieved

with the sal?le.resOurces.

(iii) .The Quantitative Output EffeCt in the last and most

commonly diecussed case, the use of information, is itself a

resource which enters the production function as any other factOr.'.

input. The usg of the information resource also contributes to

'technical effi iency, hence increasing the productivity of.labor

and capital. rhe last assertion lends itself to empirical,

testing, fOr 1t is nothing more than a ipecification of a ,

production:function or .a measure of "total factor4prOductivity"

as advagcep t,,y---Xorgenson and Grirliches, .Denison, Kendrick, and

others.

/rThe "'input effect" discussed by Neubeg.er-Is amenable to

directegtimation using the data developed on the secondary

informafion sector.'Conceptually, "real output" of an economy

can be:seperated from "information oVerhead inputs." Equation 3

showa the relationship more precisely. An index of productivity,

-Hl, can be built by.constructing a ratio cf real output to

information input.

(3) Hi = GNP = ( NP - NP(Nt)) +

rsa
NS Ns NP( Ns+ )

Nt

where, Nn = national income in the noninformation industries

(employee compensation of noninformation workers

plus profits, interest and rents)

NP = national income in the primary information sectcr

N
s

= national income in the.secondary information sector

N
t

= total national income

d = depreciation
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The numerator, then, contains a modified version of GNP which
captures,only real output, including:

(i) national income originating in the purely
noninformational sectors of the economy; PLUS

.(ii) the national inCome in the primary information sector
LESS an imputed cost of,operatirig the bureaucracies within
primary seetor firms. (ThiS-imputation is derived from the
overall economy's.ratio of secondary informatidn to total income.
It is a global parameter which can obviously vary between
industries. A refinement of Equation.3 should determine more
precisely how.large a portion of primary information industries'
income is bureaucratic in origin) ; PLUS

(iii) depreciation taken on all equipment other than
information machines used in the secondary sector.

The denominator contains three residual informational
overhead components removed from GNP:

(i) the pure secondary information income; PLUS

(ii) the imputation of secondary-type income originating in
the priMary-,informdtion industries; PLUS

(iii) depreciation on information machines used in a
secondary activity.

This index was applied to the 1929-1974 national income data
discussed previously. The results, shown in- Table 9.11, reveal a
stunning relationship.z

TABLE 9.11: PRODUCTIVITY AND INFORMATION OVERHEAD EXPENSE 1429-1974

Year (1) Year (1)

1929
1930
1931
1932
.1933
19,34--
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939,
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
:946
1947

6.66
5.43
8.05
11.38
11.65
8.87
7.70
7.84
6.73
7.96
7.45
6.81
5.41
4.54
4.10

, 4.18
4.48
4.26

' 3.95

1948
1949
1950
1952
1954
1956
1958
1959
1960
1961
1963
1965
1967
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

3.65
3.95
3.73
3.88
3.52
3.22
3.27
3.14
3.12
3.13
3.00
2.88
2.88
2.83
2.89
2188'
2.83
2.72
2.78

(1) Ratio of real output (net of all informational overhead expenses)
to total overhead, expenses, i.e., units of output per units of
secondary-typc informational inputs.

A.
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In 1974, the economy squeezed $2.78 of market output from

each' $1.00 spent in ihformational overhead. In 1963, the

bureauCracies were slightly more productive, generating...$3-.00 in

outputIfor every $1.00 spent for information. The farther back

in time, the more output can be produced Irom the bureaucracies.

During World War II, each bureaucrat,'secretary, and scientist

was generating, on the average, overi:,$.4.00 to every-51.00 in

salary.. In the late 1930.'s,.the ratio-was-L.5:1, 6:i, nearly

reaching 8:1 in 1938. And at the height of-the Depression, with

every firm and every government agency c!.2t to the bone, tt,le

economy survived for two years at the unmatched rate of $11 in

outpUt for every $1'in information overhead--foUr times higher

than in 1974. This trend is graphically shown in Figure 9.3.

The time series shown in Table 9.11 can be interpreted as a

measure of productivity.:' The unitsasre current d.Illar ratios,

and dimensionless'. The table clearly shows that an increasing
number.of informational support activities are noW consumed in

producing every dollar of output.- Equation 3 doet not take into
account productivity gains in the "real." sectOrs of the economy.

General productivity increased during this period, meaning that
the numerator was increating at around 2% per year net of 611

other causeS. .The ratio in Table 9.11 is a "net" measure, since

it ignores the overall productivity changes.

As industries become more information intensive, resources
(and income) are shi:fted out of he numeratot and into the

denominator. However,. if the increased use of inforMation
resources Were fully matched by a compensating rise in real
output, the index would remain flat over time.

A 6rief numerical example captures this relationthip. Assume

that at time 1, the prodUctivity index H1 is 4...0:

(4) H = GNP
t 1 e"--

7 .o
Ns 2

Total GNP is 10 units. 'Now, if the,marginal physical
productivity of.information resources were to double, we might

expect the denominator to double. This could ,haPpen in two ways:

(5) Ht2 = 6

4

OR

(6) Ht2

1.5

4.0
4
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Equation 5 shows an uncompdhsated shift towards N
s

. The

,denominator doubled, but GNP stayed -the same (=10). Hence, the

productivity index declined to.1.5.

Equation 6, by contrast, showed that the doubling of
information .resources preserved the original index of

prodUctivity at 4.0. The Hew G-NP at t
2

is 20, and;the input'

effect was fully compensated.

The data Shown in Table 9.12 suggest that the example in

Equation 5 haS occurred. The almost monotonic drop can be

interpreted as a loss in productivity of the secondary
information activities;'or, as an uncompensated rise in the

amaunt of secondary information resources used td produce

noninformation goods and services. This is a description of the

,economy as it dhanges its mix of information and noninformation

resources. Equation 3 does not imply that the bureaucracies were

5 times as 'efficient :in 1933 than_in_1974., In 1933, the economy

was,in a disastrous..,condition,'and-very little coOrdinatiOn was

needed. The 1974r,ecqndmy is extremely._tompiex, over 30 times as

large as.the'1933eConomy-linnationalincome terms), and is

actively multinational._ The planning and coordination costs of
.Managing such complexity increase exponentially,, while the

information costs_have inqieased li,inearly in the ast 30 years.

:Also, no welfare implications are intended. Complexity and

i.nformation intensivenesS bring.oertain benefits which are not

immediately apparent. FOr example, society may benefit from an

active, pharmaceutical testing and Certification program.
Although the informational overhead may increase, the costs might
be justified on welfare grounds. The "quality" of our
information environment may have improved pari passu with-rising

costs.

A small reprieve is, shown in 1974, with a slight upturn from
the 1973 low of 2.72 to 2.787-about a 2% gain for theyear.
.However, the data are,sufficiently'untested that not,too much can

be said for such .amali differchces What is signfficanc is the
persistent trend over the last 40- years.

Secondary Productivity and Inflatioh

A set of deflators was constructed from the data shoWn-in

Table 9.11 (1972=100.00). With the assumption that firms,were
compelled to hire more managera and secretaries to perform the

-same quantity of tasks as the previous year, .the output price of

the secondary services increased as-productivity droppeA. This,

added'cost was passed.through in the form of'higher market

prices: If industries did not use pass-through pricing.rules,
then the following conclusions do not hold.

..Table'9.12 links the productivity losse's in the Secondary
sector with inflation in the overall economy. 'Column 1 shows the

"'GNP deflator taken from the Survey pf Current Business. Column 2

shows the deflator for the secondary information services. Both,

series are benchmarked on 1972=100.00.
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TABLE 9.12: GNP DEFLATORS AND SECONDARY SECTOR DEFLATORS, 1946-1974

PE.RIOD

GNP a

DEFLATOR
d,

SECON:ARYID
SECTOR.

DEFLATOR
et'.

1946 43.9 66.5
1947 49.7 71.6
1948 53.1 77.6
1949 52.6 71.8
1950 53.6 75.8
1952 58.0 73.0
1954 59.7 80.5
1954 62.9 88.0
1958 66.1 86.6
1959 67.5 90.2
1960 68.7 90.8
1961 69.3 90.6
,1963 71.6 94.4
1965 74.3 98.4
1967 79.0 98.4
1969 86.7 99.9
1970 91.4 98.0
1971 96.0 98.2
1972 100..0 100.0
1973 105.9 104.3
1974 116.2 101.9

a
Source: Survey of Current Dusiness, Jkauua y 1976, Vol. 56,

No. 1, Part II.

bFrom table 9.11, the secondary dBfZa\or eJ 1972 t = 1946...1974.
-/. xt

These may be interpreted as deflatOrs thefl assumikion that the

ratio of "real" output to secondayc outp\lie-remained constant.
- /

An estimate of the secondary sectQr's contribution to
inflation can be estimated using Equation 7:

1

(7) H - t
e

-
t+1 t+1

e
t

'GNP

where, d d is the general inflation in period t to t+1
t+1 t

et+1 - et is the inflation due to productivity loss (gain) in .

the secondary sector (difference between the two price
deflators) .

H is the rate of inflation. With no change.in secondary

productivity, = the GNP defla..or.
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The difference.between-period 1 and period 2 inflation in the
secondary sector is weighted by the share of secondary output to

total output. This.weighting assures that the contribution to
inflation is kept proportional to the size of the secondary

industries. Equation 7 is tubject to the definitional vagaries
Introduced in Eguation 3, since it cascades the possible.drrors
in the ratio N /GNP.__However, it is applied consistently over

.time, so that any errors are-likely to be systematic..

Table 9.13 shows a decomposition of inflation into two parts.
Column .1 showt inflation from all causes.unrelated to information
such as changes in the money supply, weather, price of natural

'..resources, union wage demands, etc. Column 2 sh,7)ws the price

rises induced by productivity losses in the secondary factor. .

Column 3 returns us back tr) the GNP deflator.for the period .

shown. Note that column 2 captures the-rise In employee compen-
sation to professional, clerical, and managerial workers above

and beyond their contribution to output. Since the secondary
sector is essentially all wages and salaries of information
workers, this interpretation is quite sound. Productivity of
professional, managerial, and clerical workers has apparently not

kept pace with. wages.

TABLE 9.13: INFLATION IN THE SECONDARY INFORKATION SECTOR, 1946-1974

(PERCENT)

.

Period

Inflation
From All
Exogenous
Causes

Inflation from
Productivity
Losses (Gains)
in Secondary
Sector

Totail
Inflation

1946 - 1947 5.0 0.8 5.8

1947 - 1948 2.4 1.0 3.4

1948 - 1949 0.5 -1.1 -0.5

1949 - 1950 0.4 0.7 1.0

1950 1952 4.9 -0.5 4.4

1952,- 1954 0.4 1.3 1.7

1954 - 1956 1.8 1.4 3.2

1956 - 1958 3.4 -0.3 3.2

1958 - 1959 0.8 0:7 1.5

1959 - 1960 1.0 0.1 1.2

1960 - 1961 0.6 0.0 0.6

1961 - 1963 1.6 0.6 2.3

1963 - 1965 1.9 0.8 2.7

1965 - 1967 4.7 0.0 4.7

1967 - 1969 7.4 C.3 7.7 '

1969 - 1970 5.0 -0.4 4.6

1970 . - 1971 4.6 0.0 4.7

1971 - 1972 3.6 0.4 4.0

1972 - 1973 5.0 0.9 5.9

1973 - 1974 10.8 -0.5 10.3

aDifferences in addition due to rounding error.

Source: Survey of Current Business, January 1976, Vol. 56., No. 1,
Part Ix
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In.the 20 periods covered by Table 9.13, the secondary
sector was deflationary 7 times. In 1946-47, about 14% of that
year's inflation rate of 5.8% is explained by a productivity loss
in the secondary. factor. In 1947-48, fully 30% of the inflation
(or 1.04%) , is due to unrewarded expansion of the secondary
sector. :In no case did the secondary sector contribute more than
1.5% to the inflation rate. But even such modest amounts must be
tempered-against the awareness that nearly a million jobs hinge
On each percen-tage point in the rate of inflation. The results
are paradoxical. The bureaucracies offer..employment to millions
of workers. However, it is the inefficiency of expanding private
and public bureaucracies that induces a rise in prices, resulting
in lost jobs. As more.and more information workers join the
ranks of the 'nonproduttive," more and more noninformation jobs
in agriculture, manufacturing, and services are lost since the
economy cannot sustain them. The solution is not to dispense
with the unneeded information workers, as they would ,merely join
the ranks of the unemployed. The solution is to help them become
more productive, hence generating employment and output in all
sectors of the economy. And, to bring the paradox a full circle,
the most likely source of increased productivity in the secondary
sector, is computer and communication technology--precisely the
instruments thae encouraged the growth of tureaucracies in the
first place, and precisely the instrumentt that have been blamed
with automation-induced unemployment.

The computer, it turns out, did not eliminate iobs--it
created them. BUt it created jobs for information workers, who
are not terribly productive. And now the computer is being
sought as a remedy for productivity losses. A better marketing'
strategy could not have bean invented!
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CHAPTER TEN

THE SECONDARY INPUT-OUTPUT MATRIX

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the structure

of the secondary information sector and show its relationship to

the rest of the .economy. The secondary information industries
.defined in Chapter 9 are built into a 190-order input-output
matrix.which also includes the primary and noninformation

industries.

Inputs and Outputs of the Secondary Information Sedtor

The inputs of the secondary information industri.es are-clear

and.measurable. First, all purchases of information goods and

services from the primary sector are consumed by, the secondary
quasi-firMs, not by the noninformation side oft-11-e firm. No

attempt is made to distrite the goods and. services among the
quasi-firms; but in the aggregate, all information current .'

account inputs are totally consumed by all the quasi-firms.
Second, all patent rights, copyrights and royalties on
intellectual property purchased from other 'secondary inucStries

are measured as intermediate inputs. Third, all the employee
compensation paid to information workers in noninformation
industries appears as a value.added input. Fourth, all capital
consumption allowances taken on information machines and
buildings enter -the quasi-industries' value added accounts. This

completely exhausts the input stream.

The outputs of the secondary industries are also clear and

measurable. The outputs are divided into two types: intermediate

and final. Final sales, such as royalty exports and sale or: R&D

to the Federal Government, were discussed in Chapter 9, and are a
relatively minor source of income.

.The secondary information industries produce two types of
intermediate outputs,'-as shown in Table 10.1. First, the R&D
quasi-firms occasionally produce and sell patents, rights,
copyrights, and oeher forms of intellectual property to other

secondary firms. Second, information services are sold on a
fictitious account to the noninformation side of the firm.

Royalties

Patent and copyright sales reflect transfers between two R&D
quasi-firms, usually within the same industry. Dupont may sell a

process right to Monsanto; U.S. Steel may sell a patent right to

Inland Steel. Firms purchase these information products in lieu

of investing in their own R&D quasi-fiem. That is, a
manufacturer might face a decision whether to sin% $10 million
into an R&D project or whether to purchase rights from another

tirm. This decision is far from simple, since uncertainty
regarding the product (R&D), its appropriability and its
profitability are very high. Most firms, especially those
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specializing in consumer goods, first perform extensive market
research before embarking on a product development. .In some

caSes, however, it is not feasible to wait until a market has

been discovered before developing a product. And sometimes

markets are.clearly established; but ate inaccessible because

some otherfirm holds the entry-barring'patent.

Institutional issues may impinge on markets in peculiar ways.

For example, a firm may decide to sell patent licenses not for,

profit-maximizing reasons id the strict sense'(i.e., that the
flow of,revenues from the sale of the.patent exceeds the flow of

monopoly rent less the expected revenue from selling the patent).
Rather, patent,rights may be sold off as a way of averting a
likely antitrust action on the part of a would-be entrant. Or,

firms may purchase patent right's simply to build their expertise

in a competitor's technology only with.the intention of
leapfrogging the competitor who sold them the patent. Or, a firm

may purchase a patent right as insurance against another firm's

entry into the market,,again with no intention of itself actually

entering. For these reasons, quasi-firms may choose te purchase

intellectual property. In the input-output matrix, this

transaction 'is recorded as an intee-firm but intra-industry flow

of royalties (see Table 10..1).

Information Services

The major intermediate outputs. of the'quasi-industries are
the multitude of information services sold to the noninformatiOn

,side of the firm. The problem is to define the output price of

these services, and to create an account on which th,717 are sold. ,

Recalling the discussion in Chapter 9, we know with certainty

the input costs of the secondary information industries. If

these firms wRre to relocate in the primary sector, their total

revenues (T7e") and profits an would be as shown in Equations

1 and 2.

(1) 'VP = p,. q

(2) 774) = p . q - TC

The total costs (TCP) of the primary firm are,

Equatioh 3 is a function of some known Q, which has a

precise meaning in the primer.: sctor. For example,'if the

accounting quasi-firm were to migrate into the primary sector, it

.would compute its TC, and produCe a schedule of prices for each

service (Q).

(3) TC + = w.L (Q) + r.K (Q) b.(Q) + c where,

w.L is total employee compensation; r.K is payments for capital

services; b is the variable current account input; and c is the

fixed cost of production.
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We assume that the quasi-firmt earn zero profit; that is,
their total revenues just cover their total costs. From Equation
2 we know that total costs iust equal price timesquantity in the

secondary firms. Their profits,-total cost, and.total revenues
can be written as follows,

(4) 1( =

(5) TC = p . q

(6) Tits = p . q = w.L (Q) + r.K (Q) + b (Q) +

Even though the secondary fiLms do not ma&ntain explicit
accounts of their prices and quantities sold, Equation 6 shows
that a fictitious account can indeed be developed and measurgd
precisely. If tne quasifirms are assumed to compete with
primary sector firms_offering the same service, their price:
schedule cannot vary toq much from primary sector prices.
Secondary firms purchase their labor and capital factors of
production on competitive markets, and are price takers on the
input side, On the output side they have more discretion in
their implicit pricing. Their constraint,in setting output
prices comes only from the total market price for the enter-
prise's goods. Call these shadoW prices and set them equal,.
pP = PS ; we see' that there must also exist a known quantity,
qs , if,the identify in Equation 6 holds. -

Hence, the output price.and guantity of the secondary
information sector has a well-defined meaning-Yahd is directly
measurable from data. The total output of the secondary sector
is defined simply as the sum of employee compensation, capital
consumption allowances, and intermediate purchases of goods and
services. (The fixed cost, b, does-not enter the calculation
since it vanishes when we take the partial derivative of TR
with respect to q.) These information services can be sold to
the noninformation side of the firm as if they were products sold
in'primary markets.

There is some reason to-assume that the output prices, ps,
are somewhat higher than those produced in the market sector.
First, the primary sector firms are in a competitive.setting,
wih clear _0) measures of performance. The implicit profits
generated by secondary firms are buried in the enterprise's total
profits, and hence cannot serve as a productivity signal.
Second, bureaucracies tend to act as monopolists--or more
correctlyas the strongz,r half cf a duopoly or a bilateral
_monopoly. The manufacturing arm of a-1 enterprise is a captive



consumer of bureaucratic information sales. Niskanen.
1 states the

expected impact on prices as follows:

"A [multiservice] bureau has a strong incentive to be the
monopoay supPlier of all services which are substitutes....
This leads, to a larger budget than the sum of separate
bureaus supplying the same or substitute service." (p. 111)

Hence, using the sum of factor costs as a proxy for a
secondary bureaucracy's output prices tends to undervalue the
information services by the atio of competitive prices to
"bureau" or monopoly prices.

Table 10.1 shows a summary of the intermediate outputs of

the secondary informatiOn industries. Column 1 showS the intra-
industry sales of royalties; and column 2 shows the intra-ITTM

sales of secondary information services.

BUILDING THE SECONDARY MATRIX

We now have all the information necessary to build an input-

output matrix of the secondary information-sector. We start with

the basic primary sector matrix shown in a 2-by-2 order.

Figure 10.1 shows the simple structure of a two-sector

economy. Cell ail contains-the inter-industry transactions
betweeh the 26 primary information industries. Cell .312 shows

the primary industries' sales to noninformation industries. Cell.

a21 shows the primary sector purchases from the noninformation

inaustries. And cell a.), shows the inter-industry transactions
between ftle 82 noninformation industries. Associated final
demand and value added are completely locked into the
consolidated accounts of the primary sector.

FIGURE 10.1: INPUT-OUTPUT S,OHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PRIMARY INFORMATIOA SECTOR
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TABLE 10.1: OUTPUTS OF THE SECONDARY INFORMATION INDUSTRIES

(5 Millions, 1967)

NON-/NFORMATION INDUSTRIES

10# NAME

INTERMEDIATE DEMAND

INTRA-INDUSTRY
ROYALTIES

SALE'S

Total Private Sector 616

'INTRA-FIRM
SALES OP /NTO

srmitcE5

227,167

FINAL DEMAND

ROYALTY
EXP1RTS

1,586

FEDERAL
PURCHASES
OF 116D

7 119

1. Livestock 6 livestock products 0 896 0 0

2. Other agriculture products 0 2,260 0 0

3. Forestry and fishery products 0 90 O. 0

4. Argicdleure, forestry, fishery svcs ? 332 0 0

5. Iron and feroalloy ores mining 0 ''' 220 8 0

6. Nonferr6us metal ores mining 0 207- 2 2

7. Coal mining a 381 1 0

8. Crude petroleum 6 natural. gas 0 2,124 2 0

9. Stone 6 clay mining 6 quarrying 0 393 0 0

10. Chemical 6 fertilizer mineral mining 0 125 0 0

11. New construction, net 0 14,956 13 191

12. Maintenance r. repair construction, net 0 4,157 0 0

13. Ordnance and accessories 2 3,784 0 3,329

14. Food and kindred products 29 10,503 84 11

15. Tobacco manufacturers 0 724 3 0

16. Broad & narrow fabrics, yarn 6 thread mil 0 1,506 2 2

17. Misc textile goods 6 floc- coverings 13 501 0 0

18. Apparel 19 3,140 1
..:---------19. Misc fabricated textile productS 1, 505 a

20. Lumber 6 wood products, exc containers,net 8 1,475 0

21. Wooden containers 0 74 0 ? 0
,.

22. Household furniture 0 853 0 , ,.,'

23. Other furnitUre 6 fixtures, net .0 334 0 ?" 0

24. Paper 6 allied products exc containers 10 3,080 22 ?" 1

25. Paperboard containers and boxes 1 1,190 L' a

26. Printing and publishing 1 1,067 Al 0

27. Chemicals s selected chemical prod, net 83 3,558 401 121

28. Plastics & synthetic materials 17 1,359 '39 52

29. Drugs,cleaningitoilet prepi,rations 66 4,040 26 8

30. Paints & allied products '3 597 3 1

31. Petroleum refining & related industries 72 2,901 154 10

32, Rubber and miscellaneous plastics prods 13 2,467 14 4

33. Leather tanning 6 ind leather products 0 111 : 1 0

34. Footwear 6 other leatheryroducts 2 678 / 0 0

35. Glass' i glass products 10 797 10 0

36. Stone 6 clay products 9 2,094 13 7

37. Primary iron & steel manufacturing 9 4,445 9 1

38. Primary nonferrous metal mfg. 9 2,072 11 17

39. Metal containers '2 541 1 3

40. Heating,plumbingtstructurai metal prods 9 2,196 9 25

41, Stampings, screw machine prods i bolts 4 1,578 .9 18

42. Other fabricated metal products 6 2,179 15 10

43. Engines & turbines .

3 616 10 7

44. Farm machinery 6 .equipment .

4 835 lk 4

45. Construction, mining i oil field equip ,10 1,157 34 5

46, Materials handling mach 6 equipment 4 525 3 14

47. Metalworking mach & equipment .
8 1,905 12 22

48. Special ind.macn s equrpment, net 16 1,094 17 6

49. General ind mach 6 equipment 11 1,661 17 15

50. Machine shop products 1 980 2 5

52. Service industry mechines .3 904 9 1

53. Elea ind equip 6 ap7aratus, net 20 2497 13 179

54; Household appliances _ 9 1,196 5 3

55. Elec lighting i. wiring equip
1 890 6 1

58. Misc electrical mach, net
3 _670 5 8

59. Motor vehicles f. equipment 34 4,620 55 33

60. Aircraft and parts 12 7,304 44 2,653

61. Other transportation equipment 8 1,227 5 4

62. Scientific t controlling.instruments 1 517 10

63. Optical, ophthalmic i photo equip, net 0 125 0' 2

64. Misc manW:acturing, net 4 1,748 12 3

65. Tx,nsportating (..warehousing 0 11,316 8 2

68. El,c, jas, water t sanitary svcs 2 3,401 30 1

69. ,,,sclevale 6-retail trade, net 51' 58,350 92 0

70. finance 4 insurance, net 4 843 0 0

71. Real estaie and rental, net 0 9,435 348 0

72. Hotels; personal t tap svcs exc auto,net 8 2,879 3 7

73. Business services, net 3 7,891 27,8 172

75. LutoMobile repair f. services 0 2,294 0 0

76. Amusements, net 0 1,313 9 0

77. Mpdical,educ'l svcs cnonprofit orgns. 0 8,832 0 110

78. Federal gaet enterprises, net
0 1,585 0 0

79. State t local goet r.ntarpr:,es 0 2,026 0 0

80. Imports 0 0 0 34

81. Buni,ness travel, entertain t gifts 0 343 0 0

82. Office supplies 0 0 0 0
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Figure 10.2 shows the simple structure of a three-sector,_
economy--the primary.sector, the secondary sector', and the
.noninformation sectOrir. The major difference betWeen the two
tables is that the noninformation industries of Table 10.1 have
been tdrn apart.. The noninformation portion now, resides as
sector III; and the information portion is shown,as sector II.
For each industry in Ihe seCondary sector .(j=1'...82), there is a
corresponding "other half" in the noninfOrmation sector
-(k=1..e82).

Cell a contains the same inter-industry trangactions
between .gheirimary information industries, as shown in Figure
10.1. T e cell is 'completely unchanged.

Cell a
12

shows the primary information goods and services
sold to the,secondary information indusiries. It contains the
same information as cell a

12
in the 2-by-2 fable. These

current account sales represent the "cost of goods" sold by the
secondary industries, and enter the firM's cost functions.

Cell ail is zero by definition, since the noninformation
side of the-firm cannot purchase any information resources, from

outside the firm.

Cell a
21

is zero by assumption, although it-could contain
some transactions. The output of the secondary industries
includes a variety of royalty-type payments. However, we cannot
determine how many payments were made across industry lines.
Therefore, .this cell was given a zero value.

Cell a shows the transactions in royalty-type payments.
By assumptin, all such transactions occur with 'a. given industry;
hence, all positive values reside along the main diagonal. The

contents of the main diagonal.are given in Table 10.1.

Celia2 shows the intra-firm sa1es.-7-of secondary
information ervices. The output pr e of.these services =is

given in Equation 1.; and the total yvcnue is shown in Table
10.1. The transactions are shown long the main diagonal since
sales occur entirely between two sides of a firm. :They are
entirely intra-industry by def. ition.

.

Cell a
31

shows the noninformation goods and setvices sold
to the primary sector industries (e.g., sheet metal products to a
computer manufacturer). This cell contains the same information
as a

21
of the 2-by-2 table.

_

Cell a is zero by definition, since the information
quasi-induseties have no use for noninformatinn goods and
services.

Cell a33 contains all the inter-industry transactions in

noninformation goods and services. It is the heart of the

L.,



FIGURE 10.2: INPUT.OUTPUT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING THL SECONDARY INFORMATION SECTOR
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nonintormation economy, as cell all is the heart of the
information-economy.

The value-added components of the primary: informatiOn sector
are exRctly as shown in Figure 10,1 and reported in ChapterA.
The value-added components of the seconda6, sector are exactly as
-reported'in Table 1 of Appendix 9 (Vol. 8). .The value added-of
the noninformation sector is.siimply the residual.

The final sales of.the primary sector are unchanged from the
2-by-2 matrix. The final sales of the secondary sector comprise
only royalty exports and Federal R&D purchases, as shown in Table
10.1. The final demand sales of the noninformation sector is the
difference between the original noninformation'final demand (i-
Figure 10.1) and the components that were allocated to secondary
final demand.

Impact on the Accounts

Total GNP is unchanged when we move from the 2-by-2 table to
the 3-byL.3 table. HoWever, total output.has increased by the
amount of the fictitious intetmediate sale of information
services shown in cell a.,1. Increasing the economy's outplit in
this manner in no way affe'ts the interpretation of GNP, since
all intermediate transactiOns are netted out of GNP calculations.
Also, total value added. has simply-been reallocated between two
sectors;-no new value added is implied or measured. The only
impact that'-could cause some confusion is that the total
output/labor and output/capital ratios for the secondary and
noninformation. industries have changed. When perfonging impact
studies with the secondary matrix, adjusted ratios shoula be
used.

Demand for Secondary Information Services

The secondary transactions matrix was built at the 190 order,
including the original 26 primary information industries, 82
secondary information industries, and 82 noninformation
industries. A technology matrix was then prOduced and inverted.

The secondary matrix begins to indicate the pervasive role of'

information in the production of noninfOrmation goods and
services. As we:showed in Chapter 9, every industry supports a
sizable information-resource to design, produce and market its

wares. Intuitively, every demand for a nonintormation good or
service generates a sequence of information actiVities. At the
margin, part ofthe consumer's price pays for such things as
-Point-of-purchase information exchange, cnedit card verification,
"billing 'and invoice handling, and internal inventory reports. Or

average, pFirt of the output price pays for next y,.:ar's R&D,

product design, last year's litigatton, government paper flows,

meetings and meeting rooms.

The relationship between the noninformation and the secondary
sector is technically fixed in the I-Omatrix. In this section,
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we shall dte the matri% to unravel the information costs
generated by every purchase of a noninformation good or service.

Noninformation goods cbme jointly with information. Markets
are set up to buy noninformation goods explicitly, even though
there iF 6 tacit recognition by both buyer and seller that the
information embedded within the good llas value, and affects the
output price. But pure markets for information are quite rare,
and for a variety of reasons information "products"',are not sold
as such, but are instead embodied in a hard good.'

Consider a-$1.00 purchase of gasoline. The historical costs
of producing that $1.00 good may be broken into the following
components (illustrative only):

TABLE 10.2: HYPOTHETICAL VARIABLE COSTS OF PRODUCING A NON-rNFORMATION GOOD

COMPONENTS OF PRODUCTION

(% OF VARIABLE COST)

INFORMATION
ACTIVITY

NON-INrORMATION
ACTIVITY

Oil royalty rights .10

Exploration
Drilling .23

Shipping crude .14

Refining .10

Distribution to retail outlets .13

General management of all components .20

Total .30 .70

It is possible to conceive of a separate "exploration"
industry that sells its services to the petroleum industry. This
firm would engage in various informational tasks--making maps,
performing seismographic tests, testing core 'samples, and 'so on.
Its output is strictly an information product--an assessment of
the present value of a prospective investment, with instructions
on where and how deep to drill. It-does nothing in a production
sense.

When a final consumer purchases $1.00 of gasoline, he forces
an indirect requirement for 10 cents' worth cf exploration
services. In an economy where all exploration services were_
divorced from the rest of the fi-m, this would result in an
inter-ind;istr'y transactin. Firms do not literally purchase 10
cents worth of exploration for every $1.00 of sale since oil
discoveries come in nondivisible units, whereas crude oil flows
continuously. Tirms can "batch" their explOration activities in
an anticipation of a smooth (continuous) flow. However in the
long run, consumption of oil forces a requirement for an
information 'service. Oil and knowledge are sold jointly in this
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bureauqracy. Recent innovations in computer processing and

telecommunications have not yet prOven effective in teducing the

cost of managing and information processing. However, by
anticipating improvements in this type of:technology, selected

secondary industries can be modeled to reflect changes in their

inputs. For example, a noninformation industry with extensive ,

commitment:to computer communications, teleconferencing, and
office automation has a completely different secondary
information industry compared to that of a conventional industry.
Also, various combinations of information labor.and capital

one operator Plus word processing machine less tier) typists

and two typewriters) can be modeled and the changed rer4uirements
for primary sector industries derived.

Estimating Generated Temand for Secondary Information Services

The secondary information matrix"gives us a direct way of

measuring the secondary information requirements "forced" by a

purchase of a noninformation good.

Equation 7 below illustrates a three sector system showing

the primary, secondary and noninformation sectors (see Figure

10.2).. The coefficients inside the squarematrix (c..) are the

inverse of the A matrix, Shov,ing the total output reuirement
per dollar-of deldvery to.final 'demand. The D's are the final
demands for each sector's output; and the X's are the--total

outputs for the three sectors.

All zero cells follow the assumptions discussed previously.
In fact, when the transactions table is inverted, all zero cells
take on very small positive values. (See Appendix 10 (Vols. 4,

5) for the 190 order A matrix and its inverse.) Also, even
though the final demand for the secondary sector services exists,

we shall call it zero for illustrative purposes.

(7)

31

0

c
22

c 23

33

0

D3

rxi

X2

3
_

-.Carrying out the matrix multip2ication shown in Equation 7,

we immediately see that the second,:lry information 5e7tor :las a

.positive olitput, X2, even though its final demand is zero.

_
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X = c D 0
1 11 1

0 + 0 + c D
23 3

c 31 D1 c33D3.
X

3

Vihena final-demand sector (e.g., personal consumption) buys
a,noninformation good (e.g., prescription drugs), a requirement
will be generated by the noninformation side of the pharma-
ceutical firm for a variety of ihformation servicesR&D,
testing, advertising, and so forth. The entire noninformation
sector will generate a demand equal:to -3o. D .

3 3

This formula allows us to measure the,generated total outpilt
of each secondary inforation industry. An interesting statistic
showing the rel-ationshipbetween.noninformation 'final demand and
secondary infoimation output is simply c23, since

(9)
=

_c23
= c D

i
23 3

D3

Thr, secondary matrix uses ten final demand sectors (D3j, j =

1...10). We can derive secondary output generated by each:of the
final-demand factors (See Appendix 10 (Vol. 3)) . .We can

atso cltermine the component of secondary information, hl,
yenerated by a $1.00-purchase of every nonnformation consumer
good. Table 10.3 shows the statistic for seiection oc common
consmer goods ;:nd services... ColuJIn 1 shows the secondary output
generated by personal consumption (c23D3); column 2 shows the
pors'onal consumrtion expenditures (Dj); and column 3 shows the

statistic 111, which is interpreted as the "total information
component embedded in the price of a noninformation good cr
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TABLE 10,3:

TOTAL SECONDARY INFOMNTION SECUIREMENTS GENERATED BY PERSONAL CONSUMPTION(PCE)
OF NON-...INFORMATION GOODS AND SERVICES

($ Millions, 1967)
SECONDARY TOTAL ' INFORMATION
OUTPUT PCE FOR REQUIREMENT

.

GENERATED BY GOOD OR AS % OF

SELECTED NON-INFO INDS . PCE SERVICE OUTPUT-PRICE

Total Non-Info PCE

Subtotal FCE

Goods

14 Food & kindred products
15 Teco manufacturers
18 Apparel
19 Misc textile productsa
22 Household furniture
29 Drug,clean,toilet prs
31 Petroleum refining & rel
34 FOotwear & leather prods
54,Hnuse1old appliSncesc
59 Motor vehicles f, equip
61 Other transport eguipd
63 Optical,opthalmiu equip
64 MiSc7 mfrr.7, (non-durable)'

_

Services

65 Transport 6. servicesg
68 Electric, gas: water,
69 Wholesale & retail tradeh
75 Automobile repair
76 Amusements (non-info)i

139,225

87,371

27,264

394,856'

268,188.

135,125

35.3

32.6

20.2
C.

15.9
11.8
18.4

9,682
624

2,986

60,974
5,270

16,246
391, 1,983 19.7
683 2,69 30.1

3,422 7,293 46.9
2,047 10,194 20.1

657 3,659 18.0
919 3,538 26.0

2,515 15,822 16.5
248 1,078 23.0
104. 317 32.8

1,383 4,213 :32.8

60,107 133,063 45.2

6,461 11,396 55.7
2,626 13,935 18.8

47,853 - 95,836 49.9
1,926 8,069 24.0
1,241 3,827 32.4

aIncludes draperies and curtains.

hIncludes gasoline, kerosene, & heating fuel etc..

gIncludes cooking, refrigerating, laundry equipment, vacuum cleaners, sewing
machines, electric hoJsewares, etc,

e
Includes motorcycles, biqycles, trailer coaches. .

Includes opthalmic goods only; phot:;graphic equipment appears in the primary
information.sector.
Includes jewelery, silve.rware, musical instruments, games, toys, sporting
-goods, brcoms and 'miscellaneous_consumer goods.

Ihpludes:ai-rlie,-.trarn, railroad', bus and'related transportation -services.

InciUdds the trade_ margins on the sale of non-information goods only.

1c1udes all amusements except motion pictures and theater.
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In 1967, around 35 cents of every consumer dollar paid for a
Nariety of information services associated with inventing,
:designing; planning, and marketing the product. The other 65
cents paid for'all the noninformational.activities, such as,the
materials, machines, energy, transportation, warehousing, and so
on.. (For our representative sample, the ratio was 33 cents per.'
dollar for information.) Tobacco manufacturers embedded the least
information in a dollar purchase, at 11.8 cents. The informa-
'tional content of food and kindred products was 15.9 cents per
d Ilar. Apparel.showed 18.4 cents worth.of secondary, information
per dollar-. Drugs and ceaning and toilet preparations emb.edded
469 cents of information per dollar. .Note that these ratios arc
1 producer's prices, not counting the markups imposed by thc

and wholesale trade. The 47 cents in this case paid for
'he ?xtensive R&D, marketing studies, and- direct advertising
.ac,:,d by firms such as Proctor and Gamble and Lever Brothers.

The informational costs assoCiated with retail and wholesale
trade are shown in .Industry #69, and amount to 49.9 cents pr
dollar. If we assume that the trade margin is ordinarily 100%, a
consuivr buying a $2.00 tubb of toothpaste pays the following
ilidden prices:

TABLE 10.4: INFORMATION CONTENT OF A $2.00 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT

SECONDARY
INFORMATION
COMPONENT

N0M2INFORMATION
COMPONENT

Trade mark-4

Producer's price

Total consumer's price

$1.00

1.00

2.00

0.499

0.469

0.968

0:501

0:531

1.832

.Slightly less than 97 cents of every $2.00 purchase pays for
either' the producer's or retailer's informational requirements.
The other $1.03 pays for the matter and energy component.
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he output of the secondary information industries includes

advert ing (purchased from the advertising industry) as a

Current a count input, and therefore as part of theoutput price
of its services. Since advertising can be iNmajr item in the

market inforthation.system, a ser..::rate accountingNbf, the secondary

services'net of advertising was developed. Table 10-,5 shows the

co-component of 111 tSat originates with advertising,and the
portion ot hi that represents pure information service

production. Hefore the derivation was coMputed, the i'ndustry's

total advertising.expenditures were allocated between advertising
directed gt households (PCE) and advertising directed at NN

intermediate, demand. This allocation is the ratio of total'
persnal consumption expenditures to total (intermediate plus

fioal)'.demand. The procedure assumes that firMs direct their

advert;:s...ng either to other firms 'or to households depending on
the relative shares of intermediate and consumer dmand. ,That

if 80% of firm's revenues is generated by personal
consumption expenditures, we assume °that 80% ot its advertising
budget is ,directed at households. Hence, the total secondary
output originating with household:-demand should be reduced by the
amount of advertising, to reach the "pure secondary services"
shown in.Column 4.

Table 10.5 shows thatcanound 2.5 centt of h
1

is allocated
to advertising,'and the rest is lor other secondary servicet.
The Olarmaceutical industry, ,#29, shOws.the highest ratio--13.3%

out of a total h
1

of 46,9%. Industry #19, apparel, advertises

least at the producer's level. (Remember that retail stores, not
necessarily the manufacturers, engage in direct advertising.)
Overall, 34 cents of each consumer dollar pays for puxe secondary
information services, net of advertising.

Additional Results

The.information requirements "forced" by noninformation

purchases can be estimated in several ways. .For example, one

could estimate the requirements forced by other firms
(intermediate demand) , by governments, by personal consumption,

or by exports. These data are readily available by using the

primary and secondary tables in d,ifferent ratios. One of the

most intuitively appealing ratios-is'shown in Table 10.6. The

output of thesecondarY sector net of sales to final demand
(e.g., R&D and royalties) appears in the numerator. This is the

pure intra-firm production of information. In the denominator,

we place all demand for that industry's output. The ratio, then,

shows the size cf the information,!activity generated within firms .

as they meet both final and intermed4ate demand.



TABLE 10.5: DERIVATION OF PURE SECONDARY INFORMATION'SERVICES (NET ADVERTUING)

0.=/.. ($ Millions, 1967) II)

TOTAL-

ADVERTISING

EXPENDITURES

COST OF

.ADVERTISING

DIRECTED AT

HOUSEHOLDO

ADVERTISING

COMPONENT,

OF h

111 NET OF

ADVERTISING

(PURE INFORMA-

TION SERVICES)
VIM

Selected industries 8,787 5,223 1.4 33.9

Total Goods 5,713 3,334 2.5 17.7

14 Food & kindred products 21044 1,393 2.3 13,6
I

15 Tobacco manufacturers 327 217 4.1 7.7 N
18 Apparel

19 Misc textile products

144

16

104

7

0.7

0.3

17.7

19.4

0
H
I

22 Household furniture 57 43 ,' 1.9 28.2
29 Drug,clean,toilet preps. 1,680 974 13.3 33.6
31 Petroleum refining & rel. 322 1221 1.2 18.9

34 Footwear 6 leather prods. 48 41 - 1.2 16.8 .

54 Household appliances 268 174 4.9 21.1

59 motor vehicles & equil, 284 103 0.7 15.9

1,0ther transport equipment 26 4 0.4 22.6

, Optical, opthalmic equip. 69 15 4.7 28.1

4 Risc mfrg(nori-durable) 219 103 2.4 30.4

Total'Services 3,074 1,889 1.4 43.8

65 Transport & services 278 60 03 56.2

68 Electric, gas, water 56 21 10.2 18.7

69 Wholesale i retail trade 2,461 1,648 1.7 48.2

75 Automobile repair 38 21 0.3 23.6

76 Amusements (non-information) 241 139 3.6 28.8

a

Prorated by the amount of personal consumption expenditures to total output.

Secondary output less advertising divided by PCE for the good or service.
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TABLE 10.61

INFORMATION. REOVINFM)NTS GENERATED BY DEMAND FOR NON-1NFORMATION GOODS 4 sERvtcrs

INDEt:TRY
crNTs Prft 51:00 DEMAND3

1. Livestock L livestock products .0)

2. Other ageiculture products
.08

). Forestry 4 fishory,r,r,duct
.05s

4. Agrieulture,foeclitrv,fishery svcs
.13

5. Iron 4 fec004loy ores mining
.13

6. Nonfers.o.64 metal ores mining
.13

7. Coai'Mining
.12

8.,Ciude petroleum L natural gas .
.14

1. Stone 4 clay mining t quarrying .17

mi.,--'-10. Chemical L fertilizer neral mining .12

11. New construction, net
.22

12. Maintenance I repair construction,net
.27

13. Ordnance & zessories .35

14, Food L kindred products
.12

.

15, Tobacco manufacturets .,.
.09

161 Broad 4 narlow fabrics,yarn4thread .0T

17. Misc textile goods 4 floor coverings .11

16, Apparel' .14

19. Misc fabricated "textile products .12

20. Lumber 4 wood prod, exc containers,net .11

21. Wooden containers
.14

22. Household furnituic .17

23. Other furniture:L fixtures, nei .19
.

24. Paper L allied prods exc containers. .24

25. Paperboard Containers 4 boxes .
.20

26. Printing 4 publishing .64

27. Chemicals 4 sel chum prod, nct ,
.16

28. Plastics F. synthetic raterials .16

---, 29. DrugS,cleaning6toilet preparations
.33

30. Paints 4 allied products .21

31. Petroleum refining 4 relateu. industries .11

32. Rubber .4 miscellaneous plastics nrods
.18

41,7. Leather tanning 4 ind leather prods .10

34-Foutwear 4 other leather products 6

15."6Taks 4 glass prcducts
.21

.36. Stone-'4,clay products
.19

37. Primary iroo 4 steel manufac..uring
.14

38. Primary nonfersous metal mfg.
.10

39. Metal containers--
.16

40. Heating,plumbing4strtirtunal metal prod .18

41: Stampings, screw machine--prods4bolts
.17

42. Other fa ricated metal prodileass
..17

43. Engines turbines . --:-, .16

44. Farm mac.itnery 4 equipment
.17

45. Construction,mining,4011 'field eqUip------, .20

46. Materials handling mach 4. equip '-----,..,,.... Al
47. Metalwarking mach 4 equip .

48. Special ind mach 4 equip, net
49. General'ind mach 4 equip .21."-'

50. Machine shop products
25

52. Service industry machines .
17

53. Elec ind equip...5. apparatus, net
26

---,,
54. Household appliances

.22

55. Elec lighting L wrrinu equip
.22

58. Mise electrical mach, net
.23 a

59. Mo:or vehicles L cquip
.11

.

60. Aircraft and parts
.33

61. Other transportation equipment
.16

,62. Scientific 4 controlling instruments
.29

63. Optical, ophthalric4phuto cquip,net
.27

64. Mist: numalacturing, net ,.23

65. Transpurtating 4 warehousing
.22

68. Elec, gas, water 4 sanitary svcs
.09

69. Wholesale & retail trade, net
:42

70. Finance L insurance,net
.70

71. Beal estate and rental, net
.11

72. Hotels:personalcrep svcs exc auto,net .15

73. Business services, net
.83

75. Auto,,ubile repair 6 services
.16

76. felvi,:e-,nnts, net
.23

77. Megie,,i, educ'l ..v.7-.4nonpreifit orgns. .37

/4. Federal govt enterpricvs,.net
.50

79. State 4 local govt entrrpriscs
.21

.

.00

.81. DJainess travel, entertain k gifts
.03

82. Off;,e supplies
.00

a
Tr, ic;..3r..ment r,premnts intnrmediate secondary information output
q..,-ratr.d 17 nt.11 11r.11 domind for the noninformation good or service.

ti
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FOOTNOTES

.1
W.A. Niskanen, Bukea(x,rAcy and Rewuneatative Govinmnt '

Aldine-Atherton, Chicago, 1971., See Chapter 11, "The
Multi-Service Bureau."

2Niskanen, ibid., p. 61. A numerical example of his
model yields the following results:

EQUILIBRIUM LEVELS OF OUTPUT FOR SEVERAL FORMS OF ORCANIZATICNS
FACING THE SAME DFAAND AND COST CONDITIONS

.$ e uilibrium v'alues)

MONOPOLY. COMPETITOR BUREAU

Uniform Discriminating Uniform Discriminating

Output
a

' 50 100 200

T.otal revenues $7,500 8,025 10,000 19444 20,000

Average revenues 150 144 100 117 100

Marginal revenues 100 89 100 33 0

Total costs 4,375 4,553 10,000 19,444 20,000

Average costs 88 82 100 117 100

Marginil costs 100 89 100 158 . 125

Profits ,3,125 3,472 0

'Service units, Q.

Bureaus produded a higher output at higher marginal cost than
discriminating monopolists. Both were. "less efficient" than
coMpetitive firms.

H).2:,,
A. 0



CHAPTLc,.11

THE ELEMENTS .01' INFORMATION POLICY

.

We have now completed a broad tour of the information

economy. To some, only the rough contours have been

eXplorod. To ethers, the level of detail has been
ponderous.. We have seen that the information activity is

immense, touching ever1( aspect of economic life. One

purpose of.this Chapter is to reflect on the implications
of our economit's voracious appetite for informatici. goods

and ser*ices.- In particular, I shall focus cp the policy

issues stemming from new applications of information

technology.

The second purpose of this Chapter is to offer two

recommendaions: one regarding Executive reorganization

in response to,information policy issues; the other
regarding the wisdom of institutionalizing the Measurement

of the. information sectors.

An Information Policy Pramework

By 1907,. economists and social historians realized

that the industrial economy was in full swing. The basic

industrial technology had been.invented a half century

before, developed a qualter century before, and was then

dij:fusing rapidly to all sectors of the economy. By 1907;

social patterns had begun to respond. New industries, new

products, new secvices, new.occupations, new lifestyles --

.all wen2 propelled by the 'force of a technological revolution.

By"1977, only 70 years later, we.are entering another

phase, in economic history. We are just Jri the edge of

becoming an information-economy. The .information

technologies computers and telecommunications 7- are

the main engines of this transformation. And we are now

seeing the growth of new informat 1 industries, products,

services and occupations which or. age new yorkstyles.and

lifestyles based on int,nsivc use of information proceSsing

'and communication t-.2chnues.

The foundation o'f the industrial economy, the central

fact at the core of that great transformation, was the

ability to llarness energy, exploit i:ts power, and. manipulate

. matter. Energy became our slave Matter was dissolved and

reshaped in any image .for which ye found use or pleasure.

To expand our new power, we built an elabOrate infrastructure

that spanned the continent and connected every state and town. ,

We built an energy grid to distribute electricity; we built a

hlghway network to grve us phySical mobility; we built a

railroad system to Speed raw commoditis and finishe'd goo:is

from producers to .consumers.. "Jur country became tightly'

integrated into a unified industrial economic system.
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The foundation of the information economy, our new
central fact, is the computer. Its ability to manipulate
and process.information represents a profound departure
from our tedest human abilities; The computer is one
essential cOmponent of the 1:formation infrastructure.
the other member of.the infrastructure is the teleCom-
munication network. The telephone Lines, microwave
stations, satellites.and frequency spectrum,are the

. analogs to the elebtrical and transportation grids Of
thejndustrial economy. Whereas mobility in physical
space is achieved through roads and railways, mobility
in information space is gained through the telecommunication
network.

Our-concern with information, then, is simultaneously
and inextricably linked to computers and telecommunications.
Today's rrithods may not include information technology; but
tomorroK's will. .Wherever information is produced, stored,
manipulated or distributed, information technOlogies will
eventually be used. The ordinary typewriter is quickly being
replaced bv a "smart" terminal the U.S. Postal Service is
being invaded by ,information machines; ordinary retail stores
are being transformed by exotic looking light pens and
computerized cash registers.

The rapid diffusion of computer and communication
technologies carries tremendous force, as evinced by the
changes following the diffusion of,industrial technologies.
With each new application of information techno,logy, economic
or social tensionS may surface. .Some might be resolved by
Market forces; common sense or luck. But many more, not
easily soluble or analytically obvious, will rise to the
level of policy'issues.

'Vertical" 'Policy and "Horizontal"/Problems

When the ii.dustrial economy eame of age, the engine
and the highway :2ombined to forma. powerful industrial
infrastructure. Transportation Policy, at that tiMe,
focUsed inwardly on the competing claims made by owners'
of alternate modes of transportatioh. the railroad, truck
and barge industries fought with each other .for market.
share, building cartel arrangements that were later struck
down by the Department of Justiee (and reestablished by the
ICC under a new guise) The internal problems of the
transportation sector dominated our national transportation
policy. The horizontaa effects of transportation policy on
other sectors of the economy .such as agriculture, mining,
manufacturing and trade -- wc,.re relegated to second place.
Once the competing claims were resolved, the chips fell as
they may,,and the rest of the economy adjusted.

If the interindustry effects of transportation policy
Were treated casually, then we can safely say that the non-
market effects were totally ignored: Hardly a word was
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The inventory of ilaportant research topic'S regarding
th,,-) "vertical" problems of the information infrastructure
is lengthy indeed. And unless we have educated ourselves
about the many critical technical, econothic, legal and
political issues, policy making will suffer.

But even that is not enough. To stop there denies'a
fundamental insight about the nature of new technologies.
The important policy issues are .not just internal to the
ownership and management.of the information infrastructure.
(The analog to transportation policy in 1907 is clear)
The.problems arise when the computer and telecommunications
combine into "information technology" and invade other
sectors of the economy. It is the external effects of
information technology which today beg attention.

No portion of the U.S. economy is untouched by
information technology. .Wherever people produce:knowledge,
communicate ideas, make decisions, write letters and
generally do what humans do best -- manipulate symbols --
information technology is lurking nearby. Some sectors
of the economy have already been deeply influenced by
information machines -- banking and finance for one.
Others, such as the dentists' office, are less prone to
drastic.change.

The leading argument is that the impacts of information
technology (horizontally) across all other sectors of the
economy are too important to be left to technologists.
Decisions that are made (vertically) within the communication
policy and business werlds can affect many external
constituencies, whose voices and concerns.are not always
heard by those making decisions about information technology.
When we restrict the scope of policy attention to the pitched
battles and fireworks within the telecommunications-cum-
computer world, our perspective is too narrow, and society's
interest is not properly served.

The Element& of Information Policy.

First, a definition: Tnformation policy attends to the
i:ssues rais,i:d by th* combined effects of information
t.:?chnciaji.:N3 (3op:iters and telecommunications) on market
and r.on7ar;e.,:t eoents.

A national, information policy has not been devised,
nor has the appropria-te. governmental machinery been built.
In this section, we identify the elements of such a policy,
and suggest a principle for its formulation,.

In the introductory Chapter, we saw an.abstract of the
information policy framework. Here, we add detail and
specifics. . The framework reveals a flow of impacts, issues
and decisions that revolve around information technology.
(Figure 11.1 is Sti-expansion of Figure 1.1). (A) The causal
engine in this policy world is information technology, and
the new capabilities that it Offers.3 (B) Private and putlic
decisions regarding the information infrastructure, coupled
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with demand from 016 est.of the economy, result in many
new applications of information goods and services.
(C) Each application may.give rise to a cluster of
economic or social conflicts, at the level of market

.
division, economic efficiency, social equity or ideology.
(D) Some conflicts are resolved by the dynamics of market
discipline, and require no government intervention.
(E).. Dut,where the market cannot remedy inefficiency or

'inequity, the issues rise to the leye. of "information
policy," and require Political mediPI4ti n. (F) Here, the

PI

general framework of information polity suggests a specific
architectural component.. The many issues generated

.
'horizontally by information technology necessarily implicate
numerous Executive agencies. At present, no mechanism .-

exists for coordinating the preferences and plans of the
relevant actors. Hence, we may find the Federal Reserve
Board and the Treasury planning EFTS networks without

&regard for the U.S. Postal Service initiatives in electronic
mail. Or we may find both EPA and the new Department of
Energy building parallel information monitoring syStems
without coordinating their plans. Or we may find that
plans for a Federal data'network carrying IRS and Social
Sec.,'.rity information are proceeding without attention to
privacy statutes.

A policy coordinating mechanism is lacking, and is
featured as the main reoommendation of tliis study. In
shorthand, we call it an information policy "Forum."

(G) Finally, certain information policy decisions
''- may feed back to decision makers in the infrastructure.
The horizontal (uqer) community may realize that it is
precluded from offering certain %ervices becauae of
institutional rules in the vertical (suRply) s'ector.
Alternately, the horizontal community may bring prospective
requirements to the attention of the vertical sector, The
Forum would again play a coordinating role, by bringing
such feedback to the shapers of the infrastructure.

The heart of the story centers on the new
applications of information technology, the policy issues
raised by these applications, and the loci of Executive .

responsibility for meeting those issues. We have adopted
a simple form of "technology asSessment" to trace the new

. _

uses of information technologies across.several major
sectors of the economy. The purpose of the exercise is
to demonstrate that information technologies are transforming
the way things get done; that some of these-transformationa
raise thorny policy issues; and that the loci of Federal
responsibility are widely scattered and disorganized.

The exercise is divided into three parts. First, we
.look at the impact of information techriology on its close
cousins -- those industries which we include in the primary
informatio- sector" ;Table 11.1). Second, we look at the
impact On unrelated sectors, those I:THEE-We call "noninforma-
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tion industries" (Table 11.2) . Third, we look at the
impact on.4'genefal social processes, such as governance,

the office and the home (Table 11.3).

This technology assessment is panoramic; it does

not pretend to achieve depth or accuracy. Such a study

could be done, but falls outside the purpose of this

work.4 Our main intent is to show the wide domain
covered 1,y information policy. (Note that some of the

policy issues raised by applications of infolmation
technology are new, others arq not. For example, EFTS

policy did not arise before teblinology gave birth to a

host of problems; but the issue of velocity has been

with us since Irving discussed it in the 1920's.
Information policy either emerges de novo, or casts old
po1i.:7y issues in a new light. It is often an organizing
perspectiver7emphasizing the informational aspects.of

preexisting problems.)

So far, our discussion of information policy is
firml"Y.rooted in technological change. We chose to lay

aside the purely ideological issues, and instead to
focus on those-issues which are born of deeper currents

in economic life. This perspective assumes technology

as the major engine of economic andsocial change.5

A completely different approach to information
policy focuses primarily on the non-technological, or
ideological, issues. ,For example, government information
distribution policy is not necessarily, influenced by

information technology. Agencies such .as the Census,

EPA, FTC, OSHA and HEW'gather volumes of potentially

sensitive information. The decision over which data
should be gathered is often political. So is the'

decision over.which data should be distributed publicly.
-The implementaton of 1st Amendment, Freedom of
Information, Privacy, and "Sunshine" statutes is
precisely at the center of essentially non-technological
information policy. Such policy is ideological, directly

addressing the tenets of.republicanism and accountability.

We would err grievously to suggest that all information
policy has technological roots. In fact, some of the

most insightful debate about the future course of our
society occurs at the ideological level.

.s not a wholly materialistic argument, and

there is ample room for political debate. A central

feature of information policy is that political
preferences can help influence the technology and
cause it to take shape along ideational lines. In this

crude model, ideas influence technology; but the technology

eventually determines economic reality. For example, a
high-level policy micht be taken to encourage the provision

of (horizontal) information services as a desirable direction

for U.S. economic developmont. The specific technical
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recommendation, tied to the policy, is to ensure that data
networks are "open" -- i.e., along the common carrier
concept -- rather than proprietary. This point is
especially salient in the case of EFTS networks. If

s4ch networks were wholly owned by private financial
institutions, then competing service providers would
be unable to pass the entry barrier absociated with the
initial high capital investment. If. all EFTS networks
are common carriers, then any provider of financial (and
related) services could gain access to a wide national
market.

Or, if a "horizontal" policy decision were taken to
propagate information service delivery to rural parts of
the country as quickly as possible, a "vertical" policy
would emergy: that the various common carrier entities
(AT&T, specialized 'common carriers, VAN's, satellites)
are required to interconnect universally. The effect of
such a policy would b.? to ensure that a rural town would
gain access to the nat\ional data network if any of the
common carrier entitieS\entered the region. \

The connection betwen ideology and technology is
also apparent in the field\ of privacy protection. Invasion
of privacy is not a new legal or ideological isSue -- it
dates back to English commoh law, as spelled out'In an
1890 Harvard Law Review arti.41e by.Louis Brandeis';.6

But the potenT37a-.1 for mischief and damage has been,
immeasurably heightened by new\inlormation technologies.
Seemingly innocuous systems, suth as efficiency-minded
computerized medical.files can 1:;e sadly abused with
relatively little effort. The perpetrators often, act
with impunity, as the act of "theft'\does not .physically
capture the data base, but only the\i formation.

A horizontal policy decision to\safeguard personal\

privacy (e.g., in finance, insurante, etational, medical
and general personnel files) ultimately\ duces to vertical
decisions regarding control of and acceer\to the information
technologies. The vertical policies foct.z'on issues of

computer and transmission security and liabllity. But

neither perspective completely solves-the preblem.
Institutional sensitivity must be coupled with\technical

:design if the privacy problem is to be soli.red. \The

horizontal and the itertical (or the ideological \and the

technological) must work together.

The following section reveals that the opport nities
for policy coordination are enormous, and ripe for harvest.
To seize the opportunity will require some reorganiztion
of thc Executive.branch. Note the many agencies that'are
implicated in the various aspects of information policy.
In the .final section, we shall introduce the concept of'a
"Forum" as a major recommendation flowing from this stu4,.



Information Technology and the Primary Information Sector

The axiom is: The more information-intensive the
industry, the gredter the potentiaZ impact of information.

technology. It follows, therefore, that the members of
the primary information sector are highly susceptible to
evolutionary pressures wrought by t -:!! information

technologies.- With the intermarri oreviously
distant and unrelated indUstries, tc i7erges a
definite "sameness," a technological k-;.:.ship. For

example, many have predicted.that electronic mail and
electronic funds transfer systems will -Ale day lose their
'identity nd, merge into one system. ne matchmaker --

information technology. Starting with totally unlike
industries, we will come to find both mail and money
transmitted through satelliteS, sped through microWave
and terrestrial cable, stored-and-forwarded in computerr
and delivered on a.high speed terminal in hard copy or

as a video image. The institutions of financial inter-
mediation and message delivery will also converge. Rather

than write and mail checks, we will push buttons on EFTS
terminals; rather than receive our monthly utility bill,

we will receive an electronic ."notice" on the home
communication center.

The same technologies will also alter'the shape of

educational institutions, newspaper publishing and the

media. It is quite unlikely that the members of the

primary information sector-can-remain autonomous twenty

years hence. And with convergence comes the inevitable

friction. Who claims what turf? At what price? How is

the pie to be jealously divided? (ManY seem blind to

the fact that the ptie itself is growing by leaps and

bounds.)

Table 11.1 offers a capsule summary of five primary

information industries banking and finance, education,
information utilities, postal servi7ce and publishing.
A nonexhaustive list of new information technology
applications is provided for each. Note that this does

not constitute a carefully designed technology assessment.
A complete assessment would identify the new technological
applications in great detail, elaborate on the policy
issues and carefully identify the loci of Federal

responsibility. Thai- task falls outside the scope of

the present NSF grant. The list does, hc:wever, include

applications that are generally anticipated in the

literature.7

The Bankirig & Finance sector is undergoing a most

remarkable change. El'.ectronic funds transfer systems :

raise numerous issues, as shown in Table 11.1. Note the

multiplicity of Federal agencies with authority in this

area. The "information policy issues," which flow directly

from the new applications, are relatives of more traditional

banking or finance policy. For example, price stability is
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a foundation of macroeconomic Policy. But the emergence
of electronic commodity exchanges brings a new perspective
o an old. problem. It thus becomes a member of the
information policy domain.

he Education sector has experimented for many years

with information technology. Some spectacular failures
were suffered by early attempts to use computer-assisted

instruction. Recently, t.".e notion of lifelong learning .

systems and individual.instruction have gained greater
support, especially in the area of retraining the ;labor

force.

The Information Utility industry has sprung up

around the general availability of inexpensive time-

sharing computers. It is a small industry, but we
include it because of its tremendous growth potential.
This industry includes a new class of "information
brokers," whose purpose is to package information in a
form which is useful and compact.

The Postal Service is embroiled in controversy and

' uncertainty regarding electronic mail. The basic premise
of the post -- moving pieces of paper through "hail,
sleet and snow" -- is somewhat romantic and of limited use.
Should the monopoly on first-class messages be broken?

What are the short-term dislocations in shifting from a
conventional to a digital postal system?

The Publishing sector is in a similar state, although
its future is not in critical danger. Information
technologies are entering the newspaper and magazine
industries, changing the way things get done. In the

United Kingdom, the PTT is experimenting with teletext

systems, (electronic newspapers) as a major competitor
to the conventional newspaper. Is this an issue for
government policy, or is it better handled by market

dynamics?

The primary information sector includes 21 major
industrie; only five are treated in Table 11.1. The

whole story, as it develops in the remainder of this
century, should prove to be one of major interest. It

is here that information policy will receive its most

urgent tests.

Information Technology and the Noninformation Sectors

Just because an industry does not primarily process

or distribute information, it is not exempt from the
impact of information technology.



;. TABU 11.1:
INFORYATION TF.P.NOLOCY ANO THE PRIXARY INFORMATION INMSTRIES

BANINO AND FINANCE

APPLICATIONS OF InnT:os TECH2:COY
INFORNATICN POLICY ISSOES

LOCUS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY .

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEUEFTS)

Interbank FTS and check c2.7173---
Federal Reserve System FTS check clearing

National credit checking

Debit/Credit cards

Retail "branch banks" and street corner

"autctellers"

Retail shop automatic tellers

Intratank and "national bank'

communication systems 6,MIS

o Electronic stock exchanges

Electronic commodity exchanges

o Ccmplex financial services to small

depositors

"en'or7: 1. :

Distinction between S&L's & Cormercial banks;

Ownership and control of the EFTS network;

Conflicts of interest viz, fiduciary duties;

Antitrust implications of vertical integration

in banking;

Status of electronic branch banks, "autotellers";

Cost allocation, pricing of services;

The Float:, who appropriates the surplus?;

Interaction betwem Ern and electronic mail

(see Postal Service," Table 1.2)

,

Embezzlement, fraud, computer-assisted crime;

Liability in case of theft, disruption of service;

Privacy: confidential: y of personal & business

records

Access to EFTS by small business, minority business;

Launderi-31 procedures using compuLors;

Velocity; money supply manage%nt

Personal credit overextension;

Settling the locus of Federal vs, State regulation;

Security: encryption, entry identification;

Socurity: who boars t1.1 reiponsibilay?

Sorr".y; system sabotage, mass failure;

Res,yirce sharing; interconnect standards

o Price st,:bility; fiscal soundness; reliability Of

eHde.^e of g*ock i hond transactions;

o Pr:et:Th:74H°- -a--1.1a,irn_ .

o amss

4.1

riereral14:

Federal Reserve Board,

Treasury, FDIC, FSLIC,

CoMptroller of the

Currency, Electronic Funds

Transfer Commission,

Justice (Antitrust &

Economics Division),

Securities & Exchange

Commission, Internal

Revenue Service

Justice (FBI), IRS

FDIC, GAO, Comptroller,

FSLIC, Fed. Res FDIC

National Commission on

Privacy, FTC

SBA; Commerce (Office of

Minority Business Enter-

prise)

Justice (F21), IRS

Fed Res Board, Treasury

Fee Res Board, Commerce

(NRS)

FCC, Fed Res Board,'USPS

SEC



TABLE 11.1: INFOPMATIOr. 7EMOIn THE MARY INFOMATION INOUSTR:ES (Cont'd)

APPLICATIONS OF IN':.0.ATIC

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLn7. SYS":i.l!S

0 ,Lifelong learning

MAYiAT:T: M,ICY 1SS'JS

LOCOS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

: Labor retraining (vocati,e.,,

certification)

o Teaching tne chronically

o Teaching "le,disadvantaged, physically

han]icapp

o :y (advance] ocuras,

:matriculation)

Pri:Aner.reabilitation

c school ni y.lem.t.:ntary

schools computer :;7'jtas

o Y.:3 in edacaticnal

Librory tachnoloqy;

hc searcn systm, us torac;e

(microfilm. & fiche);

medi

c, compLiter-assisted

instructi% PLATO;

0 Int,...reniyeroity'Con.;ortia

E=T, ER:C;

.;ho paya? How to masure costs & benefits?,

o Eda:ati%, literacy, job 2..:Iprovement;

o Labor productivity, structural unemlovment;

horizontal & vertical mobility;

o Job matching, & satisfaction; reduction in turnover;

Nmployment, labor force motIlization

o '::ard-core unemployment; quality of life;

Access to adyancej'traiLng

o 4habilitaticnrecidivism'reduction

o "Computer literacy";,demystifying the computer;

advanced research; educational R&D

o Efficient mcimt. of school systems; forecasts &

rec;u1rEments;

o Li;,rary efficiency & cost effectiveness;

copyri3ht & ownership of inteller'ual property;

resurce-sharing

Xorc gfective instruction; impact on the

.e.11,::ational labor force

o Resource-snaring; eualization of opportunity to

classrooms & library faclities

P.EW (NIE), GoLl CP3

DoL, Natioal Commission

on.Manpower; National

Commission on Productivity

ACTION, DoL

HEW (NIE), NSF, CBP, FCC

Justice (BoP), LEAA

NIE, NSF

(NIE), HEW (OE) , BLS

Library of Congress,.

Commission on Library and

Info Science, Commerce

(patent &'Copyright), the

National Libraries

HiW (OE, .NIE)

HEW '(NIE), NASA



TABLE 11.1: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE PRIMARY INFORMATION INDUSTH,

INFORMATION UTILITIES

APPLICATIONS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION POLICY ISSC

INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

General library citations

Scientif:s & technical information

documents

Medical abstracts

Chemical abstracts,

Patent information

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Accounting & balance'sheet preparation

Billing, invoicing, & record kee:ing

Investment project simulation

MEDICAL SER7ICES

Clinic & hospital recordkeeping

Nutritional advice: individual dietary info

(Cont'd)

LOCUS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

o Scholarly and ger.Tral research;

systematization for ,the publishing trade

o Promoting diffusion of knowledge;

dissemination of public information

o Diffusion of medical research findings and

practices

o Diffusion of chemical research findings

o Invention and RSD guidance

o Access of hi0-powered managerial techniques

to small busine:ws

o Efficiency and stiomlining of record-keeping

and bureaucratic burden

o Rapid analysis of investment decisions

Gela: issues of liability, theft, privacy

ENGINEERING SERVICES
?

Design analysis (cost, parts, structurallrt_

Architectural design

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

COmputer-assisted instruction

vocational, speOial assistance

o Access of costly techniques by small hospitals

and clinics, Medicare reporting & actg, routs.

o Preventative medicine

p,,v(2: benefit/cost questions, privacy

hnefit/cost.quostions, liability

in caso of litigation

iml:lcmcntation of educational,

researcn & teclnique; individual, self-oaced

J:tenticn; F,tJdon':, met

u:Jcaticnal 2roblems

Library of Congress

NSF, Commerce (NTIS),

Nat'l Commission, on

Lib & Info Science

HEW (N1H,. Nat'l Lib Of

Medicine)

on.

Patent f. Trademark Ofc.

SBA

National Commission on

Fed, Paperwork, C,A0

HEW

DoD APPA)

0 (OE, NIE)

267



TABLE 11,1; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND'ITE PRIMARY INFORMATION INDUSTRIES - (Cont'd)

POSTAL SERVICE

APPT,ICATIONS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION POLICY ISSUES

,LOCUS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

ELECTRONIC MAIL

Message delivery between ?ostal Offices

Message delivery to major office

buildings

Message delivery to offices and small

businesses

Message delivery to'houses

Genera11u: combination of satellite,

microwave, terrestrial and facsimile

hardware systems

Financial tran:,actions mail/EFTS

Combinat:cn EFTS and routine mail

(e,g., utility bills)

o Rural satellite transmission of mail

AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT

o Sorting, zip codes;. optical code

recognition

.o Mailing list management; pre-sorting

Genera/1u:

Efficient delivery of transaction mail;

Urban and, rural concerns;

Uses of satellites and broadband capacity;

interaction'between electronic mail and

EFTS systems (see "Banking & Finance,"

Table 11.1);

Monopoly justification for 1st class carriage;

Public vs, private venders; labor dislocations

Political !.rengt.h of postal unions;

Accesc tn.e:cetronic mail services;

Pricing,

Delivery Hes

o Equity n centers

o Cost effectiveness, quality control

USPS, Postal Rate

Commission, FCC, ASA,

Commission on EFTS,

Fed Res Board, Social

Security Admin, Treasury,

USDS (Rural Telephone

Bank)

DoL

HUD

USPS

o See "Wholesale & Retail Trade"; National Commission on

o Privacy & invasion (nuisance mail) .Privacy

!

L68
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TABLE 11,1:,

INFORMATIONv7CHNOLOGY AN:
THE PRIMARY INFORATION

INDUSTRIES - (Cont'd)

4
PUBLISHIN.3

0

LOCUS OF

APPLICATIONS OF INFORMATIbN TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION POLICY ISSCES

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

NEWAPAPERS AND MAGA/INES

Remote terminal entry (reporter on

location

ZnteraCtive parallel editing'

Automatic page make-up and space

aIlocation
4

Phodecomposition

Computer-monitored printing presses

Satellite transmission for,parallel.

printig

Computerized "morgue" storage &

retrieva.1

'ational wire-services & information

brcers

c Z,nformatien
utilities & facsimile

transmissions

A

7ext-eng au: word processing
I

BCOXS ND REPORT PR:PARATION

systems' ,

o Photocompcoition

'o Y.icrefiche publishing

3encra:1:i:

Generai.l!N

Access; small vs. large
newspapers' ability to Justice (Antitrust) ,

afford the teChnology;

Localism: 'impact of national newspapers and

dentralited editorial staffs;

Altera:ion of scope and content ot. news coverage;

Concentration of communications ownership;

,Survival of dailies and multiple-paper cities

Broadband & satellite capacity ,

FCC, NASA

o See "Postal Service," Tablell,l;copyright

problems

o Substitution by teletext services (e,g, Viewdata)

o Efficiency and cost-saVing

Comnission on New Tech,

Uses of Copyrighted

Material

GSA

o.Low-cost referenomaterial;

Libraribf Congress, NSF,

o Domestic & international technology transfer ' State (AID)

0
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Communications networks encourage vertibal and
hirizOntal integration in all industries -- manufacturing
and distributive -- leading to the emergence of regional,
national and multinational firms. The far-flung Egyptian
empire could not have developed had Alexandria not been
graced with the "new" technologies of paper and ink,
algebra and written language. On a more modest scale,
if one took away.Sears'and Roebuck''s computer network,
the marketing giant would collapse into a collection of
autonomous retail stores. If one stripped the Atlantic &
Pacific= Tea Company of its inventory control computer
system, its profit margin would sink below the already
razor's edge 3%. And if one denied General Motors its
use of process-Control automation, numerical control
machines and automatic inspection sensors, the price of
automobiles would skyrocket.

The computer is the mainstay of all research and.
'development, from the'liSeful (scientific discovery) .to
the trivSal (product differentiation) . All firms are
now thoroughly habituated to computer management
information systems (MIS). The uses of MIS are as,varied
as the imaginations of the managers and their programmers,
and largess of the budget office: inventory control,
production cost accounting, waste management, revenue
accounts, personnel records, billing, financial simulation,
P&L statements, market demand forecasts,.and the omnipresent
government paperWork requirements-, .

The computer is a central fact of the mc:ern corporation.
And if the corporation is geographically dispersed, tele-
processing is also a fact. Computers now merrily chat to
each other across continents and oceans. Where satellites
ace the mode of trans, the cost of communication is
giaite insensitive to-distance. It may cost almost as much
to link a New York and a boston computer as a New York and
Paris pair, The telling difference may be in the discriminatory

, rates imposed by national PT1''s (post, telephone and telegraph
administrations), whose sense of nationalism is currently

' lagging technology by several decades.

Table 11.2 shows 7,ome obvious asplications of information
technology in six 11.1,;trative sectors: construction and
housing; energy; fo ; and agriculture; health and medicine;
transportaticn; and 'olesale and retail trade. Some of the
applications read like Future Shock, others are more familiat-
Together, they weave an image of a society whose reliance on
information is sharpened, and whose production motto is
"work.smarter."

The Energy sector has.dramatically intensified its use
of information in the last ten years. Satellites explore
land and ocean masses for telling signs of bidden resources.
Computers are used for massive data reduction to pinpoint
drilling and mining prospects, for reso-arce management, and
for inventory of stockpiles and reserves.. Corporate policy



TABLE 11.2! INFORMATION
TECUNOLOCY AND THE NONINFORMATION SECTORS

ENERO'i

APPLICATIONS OF INFOPXTION TETLOCY
INPORMATICN POLICY ISSUES

o Resource exploration by s6tellite

(geglogical structures L;f, coal

and deposits)

0 Ene:gy id management by mMputer

0 Communication: remote exploration crews,

offshore dr'illing units, 'tankers

0 il truck fleet:and pipeline Management

Systems

o.Remote sea state sensing ,

o Weather forecasting servrce

0 Building control ; communication

systems: heat, air-Conditioning, lighting

0 Data p:ocessing and reductiOn from

exploration test sites

0 Refining process control minicomptters

Simulation studies

ENERGY MIS

o Federal irventory reporf.ing

o Detailed stock & piice reporting

(e.g., old oil, "interstate" c:asi

0 Geographical distribution and

stockpiling of resources

0 Cost controls

o Tracts under devel)pment

0 Royalty payment system

4

LOCUS OF

EXECUTI7 RESPONSIBILITY

o Energy development

F,EA, ERDA, NASA; Interior,

o Project Independence;

(U:S. Geological Survey).

c Access to public data or public-subsidized data; FCC

Frec!tency spectrum

o Energy distribution: efficiency and equity

considerations

0 Energy deVelopment;

o Safety

o 6pectrum

o Efficient use of capital;

o Tanker safety;

o Oil spill prevetion

o Basic :)Lnning of enely demand.

o S.m "Housing & Construction",
Table 1,3;

o Energy conservation

Maximizing likelihood of a "hit"

o Basic energy planning:

o Depende:xies & critical shortages

o Regulation' of prices

o Emergency
allocv.,:l of energy, e.g., extreme

A'ather conditions

,o Inflation control

4

Interior (various Admins),

'USDA ;,tural Electrifica-

tion Adminh NRC, FPC

FCC
0
.1

FDA, ICC, FPC

Commerce

FDA

EPA, FEA, Commerce (N5S)

Interior

Interior

FEA, ERDA, National Commn

on Fed Paperwork, State

FDA, CWPS

FDA

CNPS

'Interior

Interior

27,



TABLE ll2 INFORMATION TENNOLOCY AND THE NONIORYATION SECTORS - d)

FOOD AND ARCICULME

*.I.M. ,.11.0Wiy.....smw.M.....=t,Na....wwwmMOIOmmv

LOCE OF
APPLICATIONS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOSY INFOrTION POLITISSUES' EXECUTIVE PESPONSIDILITYAciannx=rn

EARTH RESOURCE (EROS, ERTS)

Cro'p6 commodity inventery, report.ing,

forecasting

c Fish wildlife monitoring systems:

tock size, movement) depletion

0 Farm and forest fire detection

o Disease, plague, insect detection

and monitoring

0 Weather forecating.

o B:asic ground ocePnic surveys ane:

mapping

o Yonitoring weather modification

exm.iments

COMMUNICATION AND DIRECT BROADCAST

SATELLITES

o Weather.and natural disaster Arning

o Media for diffusion of agricultural

innovation horticulture,

irrigation, husbandry; sanitation,

food preservation)

o Coordination of airborne fire fighters

o Coordinationof fishing fleets (KARSAT)

N;uucy spctro; ,

Who pays for the lafich?

Economic planning;

For asting foreign economies' conditionsi demands

0 HPting and fishery pelicy;

e Law of the Sea;

+, Preservation pf endangered species

o Prevention of catastrophic losses

n Planning: crop seloction, irrigation, price

movements

o Resource exploitation;

o Proporty claims

o 2iop igoduction in adverse environments

CcvniVo:

o FTluency spectrum;

d'Who pays?

p Se.C7';' of persons :; pieperty i. rural areas

o uMedernization," efficieney, opal a(:cess to

technolog!es

EmelTency frequencies

o Fre,L:no?

FCC, OTP, NASA

Qi;DP%, PAO/U,S,,

Farm Credit Admin,

CIA

State, EPA, Intrior

(lildlife nerviet

Endanpered Specir:

Interior (Fcest Service)

MA, 11.,teriu

Intorer

Interior (U,S, (Jeological

Survey), Commerce (NOAA)

^,orrorce

FCC, OTR, NASA

Vather Burer

'SDA, State ="tID)

Comoro (Maritime Admin)



TABLE 2:
INFORT,TICN'TiCHNOLOa AND THE =INFOP'i,ATIC,N SECTOPS R:ont'd)

FOOD AND;.AORICZTX, lont'd)

AM,ICATICNS OF INFGIMION TECHNOLCa

-7.
.;"

FAYY: MI3

0 Crop planning syst s:

o :nventory naintonondq: domestic

foreign destimtior

0 Price and quant*orecasting

O Inpit requiremen'ilt.
(seed, energy,

Ohemials, eTs6iCent)

0 Diagnestic andlilanning informyion

serviccs I

0 Advanced genetic research

0 Econometric research,
data gathering

.,andTed1:,:tion

Conor information systems; nutrition,

retail shopping

Com.,.,uter controlled environment

agriculture (e.g:,
hydroponics, "tents.")

0 Crop i commodity
elect:onic exchanges

I!)Y LTI6H 11)71,",
ssuEs

LOCUS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

o Efficiency;

o' Ue of mnagement science techniques;

o Export polity and impact on domesticimarkets:

o Shortage surplus detection

o Price movement;

o Inflation monitoring

o interindustry planning

o Federal paperwork requirements

/

o Efficient production;

o Public information for private use:

o Search for miracle grains, "green revolution";

inate vulnerability

o Batilc ecohnic planning

o Cohsumer surplus, fraud

o Search for high-yield food production techniques

o Price stpility, Price manipulation, evidence

of tra;d1saction

---====tazailag

USDA (Economic Research

S,Irvice), State, Export-

Import Bank

Council on Wages & Prices,

BLS (WPI, CPI)

National Commission on,

Paperwork; USDA

USDA (Economic Res Svc)

USDA.

USDA

Fr, Justice

USDA, NSF, State

Commodity Futures Trading

Commission, BLS (WPI,

CPI)

I.



C)

-

LOCUS OF

APK:CATIONS OF EXECUTIVE RESPCNSIBILITY

V 1. 41.4 4. 1.4 .1. 4;1,, - 1

7

S::dules: drug adminitration, speCial

z;tre

s reports to

instructions

H. n,:alth care via satellite rdie

t.'

nitoring of vital signs: in-hospital

and out-patients
.

o communication and

diagnostic assistance

0 Ambulance and rescue vehicle:

commaniCation', remote diagnostics,

monitoring vital life signs

o Lmmunication betw'en hospital centers

and the uged, handicapped, bed-riCden

o Emergency networi3: epidemic Naming

control, natural disaster warning and

recovery

in.iurance claims;

and casstoinic r

o oIiabitv and sec'aritv;

o'10L:ecticn.cpf frala..).Llat c1ios1 e.g., unnecessary

iroo and surgery, excessive in-hospital stays;

PLr review data

Evidono2 for malpractice Juits

o Reduction o? ri...;comunication with nursing staff

o Lalth care delivery;

o Social uses of satellites;

o ac of paramedics

O Fmergerzy response;

o Out patient and visiting nurse services

u Ef;isiency and resource-sharing;

Efficiency;.

o Eurgency response;

o Spectrum requirements

o 12uality of life;

o Cost reduction

o Emergency response

o Civil disorders

o ?oisen control and s.a:cide prevention o Emergency medical and psychological care;

center information o Liability problems

)

',

1IEW (Medicare, Health,

4oscurces Admin), VA,

HEw (PHS),, HEW (NU),

OSHA

Nat'l'Commission on

Privacy, Justice, HEW

Justice

HEW (PHS), NPLA, AID, Fa:

HEN, VA

FCC

HEW (Admin, on Aging),

VA

HEW (C3ter for Disease

Contrcd), Defen% Civil

Preparedness Agency, FCC,

OTP, GSAC (Federal

Preparedness Agency)

HEW (PHS)

'

::)



TABLE 11,2: INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND THE

NONINFORMATION SECTORS - (Cont'd)

HEALTH AND MEDICINE iC:It'd)

APPLICATIONS' OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATIaN POLICY ISSUES

LOCUS OF

EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

o Remote medical educationpreventative

maintenance, self-help thiugh TV,

video, CATV, 2-way CATV

0 Nutrition
information and education

LAB TEST AND DIAGNOSTICS

0 Automated blood tests

o Automated tissue and biopsy disgnosis

Viral identification

.
MEDICAL RESEARCH

Library archives: storage 6 retrieval

o 3iometric data reducti,:n

o National health statistics: data

gathering 4 reduction

o Health insurance reporting systems:

claims and settlements

o Welfare reporting systems: claims

and settlements

o Preventative maintenance;

o Lowrcost health care delivery;

o Uses of CATV

o Preventative maintenance

o Cost reduction;

o Error reduction

o Advancement of medical science

o Paperwork burden;

o Fraud reduction;

o Cost control

USDA (Food and Nutrition

Service)

TW (NIH)

HEW (National Library of

Medicine)

HEW (NIH)

HEW (NIB)

HEW (Medicare), OSHA, SSA

HEW


